
The Council Plan Consultation ran from 12 August to 15

September. Residents had the opportunity to feedback on eight

city outcomes proposed for the 2019-23 plan; they were asked to

comment on areas of focus for the council along with what the

outcome meant to them and what they could do to help achieve

it. Participation was available via an online survey and post-it

boards in public places around the city where residents could

add their feedback by adding a note to the board. 

728 residents accessed the online survey with a total of 353

leaving around 6000 comments across the 8 outcomes.

Comments were categorised into common themes relating to the

council and are presented in table form with the most frequent

themes summarised. This annex displays the full comments for

each question. The report will be published along with the annex

on the CYC Open Data platform together with the Council Plan.
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Council Plan Consultation 2019  - Full Comments

Good Health and Wellbeing

What is most important to you in achieving this outcome?

Better social care for all and more access and funding for mental health services, but particularly for children. CAMHS services in York 

are a disgrace and children’s social care requires substantial investment to address issues raised in the Ofsted inspection,

Ensuring the younger generation are being looked after; especially those from vulnerable areas / backgrounds and ensuring that the 

streets and parks are safe to walk and that those under the influence of drugs are removed from town centre.  Speeding in residential 

areas also needs to be addressed.

Mental health, both in clinical settings and in the community and across the life span. 

More GP surgeries in high demand areas.

Schools - to support demand, actual and expected.

relaxation 

Protection of historic buildings and views

Free and accessible services such as sports centres, support groups etc. in addition to NHS services. 

Work and life balance, green space to relax and enjoy nature, taking care of our planet

a healthy, traffic free town centre

Green space, public access, access to health are, cheaper healthy fruit and vegetables, stopping smoking, cut down IVDU

A robust cycle network, promoting cycling rather than use of cars. 

No comment on this outcome.

Using preventative health measures in an equitable and accessible way to ensure that everyone has the opportunity to have the best 

possible health and wellbeing. A preventative health approach also has the added benefit of reducing the strain on the health service.

Better Air Quality - especially around primary and secondary schools, nursing/residential care homes, housing developments and other 

vulnerable uses. 



Reduction in car based transport - the volume of this specific transport mode is the most damaging, especially to the well-being and 

health of pedestrians. An example is where, despite being allocated an AQMA, Fulford Village, remains a principal corridor for 

commuters and visitors to the city. You have residents liiving along this road and people - if brave enough - walking/cycling along it to 

get their kids to and from school, to work etc. The status quo of car based transport being encouraged remains, despite CYC 

supposedly being in a 'climate emergency'. 



Promote more cycling and walking in new developments and in general - new planning developments should be pushed by DM officers 

to integrate more with existing cycle and walking networks and reduce car dependancy. Germany Beck is not linked into the existing 

pedestrian network, despite abutting several routes, with a sole new road for car traffic in and out of the development - which is 

A balance

Ensure Good Health and Wellbeing of residents is integral to all decisions made by the organisation.

Mental health 
Community mental health support for children, adults and families, opportunities for free play and sport activities. Children, young 

people and adults feeling valued and a experiencing a sense of belonging. Having a voice and participating in their lives and 

communities.
That there is early intervention to prevent the deterioration of health and wellbeing and to reduce the demand on the NHS

 Better access to CAMHS for young people in the city and additional help for families dealing with mental health issues.

occasions where all the roads in the centre are closed. the noise and air pollution is quite a lot, and with York being geographically 

more of a basin, the pollution does not escape as easily.



also green spaces, crucial for wellbeing.

Clean air, green spaces in easy walking/cycling distance, traffic-free footpaths and cycle paths

Safer cycling in the city centre.

That we truly embed early help and intervention and work collaboratively to spot risk factors. This means that we (across the public 

sector) use the same language and have shared objectives

For me it is important to cut down on pollution, promote more green spaces, have more trees, less rubbish 

Making sure that the early intervention services are prioritised in decision around allocation of health and social care resources. 

Equity in health outcomes, so that everyone can take advantage of living in York. Services and support reaching those most in need - 

so customer led not service driven.

City organisations and partners work in ways to promote and encourage health and wellbeing - so in all our  workplaces more emphasis 

on wellbeing and paying people a living wage so they can access the things we know contribute to health (quality housing, healthy food, 

leisure time, work -life balance). 

Reduce homelessness. Homeless people die young.
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Council Plan Consultation 2019  - Full Comments

Good Health and Wellbeing

What is most important to you in achieving this outcome?

Education in young people - if young people can understand and benefit from good health it will be a catalyst for life long good health. 

Prioritizing the young is both a proactive and reactive response to health.

As I typed my answer...I wondered...has the Council defined "best possible health and wellbeing"...what does that look and feel like?  It 

is important when measuring the success of any work that is done in this area.



As an individual I have good health and wellbeing (physical and mental).  

Better access to a GP

Improve knowledge and skills related to promoting good health and well being as lifestyle.

The health of those 

Abolish the dreaded council tax

That we need bold action to tackle air pollution

A joined up approach to health and social care

Equal access for disabled people and their families.

Support LGBT, BME, Older People and disabled people 

Good quality and plenty of housing options 

Reducing the pollution caused by the excessive traffic in the centre of the city including the inner ring-road

Good Social care for elderly and vulnerable adults

Education and quality, proactive child care

Make information accessible and in easy read for people with disabilities.

Providing essential NHS services for all. Establishing free support and access to lifestyle information for all and designing outreach 

programmes to attract those 

I don't have home

Everyone should enjoy good health and well being.

1.  Everyone has good health and well being and not only a select few, who can afford treatment.

Take action to tackle Climate emergency issues to improve short and long term health eg better air quality, traffic free city centre, 

continue to improve safe cycle routes and public transport options.
Good outdoors areas and bicycle paths. Walking and cycle paths needs to be maintained and cleared for snow, ice and so on in the 

winter months. 

Education in schools about healthy food, exercise and lifestyle. I'm worried about child obesity in our city. 

Less traffic in the city centre to tackle issues around air pollution. 
Reduce healthcare costs, maintaining quality of life, access to healthcare, increase opportunities for everyday exercise.

Decent bike lanes without rough surfaces. 

Climate change action

Good public transport

Prioritise social and affordable housing

Exercise, fresh air, water and preventing healthcare costs to maintain quality of life.

Prioritising community over aggressive profit

Healthy body and mind

Best health 

Climate emergency

Keeping the people fit and healthy, working with homeless and chaotic, drug dependent people in our city

Keeping active.

Anything to do with developing York needs to be interesting as well as just focusing on the health aspects which this question suggests. 

Bicycles and electric people carriers are one thing...yes very obviously, but the key to York is individuality and greening of spaces.

Clean air and good options for travelling without burning fossil fuels.

Access to gym and fitness within the city centre. A reduction in the amount of unhealthy fast food takeaway outlets. Less drinking 

establishments within the city

Cleaner air.

Lowering pollution levels
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Council Plan Consultation 2019  - Full Comments

Good Health and Wellbeing

What is most important to you in achieving this outcome?

Kajjsn

Kerbside food recycling

Air quality

Easy access for all to good quality services

more bicycle usage

Access to good health care. Access to 'outdoors' and the natural environment which means protection of nature and places to go to 

appreciate it. Good mental health provision

People should be assured that help and support will be there if they need it.

That the Council control air quality by controlling traffic, and cares for York's green spaces  - parks etc 

Focusing on families to improve the life chances of the very youngest children

leaving our parents home and being on our own to feet 

Timely access to quality mental and physical health practitioners/services
We should be able to book to see a doctor without a mad scramble at 8am!  Healthy modes of transport - walking and cycling - should 

be prioritised over polluting and dangerous motor vehicles.  There should be a York mental health charter which seeks to break down 

taboos over mental health and enable employees to talk to their employers without fear of losing their job. Alcohol should be harder to 

get in York.
Improve air quality.

Reducing air pollution

Increasing rates of walking, cycling and other physical activities

Full public funding that ensures that no-one is worse off because of their own lack of resources and effective integration of all relevant 

services (public, private, 3rd sector)

There are some striking health inequalities in York - it would be great to reduce these and create communities where everyone feels 

included and valued. Access to services when people need them is crucial to this. As is demystifying a complex service system with too 

much gatekeeping of resource.

Regular exercise better and more facilities 

Reducing traffic within the city walls can make the city, and healthier forms of transport far more accessible to more people.

Making York an easy city to be healthy in

I'm constantly surprised at York's poor air quality which will have knock-on health effects and think this is important to tackle.

I also think it needs a robust mental health support structure with better access to talking therapies and physical activities to those who 

can't afford to fund it privately.

A well-funded NHS

minimal air pollution

give one free parking permit for each household

Reduction of pollution levels

Making spaces walkable and cycleable safely, free from noxious car, lorry and bus fumes.

Exercise is essential to good health. York should make it available to all.

Clean air would help a lot of people breath.

Education about cooking real food. From schools to free adult courses.

To me, air quality is of primary importance. This requires reducing cars, vans, lorries and polluting buses in densely populated areas.

Reducing pollution from vehicles and promoting walking, cycling and buses

Facilities that encourage walking, cycling, all forms of mobility, even and especially for elderly and disabled.

improving air quality and encouraging skating/cycling/walking/scootering etc

easy access to good medical support, especially GPs

Encouraging walking and cycling for all short journeys. Reduce air pollution but lower car use including an ultra low emission zone 

across central York and moving swiftly to electric buses and taxis. 

Having no air pollution

Safe, segregated bike routes allowing children and families and the elderly to cycle confidently for day to day essential journeys 

throughout York. This will cut down on pollution and provide exercise. 
Enabling better air quality as this is becoming one of the main killers and due to Yorks stagnant air flow of the vale it is especially 

important here
Pollution free spaces to walk, shop and work.
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Council Plan Consultation 2019  - Full Comments

Good Health and Wellbeing

What is most important to you in achieving this outcome?

Air quality - my Asthma is affected by traffic pollution. 

Encouraging healthy practices such as walking and cycling

Enforce healthy living for city dwellers who would otherwise be vulnerable to bad living conditions (compared with country dwellers)

people are healthy and living in places that are suitable to their needs and not just accommodated.  The place has to be right , the 

support in place and hopefully good health for people will follow on

Health and well-being are very different things. One can have a great deal of well-being with poor health. 

Developing better access to health, affordable and environmentally sustainable food.

A focus on 'every resident' some people in York are left behind.

There seems to be a big divide between health and wellbeing dependent on income 

Improved pedestrian and cycle lanes and reduction of cars

Ensuring that there is a clear focus, with the relevant funding, on prevention, i.e. through public health. Especially for children and 

young people, where we can set the blueprint for their adult lives.

Becoming eco friendly 

That the council genuinely listens to disabled and older people and their families about their needs. And that citizens are given choice 

and control of their care and support including individual service funds or personal budgets.

Wheelchair users need more accessible homes and foot paths need a big overall 

having good-quality, easily accessible health care  

Being able to get around town and feel PART of town NOT excluded. Cut down car congestion.

Regardless of the postcode a person lives in, people should enjoy clean air/improved air quality, schools provide healthy meals and the 

city gets children moving. Access to safe designated cycle-ways is clear and easy. 

GOOD AIR QUALITY AND LESS TRAFFIC

Reduce health inequalities across the city, and when people are ill ensure adequate resources so that healthcare staff stay with our 

NHS.
I am diabetic so having regular access to the diabetes clinic, specialists and my GP is vital, along with the latest developments in 

treatment.
To identify those in the community who are not currently enjoying the best possible health and wellbeing and determine the range of 

socio-economic reasons for this as a means of developing positive action and outcomes.

Better public transport links with the rest of North Yorkshire, to decrease the amount of cars in use. Better leisure centres

Reducing stress from unreasonable work pressure combined with low pay and poor worker rights. 

Make it better for cyclists

Clean air, plenty of open space

Improve disabled access the york via car

High quality and readily accessible support for mental health, especially among young people, focussing on prevention and early 

intervention but including services for those experiencing more severe difficulties.

Easy access to GP ideally in evenings and weekends as well as during day in week.

Easy access to nhs dentists. Accessible keep fit equipment and exercise classes.

Access to good and prompt GP services with a close linkage, where appropriate, to social services

Getting people active through safe, attractive and continuous cycling and walking facilities.

Reduction in vehicles

Easy access for every citizen to green open space 

Improved access to GPs and medical services

A coordinated approach that targets prevention (through reduction of isolation, wellbeing, walking, people living in their own homes for 

longer and so on)

Improve air quality and reduce social isolation

Lower car movement and more green space

That I can pay this without going to court 

Improving the quality of life, avoiding unnecessary illnesses, reducing burden on NHS. 

Healthy diet. Not smoking or taking drugs, Keeping active.

Avoid pollution where possible

Good mental health services
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Good Health and Wellbeing

What is most important to you in achieving this outcome?

The best health and wellbeing services are available to all sections of the public

red tape/Good Housing bright good design/Social If you are in the 3 rd age and have lived in the area all you life interaction is a key 

factor in determining both the physical and the mental health and wellbeing of an individual from childhood through adult life , you then 

have a large home ,dont wish to leave the area , but nothing in place , eg, 3 council elderly  homes in my local area ,not even nice new 

build for downsizing ,red tape around planning near affluent  villages , due to old  planning rules ,Many of the design features which 

enhance health and wellbeing also bring positive environmental benefits.

For example, better daylighting can also reduce energy consumption and carbon emissions, and the provision of green space can 

enhance biodiversity. However, we need to be aware of and address possible tensions – such as balancing the need for more energy 

efficient homes with the need for improved air quality through adequate ventilation and air filtration.. Furthermore, the design of the 

neighbourhood around a home is critical: it provides opportunities for social interaction, exercise, access to nature, local amenities and 

schools. All of these have a bearing on how much residents will enjoy living in their community, and therefore on their own personal 

health and wellbeing. no one wishes to move from an area which they have lived in all their lives . just to downsize .3rd age is a main 

concern in the city most of the 3rd age have money to spend .

Affordable housing that is regulated to a minimum standard 

Facilitate outdoor activity, and ensure quickly responsive NHS GP services.

Stopping pollution on our roads. 

City centre swimming pool. 

Enabling people to make healthy choices

My personal difficulty is with GP and hospital waiting times. I have to wait three weeks for a non-urgent GP appointment, and was 

recently referred 
clean air

Improve health and wellbeing for everyone who needs help.

Clean air! Encouraging walking and the use of bicycles rather than cars.  Diesel busses, heavy diesel vehicles should be banned form 

city areas and use of smaller vans for restocking encouraged.

Early intervention to support children's health and wellbeing

Better and cheaper public transport to keep cars off the roads as much as possible.

Reducing pollution

I want to be able to get around on foot and bike without having to be subject to air pollution, I'd also like to be able to continue access 

the various green routes around the city such as the river side routes, Tang Hall, the moors. 

Quick access to councelling or relevant referral to mental health teams.

swimming and walking

High quality, readily accessible support for mental health, especially for young people, focussing particularly on prevention and early 

intervention but including services for those with more severe difficulties.

these first three questions are really vague so I'm not sure what to say!

To good access to any help we may need if the worse happens.

keeping the green area and CO neutralising plants and trees and not destroying this for more parking  space.

Access to affordable sport and leisure activities. A good healthcare system which is accessible, even on weekends (York A&E a no-go 

area at certain times) Good provision for 0-5 years. 

Quality mental health care as well as support for parents and carers.

reduce traffic

Try to reduce the pollution caused by the traffic particularly in Gillygate Colliergate & Wigginton road. 

Green spaces, clean air, tranquility, 

Good access to health providers

Better Housing policies which take into account the resident profile e.g. similar ages in same street.

Supporting residents associations to help them promote and support the local community through 

Equality of access to people all across the York Council area - including rural areas.

Good health provisions

Having access to open space and free/low cost sports provision.

?

Better access to GPs

Better support and funding to those with long-term health conditions, e.g. diabetes

reduce cars etc from centre of city and continue to support cycling
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Council Plan Consultation 2019  - Full Comments

Good Health and Wellbeing

What is most important to you in achieving this outcome?

Being able to walk and cycle safely to work

Regular exercise and promoting a healthy lifestyle

Being physically active.

Encourage people to exercise daily.

Encourage exercise such as walking and cycling

..

Good quality swimming facilities 

"Relatively healthy" doesn't mean that people are healthy. Looking around I see a lot of seriously overweight people in York and this will 

have a major impact on their health.

Better mental health services and less wait at a and e.

Put simple, air quality. I appreciate that York wasn't built for cars, and that's fine. But as well as rethinking how cars move through out 

streets, more needs to be done to improve the quality of the air on the main streets leading to the city, which everyone — pedestrians, 

cyclists, and car users alike — have to use. 

Improving young people’s health (physical and mental).

Make york City centre car free except taxis 

a cycle friendly city

promote healthy lifestyles

NHS services, including local GPs available when needed without long waiting times

I would like to see many more mental health support groups in the area. Such as mindfulness, crafts and the like. 

Encourage more cycling and walking which will lessen air pollution as well as making individuals who use this mode of transport fitter.

Easy access to health care support. 

I don't understand the question

Pollution

Free yoga classes etc in the museum gardens for residents on a weekend . Whilst Bootham park is still understand a red flag to 

perhaps have something set up on the land to promote health . Badminton nets etc 

Better services for those living with dementia. 

Unbiased nutritional information. Details of clubs/groups promoting healthy lifestyles and exercise.

Sure Start 

Young families with children adequately catered for.

Transport links to the hospital

The people have access to health care when needed. 

Take the strain off the NHS

Ability to walk and cycle safely and minimise use of car

Reinstate children's centres with health promotion and good parenting as a properly funded part of their provision. Restrict traffic in the 

city including providing more alternatives to the car.

Addressing the significant health inequalities across the city, often poverty and low income-related.  These are a blight on us all

Health

well being

Being able to get a prompt, routine appointment with my GP

In that there are services for everyone to improve their personal health

Healthy environment with clean air.

Clean green open spaces to enjoy and exercise in

People are free to make their own choices and I wouldn't want money spent on forcing personal changes instead it would be good if the 

city was a clean pleasant place to live with good support for its residents

Access to services and support that promotes health and wellbeing and includes emphasis on early intervention and prevention.

Providing toilets in public spaces.

A change in Government and higher taxes to pay for a substantially enhanced NHS.

Tackling obesity
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Good Health and Wellbeing

What is most important to you in achieving this outcome?

More safe cycle routes

Not waiting so long to see a doctor-our surgery has a long waitlist and it is hard to get an appointment with the preferred doctor. 

General clean air policy in city centre-as an asthma sufferer with a lifetime illness and reduced lung capacity I am still affected by 

smoking on the streets and car emissions.

Respect for one's self.

Better access to Doctors and a hospital with a better record.  Cleaner Air.  More private sector companies in York so people work in the 

city and not have to travel in Cars

Improving air quality

Healthy people, healthier workforce and less strain on public health services.

Funding

I often cycle around the city, and would like if my partner could to but her ability to is hampered as she feels unsafe cycling on the 

busier roads that go into the city centre by her disability. On quieter/safer roads this isn't an issue and she is happy to cycle. Being able 

to would giver her greater ability to get around and also give us flexibility.

Improving air quality

More nature within the city walls

Reduce emissions

FUND FEEDING THE HOMELESS STOP PUTTING ANTI HOMELESS SPIKES AND HORRIBLE EMTHODS OF HELPING PEOPLE 

STAY HOMELESS. The councils number one priority should be helping the homeless of York, you bukd million pound flats and bring in 

new fancy resteraunt for tourists ever bloody other day but you're happy to watch people die every winter on our streets then say we are 

a lovely place to live. York is a gentrified shit hole and the council ignorantly looks over as they continue to criminalise the homeless. 

stopping cyclists riding on the pavement and through red lights as my grand daughter almost got knocked over by an idiot cyclist who 

decided he had the right to ride at us on the pavement and then abuse us .

You can start by looking after your own staff. 

Achieving a well maintained city centre.

Mental health support

Youth work/support

good quality affordable housing

Good quality public health services that are accessible and based on up-to-date best practice. Also an environment that promotes good 

health and wellbeing.

Maintained green spaces, civic spaces with opportunities for walking, cycling, and other activities for all ages.

Cleaner air to help with my asthma

Better affordable housing for young adults who are working and need a space of there own , where they are not dumped into areas 

where the people around them are struggling with  chronic health problems like sever mental health and drug. 

York is not a healthy place to live the fumes from vehicles the stress of getting about and the nightmare roads

Get traffic pollution down, without resorting to a typical YCC solution of fining everyone and anyone, let’s not forget the shambolic fiasco 

of Ouse Bridge, lots of expense for the tax payers of the city, no council heads rolled as is typical of this city council.

Creating an environment which supports such outcomes as part of day to day life rather than makes it a choice 

Try to be more independent try to get out more but because of disability its hard

Retention of green open spaces and good, affordable public services that benefit the community. 

having green spaces and parks

More cycle paths

Clean air and clean quality parks and green spaces, more promotion of plant based foods

*Good quality open space e.g. parks, footpaths and cycle paths.  



*Sport and leisure opportunities e.g. gyms, swimming pools etc.  



*Accessible health care e.g. GPs and dentists.

Improving air quality and encouraging more day-to-day activity in the form of walking and cycling.

Public sports centre in the centre like the Barbican not miles away like York sport or Acomb

Safer cycling , right turn on bike frequently scary 

Access to health care for all
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Good Health and Wellbeing

What is most important to you in achieving this outcome?

.

Ensure that the city is enjoyable for residents as well as visitors. Many residents avoid town at the weekends, we have lost our city.

Improved social care so that residents don't fall into ill health and require the NHS

Access to GPs and clinics without waiting until you are so ill hospital is the only alternative Also pro active campaigns such as the well 

woman and man

Plenty of open green space and areas free of housing!

Changing where I live

Education and support for all residents 

Cutting excessive drinking, smoking and drug taking, more exercise, a balanced diet and smaller meal proportions

effective and prompt access to medical and dental general practice services

Reduce air pollution from Cars buses and lorries

Opportunities to move about on foot, by bike and in public and private transport in ways that promote health and well-being.

Good housing
The most important thing to me is expanding or improving on our mental health services. Compared to elsewhere our referral process 

is incredibly messy. Time waiting for IYAPS services is at least a year, emergency cases are often 18 months in waiting for mental 

health and neurological support. 
Reducing poverty for families.  The more money people have the correlation with health both mental and physical.  

Better air quality

Safe routes to walk and cycle. Clean air and proactive promotion of active travel in schools colleges and workplaces

better health facilities for the elderly

Access ability to health services e.g. Doctor, A&E, Care homes etc.

Encourage cessation of smoking, and emphasis reducing air pollution.

Cutting traffic pollution

Knowing I have the NHS to fall back on when I need help whilst, at the same time, maintaining a healthy lifestyle with regards to diet 

and exercise.
Easily accessible and low cost initiatives

More robust and accessible mental health services and more homes that people can afford

Reduce air pollution.

Being able to get out into the countryside and green spaces for walking the dogs.

Make it clearer what options there are for exercise in York and encouraging people to take part in something that might interest them

Access to quiet, open spaces, whether that be cycleways, parks, the river, or inner-city buildings (libraries, museums, etc)

Support and places to seek support to help people make better healthy choices not just for smokers but for people overweight, high bp, 

heart disease ect.

Don't know.

Having lots of parkland and open spaces. 

To give people the best opportunities to access the best routes to health and wellbeing - this can be exercise programmes with a wide 

variety of exercise opportunities available - cycling, walking, swimming, tabletennis and all other types of exercise/sport. Also 

information and encouragement to live a healthier lifestyle - eating and food management as well as exercise. Promotion of less waste 

and making positive choices about food and exercise. 

Ensure the right number of doctors and nurses available for a rapidly ageing population

Fresh air. 

Affordable housing

Improve social care for older residents

Lower air pollution, safer options for cycling and walking. 

having a welcoming city center accessible to all with attractions suitable for both locals and tourists

Network of traffic-free paths round York to enable cycling, walking, wheelchair etc access to all parts of city

Improving air quality and reducing noise. 

Having places where walking is encouraged and easily carried out 

Reducing emissions from traffic in York and improving the quality / availability of cycle lanes.
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Good Health and Wellbeing

What is most important to you in achieving this outcome?

That mental health is given the same value as physical health.

Reducing waiting time to see a GP.

A safe pleasant cycle to work

Good health for all

Clean air and less traffic

Accessibility (eg even footpaths for wheelchairs)

Affordability (eg for gym memberships)

Car free days (for air quality)

That the council makes healthy living accessible to all

Safe accessible places where people can meet and access information and services.

Reduce pollution in the city  

Easy access to exercise

York has a lot of pollution, but that has been a historical fact due to the nature of the Vale of York and the traffic density in the city.

Access to good medical care

More green spaces incorporated into new housing developments and the planting of native trees (oaks etc) to offset global warming.

Health/swimming clubs and encouraging all to get into the fresh air.

A good quality of environment in York

Promoting the importance of healthy diet and portion control and exercise

Improve social care

Security, air quality, open spaces

More support for people to live independently & healthy lives. 

Good healthcare and is important

Tackling obesity and problem drinking

Reduce motor vehicles and cycles in the city centre

Get the traffic out of central York, particularly through-traffic in residential areas. We can’t breathe, we can’t walk, we can’t hear each 

other speak, our school age children are in a developmentally hostile environment.

Cutting traffic volumes passing through the city 

Access to local health care- GP, clinics hospitals. Coordinated and holistic care with primary care. There are opportunities for physical 

activities but these need signposting and those identified signposted. Eg Diabetes 2 need not be the epidemic it is or obesity. Alcohol 

abuse is an issue city wide - a drain on public services and also needs a robust and focussed approach.

Reducing air pollution,

Increasing activity 

Improved timely access to medical and health services 

Ability to make GP appointments when needed, without having to wait many days.

Being able to get a doctors appointment without a long delay.

To live an healthy lifestyle if possible.

Health 

The ability to access medical services, particul;arly GP surgeries without the long waiting times

Good public transport

Reduce in city pollution

Reduce NHS doctor waiting lists

Clean air

Easy access to Doctors and Hospitals

Diminution of air pollutants and litter.

Having a safe city with excellent policing. Well lit streets. Cycleways for exercising.

bit more exercise

to be able to access a doctor surgery not have to wait 3 weeks for an appointment, reduce traffic pollution
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Good Health and Wellbeing

What is most important to you in achieving this outcome?

Properly resourced social care

Free or reduced activities for everyone not just unemployed/elderly/children

time and cost plus availability

Open spaces

Free parking in York so I can drive in and shop

Reducing health inequalities that exist in the city

I will be healthy

Cleaner environment, bike friendliness

NHS Dentists and readily available GP appointments

Well resourced NHS service

A NHS that educates people towards this
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Good Health and Wellbeing

What should the council do to help achieve this outcome?

Direct funding to the right services and less funding towards ‘West Offices’ administration. Fund schools properly and all levels of social 

care, including housing, we should be ashamed of the number of people sleeping in doorways, begging in the streets, lying in pools of vomit 

and drinking openly. Funding one service to support all drugs, alcohol and homelessness has proved a costly mistake. Deliver services 

directly and do it well, stops contracting out to organisations who aim to turn a profit.

They should provide a safer environment for all by assisting with better monitoring of known areas, and make amends to 'clean' the city up - 

the filthiest city I have ever lived in!  Take note of residents when we make complaints about these aspects.

Need to raise awareness of where people can get help but also invest in understanding the causes of poor mental health in our community 

to better inform early intervention. 

Ensure that for each housing development there is sufficient and allocated places in nearby GPs and schools...or build a surgery/school 

alongside, as part of the development plan.

Stop being greedy in financial transactions.

Green spaces for walks, play for children

Multi storey developments must be in style, and not interrupting general views of the city.

Set up and run such services or enable not for profits to do so.

Improve recycling options

Maintain, promote and grow green spaces

it is the council's gift to achieve this.  Quote examples of successful schemes, particularly abroad

More money into the above 

Safer cycle routes around the city; I like what you’ve done with the old canals near Heworth and the recent one way system around 

Coppergate. 

[…]

The council should seek to support services, resources and organisations that promote the wellbeing of York residents, e.g. green spaces 

and nature reserves (as these are proven to improve wellbeing), mental health support services, health and fitness schemes/classes that 

are accessible to all, cultural organisations - to name just a few. The council should also think about preventative health in a holistic way that 

extends to many different areas, e.g. housing, food, transport etc.

Ensure funding is made available for schools to mitigate against poor air quality, which is a key factor to wellbeing. 



Ensure that AQMAs are actively being challenged to reduce NOx and CO2 (equivalent) levels. A review of these areas should be 

undertaken with new targets set. 



Chanel whatever funding is available to close more inner city roads in preference to cycling and walking lanes. Manchester's B-Lines cycling 

strategy demonstrates clearly that grand visions for sustsinable transport can be realised. 



Listen

Ensure that this outcome is considered when making decisions

Better funding for mental health charities especially charities focusing abuse survivors e.g survive 

Mental health support in children's centres, schools, colleges, libraries, sports centres; community groups for all ages; more activities for 

young people, more activities suitable for children/young people/adults with Autism who may experience high anxiety. Champion children's 

(up until 18years) right to play, rest and leisure (UNCRC, Article 31). Promote York as a Human Rights City and promote children's rights-

based approaches in schools/settings. Support schools to become more inclusive and adapt their enviornments, accessing more outreach 

support for pupils with mental health needs, so they can stay in mainstream schools rather than be isolated or put in specialist provision. 

Promote childrens' right to express their views and have their views heard in decisions affecting them (UNCRC,Article 12).

Co-ordinate local services and agencies and promote and where necessary fund early intervention

Work to increase capacity and professional support available.

perhaps have an event which brings York together, but in a different way because all roads in and around the walls would be closed (open 

to bikes and pedastrians only)!



in terms of green spaces, I believe the council should get involved in the great northern forest project. Let's start it in York and be the future!

Don't allow HGV's through the city, for deliveries have an out of town depot and the deliveries then be made using electric vehicles. Maintain 

existing parks and ensure the need for green space factored into new developments. Consistent cycling infrastructure that is perceived as 

safe to encourage more people to cycle. Scheme to allow special access rights to disabled cyclists. 

More cycle lanes, pedestrian and cycle network in the city centre between 10-4 as is currently only pedestrianised.

Bring partners together to work collaboratively on perhaps 5 key issues
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Good Health and Wellbeing

What should the council do to help achieve this outcome?

First of all the Council should consider not building a multi storey carpark in the centre, the current carpark St.George's Field should be 

turned into a green park - linking it with Clifford's Tower and Rowntrees Park - the City needs more green spaces but more importantly it is 

in a unique position of having not one but two rivers in the City and it could be made into something so fantastic and wonderful - having a 

multi storey carpark will add to the pollution and traffic congestion problems

Presenting the evidence for the impact of good early intervention in reducing the impact on primary care and ultimately leading to more 

sustained improvements in individuals' health and wellbeing.

Lead by example and use its influence to push this forward. Use evidence based initiatives to improve health outcomes.    

Focus on providing homes.

Consider work with schools, colleges and universities and community centers as places that can advocate for and signpost to health care.

Identify the area's in York, individuals, families or communities that face worse health outcomes.  Work with them and the health / third 

sectors / schools to understand causes and agree together what needs to be done to give them good health and wellbeing.



Understand your York rates in comparison to other UK areas and...Europe / worldwide...are there any known approach we could learn from 

and adopt here in York.

Extend GP surgery hours with local funding

Educations and skills workshops

Abolish the dreaded council tax

Establish through a sustainable transport plan reductions in traffic levels and improve walkability of residential neighbourhoods including a 

traffic free city centre 

Support the integration of services and signposting

Increase provision of dropped kerbs, accessible taxis and transport, enforce guidelines regarding wheelchair access to shops and local 

attractions, and consult with disabled people to ensure their needs are met.

Fund services such as York LGBT Forum to deliver LGBT community services.

Promote new development and increase the total number in the Local Plan

Shut all the inner city car parks and improve the "ride" from the out-of-town Park and Rides by a more frequent service of smaller buses and 

possibly trams

Invest

Adequate funding for child care health workers including for charities that are involved in this area

Have training on how to make information accessible and how to make it in easy read.

I don't know 

1.  Encourage surgeries to have longer opening hours

2. Encourage health and social care to work closer together

3. Encourage that carers and support workers are paid more.  Care work needs to be more highly valued.

1. Encourage surgeries to have longer opening hours

2. Develop and maintain links between health and social care 

3. Paying higher wage to those on the first level of care e.g. support workers and health care assistants.

make a traffic free city centre, continue to improve safe cycle routes and public transport options.

Priorities maintenance of walking and cycle paths. 

Develop educational material on healthy living that the schools can use in their teaching. Educating children can impact parents to make 

better choices.

Proceed with plans to close down parking in the city centre. People should use the park and ride. Less cars on the roads would mean more 

space for busses so they don't get delayed and stuck in queues of traffic.

Encourage cycling, parks and high-intensity hobbies such as hiking by advertising the moors and dales, and making everything accessible 

by bicycle. Monitor air and water pollution. Plant more trees in York.

Get the major bike lanes surfaces nicely

Become a zero carbon city ASAP 

Restrict year round short term lets of whole properties, such as airbnb

More regular buses. Restricting private car use in centre. Better cycle paths

More safe/segregated bicycle lanes to further encourage cycling. Possibly subsidise buses and other public transport. More trees in some 

areas, focus on preserving and re-generating nearby hiking landscape (Yorkshire moors & dales) to encourage high intensity movement -

related hobbies, continue to monitor air and water pollution.

Understand what it takes to achieve a sustainable balance between the two

Have sex education class in the school. Teach kids that any addiction is not good including sex addiction. Free sexual.mental healthcare. 

Seek to reduce harmful emissions.
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Good Health and Wellbeing

What should the council do to help achieve this outcome?

been in parternship with organisation which help the disadvantaged

Campaign against male intimidation of women over child bearing age when walking anywhere in York.

Be bold and open minded...look to other countries for inspiration....look beyond the professionals for unique ideas.

More pedestrianised streets, more cycle paths

Invest more in inner city facilities for those who live in the city centre. All council funded centres are not in the city centre. A reduction. Within 

planning on the conversion of buildings to class A3 and less alcohol Licening being granted. Also, Licening should impose the terms of the 

licence, far too many bars are serving already drunken members of the public

Reduce traffic in the city centre.

Introduce something like the congestion charge in london

Ajhhjseb

Set it up as other councils have

Monitor air quality

Help with mental health services, ensure that other health services can be accessed with ease.

better/more bike parking

Reduce car usage and support cycling by more dedicated routes, off road routes and segregated cycle lanes which are wide enough.  Just 

go and visit Holland, Belgium and Germany to see how to achieve this

Protect our natural environment, especially those special places such as Askham Bog. Ensure good mental health provision for all that can 

be accessessed in a timely manner - not wait 16 months for an appointment.

Ensure that social care is there in sufficient forms and places and that this should be free for all at the point of use.

Put environmental priorities into all policies and especially, control use of cars. York should have as little motor traffic as possible 

Develop a joint pregnancy to 2 years strategy like Doncaster and Leeds

help us find the best flat/house we can afford 

Ensuring there are enough GP surgery hours available in highly populated areas in York central. Taking unnecessary strain off primary care 

providers with better social care for the elderly, marginalised and chronically ill. 

Stop approving planning applications for new drinking establishments.

Make the entire city a clean air zone.

Expand mental health provision and work with local employers to set up a York mental health charter.

Make roads vehicle free except in very clearly marked internal combustion engine lanes.

Lobby government and work with the local NHS to make seeing a doctor a lot easier for working people, with regular health checks every six 

months rather than the current emergency rationing approach.

Ban cars in the centre except for emergency vehicles, goods deliveries (certain time frames) and carers/ social services etc.

Gradually reduce the number of cars in the city centre and residential areas

Create more space for pedestrians and cyclists

Promote physical activities

Lobby HMG for maximum funding, levy maximum Couuncil Tax and co-ordinate all agencies (eg. subject the NHS to democratic scrutiny)

Services should be available quickly to those who need them. This means more choice and flexibility of referral and allocation policies. 

Person centred and strength based approaches are key to making sure people feel heard and valued. There needs to be a culture shift 

towards these approaches and away from black and white implementation of policy.

More gyms and swimming pools less restaurants pubs and bars

We need York Council to be daring and different - dominancy of the car will not be usurped without protest, but this can be overcome by 

demonstrating through test projects, data collection and evidenced traffic measures that reduce accessibility for vehicles, particularly at 

peak times.

Events that encourage people to walk, cycle and scoot in the centre will influence people's impressions of how space should be utilised in a 

healthy way.

A sustainable transport plan that reduces traffic and supports walking and cycling

Ban most motorised traffic from the city centre, build up alternative modes of access (eg electric buses, more cycle parking). 

Work in partnership with therapists, mindfulness/yoga etc practitioners and schools/employers to see what can be offered more cheaply to 

those who have the need but not the funds.

Promote services for homeless people, drug users, people with mental health problems.

More electric vehicles especially sightseeing buses and delivery vehicles

give one free parking permit for each household

Car-free areas; encouraging cycling and walking; improved public transport

Devise methods of making the city centre car free, apart from disabled, and if a car needs access restrict the times.  Taxi as now.
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Good Health and Wellbeing

What should the council do to help achieve this outcome?

Make bike travel safe and easy. Treating it as a form of transport and building cycling infrastructure that reflects that will give people the 

opportunity to cycle around York. In short build cycle infrastructure not just blue signs on footpaths.

Offer free education on cooking and real food. Work with supermarkets to sponsor these. Make funds available to schools to educate 

children on how to cook and what the health cost/benifits of food types are. And provide them with meals that reflect that.

Extending pedestrian areas in central York; preventing the most polluting vehicles from entering the centre of York; ensuring that public 

transport is electric or hybrid for preference and that diesel buses are phased out; improving public transport to reduce the incentive for 

driving. Providing some electrically operated public transport in city centre locations (such as many French cities have in the form of 'little 

trains', though theirs tend to be pulled by diesel tractors; York could experiment with electric tractors; these modes of transport are fun for 

tourists - and could be a source of income - and useful for locals if they are hop on and off. They could be free for residents who have a 

York Pass).

Strong support for 'active travel' - segregated cycle lanes, shelters at all bus stops, improved public transport, car free city centre, increase 

rates for business parking at out of town shopping centres. Active support for walking buses, action to curb the 'school run'. Better bus 

services to the hospital. Better more regular and cheaper bus services. Support for people building confidence to cycle. More cycle parking 

throughout the city. 

Wheel-chair friendly infrastructure (dropped kerbs flush with tarmac, avoiding sloping pavements in front of drives, more benches, public 

loos. Many elderly people avoid going out because they know they won't find a public loo. For cycling: joined up cycle infrastructre that 

doesn't abandon cyclists at dangerous junctions. The kind of infrastructure your child or gran could use without fear.

more aggressive pedestrianisation

build new cycle infrastructure

repave cycleways to be smoother to allow other wheeled transport

I don't know how much control councils have, but at least encouragement to surgeries to have flexible and accessible booking. 

Exclude diesel cars from central York, prioritise electric vehicles ( via an ultra low emission zone) ,  move swiftly to electric only buses and 

taxis, extend and prioritise bus use and further improve access to the station by public transport, 

Be bold in restricting cars everywhere

Channel resources to provide a linked up cycle network for the whole of York, including segregated cycle bridges over the rivers. 

Either a congestion charge, vehicle restrictions and having electric buses

Control the numbers of vehicles and reduce emissions as far as possible.  Provide more cheaper public transport

Improve public transport and introduce electric buses. 

Extend and protect cycle lanes in and outside the city. Extend pedestrianization of the city center.

Add more secure cycle parking areas in the city. 

Increase bike storage facilities in town, make better signage towards popular places to lock up bikes, have cctv on those spaces to reduce 

theft attempts or just put them next to police stations. Plant fruit trees on public land, especially green verges that are otherwise used for bad 

street parking. Subsidise bus travel as costs have been rising so high that sometimes there’s not much in it between a bus and an Uber. 

support for complex mental health needs, people who need supported accommodation rather than general housing accommodation

Promote the city as a healthy, responsible place to live, work and enjoy. The council should deter weekend drinking habits which reflect 

badly on the city and degrades the well-being of residents

Support One Planet York and through that it's priority for sustianable food by working with Good Food York. the city's member body of the 

National Sustianable Food Cities network

be ambitious and use planning and transport to make it easier to be healthy in York 

More freely available courses and training and community classes To do with health, wellbeing, and kayaking responsibility for yourself and 

your family 

Some kind of congestion charge

Financial incentives to use buses - subsidised / free Park and Ride

Invest in public health initiatives and ensure that funding is given to services around 0-5. Also, ensure that we link in with the Integrated 

Care Systems so we can work with economies of scale, whilst maintaining a local focus

Be much better at recycling! Especially plastics as currently the facility to recycle is appalling! 

see Q2

More listening. More co production with people who have care and support needs.

Probably build more homes that can be changed to suit residents who become disabled through illness or accidents 

encourage and if necessary help fund the provision of ood health centres in every area

Permit Blue Badge Biking wherein careful considerate BB riders can go WHEREVER a mobility scooter can go. Any direction, on 

pavements etc. Plus if my BB car can go there my BB bike should do it too.

Also Congestion charging: it is time. Our smog is as bad as London, why not use CC? What are you waiting for, more needless deaths?
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Good Health and Wellbeing

What should the council do to help achieve this outcome?Air quality - Attempts to remind drivers to turn their engine off is of course a good start, and park and ride options are good. Many (most) 

busses are still heavy polluters however, although these of course may do more good then harm in terms of removing more cars from the 

road. 



Air quality in schools and public buildings - more plants should be installed to soak up pollutants (see the NASA clean air study). Chemical 

based air fresheners and the like should be banned.



School dinners - these should have plenty of plant based/vegan options (but not crackers and processed foods). Although as these 

sometimes come with a stigma they should therefore not be marked as "vegan". Fresh fruit smoothies with vegetables in them are truly 

delicious and a great way to give kids the nutrients they need. However processed smoothies and especially fruit juices are usually sugar 

riddled junk. Getting kids involved in making their smoothies is a great win.



Publicity - use other outlets not just the council website to promote council initiatives and ways to access things, for instance York mumbler 

etc



Empty premises - there are a lot of empty premises and all business owners I talk to complain of the high rents. Retail is on it's back at 

present and the cheap pound will only sustain foreign tourists for so long. This entire strategy needs an overhaul. 

Some empty premises should be converted into indoor play areas for kids as the ones out of town are a taxi (or bus) away. This helps to 

keep kids active and also provides a welcome outlet for children visiting with their parents. There are parks available granted, but how often 

is it raining?



Playgrounds - many playgrounds are decrepit and at least in need of a lick of paint. Swings are especially popular but in short supply. The 

swings at Victoria bar are dreadful, about 3 feet long, Victoria bar playground should be double that area in length.



City centre - alleyways such as the ones either side of Lakeland are effectively a latrine and urine stagnates there continuously, there are 

also faeces observed. There should almost be a means to mildly flush the area, perhaps using stored rainwater. 



Litter - there is a lot of litter in York in the shape of empty cans and bottles, the perpetrators should be fined on the spot and made an 

example of.



Homelessness - this has increased dramatically though many homeless people I have seen myself have in fact got a home and are 

"professional beggars". Many however are genuinely homeless and need help, but nowhere in the city do we promote the fact that giving 

homeless people money does nothing but fuel their addiction (I have seen homeless people dealing on many an occasion). An ad campaign 

to advise people of the social ills of this despite it seeming sensible is needed, if anything people should donate food. 



BAN HIGH EMISSION  VEICHLES  DIESEL AND PETROL FROM THE CITY AND SURROUNDING VILLAGES  



BAN WOOD BURNERS AND OPEN FIRES

FROM THE CITY AND SURROUNDING 

VILLAGES 

 

Foster all the local initiatives like health walks while also resisting central government austerity and not wasting resources paying private 

consultancy companies and the like.

Campaign to ensure that the NHS is sufficiently funded.

Work in close partnership with appropriate individuals, groups and organisations in the community to help identify the key issues and 

develop responsive programmes to address them.

Increase the number and services provided in leisure centres.

Introduce a bus between Harrogate and York (CityZap?) and more frequent trains between the two

Lower grade workers need more stability and rights. Reduce the use of casual contracts.

Consider cyclists in all highway decisions; improve cycle lanes; 

everything to help residents.

stop banning disabled blue badge holders to access the center

Work with schools to improve the support they provide to their students' mental health and wellbeing, including training their staff to 

recognise and respond proactively to signs of ill health and ensuring ready access to more specialist and dedicated support in school.

Work with gps and dentists to promote access and transparency on location and availability.

Set up outdoor gyms in local parks, hob Moor etc with subsidised access to weight bearing exercise sessions. Ideally plan lido on hob Moor 

for warmer summers ahead or swimming lake for the city where we can all swim regularly where water can be rechannelled into the city.

Encourage close co-operation (integration?) between NHS and local government services

Promote and install safe, attractive and continuous cycling and walking facilities.

Aim to reduce public transport fares
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Good Health and Wellbeing

What should the council do to help achieve this outcome?

Support work in the poorest neighbourhoods that seeks to improve the access of residents of all ages to affordable (to them) nutritious food 

that also has a minimum impact on the city's overall carbon footprint, thereby contributing to the target of being carbon neutral by 2030

Research the problem, which seems to be worsening in York, as elsewhere, and liaise with primary care/ NHS trusts

Study and implement what works. Longer-term focus. Explain what council tax helps to achieve. Lobby national government (for policy 

change not just funding).

Reduce traffic levels in the city; make neighbourhoods pedestrian friendly encouraging social interaction and improving mental health.

Restrict cars in city centre and restrict new builds and use present buildings old buildings for new ventures

Set up a payment so leaves my bank 1st of every month 

Encourage people to spend more time walking, cycling and outdoors in natural green spaces. Build more off-road cycle routes. Have car-

free developments. Discourage driving. Create and expand semi-natural areas. Provide many new allotments.

Educate parents and children about diet and smoking etc. Ban vehicles in the most polluted streets. 

Ensure enough support is made available to residents and that it is accessible for all.

Support those most in need either directly or through other organisations.

listen and get more people involved in planning  , so rigid  

Regulate price hikes on rental accommodation and hold landlords accountable to a minimum standard, check rentals advertised or make 

sure letting agencies are checking legal limits before renting eg. Working heating, EPC rating etc.

Co-ordinate with the NHS locally to monitor and report on community provision. Keep bike paths and footpaths clear and well maintained, 

and with  complete routes.

Enforce tighter restrictions on travel, changing Council vehicles to electric, helping residents to access off street charging.

Build a pool. 

Education about food choices and exercise; more and better cycle lanes; more green spaces/parks

Anything that will take pressure off GPs. Social prescribing, for example. But also publicity around alternatives - like self referral to 

physiotherapy.

electric buses, charge for entering the city if not a resident and using a car, tourist tax, and stop cars from idlng when in traffic jams, such as 

around Gillygate.

Send questionnaire to every address in the city.

Provide better cycle routes that are separated from cars possibly reducing road width to accommodate, increase use of 1 way systems may 

help and increase pedestrian/ cycle only areas particularly in the city centre 
Jesus - where to begin?!?... CAMHS, free school breakfast and lunch for all children, looked after children, SEND, youth services....it's a 

mess, right?
Cheaper bus fares. More buses to all areas in the evenings and Sundays.

Have a free public transport system where buses are frequent and bus shelters at all stops and a live display system on when bus will arrive

Taking action against air polluters, reducing traffic and possibly introducing a congestion charge 

Provide more counsellers . Ensure that young people receive support quickly 

more offers on swimming season tickets and more times when pools are "lesson free"

Work with schools to improve the support offered to their students' mental health, including training their staff to identify and respond to 

signs of ill health as well as ensuring the ready availability of more specialist and dedicated support.

too vague - need to know what's in the council's remit

Have sufficient infrastructure in place to meet the needs of anyone who require assistance . 

Reduce covering green space with more houses.  Every house building project, increases our CO emissions

Enable sports clubs and groups to be able to access facilities in a way that is sustainable to them. Support for children's centres to offer help 

to those families who need it most. 

Provide more support for parents and carers, and improve mental health support where possible. Coordinate with NHS and relevabt local 

charities.

build more park and ride/cycle lanes 

Stop motorists from leaving their engine running while stationery in traffic jams. 

We need more biodiversity and carbon sinks- people can help do this; let’s have a community space where we can grow food, compost and 

plant trees. Community owned, helping people connect with the natural world. Let’s have ‘living walls’ in traffic congested areas. Living roofs 

on bus stops, living roofs on public transport itself - like Singapore.

Encourage GP services to open longer hours
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Good Health and Wellbeing

What should the council do to help achieve this outcome?
Local GP's - Cherry Street no longer has any and it impacts a lot of people in the area without easy transport or mental capacity to travel 

further.

In addition, you should focus on the impact that antisocial tenants have on those living around them. If there was a hardhitting approach to 

tenancies then antisocial/criminal residents could be evicted earlier. Think about priority housing for key workers. The impact of poor tenants 

and current housing policy causes a great deal of stress on residents around those properties. More strict tenancies (even after the first 

year) would enable CYC to evict earlier, or a "three strikes" rule after the first year, even if three strikes means you will get inspected every 

month/three months. I don't think CYC truly understand the impact that poor tenants have on a community, do not offer additional victim 

support/counselling and this should not be limited to support for CYC tenants.

More communal, free facilities like parks with exercise equipment, good quality paths and cycle tracks, more bus routes, more 'one bus 

card' information and cards, less fragmentation.

Give quality service

Ensure new developments have sufficient open space provision on site that is truly public and can be used by everyone.  Provide more 

council owned sports site i.e. ones you can use informally without having to be a member of a club.

Engaging with the public.

Find out where residents struggle with health costs or disabilities

More pedestrian streets

Promote walking and cycling more in all areas of York, not jut the city centre.  If people walk/cycle for leisure they are more likely to 

walk/cycle to work/shops etc

Promote all the classes that they offer more widely and healthy eating initiatives 

Close Lendall bridge to vehicles. Invest in cycling infrastructure. 

Stop writing documents and get on with doing things.

Reduce dependancy on motorised private transport so people are more inclined to cycle, scoot or walk to work,

Improve and maintain the footpath and cycle path network

support those working to make a change (with staff, venues, support programmes)

Support swimming pools more, we've lost so many of our public swimming pools and I'm so disappointed that Yearsley was made private. 

Run a very strong city wide campaign, support services etc to encourage people to be more aware that they're overweight and what they 

can do about it. 

Put more money towards these things and hire more doctors and nurses 

One simple solution is to enforce rules about idling. Drivers routinely sit in tailbacks on roads like Holgate Road, Water End, Station Road, 

and Blossom Street with their engines running despite not moving. Arguably, if they're not moving anytime in the next 20-30 seconds, 

drivers should be asked to switch their engines off? It would be nice if people could be reminded to do this, ideally on the problem routines 

where air quality is so bad.



Another solution could be to give priority on major routes to buses and those in car-share schemes during peak times. The vast majority of 

cars have single occupants, which seems mad. 



Next, we need much better, separate bike lanes. I personally don't enjoy cycling in York because a) I don't feel safe (more than one of my 

coworkers has been knocked off their bike and been off work for weeks as a result this year alone) and b) the air quality is so bad cycling 

alongside idling vehicles. The only way to get more people cycling is to make life easier for people on bikes.



Finally, perhaps we could more often close city centre roads on weekends? The pavements are far too narrow for the thousands of people, 

and removing cars would make the city centre a much more pleasant place to be. 

Look at education outside the main frame work. Specifically aimed at those with ineffective parental support. 

Make park and ride free or heavily subsidised 

stop excessive drinking around town

More staff and appropriate finance

Fund these groups or provide some funding to charities so they can run more groups. 

Make the city centre as car-free as possible, by massively improving bus services and allowing the elderly and disabled still to have access 

in their cars - not easy, I know!

Encourage Primary Care Services to broaden service provision.

better service provision, better walking and cycling routes, better hospitals and medical centres

Get rid of the 20 year old busses! Wise up! First use York as a dumping ground for their clapped out bangers

Be actively involved in the community , 

Day centres and more help for people living at home. 

Provide information on the internet and in libraries/ doctors surgeries etc.
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Good Health and Wellbeing

What should the council do to help achieve this outcome?

Keep Sure Start centres open

Look at it's housing and city property building policies

improve congestion around the city centre, reduce the cost of bus travel

Have doctors hub in all areas of the city. So people can access then 24hrs a day 7 days a week. 

Provide means to do so

Have more footpaths, cycle paths on east side of York connecting to Monks cross from villages off A64

For the traffic outcome talk to St Peters, Bootham and The Mount schools to get them provide transport - preferably electric buses - from 

park and ride sites. They draw in pupils from far and wide, many driven in cars and are probably responsible for a lot of pollution eg in 

Bootham as well as congestion.

Take a proactive stance to address these.  Some causes are, of course, beyond the reach of the local authority as they are caused by 

national policies.  But CYC can try to make sure that the language that it uses does not attribute blame to individuals for their poor health

Make all swimming pools free

Drop in "clinics"

No idea

Create public health services and connect with local surgeries across York. 

Preserving green spaces where people can walk.

retain and maintain green spaces

Encourage good outcomes and discourage bad ones. A clean city, a city with good parks open spaces. I recently had a YorWellbeing check 

up, this is an excellent initiative. Close Coppergate, ban diesel buses in the centre, be bold but don't "persecute" resident drivers, cars are 

one of the cleanest forms of transport,

Increase funding to health and wellbeing services, including to voluntary sector organisations. 

Ensure all parks, for example, have public toilets. Work with local businesses (pubs, restaurants) and pay them an amount for them to open 

their toilets to the public as the City of London does: 

http://fyi.cityoflondon.gov.uk/kb5/cityoflondon/fyi/service.page?id=iD2Po_bVmVk

Lobby Governement

Give an hospitality business a council tax rebate if more than 50% of their menu choices are healthy

Build more safe cycle routes, especially from commuter villages

Enforce legislation about smoking in public areas.

Thank you for the idling vehicles policy-is this going to be applied vigorously?

Support and fully fund these services

Ban cars from the centre of York and introduce Car Free days in the city it worked in Sweden when we were there.  One Sunday a month as 

a trial.  Have moderner, cleaner public transport that operates a punctual service

Focus on reducing traffic pollution at busy locations

Look into GP Practices, & work with the NHS, to ensure the GP practices do not over commit, and have too many patients on their lists. If 

they do, it means you can't get appointments when needed. Could more GP surgeries be brought in? There are a few companies (GPs) that 

seem to have a monopoly over this, bring in more service providers? 

Also look into provision of more mental health and well being services.

Lobby Central Government

Safer more protected routes into and out of the city would really help, if there wasn't the risk posed by cars it would be much more inviting.

reduce the number of car parking spaces in the city centre and extending the park and ride hours later into the evwning

Creation of green walls, plantation of trees

Restrict all vehicles entering the city centre unless they meet emission standards.

Fund homeless feeding organisions, like food not bombs who meet on weedends as volunteers feeding homeless and those in need. Or 

create an actual homeless emergency hostel instead of homes where they have to be drug tested and have identification. People in the 

worst cases need help. Not the ones you can profit from. 

actively promote the fact that it is illegal (i saw an advert on a bus the other day ) and support the police in prosecuting them.

See above

Take a close look at the state of the streets of the city center. As a tourist city we are open to view 24/7. As we walk through the streets of 

York we see litter, filthy paths and badly repaited areas - particularly where paths and roadways have been dug up wnd the Cobbles and 

York Stone pavers badly patched with Tarmac - a cheap, nasty and lazy way of finishing off path and road works.

Set up/promote youth groups

Support Scouting

Set up some safe places/social stuff for those with MI/chronic illness
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What should the council do to help achieve this outcome?

expand their housing development programme

Continue to support the services provided by the NHS in York, and work to improve the air quality in the city centre by creating more green 

space, supporting organisations such as Treemendous York, and restricting private vehicle access to the city centre.

Bring community together to assist in this outcome - crowdfunding, support from business

Severely restrict traffic flows inside the A64 as well as within the inner ring road.

Sort out mentor and and drug related problems. Build some social housing, not units and give the young people of York a chance of living in 

the city where they were born, they need choice.

ban cars going past the station 

Improve the City traffic infrastructure so that it flows and is not constantly stop/start as present

Dramatically increase walking and cycling within the city and reduce car journeys 

Get pavements straightened up so don't have to fight bad paving or use wheelchair on roads

maintain parks and green areas

build more cycle paths and routes off road.

Create a low emissions zone or zero emissions zone in the city centre, and maybe the whole city, create incentives for low waste, emissions 

reducing and plant based business to attract investment and new business growth in the city in these sectors
*Support, encourage and promote sport and activity groups/clubs to open for longer, hold more open days and involve more citizens in 

those activities.  



*Improve and extend parks and leisure options in council ownership.  



*Ensure that the Local Plan delivers new health care facilities alongside housing developments.
Discourage car use, encourage walking and cycling.

Public sport centre access to classes like circuits 

Easily accessible health information

.

More restrictions on cars coming into the city. Create more control of hen/stag inappropriate behaviour in the afternoon/early evening.  

Improve social care provision, also for elderly people who should be in care homes not in hospitals

Campaign support and perhaps wellness  clinics 

Stop building on all available land and protect the greenbelt in it's entirety!

Better, less limited access to better quality social housing - stop judging people on a points system

To provide more financial support to in prove health

Be an access point for information on these topics from NHS, Doctors, charities and private providers i.e. gyms, clinics care providers. 

Maintain and extend pathways, cycleways, sports fields and facilities, allotments, Create and promote walks around the city (East Riding 

council used to have excellent guides to walks in their are as an example. Encourage restaurants and food outlets in the city to promote 

healthy eating. Restrict drinking alcohol and smoking in the city - limit the areas where this is allowed - i.e extend the current regulations, 

ensure an appropriate and accessible spread of G surgeries and dental practices to take pressure of hospital and specialistservices

Keep traffic moving with synchronised traffic lights  and sensors on lights to extend Green lights when other parts of a crossing are empty or 

close to empty.

Improve safe walking and cycling routes separate from areas with high air pollution, promote public transport that emits less air pollution, 

continue to promote driving habits that pollute less.

Develop a well resourced strategy to deliver housing that is affordable, energy efficient and especially incorporating excellent space 

standards.

Call in influencers and persuade decision makers to invest more in mental health services because often the only way to receive adequate 

support is to go private and many do not have the funds to do so. 

Encourage new start up businesses which will attract better paid job and more training for those who left school with few or no qualifications.

Ban cars from the city centre (with obvious exceptions)and invest in safe pedestrian  and cycle ways. Learn from cities in the EU that have 

already achieved this and the economic and health benefits it brings. Invest in electric buses and frequent public transport alongside park 

and ride. Stop pandering to the pro-car lobby and show leadership.

Priority to active travel in all development and council strategies 

improve the homes the council is responsible for

A sub cttee to co-ordinate/co-operate with such services to provide a system to deal with such such problems which exist.

Create by-law to make engine "switch off" legally binding.
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What should the council do to help achieve this outcome?

A comprehensive plan to reduce car use in the City

Back the NHS and oppose the current backdoor attempts at privatisation, This is particularly important if we lose our EU membership and 

the NHS is thrown open to approaches particularly from the US for its more ;lucrative; sections to be taken over by private firms.

Subsidise, as far as it can and promote as widely as possible

Make it easier to access information and support

Build more houses

Improve public transport, improve cycle and walking routes, and discourage private car use.

Provide green spaces wherever possible - utilise redundant bits of land that might currently be 'barren' and plant wildflowers, etc.

Encourage providers to put on more activities for people outside working hours - York Mind have group therapy that all run during the day, 

meaning that people with mental health issues who work full time have no opportunity to go. the LivewellYork website is basically useless - 

as far as I can tell, the only exercise classes they show are the swimming at Energise or Yearsley Pool.

Identify 'tranquillity-trails', where people can get a break from the hustle & bustle.



Improve cycle paths

Help run support services in local communities to help with smoking cessation, weight loss, healthy meal plans, weigh ins, exercise support 

like 0-5k couch potatoes group sessions, blood pressure monitoring. The council could help by signposting to funding for these types of 

support hubs and having a worker facilitating them.

Don't know.

Build more public parks 

Prioritise walking, cycling and public transport in the city.

Promote recycling, composting, bicycle storage (Cycle Hangars) in all areas of the city. Water fountains in lots of public areas. Better control 

of shop and business recycling.

Regular surveys of need 

Ban vehicles from being stationary with engines running. 

Stop building on school playing fields. At my side of town it seems that we are being overrun with student housing. We need green areas 

where children can run and have fun with their friends

Making land available for trial self build projects, encouraging new modular house builders to York, actually prioritising council house 

building.

Don't close anymore council nursing homes

Reduce the number of cars by providing good quality alternatives - late night buses, joined-up active travel infrastructure to allow everyone 

to walk or cycle without fear of motor traffic. 

Clamp down on stag/hen parties so that families can enjoy nights out without fear of large groups of drunk people.

Put in more and better traffic-free paths for all non-motorised wheeled users

Encourage more cycling, walking and public transport use. 

Indicate routes that are available. Open routes where contact with traffic is not a problem 

Reducing emissions from traffic in York and improving the quality / availability of cycle lanes.

Genuinely promote mental wellness among its own staff and the general public.

Support local NHS practices and health at work.

Maintain cycle paths

Promote healthy eating and exercise and avoid using public transport therefore need to improve cycle lanes

Discourage car use and promote cleaner buses

1st and 3rd above, but maybe not 2nd!

Provide infrastructure that enables healthy choices to be made - segregated cycle lanes, walking routes that prioritise pedestrians/cyclists, 

footbridges, etc.

Electric car charging.

Low emission zone.

Encourage providers to connect around libraries and schools.

Reduce car usage. More and better cycle paths.
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What should the council do to help achieve this outcome?

Provide more cycle routes across main areas, reduce cost of gym memberships. 

Ban tourist buses from the city centre. Ban unnecessary traffic from within the walls. There is no need for traffic to be on Swinegate, Grape 

Lane etc. Apart from early morning deliveries.

Assure that the medical care is kept to a high standard.

Make it a condition of all new developments to incorporate more green spaces and tree planting.

Also insist tree arborists are fully qualified and that trees need planning permission if they are to be felled.

Ensure there are safe areas for walking and health centres that are affordable for all.

Let everyone be active through provision and maintenance of good open space, transport that prioritises walking and cycling (& more than 

token gestures); control of traffic, dog fouling, poor air quality, pavement parking etc

Promote free classes or groups available to do this

Adjust budget 

Ensure safety on streets in city promote electric vehicles consider space in planning applications public transport in remote areas of city

Give more community support facilities & persons. 

Improve resources 

Stop issuing drinks licences and gradually reduce the number of licenced premises

Enforce the access law encourage frequent police support

Apply a common sense coherent transport plan to encourage walking, cycling and public transport. Think circularly, not radially to favour 

residents daily lives. It is being done in other cities 

A transport plan that means restricted access to through traffic and no through traffic near schools 

Coordinate with NHS and care and all the ‘groups’. Target families and individuals. Why do we accept certain lifestyle choices just because 

a person lives in a certain area. Raise expectations. Coordinate and act not judge/accept

Reduce traffic coming into York active support for walking, cycling, car free areas particularly in the centre more dedicated cycle paths and 

rationalisation of existing - including keeping well maintained

dont know

Encourage and support medical & health providers to treat their patients as customers and not 'users' of services & resources

I don'tknow

Sort out the traffic, more playing fields

Provide green open spaces, safe cycle lanes, provide more traffic free pedestrian zones etc.

Encourage GP's to go back to the tiurn up and wait system rather than appointments

Close some roads in York

Support the local netwirk

Reduce access for polluting vehicles, remove diesel engined buses.

Avoid pollution

One simple solution would be to cut back on the number of empty 59 P&R bus journeys...even if they are electric buses, the electricity 

needs to be generated!!

Make sure local police force is adequately staffed.

free gym entrances to over 65 year olds

get rid of chicanes they cause more pollution, doctors she be open later

Work with existing providers and exploit social support networks in the community 

subsidise payments 

Invest in retired people activities

Enhance open spaces (parks, gardens etc) together with leisure facilities.

Make car parking free for residents

Work effectively with partners and communities, seek better funding from Govt. 

Make fresh fruit and vegetable cheap

Use alternative modes of transportation, away from cars which make the city overcrowded and biking unsafe. 

More NHS Dentists. Encourage GP's to offer extended opening - evenings / weekends

Better transport links

Work with the NHS
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What could you (as an individual, part of a community or an organisation) do to help achieve this outcome?

Pay my rates, on time, for the services you provide.

I constantly do my bit by reminding those that litter or leave their dog muck, to pick up.  I have also been in touch about anti-social 

behaviour and also made formal complaints about the speeding that occurs.

Support the research of causes of poor mental health (particularly in adolescence). 

Allocate spaces in community centres for consultations with GP/Consultants.

Improve access to existing schools and build schools - the majority of the schools are academies now and so some joint working to 

elevate uptake, education and increase of school size/availability is much needed. 

Advise on detailed plans

Use these services and support/advocate for them

Reduce my waste, recycle and reuse, consume less, take part in community initiatives and participate in local efforts to look after our 

green spaces

lobbying.  Tactical voting for parties that will achieve this

Have more of a say in things like this, be involved and active

I could continue volunteering with groups that contribute to the wellbeing of both members and the wider community. I think it is 

important for the council to encourage volunteering and to support and work alongside volunteers - this should not be seen as a way to 

fill gaps in council provision, but as a way in which community and council can work together.

Lobby CYC and MPs for funding

Encourage others to cycle

Provide an answer to social affordable housing what is new to the UK but 40 years old and the number one building method across the 

world

consider how anyone's aspirations meet the outcome of good health and wellbeing for all

Raise awareness 

Support children's right to play by making school staff aware; promoting movement activities and active learning in schools; promote 

yoga and mindfulness in schools; making teaching staff aware that threatening messages about exams is harmful to young people's 

mental health; encourage schools to include a broad curriculum and not only focussing on core subjects; promote relationship 

based/attachment friendly behaviour policies in schools, rather than behaviourist rewards and sanctions policies. Promote children's 

rights-based approaches in early years settings, schools and colleges to improve self-esteem, confidence, peer and adult support, 

reduce exclusions etc

NYFRS provide Safe and Well visits but need to have quality referrals of vulnerable people from other agencies to make the greatest 

impact

Unable to provide the specialist support needed.
happy to sit down and discuss ideas for an event to link into the road closures, but could be so many different things! Perhaps could 

immitate or be on the same day as the Bishy Road fest when the street is closed and everyone can walk around being happy and with 

bands, stalls, etc etc



in terms of leading with the northern forest or green projects, I could lend my spare time to help plant
Avoid driving a pollutng car through the city centre and other polluted streets.

Raise awareness of benefits of cycling and zero tolerance of agression from drivers.

I already belong to organisations to enhance the City of York and recently I campaigned for the graffiti in the City to be cleaned up - I 

am very passionate about York and I want it to be a City that not only caters for the many tourists that come but also for its residents 

and their well being

signpost and promote health and wellbeing initiatives

Raise awareness of health initiatives  in my work. 

No comment.

Promote

Not pay my dreaded council tax

Continue to make use of carless travel within the city 

Support Council initiatives to tackle inequalities 

I am just starting up a consultation and promotion strategic project called Accessible York, as part of my blog and freelance writing 

work. More details can be found here: […]

Deliver services to make York a better place for LGBT+ people
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What could you (as an individual, part of a community or an organisation) do to help achieve this outcome?

Very little I can think of

Save to help fund my care

I am a volunteer with an advice giving charity and a charity for older people. I am also involved with a history/archaeological soc and we 

are looking to start a project to involve younger people.  It won't get to the children but should result in York's charities being as 

inclusive as possible and involving more people in volunteering and helping to ensure there is adequate funding for people who don't 

have much of a voice individually.

We could work together to make information accessible and in easy read for people with disabilities.

Yes

1. Discussion with other people

1. Discussion with other people

reduce or stop driving private cars and walk, cycle and use public transport. Encourage idea sharing for more environmentally 

sustainable life style in our community. Get our school engaged more with responses to Climate emergency

Continue to use walking and cycle paths. The more people use them, the more it will be prioritised. I do however not think it should be 

up to individuals to keep paths clear or grit during winter. 

Become a part of a community group, or start up a group, which addresses these priorities I have mentioned.

Tell people about active activities to do in and around York, become more knowledgeable about interconnectivity of health, environment 

and nutrition.

Write to my Councillor, which I have done today

As much as I can! What we all need is leadership and education and good communication

Cycle more

Not buy items containing polluting substances, get enough exercise in day-to-day life, keep myself healthy and become more 

knowledgeable about the interconnection of health, nutrition and the environment.

Be a good citizen

I could volonteer to help in this

Walk and use public transport. Switch domestic heating from fossil fuel to renewable.energy.

I do support local charities where possible

I try to react on a like for like basis as I think they are bullies who will pick on women they think will not be able to stand up for 

themselves. But it is difficult to do and I don't want to provoke worse behaviour.

Well first off can you give me the email of the architects who worked up the york railway scheme. I really want to present them with an 

alternative scheme and ideas. Use my email [...] to contact me. If Sisk win the contract I think they will do a credible job but not as 

inspired and individual as I wouyld like it to be... it will likely look similar to the Wembley development which I worked on.

 And to answer this question, I am retired and interested in design so I'd be really glad to be asked to help/aid/consult/review/suggest 

ideas....for free.

Drive places less frequently

I’m open to suggestions 

Not much more than what I do... walk everywhere I possibly can but due to throat and chest problems the traffic fumes sometimes 

cause severe stress and breathing problems.

I already don't drive in the city

Jagbebu

Might need to be large bins in key areas as perhaps there’s a lack of space in south bank for individual bins

Walk.Use public transport. Change domestic heating from gas to electricity.

Highlight to the council where help is needed

?

Lead for the above needs to come from policy and investment.  CYC just need to make the bold and brave decision and not be 

frightened of the short term flak

Volunteer to help look after special places

Pay taxes to ensure money is there to support this.

Walk, not drive. (already doing this!)

keep up with rent and other things such as council tax 
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What could you (as an individual, part of a community or an organisation) do to help achieve this outcome?

Community organisations could work with the council to help take care of the vulnerable in our communities, particularly with regards to 

combatting loneliness and social isolation. 

Make healthier choices!

I already ride a bike and don’t have a car. I tell others.

Don't drive in the city centre

Promote walking and cycling

Support political action, engage in relevant charity efforts and make good personal lifestyle choices (and encourage others to do 

likewise)

Local area coordination and asset based teams are key to changing culture, improving wellbeing and helping our communities all have 

a voice. I am committed to the work we do and watching connections bring made in communities build resilience and hope. 

By being kept informed of changes, asked to contribute ideas and being made aware of all the great organisations and community 

resources available, I can become involved in promoting a new kind of York - sustainable, healthy and leading the way to a greener and 

more accessible environment for the future.

Use cycling and walking facilities

Happy not to drive into York. Would donate to a scheme where those attending self-funded therapy or fitness/wellbeing classes are 

encouraged to "sponsor" someone else (like you can pre-buy a soup for someone in need at some cafes)

Vote for politicians who promise to promote it.

Not a lot!

give one free parking permit for each household

Support and use improved public transport; encourage cycling/walking

Use public transport to access the city centre which I do.  Park and Ride in York is an excellent facility.

Continue to highlight just how scary and difficult it is to cycle in York to the council and anybody who will listen!

I don't think any of the proposals above are down to individuals. I already avoid taking the car into York.

Help plan better cycle routes. Use my car less. 

Contribute to campaigns that get all sorts of people cycling. 

drive only when necessary

commute by bike/skate

possibly join my GP patient participation group

Always use the park and ride for journeys into York, or buses within York

We have long ago given up owning a cr.  We try to support all initiatives favoring public transport -- we'll keep at it.

Engage children with bike riding.

I already dont drive and use a bike for most travel throughout the city

Promote walking/cycling. Share lifts where possible. Cut down on car use and use public transport

Use the car less and bus or cycle more. 

Happy to help. 

Plant trees on public land and just hope for the best

don't know?

Live healthy be healthy and be positive 

I am the Chair of Good Food York and leader of the food priority for One Planet York and would be very happy to work with City of York 

Council to explore the best ways to achieve this outcome. Please email me at […] Thanks […]

Provide community training courses 

keep banging on about it...

Keep myself well. Engage with services.

Begin to save all our plastic rather than sending them to landfill. We now have a compost bin.... the council could also provide these to 

households.

I already support two disabled members of my family  - one by managing a 24/7 personal budget. Happy to share experience, positive 

and negative, if CYC willing to listen and act on what they learn.
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What could you (as an individual, part of a community or an organisation) do to help achieve this outcome?

All footpaths in York all seem to need a big overall so maybe employ someone to go looking at them then note which need work on 

them 

I'd agree to a proportion of council tax being earmarked (and ringfenced if necessary) to achieve this

Campaign, talk to CYC members, take them to town. They can see first hand i cannot navigate through town.

Honour and promote the council's initiatives and be a true champion for change.

BUY AN ELECTRIC CAR AND DO NOT 

USE WOOD BURNER

I do all I can to keep active and healthy myself and to encourage others to enjoy outdoor activities, gardening and healthy eating.  I 

oppose Tory-LibDem austerity.

March, write letters to MP, sign petitions.

As a retired Community Development officer (with Durham CC Social Services Dept) I would be prepared to consider a role within 

community involvement and participation projects.

Use the services!

I can speak up

vote for a differant party

In my work in primary schools, support the mental health and wellbeing of the children in my care and refer on any concerns through 

the appropriate channels. Take opportunities to support and encourage those who I know personally who are experiencing, or have 

experienced, mental health difficulties.

Campaign for accessible services. Promote what the council is doing. Bring my children to gp, Dentist, parks, outside exercise space 

Very little. But access to good GP / local government services could avoid unnecessary demands being placed on our local hospital

I cycle as much as I can and refuse to use private motorised transport where a public or sustainable transport option exists.

Use car less
Continue to obtain, whenever possible, food that is local, fresh and organically produced.  Continue to assist with the growing of 

vegetables that meet these criteria. Continue to walk, cycle and take the bus, thereby keeping active and minimizing my contribution to 

York's carbon footprint
Join a feedback panel, or take action with a political/ health group

Think about not own health more. Keep an eye on neighbours

Support local community  hubs such as the Red Tower

Use bike more

Make sure I read my mail

Promote places where people can walk. Set a good example to other people in terms of how I travel.

Very little.

Tell you

Try my best to be part of the community both as an individual and through my church

as a 3rd age person I do not wish to be a burden , I wish to be fit well and live in something fir for purpose in an area I love 

Report poor landlords 

Report problems with path maintenance. Volunteer to cut nettle and weed overgrowth.

Walk rather than drive, buy an electric or hybrid char.

Campaign 

Help educate people about making healthy choices.

Perhaps occasional out-of-surgery clinics for GPs, for example in community centres. This might work as a compromise between home 

visits and going to the surgery. It could even be combined with home visits in the neighbourhood of the community centre.

I cycle everywhere, use public transport or walk. However whilst doing this I am breathing the exhaust fumes from cars.

Could deliver questionnaires to my street.

Walk and cycle more, but is some areas it is dangerous due to heavy traffic 

My company supports non-profits to secure funding; we bring around £1.5m into the York voluntary sector each year.

Already walk, cycle and use the bus.

Keep asking for it
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What could you (as an individual, part of a community or an organisation) do to help achieve this outcome?

Avoid using my car

In my work in two primary schools, be aware of and support the mental health and wellbeing of the children in my care and refer any 

concerns through the appropriate channels. Take opportunities to support and encourage those I know personally who are 

experiencing, or have experienced, mental health difficulties.

too vague

Be a good neighbour, and pay our rates.

Make my point to people who are educated and understand the true pollution problem.  Not just the people that are brainwashed by the 

media.
Already do a lot running sports sessions in own time. 

I am unsure.

use bicycle 

Don't know. 

Open to giving my time and fundraising, ‘sponsoring’ a green space or a living wall or roof.

Our residents association fully support, and already do support, the efforts of CYC to address the problem. But your policy is not strict 

enough. Private tenants would be addressed a lot quicker.

Be an ongoing part of these consulations. Also consider exercising more personally.

contact local councillors

Listen to the suggestions and feedback what could be done.

Provide support

Support this action is the council takes it on

Continue to walk and cycle to work

Cycle to work. Encourage others to cycle and use sustainable transport.

Grow and buy food locally

I encourage as many people as possible to cycle wherever possible.

encourage other to walk and cycle

I support various community groups and volunteer regularly

I feel helpless about the swimming facilities situation in York. 

Don't know.

Protest 

Leave the car at home and walk to work (which I already do, but this means I have to pay for a parking permit, so effectively I'm having 

to pay money NOT to use my car. Which seems mad.)

I’m not sure I have skills but can see the need for our next generation to be included in 

Walk everywhwre

cycle everywhere

no idea

Volunteer, attend the groups, donate. 

Not use my own car in the city centre!

Very little

petition to get better services

Keep pointing out you are failing and lying to residents

Get involved , ask people on the street what they would want and what they feel lacks in the city 

Nothing

Eat well and exercise regularly.

Help our own children and grandchildren as best we can.

If buses were a financially viable alternative to using a car I would use them more often. Currently my children see using a bus as a 

treat rather than the norm due to the cost.

Be a volunteer

Petition for more footpaths, keep the ones we have clear of rubbish 
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What could you (as an individual, part of a community or an organisation) do to help achieve this outcome?

I use park and ride and the train but as an individual I can advocate.

I am already doing what I can

Use the swimming pools

Write to my MP, change GP

Promote good health

Walk more often.

Use and respect them

I already do as much as I can as a keen gardener, recycler and user of the best transport mode that suits the journey. I look after 

myself too without being too drastic, a good balance lifestyle is important for wellbeing 

Continue to work to support those most affected by inequalities in the city. 

Tell you I can't exercise in/visit parks for example unless there's a loo there. And tell you it can be done ie the City of London 

Community Toilets Scheme.

Vote for a pro-NHS party.

Continue to promote good and affordable dietary options through our ongoing food led business

Nothing

Campaign for cleaner air, reduced emissions and communicate with Sustrans.

Use and promote the services available.

Use public transport more as long as it was cleaner, punctual and cost effective

Cycle more

I look after myself, eat healthy and exercise regularly. 

Lobby our MP's

use my car even less into the city centre - currently we only drive in for evening performances at the theatre and NCEM because the 

P&R finishes too early

Get involve in the pwhat type of trees or plants to use, communicate with stakeholders within the city to explain whats the importance of 

green urban area for well being 

Encourage people to use buses, cycle or walk into the city and leave their cars at home.

I volunteer at food not bombs who meet in St Helens Square 2 days a week to feed the homeless. We collect donations from local 

businesses and public and are all volunteers because there is nothing free and funded by the council or government to help the 

homeless in York 

support our local councillors to achieve this

I am not sure what opportunities are available

I'm a Beaver Scout leader

I could support organisations that provide public health services such as Yorkshire MESMAC, and work on greening my own outdoor 

space.

Increase awareness of this plan - social media, talking to local business, noticeboard promotion for volunteers or news.

Use public transport more.  I can no longer cycle very often due to asthma.

Agree to planning and argue for a better transport system to the surrounding villages to allow younger people to travel for work.

stop going to pubs

Nothing until YCC actually understand that YORK urgently needs a proper traffic plan that moves vehicles AROUND the City, currently 

restricted by the stupidity of a single carriageway Northern ByPass

Support restrictions on car usage within the city boundary 

As above 

volunteer to help with parks

Support local new startup business with my business management skills potentially, and to personally support business looking to 

reduce waste and plant based businesses

I already do a lot.  I don't own a car (never have).  I walk and cycle everywhere.

I could pay a lot of money to join a private gym
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Good Health and Wellbeing

What could you (as an individual, part of a community or an organisation) do to help achieve this outcome?

Not sure

.

look out for neighbours

Council support for organisations to run individual campaigns perhaps by letting organisations use council premises free

I don't know

Maintain a healthy  lifestyle 

By example in behaviour,  supporting the efforts of the council, lobbying MPs to provide more resources to local councils and not 

criticising the council for spending council tax on welfare issues that benefit society

promote responsible self assessment and medication use

Prvent idling for parked or stationary cars.

I can drive less and walk or cycle more. My wife would cycle more if she felt safe on the road. We have changed our diesel car for a 

fuel-efficient petrol one which turns it engine off when stopped. We use buses whenever they are available.

Be involved as a self-builder or volunteer for community building projects

Promote the need for services. 

I am already volunteering at my local community centre 

Walk and cycle around York.

Personal travel choices and influence through school and workplace 



volunteer 

Unfortunately not 

Keep plugging away with friends the damage of air pollution.

Change behaviour

Support any campaign opposing any such move whilst, at the same time, hoping our Council shall do the same.

Get involved and promote via word of mouth

Signpost people

I already walk pretty much everywhere - I do not drive. If I cannot walk, I take public transport.

Help with the development and maintenance of these improved green spaces.

I don't know

Supported-walking for the elderly

Pay increased council tax

Support Sustrans

Already do some of this with Chapelfields Community Association in the form of a community hub every Thursday morning, these 

sessions which run city wide could be utilised or added to (run along side) what is already on offer, the councils wellbeing workers could 

maybe expand to facilitate health and wellbeing community hubs, these could be started with a view to being community led and run 

and there could be a focus to on the NHS Eatwell plate to teach meal planning and a healthy diet.

Don't know.

As an individual, spend time filling in this survey 

Be more active in community groups. Set a good example by cutting down on waste (food, use of plastic,) Do more gardening in the 

community and local parks etc

Cooperate

Not sure. Sorry. 

Build a house perhaps 

Nothing. My wife has end stage dementia

Look after off road routes, keep them clean and safe, cut back vegetation, clean signs

As a member of a residents association we are already working with the police on some issues such as deterring drug taking on 

publicly open areas of our premises.

Promote such a network in my work as writer author and journalist

Not use a car for journeys within the York ring road. 
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Good Health and Wellbeing

What could you (as an individual, part of a community or an organisation) do to help achieve this outcome?

I'm not sure

Exercise more and improve my diet.

Promote good mental health among the teams I manage, maintain good mental health myself.

Respect NHS practices' rules and appointments system.

Maintain cycle path 

Follow my own advice 

Drive car less.

Really don't know.

Volunteer to support this

Cycle to work

Walk more around town

Use public transport and cycle more.

Raise awareness 

Support local care without wasting time & resources.

Not sure

I would fully support a green policy which included banning pesticides in weed control and adopting the New Zealand way of using hot 

steam in weed control.  Also more meadows would be wonderful.

Strive to be more active. Support council initiatives to reduce car use. I would go more if others were encouraged to.

I use free events to help maintain my health

Pay my taxes as I do

Use public transport if available

Help my friends & neighbours when needed which I do on request. 

Very little

Challenge any new licence application

It is your problem not mine, all I can do is articulate.my concern

I am a member of the local Community regeneration initiative and a political party member. Constant lobbying. I personally clean the 

streets regularly.

Lobby the council constantly to tale action on pollution and anti social behaviour from vehicles using central York

I litter pick, sorted out my physio,volunteer at park run, move the masses, eat healthily, don’t smoke and hardly drink, walk and bike 

around town,work part time although retired,

At the moment it seems mostly campaigning and making views known and objecting to any plans that do not accord with above.

willing to help with planning & implementation of changes

dont know

Nothing

Lead my family in an healthy as possible lifestyle, walking, sport, cycling etc. 

Drive less

Ensure that ONLY geniune patients ask for this service

Use the bus

Avoid frivolous requests

Avoid causing pollution

Abandon my car provided proper, regular public transport is available 

Not much except pester the council!

get out of the house more

lobby to remove chicanes

Be open to volunteering 

volunteer some time towards maintaining such facilities 
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Good Health and Wellbeing

What could you (as an individual, part of a community or an organisation) do to help achieve this outcome?

Play badminton

Buy a new car

Complete this questionnaire

Use less cars, more alternative modes of transportation

Vote in local elections

?
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Well-paid jobs and an inclusive economy

What is most important to you in achieving this outcome?

Pay social care workers and other workers at a level that reflects their skills and training. As a qualified social worker who has a post 

graduate degree I earn less than my teenage son who works in a bar.

Seeing those who are not as fortunate enough, being given a chance to prove themselves.

Provide a better chance for small businesses to exist

I'd like to see more opportunities for those who may be homeless. Walking around York there appears to be more and more people on 

the street and given the number of empty premises, there must be opportunities available to provide the most vulnerable in our city gain 

work experience, employment and a stable home. 

Retention of businesses in the City Centre.

Equality and reinventing York city

Sustainable jobs

The majority of the jobs in York are now in the service sector which tends to be poorly paid. A redistribution of wealth which the tourists 

bring to the city to the lowest paid.

Keeping my job

Continuing to modernise whilst maintaining historical elements 

ensuring these workplaces are reachable by public transport and cycles. 

York can be seen to have a 2 speed economy, with well paid jobs in the public sector, University & College sector and the accountancy, 

legal and insurance sectors with less well paid roles in the tourism and hospitality sectors. Wages could be increased through 

increased productivity and increasing skills levels. Maybe some agreement could be reached with businesses in the tourism and 

hospitality sectors to come to some form of agreement about an agreed level of minimum wage. There is also a need to help more of 

the city's indigenous businesses to develop and grow. An increase in the level of student retention or return of skilled workers should be 

an aim. This could mean expanding the city's economy into new sectors as well as supporting existing, key industries.       

Ensuring more stability and a decent overall income for the increasing number of residents in precarious, casualised employment.
Ensuring that well paid jobs and facilitating development to encourge inward investment does not come at the cost of the environment. 

York Central should and its relevant reserved matters applications are made to meet the highest innovative standards for climate 

change mitigation and adaptation. 
Getting the organisations offering the opportunities to agree to the Living wage supplement and to encourage them to employ locally

lower education 
Opportunities for children and young people to gain valuable work experience in areas of interest for them, work experience 

opportunities to be inclusive for those with SEND including those with social and emotional needs and those with Autism who may 

significant adjustments to placements. More businesses engaging in training to be more able to employ those with SEND and valuing 

diversity within their  workforce. 
That everyone has access to work and receives a living wage

Able to attract high quality applicants to posts available.

employers meeting living wage. wages going up in line with natural inflation.

Incentives for small businesses, limit on number of eating/drinking places in city centre.

The most important thing to me is to reduce the traffic in York, to make it more for cyclists and pedestrians - to also make it more user 

friendly for families with children
An achievable plan in attracting high value jobs into the area. Better pay/benefits  and working conditions for people locked in lower 

paid jobs due to the nature of high levels of hospitality jobs.

Too many people are working on zero hour contracts and have to supplement their pay by working more than 1 job. York may have  

high numbers of employment but this is small comfort to families who are struggling to make ends either through underemployment or 

in-work poverty. 
diversifying the York jobs market.

What makes a "good quality job" and how much is a "well paid job".  You will need to know this to meausure the success of any actions 

taken.  I don't know what inclusive economy means.



For me...I want to maintain a sufficient income to "keep a roof over my head".  

A strong economy and good lifestyle are the products of an educated community

To promote good quality jobs that are sustainable and involved in the zero carbon transition particularly in development management

Joining up education providers with City priorities

Equal access for chronically ill and disabled workers and an awareness of reasonable adjustments e.g. flexible hours and working from 

home. 
Implementing the living wage foundation recommendations across all industries.

I have no ideas for this

Encouragement for those who find it hard to obtain meaningful employment.
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Well-paid jobs and an inclusive economy

What is most important to you in achieving this outcome?

I like what's happening with the apprenticeships initiative.  York is a science city but we don't see much evidence of that in the city 

centre.  The whole teardrop site should also offer opportunities.  How about a consortium based on the science park as a think tank to 

consider what science start ups there could be in the city centre?

Make sure people with disabilities have well paid jobs and have the right support in their jobs.

1.  Workers at the front line e.g shop assistants, cleaners, bar staff, carers etc.in businesses are paid more.

1.  People want to feel valued at their workplace.  This is not only through receiving a 'good wage', but it helps. 

1. To avoid more shops closing down in the city centre. 

2. Attractive jobs for graduates and apprenticeships to make young people stay in York. 

3. Secure that people can afford to work and live in York. 

Valuing all workers equally in terms of culture, reduce stigma on certain jobs.

Running a decent York based job site, especially which highlights roles that work for families eh flexi and part time, not minimum wage! 

Meaningful jobs for young people

Supporting g people on the margins of the labour market to gain confidence and play a useful role.

Good quality apprenticeships

Not only improving quality jobs and pay thereof but combating stereotypes about currently stigmatised jobs. Bring everyone to the same 

standing as a valuable contributor. Keep a whole-picture view of industries, especially w.r.t. sustainability.
A policy, where possible, to encourage employers to implement respectful terms and conditions and decent career structures for their 

employees
A flexible and varied retail sector.

to encourage more businesses to locate to York and keep our city centre and high street alive

The best possible broadband capability and internet access and high quality training.

Well thats a bit of an airy fairy statement to make isnt it. Its the sort of statement any town can make. The bottom line is having a 

pragmatic and enthusiastic town council..spending money wisely and and taking bold decisions where necessary. Its essential quality is 

a University and tourist town (not forgetting the racecourse) and thats what registers with the public at large

we need to provide more affordable housing 

YORK needs to attract businesses other than bars and food outlets to the city. It really needs to spend on the city centre to promote it 

as a commutable city where businesses would want to open

Encourage the growth in modern technologies particularly green renewable energy technologies.

Fair, equal wages, with a range of jobs to suit all

Cut the council's barriers to business

Career  progression when working part time. the ability to find quality part time work. I am nearing retirement but wish to keep working - 

but not in low paid work.

Keep business rates to a reasonable level or even low to support businesses to base their organisation or jobs in York. 

That there is full employment of a dignified kind,

Ensuring the strong and diverse economy continues.

Providing good career options that are appropriate pay and benefits - whilst ensuring that we do not put profit over all else. We need to 

ensure business in the city is carried out in a way that does not further threaten the environment, destroy the green belt or take 

advantage of vulnerable and low income residents. 

We need to attract businesses by offering wonderful work place areas, with well designed and attractive surroundings.

Make York an attractive city to live and work in

Opportunities need to truly be accessible and inclusive for everyone living in York, addressing wealth inequalities. We need to address 

this gap, look at high earning salaries and reduce these to provide better wages for the majority. 

Spreading work more equitably across the population, so that no-one suffers from having too much or too little of it

Cheaper parking (seasonal passes) I run a business in york city centre and have to drive to work but get penalised for doing so by sky 

high prices  
York being an affordable place to live is paramount in attracting and retaining the best workforce.
What do you mean by "well-paid"? I don't think York needs more highly-paid jobs, it needs more jobs for those who can't command 

such inflated wages under our current system. Or are you wanting those people to leave York and allow the highly-paid sector to move 

in?
Embracing the "green" economy and working to provide a truly sustainable city.

More and better social and affordable homes

give one free parking permit for each household

Encourage employers - not just corporate, but encourage small independent businesses.
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Well-paid jobs and an inclusive economy

What is most important to you in achieving this outcome?

City centre living with green spaces.

Support for small businesses.

For me this is also about the Green Economy. There is much scope for all kinds of enterprises related to renewable energy technology, 

repairing things, reusing things, re-purposing things and so on.

Reverse the trend of restaurants etc taking the space of other retail jobs and units standing empty. Instead focus needs to be on local 

enterprises and co-operatives
Inclusiveness. Overall levels of equality in the city. Ensuring the beautiful and historic parts of the city are retained and can be enjoyed 

by all the residents
1. Infrastructure and incentives to encourage hi-tech companies to relocate to York, or York graduates to set up their own start-ups. 2. 

Maintain a healthy town centre with lots of independent businesses. 

seeing happy people at work

Support iconic York jobs, eg in chocolate factories and works. Encourage high quality local jobs, eg arts, crafts, food and tourism 

related... but focus on high quality to fit with York’s image and reputation, and avoid decline into a drinking/ stag do culture. 

More interesting artizan jobs

In work training to enable people to gain the skills necessary by retraining/gaining qualifications to partake in well paid, stable and 

meaningful employment. 
Staying in the EU but not sure if CYC has any effect on this. 

Building on our tech sector.  Promoting green jobs and encouraging the Arts sector which is an underfunded and yet productive sector.

Stopping Brexit. 

Help the lack of mobility in our job market. It’s easy to get a job in york, as long as it’s a city centre zero hours contract part time 

hospitality industry job. That means you’ve got to be living in the center of town (because there’s no parking in our beautiful historic city 

really), or young enough to walk or bike in the snow, because a return ticket for the bus is the best part of an hour’s wage sometimes. 

Once you’re in the job, there’s enough people willing to take your place that you’re pretty dispensable so you’ve got to work long hours 

because if you complain you might as well find the same job in a different shop. No progression to supervisor and above and absolutely 

no mobility between branch/shop and office/corporate. Also you’ll be renting in one of the most exploitative housing markets in the 

north. We’ve got to make it easier for our 20 somethings to progress at work, making savings and find permanent housing or we’re 

going to end up with a population of loser 35 year olds who can’t afford to do anything differently.
Making sure that well paid jobs are not at the detriment to fewer jobs. Offering salaries that reflect the complexity of the work may 

ensure that staff remain at the same place, keep that knowledge and experience but not by reducing the amount of jobs

Better pay for all in York rather than specific to York Central
My particular focus is on the food sector to ensure better working conditions including a minimum of the real Living Wage, minimising 

zero hours contracts and developing proper training and working conditions for everyon working in the food sector (retail, catering, 

processing, agriculture, etc.)
skills for the future - renewable energy and low carbon technology?  

That we have jobs at all levels for different skill sets

Assessable living and foot paths for disabled wheelchair users 

reducing unemployment among young people

Help me get a job.
I don't know what the core economy of York is other than tourism. It used to be rail and chocolate I understand. Clearly investment in 

digital initiatives and tech development is needed, as is progress in other fields (robotics and the like)? Also industries that champion 

soft skills and well-being.WELL PAID JOBS FOR LOCAL PEOPLE 

INSTEAD OF COMMUTERS COMING IN OVER 10 MILES AWAY FROM IE FROM LEEDS ETC CAUSING MASSIVE POLLUTION 

FOR EVERYONE  
Green jobs, not bull-shit jobs as in the recent book of that name.  Well paid jobs in health and social care which are so important to all 

sectors of society and so badly underfunded at present.

I work in the Arts and a decade of sever cuts has diminished the opportunities to work.

Identifying future trends and needs that will preserve and further enhance York's economy. Look at opportunities for greater 

diversification that does not solely rely on the 'service industry'. 

Decisions regarding economy and growth are balanced with impact on environment

stop waisting money [milions] on hair brained ideas

Stable, high-skilled and well paid manual jobs in areas that contribute to the long-term good of our city, region, nation and planet, such 

as green manufacturing. Opportunities for those working in the service and tourism sectors to update and expand their skillset.

Working near family and home rather than leaving york to do job elsewhere with better salary 

Providing jobs that are satisfying and rewarding for people with qualifications rather than continue to be reliant on basic retail / service 

jobs.
Attracting firms with higher paid work than the many hospitality jobs

Availability of apprenticeships to York's young people 
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Well-paid jobs and an inclusive economy

What is most important to you in achieving this outcome?

Balance pub and bar job creation with iniatives to lessen the impact of drunkenness and unsafe bebaviours in the city. We are putting 

off consumers and visitors and ruining the city's image, as well as condoning excessive drinking and its consequences.

Targeting well paid jobs is good. But also ensuring that lower paid jobs are loveable and that people are not priced out of the city. What 

about considering a more circular economy. Given the climate crisis is growth always good? Growth should help not hinder our climate. 

Excellent public transport early in the morning and late in the evening would help. Better cycling facilities too. More focus on developing 

better paid green economy jobs.

Road structure around York ring road

Paying the balance 

If people work full time they should be paid enough to be able to afford to pay their bills without having to rely on government top-ups to 

their income.
Ensuring residents have access to opportunities to learn and work in York

Everyone has a chance for meaningful work
red tape planning for an example , Live in  [...] area , all the houses are up cycled  made bigger , semidetached are over extending all 

the time , there is nothing for the over 60's , a lot of the house in this area people have lived all their lived had families left with big 

house which they dont want and find hard to heat and maintain , there is nothing in place due to red tape and planning , an example 

would be to make smaller eco homes in this area affordable for the 3 age 55/80 free up the family homes for your families , most would 

live a complex for the bracket - Good cycle lanes and public transport links into and out of the city as travel to work is a big factor especially in a city where parking is 

limited
Not a burning issue for us.

Stop converting city centre  offices into housing. Provide a much improved bus service around York and into the centre 

Reduce journey time to work, to improve work-life balance. This would allow people to access work that they can't otherwise access. 

For example, someone who needs to get home to kids, could work longer hours if travel weren't such a problem. It would also help 

people with mobility problems to access work.

Training and Education

Not sure.

Quality communications, ultra High speed internet for all is taking a long time to role out.  4 g signal is patchy and slow, 

Ensuring it is always looked at within the context of the climate emergency.

I’m retired.

Stop focussing on the tourist industry it just gives more low paid Jobs

Ensure apprenticeships provide appropriate training with appropriate work experience. Provide support with interview techniques .

Employment for all not just the well qualified who may just about afford exorbitant property prices and rents

The availability of high-skilled, stable manual jobs in areas that contribute to the sustainability of our city, region, nation and planet, 

such as green manufacturing. Opportunities for those working in the service and tourism sectors to increase their skill levels.

as before

Investment from industry. 

Keep work in York

Faster, affordable public transport between major cities in the region (Hull, Manchester and Liverpool, notably, but also Leeds, 

Sheffield) as well as London.



North and East Yorkshire has lower paying jobs compared to other regions for the same positions (Manchester, Leeds, Sheffield), 

especially in IT. Similar jobs in London pay 2-3 times as much, making the expensive commute to London worthwhile. Considering the 

cost of living in York is higher, it's rarely worth working in jobs in Yorkshire,



Improving benefits can make up for salary differences, but I have found jobs in Yorkshire tend to be the least flexible compared to other 

regions. Flex-time, ability to work part of the time from home, paid vacation/sick leave, etc.



Note that some of these benefits like flex-time and working from home also can improve well-being and the environmental.

Sustainabile business needs to acknowledge our climate energency. Economic growth cannot be at the cost of our ecology. 

Provide good transport strategy

Offering opportunities for those not in work, those just starting their careers and apprenticeships

That a healthy, varied economy thrives in York that isn't just - 'oh look its another burger bar opening after a real shop closed'. Access 

to varied, local services for all.

Bring employment opportunities to York
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Well-paid jobs and an inclusive economy

What is most important to you in achieving this outcome?

Less dependency on seasonal tourist jobs.

Keeping my job and not getting made redundant!

Education. Make it easier for people to learn the skills they need to progress in the workplace.

Range of jobs, living wage.
Don't forget to promote jobs/businesses outside of the city centre, ie in more rural areas to help prevent daily traffic jams going in and 

out of York.

The city centre shopping area, especially Coney Street is beginning to look like a ghost town with all the empty shops.  Too many cafes 
Continue to have effective and productive universities in the city

Help to provide skills training to people in the retail and services 

Have proper career development opportunities for our young people

providing more employment opportunities

work to improve opportunities for all not just graduates

It is important to me that my husband and I, as we progress in our careers, can find roles within a suitable commuting distance. 

Develop proper jobs with a living wage. No more zero hours jobs.

Increase minimum wage, more places for people to work, more independent businesses

Public transport links to the city — we need to recruit more talent to the city, but many pass up jobs here because travelling in by car is 

expensive and time-consuming (and parking is prohibitively expensive), and train tickets cost a small fortune. 

Re ignite the high street

flexible working

businesses really need to be paying more than the living wage - that might be a living wage elsewhere but in York City center, I dare 

say its more like paying £8.00 an hour in London. The money goes nowhere towards skyrocketing rent. 

More help for those who could work but don’t and help with the massive numbers of sick days caused by stress-related illness,  etc.

This outcome is not personally relevant because I am now retired.

I am retired. But good/inexpensive public transport is essential. A welcoming, open environment with green spaces and plenty of 

seating/eating areas. Low rates for commercial and residential property.

My concern is the lack of well paid jobs and more and more high end apartments being built which were once office buildings 

Better pay particularly in the third sector 

Everyone who wants to work can find work of an appropriate level 

Abandon any plans to have shops in the city centre, this is a waste of these spaces, which could be used for things people want e.g. 

restaurants and pubs or need e.g. housing

For everyone to live as comfortable as possible.

Less strain on the benefit system and more tax into the economy

Opportunities for young people, and those with disabilities. More support for those not choosing to do A levels

We need jobs across the skill set not only high skilled jobs. But jobs, whatever they are, need to be secure and paid to the at least the 

national living wage.  We also need to be better at enabling residents to work the number of hours that they wish so that fewer people 

are either under- or over-employed - and have job satisfaction.

Increasing the flow of traffic in the area

Diversity is key. No relying on one or two dominant industries

Having affordable accommodation for everyone to encourage the young to stay in the city

In that everyone can find a job for them. 

Affordable housing for younger people.

Good housing and transport

Vibrant city centre and community facilites

Improve transport, the roads around York are not suitable for what you retrying to achieve 

Ensure jobs and the wage paid to all employees is enough to support a good quality of life.
Recognition that there are not jobs for everyone and that there are a lot of us who are economically inactive in York - not because we 

want to be. Work with the people who organise the jobs fairs so that someone isn't assumed to be an organiser or an offerer of jobs 

because of their age, when actually the person had attended to look for work. Recognise that hotels and catering only offer a very few 

(ever fewer due to automation and changing working practices) low paid gig economy work that suits a very specific part of the 

community. Where are the science jobs, etc Cambridge for example offers....
better and more diverse apprenticeships.
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Well-paid jobs and an inclusive economy

What is most important to you in achieving this outcome?

A robust business environment within which entrepreneurs are attracted to start and build businesses across the City of York

Encourage quality employers to the city

Council to support opportunities for employment and matching skills with careers and vacancies across the city

Getting more Private Sector businesses into York so people have a choice and not have to travel miles to get to work

Attract a range of new and and also encourage existing employers in the City .We need a diverse range of jobs based in York otherwise 

the City could become an even bigger commuter belt for well paid jobs in Leeds in Finance & media. 

More people employed should generate more tax revenue to benefit all.

Encourage employers to set up in York

A diversity of employment opportunities for people of all abilities

Show interest in developing towards a circular local green economy

Provide a wider range of industries,  shops, cultural activities and small businesses.

Stop gentrification and bringing more and more posh resteraunts, the entirety of St Helens Square is Upper class food and drink



York is a residential city yet it seems everything is directed at the posh rich tourists. 

stop all the hen and stag dos in town as this puts families off visits to york.you only need to look at shop takings on saturdays as they 

are greatly reduced now

Presenting the 

Support start ups/the thriving craft community in York. 

less reliance on tourism

Or if we have to rely on tourism, hospitality and retail get the employers to pay higher wages

Supporting unions in their work to improve pay and conditions, and providing spaces for a more diverse range of buisnesses in York

Ensure there are business premises from start ups to large  maintained offices for companies relocating from south east. Can't just rely 

on tourism alone.
Jobs for school and university leavers; 

Supporting young adults to thrive in the city by being to live and work here. At present it is an up hill struggle for them to find a well paid 

job and living accommodation.

York needs more jobs which are not working in bars
Have a traffic plan that enables people to get to work, stop thinking that the only jobs are tourist and get a grip on proper manufacturing 

highly paid skilled opportunities- we have rail links, no industry, we have brownfield sites next to rail links, no industry, we therefore are 

condemned to survive on tourism and low paid, low skilled employment which does nothing but perpetuate the cycle of a downward 

spiral.
increasing the number of large employers in the city

appoint best candidates for jobs

Having jobs available in a variety of sectors

*Grade A office space and opportunities for high value industry.  



*Less focus/reliance on tourism and retail.  



*Infrastructure e.g. transport and digital connectivity.

Encourage jobs in city centre locations rather than out-of-town.

Need bigger employers, these support well paid jobs

That people are paid well for jobs that aren't always easy 

Supporting the wider employment market but also sustaining the tourism-based commerce that York thrives on.

More opportunities for people to work with disabilities

jobs for all, not just high skilled, although these are desirable

York deserves more well paid employment it currently relies on too many low paid service jobs. We need to get less tied up in party 

politics and actively seek other industries into York other than bars restaurants and hotels. 

Small business targeting niche areas not just tourism

Provide decent transport links to business sites.

A balanced  programme to encourage more company's to move into the area 

York has too many low paid, minimum wage, temp or zero hours jobs

Encourage small and start up business. Make sure we have the communication links, adequate roads and infrastructure to provide a 

vibrant city
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Well-paid jobs and an inclusive economy

What is most important to you in achieving this outcome?

Diversified employment opportunities and public transport links that allow it to be accessed

Reduce business rates.

Provide greater amount of worker owned creative and production jobs as opposed to service sector jobs

Wealth for all because without money people struggle in life.  

Supporting new business start-ups linked to the university and providing the stepping stones for their growth here in York.

having a long term strategy for employment and firm basic employers

Awareness and recognition of this aim by close co-operation with business organisations/bodies.

Not my realm, sorry.

Raising the overall level of skills and qualifications

Being aware of the problem and taking action in the event of being aware of any firm not following this policy.

Ending zero-hours contracts

Paying a living wage

Jobs need to pay people enough to live on. (Rent is very high in York and wages do not cover these expenses.)

A variety of available jobs - not just low-paid in the tourist service industry.

Encourage companies in under-represented employment areas so that more people can work in York instead of having fewer 

opportunities or a long commute

No opinion on this subject

That jobs are available to residents, and that there is job security.

Don't know.
Not sure that I agree that York has a strong and diverse economy. I think that there are too many food and drink outlets and this makes 

an imbalance in attracting "proper tourists" (opposed to people just coming on he and stag nights etc) Museums now charge (except 

NRM) and for individual and family groups this makes a difference. Also too many hotels and not enough decent, affordable housing for 

local residents
Having a wide range of companies to apply to. 

I’m retired. No involvement in employment issues

Bringing back work into the city centre. 

I'm too old now to worry about it

Diversifying options for careers in York. 

Higher than 'living wage' salaries so that residents have more spare money to spend at local businesses.

Being able to work in York and afford housing within a 3 mile radius. 

More affordable housing is important so that there are people here able and willing to do these jobs

Not applicable really - I am semi retired but would like to live somewhere where the only jobs are not just working part time in hotels, 

bars and coffee shops.
That everyone working or receiving benefits gets enough to live on not just scrape by

Sustainability (both economically and environmentally).

Attracting professionals to work in York

Encourage businesses to move to York

Attract businesses/shops with lower business rates

We need to upskill people through high quality skills development programmes

That we maintain productive, skilled jobs, not just low skilled service industries / casual work

A wide range of employment is available .

Make York a pleasant place to live and good education facilities for people.   

Ensuring everyone is paid the living wage

Attracting visitors to the city who are not behaving in a fashion that is not conducive to the city’s history and culture.

Call centres based in York to help the local economy.

Encourage that local trades people be used in new planning applications to cut down travel emissions.

We need a range of opportunities for people of all academic abilities, not just the science and office based work.  Building and 

manufacturing should actively be encouraged and move away from hospitality type default jobs.

Reducing toad congestion. 
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What is most important to you in achieving this outcome?

Attracting big companies that offer better wages e.g. construction companies to avoid big commutes across yorkshire

maintain a diverse shopping experience 

We should encourage more manufactures, businesses to invest in the city. Not just bars & restaurants which are poorly paid. York 

needs more diversity in the business it encourages. 

Invest in science and technology sector

Too much emphasis on tourism?

N/A.

Reducing youth unemployment and giving young people a purpose

The council is in a poor position to ask this question when so many highly paid poorly understood jobs are being advertised. The money 

should be spent on basic infrastructure. But better liaison with FE and genuine skills training partners would be a start. And revoke 

article 50 ASAP. The UK is currently hurtling towards a low skill, low pay economy and there will be hell to pay down the line.

Look widely at opportunity for new industry and give incentives based on our established strengths in the city

Attract business to York by lowering business rates or offering business rate free opportunities.  

The city attracting work opportunities at all levels and skill sets. There are far too many service sector jobs- zero hours contracts, 

minimum wage, poor career progression. Secondary industry, raising status of caring jobs- children and elderly,

Fair pay for all

A wide range of employment opportunities and affordable housing. Promote small business development both retail and service - links 

with university as an innovative centre and see York as one of the most progressive cities in the UK 

Reduction in restrictive policies coming out of council

The provision of good quality well paid jobs, good quality housing, provision of good quality transport system.

Improvement of traffic flow around the city particularly the northern ring road which is a shambles. Improvement needed in telecoms - 

poor internet and mobile telephone signal outside city centre and nearby villages

The ability of workers to have easy access to jobs in the City and Council areas

Education 

Promote our major economy which appears to be hospitality and tourism

Support real jobs not service sector 

Greater employment

?

employing older people

Drawing in good employers and fostering small business enterprise 

Reestablishment of manufacturing industries,

That new jobs are high value and long lasting.

Free car parking

I get paid more

Good schools therefore good education and availability of well paid jobs

Encourage all employers (especially Council) to favour local candidates for all jobs and train current employees to progress to higher 

level roles
A better place to live
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What should the council do to help achieve this outcome?

Recruit well, recruit locally, pay well and treat employees fairly. Take a look at sickness levels and the number of people you employee 

who are absent because of work related stress.
Look at how they can support those with lesser options available to them . - more training or better accessibility to work.

Lower the business rates and the over priced rents on properties for small businesses.  Having empty business premises is bad for 

business all round.  Let more open by reducing rents and in turn allow more small businesses to succeed - which in turn will provide 

more jobs.
Consider the cost of renting/ leasing property in York. Surely in the short term something creative can be done to fill the empty shops/ 

premises in York, providing people with the opportunity to set up their own business, even in the short term?

Reduce rents, particularly in protected buildings - listen to the outgoing businesses!

Encourage more inclusion from the city's residents - incentives and purpose (Viking Festival plus reduced bus prices?) - to increase 

spending. Christmas markets and food markets are great for those businesses - but at the expense of the original/stablished shops. 

How can this be combined to benefit all?(such as different opening hours?)

Reduce council tax rates for properties in York centre to open up many more shops so residents and tourists have something to visit

No mere short term profitable developments

Lobby government for implementation of the actual Living Wage set out by Joseph Rowntree Trust

Support the university as an employer and as a large population of employees

Build more quality housing and maintain roads

Cheaper public transport, and campaigns for business to recognise Working From Home as a great option for workers. 
Engage with businesses in the tourism and hospitality sectors to understand the constraints on salaries and maybe develop some form 

of agreement about an agreed minimum wage. Consideration also needs to be given to actively supporting, along with partners, local 

indigenous businesses to grow. In addition a visible proactive facility/service that promotes the city as a business friendly city and 

attracts more external businesses to locate in York.       The council should consult with both workers and employers to find out how they can support more stable, better-paid jobs across the 

city's businesses.
Ensure the new local plan is adopted as soon as possible with robust climate change adaptation/mitigation policies, including those 

which try and integrate C4SH/BREEAM standards, as well as which integrate Passiv House standards.  



Transport links to this development should be focused on non-car modes; otherwise there will a continuation of the status quo. Parking 

standards within this development/masterplan area should be reduced, with parking for electric vehicles and e-charging points made 

available as a priority. Surely provision of high skilled jobs will enable relevant agents to utilise electric cars or other sustainable modes 

of transport. 
only contract companies that do pay well

Invest in schools, offer grants and subsidies for low income families. 

Provide training and resources for business to ensure that they are inclusive and can meet the needs of a diverse staff. Provide info on 

positive examples of how this has been achieved. An award scheme could be set up to certify businesses that are inclusive. Support 

the SEND children's services in their project, 12 moves towards a more inclusive city' which is being created by gathering CYP's views 

in schools. Support York Human Rights City to ensure businesses are championing human rights in recruitment and employment. 

Support young people at risk of NEET by promoting rights-based approaches in schools/.settings. Encourage schools to have more 

vocational learning opportunities. Encourage schools to support CYP to develop life skills, including financial management. Working 

with businesses to provide supported opportunities for those who may not have gained qualifications. Make rights-based training 

(Human rights and UNCRC) mandatory for all council staff. 

Ensure that sufficient jobs are available and encourage or incentivise local residents to work rather than claim benefits

Improve the availability of more affordable housing.

not sure as it's a tricky national issue in my opinion. hold the businesses and companies who benefit so much from being in York to 

account on these things more?

If possible, reduce business rates for small local businesses, so they can competemore easily with big chains.



Scheme like that outlined in 'Radical Help' by Hilary Cottam to help match people with jobs

To start with reduce the traffic

Secondly make more cycle paths and pedestrian areas 

Thirdly have a look at other Cities around the world that are user friendly for children - for instance in Singapore a lot of the big 

shopping malls have soft play centres for children where the parents can drop the children off in a secure environment, go and do a bit 

of shopping and come back and pick up the children.  It has been said that businesses in York are saying that cars are needed in the 

City Centre to bring people in to shop.  BUT that is not strictly true people will come if there is something for them - entertain the 

children and families will come.  In the City Centre you have the BHS store it is two floors - it is ideally placed to have the bottom floor 

done out as a soft play centre for children and the top floor done out as a meeting place for children from ages 12-16 - because there 

are  a lot of bored teenagers - both places could be run by the Council - the top floor could be done out with bean bags, music and 

some drinks and snacks - the bottom floor done out with soft play items for children from ages 3 - 11 (marking out different age areas) I 

have seen this in other countries.  The parents then pay for the children to be there and they go and shop and knowing their children 

are occupied and happy and safe.   It would be a fantastic project, bringing families in and it would work well because the weather in 

England is not always that good.    This is what is needed to bring life into York, don't just cater for tourists with novelty shops, 

museums, guided tours but cater for the ordinary person just wants to have a morning out without whining and crying children.
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What should the council do to help achieve this outcome?

Use the city and regional connections, resources and skills  to better shape a more inclusive economy going forward. So as much as is 

possible to create higher paid jobs  and champion fairer pay and conditions for everyone.

Attracting more diverse businesses to the City and its surrounding area so we aren't excessively dependent on tourism.

Attract organisations both local, UK, europe and worldwide to York.  Consider the state of the City Centre and work with business to 

understand how to rejuvinate the area in "today's world".

Promote more strongly the city as an education hub and destination with two excellent universities and FE colleges.

Promote and focus on supporting particularly important sectors for York's future namely public transport and policy, development 

management and housing policy 

Engage with the FE and HE providers

Enforce guidelines and invest in diversity and equality training for employers.

One become a living wage employer (if not already) 

Two: pressurise busineses charities etc to so the same.

Be aware of the mental wellbeing of their residents

Lead on question 5 and think about Council Tax breaks and other incentives and financial assistance.

Make sure that people with disabilities are getting the right support in their jobs.

1.  Education of potential businesses

1.  Encouraging employers to pay workers at the 'front line' e.g. shop assistant, cleaners, carers etc. more money.

1. Cap rental prices for smaller businesses during start up, or subsidise if needed, to avoid empty shops in the city.   

2. Set up a partnership with the universities and local businesses to promote and create graduate positions and apprenticeships. A 

'York' jobportal or information site aimed at younger people could be set up. 

 3. Introduce a 'York' living wage as a suggested guideline. It's such a shame that people work in York but can't afford to rent or buy in 

here. The council should make sure that new housing developments always include affordable appartments or houses. Introducing 

cooptive ownership could also be a solution (get inspiration from Scandinavian countries).

I am not sure, possible educate people on the need for diverse jobs for York to be self-sustaining and efficient. Additionally focus on 

sustainable businesses by means of emission regulations and monitoring (all kinds, not just plastic).

Run a job site that doesn't have multiple kin wage jobs by agencies, but "real" jobs posted by an actually employer

Encourage apprenticeships, youth forums and all sizes of business and organisation involvement 

Incentive local organisations to take on and support/mentor/train people

I am not sure. Possibly focus on education and emphasising the value York has for sustainable business.

Not sure

Levy business rates that encourage entrepreneurs.

council need to keep on top of our city centre to encourage people to live and work here

Enable and promote future proofing; work more closely with the Uni; make the Uni keep to their obligations

use smaller firms and individuals to put forward ideas and help the design processes...create a place where fertilisation of thoughts and 

ideas can be brought into the council chamber. At the moment you use large established professional organisations who are strapped 

by their own branding and self importance.

restrict short-term/holiday lets – especially in new housing

Council funded further education for residents. Subsidies for new business opening shops in the city

Actively encourage green technologies to set up business in and around York possibly by incetivising them.

Encourage businesses to pay a proper living wage, not just the minimum wage. Highlight areas of need and encourage new businesses 

or existing one to be in York

make it easier for small shops to advertise their business. Look at the impact pavement cafes have on smaller streets when all tourists 

can see is a street full of chairs, and not see the shops down there who can't even put out a sandwich board, yet cafes can take up 

space with tables and chairs. A one size fits all approach does not work. 

Have a local plan which is clear on which businesses you want and which you don't ... encourage and assist high paid employment.  

There is a need for lower cost office accommodation for businesses in the city centre.  

Encourage employers to provide flexible and part time work for all regardless of grade.

Ensure rates support business.

Create 'green' jobs and offer training to under-achieving people and homeless people.

Ensure the high street bucks the trend and remains busy and interesting 
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What should the council do to help achieve this outcome?

Thoroughly vet new and existing businesses (big and small) to ensure they meet a high level of environmental sustainability, including 

their carbon emissions and their supply chain, as well as their treatment of workers (throughout whole supply chain).



Encourage new small businesses in York by lowering business rates and offering loans/grants to businesses operating for the social 

good and/or display have exemplary sustainable practises. 
Consider planning applications extremely carefully. Look for clean (car free) green space and innovative design which is sustainable 

and inspiring. Definitely block any designs for high density new build areas in town with car access for new residents.  This is NOT what 

York needs at all. 
Build the right sort of houses in the right places

Invest in good public transport

Reduce congestion

Improve links with York's universities

Look at pay structures and ensure gaps between lowest and highest earners are justified. Explore how people can have greater 

opportunities to learn and build on skills through great initiatives like The Good Organisation. 

Same as for health - maximise funding and co-ordination of agencies

Cheaper parking for people who work in town and provide a service such as restaurants, doctors etc
Set business rates appropriate to a business's income not it's location beyond all. Working with more projects like Spark to encourage 

independent traders and enable them to locate their business in our high streets, occupying off-the-wall locations and using new 

approaches.

Encourage businesses to pay an actual Living Wage as per JRF and Fawcett Society not what government term it to be; which is 

actually inadequate for the current cost of living.Develop more jobs for those on apprenticeships or with a vocational qualification from FE, as well as opportunities for job/career 

progression.
Promote small, "green" industry and local initiatives

Build or encourage building them

give one free parking permit for each household

Ensure shop and work properties are affordable to rent/tax costs etc; make it possible for people to afford to live in the city they work in; 

make it easier to get about, without being stuck in traffic jams - improved public transport, cycling routes etc

Please no more offices and student accommodation.

Sponsor hubs in the outer communities to build new businesses closer to where people live. Saving on travel and making more 

inclusive jobs available.
Support any small business that operates in the green economy (i.e. low/zero carbon and low/zero waste). This could be done for 

example by offering lower business rates.

With city partners, landlords etc, look at how local community enterprises (artists, crafts people) can use the spaces to sell items.

Retaining manufacturing and innovation in the city, not just service sector jobs. Supporting high standards in schools and FE colleges, 

encouraging the universities to engage with a carbon neutral future
1. I don't know much about this, but look to Cambridge and Oxford. 2. Reduce rates and rents for independent shops, to encourage a 

diverse city centre that doesn't bankrupt individual owners. In particular, 'core', businesses which help people buy local and avoid 

supermarkets (butchers, grocers, etc.) should perhaps have specially reduced rents, as they provide valuable services to locals and 

shouldn't be priced out of the city centre.
lower rates for start up businesses

Prioritise local business, high quality local jobs, high quality food or arts venues and high end tourism. Work to maintain and build a 

clean attractive central city environment, traffic free and as green as possible.

Support courses for interesting jobs

Help to achieve the above. 

I dont know how the council can achieve this outcome does it have any power to increase the pay of the workforce?

Invest in tech, arts, green technology

Campaign against a damaging hard or no deal brexit. 

Incentives for businesses not using zero hours, lower rates on market stalls to help self employed people and keep our tourism healthy 

offer permanent positions rather than continue to employ temp staff through Work With York, continue with flexible working and 

holidays.
It is interesting that the council believes that York Central could create better paid jobs for residents. Will this apply to council 

employees - the majority of whom work in sites (and many of whom already live within) the periphery of York Central 

Work closely and ideally support in kind or financially, York Food Justice Alliance and its parent body Good Food York

encourage businesses to set up their second offices in York 

Help support people to build on their strengths and sign post to service that could support with this.

Probably ask the government for more money so you can complete everything 
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What should the council do to help achieve this outcome?

support and perhaps offer specific training for the kind of jobs the city wants to attract - make sure the workforce is in place when job-

providers consider coming to York

Entice companies to hire older, disabled workers. Maybe a grant for PGCE. I have a PhD but cannot engage in supply teaching and I 

am "too old" to get hired by universities

Provide more part time jobs, this increases the option for working mums and the like to get back to work in a manner that fits childcare 

and the like, plus it ups the diversity (and flexibility) of the workforce.

STOP PEOPLE TRAVELLING MORE THAN 

10 MILES TO A JOB IN YORK WHO ARE 

USING A CAR EVERY DAY TO COMMUTE  

Fight for adequate funding for public services and local government.

Fund arts organisations, and especially participation. Ensure arts subjects are taught in schools. Campaign for increased funding to the 

Arts Council. 
Have a greater and sympathetic approach to support for and investment in sustainable small, medium and large business 

developments.
RESIGN

Work with local training providers to develop and promote courses and apprenticeships relevant to those working in York's service and 

tourism sectors, focussing on learning formats that are accessible to those currently in work.

Attract range of companies and businesses who need employees here and can offer competitive wages

Encourage companies offering high worth jobs (manufacturing / technology / professional services and the like) and reduce ( but not 

eliminate) dependence on retail and hospitality jobs

Don't just take the easy way out by allowing more and more hotels and restaurants.  Attract a wider array of businesses.

Continue to work with York's schools and colleges to maximise the opportunities available to young people to choose apprenticeships 

rather than necessarily continue their formal education

Stricter licensing laws, better liaison with police.

Lead by example - promote York living wage. 

Develop a bold Sustainable Transport Policy. Develop a vision for a resilient green local economy, not just focussed around tourism.

Dual Ring road and encourage high skilled manufacturing to the west side of York so it’s nearer the motorways

Nothing

Providing training for people who have recently lost their job or who are experiencing difficulty in obtaining employment.

Encourage young people to study more STEM subjects

Cultivate a diverse range of sustainable businesses in York (not just restaurants and bars) to utilise different skillsets in the workforce 

and improve York's economy. Also make sure learning opportunities are available to people wanting to progress in those career paths.

Support local business to achieve this. 

instead of passing large houses plots free up green  areas to make small house for people who do not wish to leave the area as 

nothing in the village .
Fix the public transport system make services reliable better routes and more affordable for lower paid jobs

N/A

Stop applications for change of use. Encourage suitable firms to come to York 

Improve local bus services 

Perhaps have a bus station 

Improve bus services to employment centres like the York industrial estate (which has no real bus service). 

Set a realistic living wage for those who work in the hospitality trade.

Because it has a duty to it's residents.

Make a deal with company’s like virgin/BT to install a common infrastructure for fibre to the house so that we can swap providers like 

we can with other utilities, now we have virgin digging up the roads to install their system which is substandard fibre to the box, while BT 

have horrible phone lines on poles out the back

Understand that growth, in and of itself, is undesirable and unsustainable. Quality of life is a much more important indicator. Check all 

decisions against this understanding.

Help for businesses setting up in the city centre rather than out of town.

Become the centre of an up and coming industry eh green economy. Reduce rents for businesses paying living wage. Encourage 

businesses with social responsibility. Less big businesses, more small businesses where the money is not taken out of the city and 

give them reasonable rents and rates so they are able to pay staff more

Supporting local independent business and shops in the city centre to set up and compete against the nations/internationals

Interview techniques should be arranged at schools, colleges and universities. People from lower social groups often struggle with this.
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What should the council do to help achieve this outcome?

encourage businesses which need labour/large work-force

Work with local education and training providers to develop and promote apprenticeships and courses that are relevant to those 

working in York's service and tourism sectors, focussing on learning formats that are accessible to those currently in work.

as before

Provide good reliable infrastructure.

Stop ripping off businesses and allow them to operate with a profit which allows them a living wage. The large companies are going 

under and the small businesses can't make a living so move to other cities.

Subsidise rail/bus travel to/from York, at least for residents. (Some Scottish councils do this, or used to.)



Research why many residents commute to jobs outside of York rather than work in local ones, and then encourage (if not legally 

require, where possible) local employers to be competitive in terms of salary and benefits.

Incentivise energy saving and businesses using green energy suppliers. Help cut waste 

Improve A1237 and A64
You already have your own agency for temporary staff. There is so much potential for CYC to expand this and operate more like a 

recruitment agency to business and undercut the extortionate fees of recruitment agencies by using CYC. You have the potential to 

work closely with the job centre to get people back into work and particularly for semi retired people who may want to work a few hours 

a week.
Balance business rates so new small businesses don't have it too tough for 6 months etc - but also charge extra for things like 

premises with amazon lockers, and large supermarkets in general. Promote for public facilities at shop rows so they can thrive; e.g. 

benches, shelter, plants, bins - make areas come alive instead of looking half dead.

Reduce business tax

Restrict the conversion of office accommodation into residential/hotels.  Make York a city for its residents rather than focusing on 

bringing in more tourism.
No idea as there is not many we’ll paid jobs in York anymore as most of the large industries have closed down or moved away.

Do more advertising of the courses available and also really push the experiences of peope who've benefitted from them.

Support businesses to offer internships and apprenticeships

Better transport links especially for cycling.  Reduced business rates?

Help spin-out activities

provide the training

Have some proper economic development. stop focussing on retail and tourism. 

support employers

support programmes and recruitment that offer opportunities to a wide range of people with a subsequent range of experiences

Better transport and roads. For example I'm sure businesses would be put off having an office at Clifton Moor due to the terrible traffic 

in that area. 
as above

Lower rent prices in the city centre so more businesses can afford to have shops there. Have a building inside for independent little 

market shops (like afllecs palice in manchester) 

Investment in the train station, and put pressure on the government and train companies to make train travel more affordable 

Slash business rates

variety of format of jobs

Encourage businesses to pay staff more, reduce rent on commercial properties and shops on the High Street so the stores can actually 

afford staff
Offer training and support in eating healthily, planning meals, budgeting, etc? (though I’m sure you do so already!) Employment advice. 

Build York Central.
Help keep business costs as low as practicable.

encourage investment in the city, beyond tourism

Deliver the above via its policies and MAINTAIN the facilities to its original standard. Not let things deteriorate like it currently does.

To implement a plan to promote York as good place to start a business or to attract more big companies to York 

More funding for third sector services 

Encourage responsible business with good employee rights and benefits.

Concentrate plans for development at out of centre shopping, improve internet connectivity. Offer training and support for small 

businesses
Make sure people recieve the right benefits  

Stop spending money on wasted consultation and use it to achieve the outcome
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What should the council do to help achieve this outcome?

Support smaller businesses to employ those who need additional support, offer small business incentives to employ apprentices in 

areas where their are skill shortages.

Have a far more robust economic strategy.  Currently there is little confidence that it knows what this would even look like let alone 

achieve it.  In-work poverty is a major issue

Dual the northern ring road and make an inner one way system.

Reduce rates on businesses

Build more council houses and , when ex-council houses are for sale, buy them back to be part of the city's housing stock

Create more jobs

Ensure housing is really affordable.

Positive City Plan and council house programme

Improve roads - Elvington Lane is a good example, 3 industrial estates but with poor HGV access. Clifton Moor gets log jammed. You 

have allowed the development of Clifton Moor, Designer Outlet and Monks Cross/Vanguard but don't allow easy access. Business 

needs to respond to customers, they might get business via the internet but goods still need delivering.

Support businesses and organisations across the city to pay fair wages by looking at business rates, funding to voluntary sector 

organisations etc. so they are supported by the council to do this. 

Prevent any more hotels from opening and look at providing incentives for science (for example) based companies to move to the city.

Promote more apprenticeships.

Make it York should take a leading role operating in an inclusive, non-arrogant, manner

Market the city & encourage businesses by reduced business rates for the first couple of years or some other incentive

encourage businesses to pay staff the Living Wage and not minimum wage

Use local businesses. 
Stop turning empty offices into accommodation especially student accommodation.  Try to get business into York.  Stop turning empty 

shops into cafes and restaurants that mainly tourists benefit from.  Reduce rates to encourage shops to stay and encourage residents 

to frequent York City Centre
Promote York as a distinctive employment location, attract a major "anchor" employer(s) to the York Central site

Can CYC work with retailers and other employers, and encourage them to pay proper Living Wage (not just minimum wage)?

That way people would be less reliant on having they wages propped up from public purse, in terms of working tax credits etc.

Also, for those on benefits, but with possibility to move onto paid work, could the CYC provide training and upskilling, and possibly entry 

level roles, so that people can get back into the work mode easier?

Permit planning permission for  more industrial sites 

encourage a greater diversity of employers to move into the city centre - no more bars and restaurants please

no more out of town shopping dvelopments

Implementation of lots of sustainable development projects for york and communicate massively about it so that people are attracted to 

the city and want to get involve 

Lower business rates, set minimum pay rates
Stop building million pound flats and stop letting hundreds of overpriced resteraunts move in jsut to go out of business the next month.



Invest in affordable properties that people who actually fucking live here can buy and rent instead of businessmen and women buying 

summer flats here we need homes and we need them now. Not million pound homes. Average affordable and decent housing for the 

working class 
look at licensing laws and get the pubs to shut earlier.there is no need for 24 hour drinking etc.start promoting york as a family attraction

Support reduced rents on shops for local business.

Promote the benefits of higher-paid secure staff as part of a strong business case.  Some retailers and firms have had lower turnover 

and better productivity. 
Make sure that all council jobs provide good pay and fair working conditions, which includes not outsourcing services such as cleaning. 

Also, instead of giving developers permission to build more hotels, consider promoting devolopments that are carbon neutral and 

provide flexible working space
The council plan on the disused railway central area of York will act as the stimulus for business to come into York

continue to attract technology jobs to balance the hospitality sector, which is often short-term; encourage and facilitate life-long 

learning, adult education and other similar policies.

Build social housing, look at all the empty spaces above shops in York could these be put to better use instead of laying empty.

stop bragging about being a fibre city and encourage business to the area

See above

Increase the available a1 office space and promote the city as a place to do business. Encourage graduates to stay in the city 
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What should the council do to help achieve this outcome?

as 5

Set a city living wage (actual living wage, not the government minimum), promote businesses who provide good working conditions and 

terms. Support growth of new business areas in EVs, AI and plant based foods.

*Ensure York Central has a focus on providing new office space, including an Article 4 declaration removing permitted development 

rights for conversion from office to residential.  



*Consider an Article 4 declaration to remove permitted development rights from offices in the wider city centre (e.g. all those recently 

converted or soon to be converted around Rougier St and Piccadilly). 

 



*Enable business parks to expand to accommodate new industry.

Refuse planning permission for developments (like the one near the Rufforth cycle track) that are clearly designed for people to drive to.

It should be making York good for business

Look into how they can support traditionally lower paid jobs that are vital in the community to create stable jobs/less staff turnover eg 

childcare and nursing 
Set business rates at a level that avoids leaving shops and premises empty.

Create "Disability friendly posts". 

petition central government for more infrastructure improvement work that would employ people of all skills and improve daily life for all.  

 Similar to the New Deal in the USA  in C20th

make decisions based on clear facts not be driven by personal views and make the decisions much more timely.

Support and financial incentives

Stop clogging up all the roads and building in inappropriate locations.

The council needs to deliver projects much quicker than they do currently. I.e. the community staduim still complete, sugar beet site still 

empty old civil services sports field still empty york central ? The council is very good at talking about doing a,b,or c but it needs to 

deliver much quicker especially on housing. Selby council puts york to shame 

I don't know

Lobby central government for resources (a tough job I realise as we are north of Watford!) Be creative in our planning decisions for 

business development. Encourage training and lifelong learning. Promote York as a place for conferences and seminars

Take full advantage links to the local uni's and ensure that there is effective and wide ranging vocational training available

Encourage with incentives i.e. reduced business rates for potential businesses thinking of establishing in the centre of York

Provide incubator services to creative and small manufacturing businesses.  Provide seed capital with the objective to support 

promising business and keep the cost to tax payers to at least zero net cost.  Promote worker owned businesses.

In property owned by the council you could have cheaper start up costs.  Provide education for employees.  We need technology, 

development and manufacturing based employment.  

Work in partnership with the university, the third sector and public and private businesses to establish a strategic approach to 

supporting start-ups and young or emerging businesses.

attract a more steady type of business to the city

Sensible decisions in Planning Applications in the absence of political aims.

Keep selling York to world wide businesses.

Actively promote FE courses, including apprenticeships

Vigilance. The Council must take action against any firm not following such a policy whilst continuing its own policies of paying 

reasonable wages to it employees.

Incentivise businesses to offer permanent employment and guaranteed hours. Penalise businesses that don't pay a living wage 

Encourage employers to pay the real living wage. Build more housing for people on low incomes.

Encourage businesses to come to York.

Encourage companies to move to York

No opinion on this subject
Not sure but maybe reduce rates for shopkeepers, try and get more retailers in the city so residents shop here and not go to places like 

leeds such as Ikea , b&M, mothercare, jysk, Dunelm if more of those shops were available in places like the city centre it would keep 

people shopping local.
Better support systems for young people going through from secondary school to college and further education 

Don't know.
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What should the council do to help achieve this outcome?
Get their priorities right. Stop making short term, money grabbing decisions and be a better provider for city wide residents. Provide 

good walking and cycling routes - issue more fines to car drivers for speeding in 20 mph areas, and for occupying space in cycle boxes 

at traffic lights.Limit number of betting shops. York used to be known for the wealth of individual/family run niche/specialist business but 

that is no longer the case sadly.Encourage the development of grade a CITY CENTRE office space to encourage national and international companies to locate in 

York. 
No idea

Cut business rates. 

The railway works has gone, Terry's, what next?

Encourage new businesses apart from tourism and coffee shots - manufacturing, white collar jobs 

Reduce rent/rates to make it more attractive for companies to locate to York. Improve road links (dual A1237), improve public transport 

infrastructure (central bus station/interchange).

Encourage employers to pay the living wage. 

Provide appropriate, affordable housing 

Lessen York's reliance on tourism and limit the number of  leisure businesses in the city. Attract more quality retailers and more 

businesses in growing sectors like IT, media etc.

Continue with living wage commitment but also identify and challenge employers that are not paying a living wage.

Communicate better about opportunities supporting sustainable initiatives.

Promote York as a good place to live. Provide incentives such as free parking, rated childcare. 

Encourage business with fewer planning obstructions and lower rates

As above

Encourage companies to support skills development programmes in schools and college

Provide rate incentives for favourable industries

Keep business rates & rents in the city as low as possible

Increase spend on the cities the infrastructure. 

Ensure everyone is paid the living wage

No more budget hotels 

Leadership comes from the top - adopt the above approaches in any council building projects

Encourage some manufacturing businesses to come to the City.

Prioritise non- car alternatives. Properly, not half-heartedly. 

Make space affordable and make york appealing as a base for big business

Reduce business rates especially for smaller businesses 

Encourage more well paid job & diverse business. York has lost all it's manufacturing over the years sadly. Ie Terry's chocolate factory, 

Carraige works, Glass works, Sugarbeat & a large part of Rowntree chocolate works.... 

Have tourist tax for visitors. People would still come even if council charged the equivalent of a cup of coffee per day

See 5

N.A.

Ensure provision of quality jobs

As above, direct involvement in quality training partnerships. Also discourage poor quality hospitality and accommodation provision, 

instead quality assure the Visit York offer, since that is our claim to fame.

Employ those with a proven track record in encouraging new Industry of all colours andstyles

Advertise York as a business hub with good rail links.  

Stop giving planning permission/licences to bars and restaurants- employ low numbers, attract quality employers. Reduce congestion 

by changing road priority, making use of park and rides, planning alternative Teansport to work places- sucess measured on cars 

becoming the alternative. The people and goods can be moved around

Incentives for local development make centre of York more people friendly, joint initiatives with the universities and colleges

Ban 0 hours contracts

consultation prior to policy formulation

Provide decent space for the building of decent work places, decent areas to build housing people wont to live in (not rabbit hutches) 

better Local Plan.  Be more adventures with allowing planning.
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What should the council do to help achieve this outcome?

review the single lane ring road - dual carriageway needed.

Ensure that the surrounding villages and suburbs have high quality fast internet for domestic and commercial use

Subsidise public transport that can run at times that workers require

More apprenticeship places for school leavers 

Review business and rental rates in the city to address the outward movement of related businesses

Prioritise manufacturing jobs 

Encourage new jobs

???

develop an over 60s employment policy

Reduce rates where possible and set structures up which promote connections between local businesses.

Allocate industrial sites in areas away from housing.

Make car parking free for residents

Encourage the right kind of investment in the city, work with developers to encourage the building of  the kind of office accommodation 

needed.
Give subsidies to business who pay large wages

Encourage better employers to set up in York rather than relying on low-paid hospitality economy.

As above

Manage the budget and agree priorities 
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What could you (as an individual, part of a community or an organisation) do to help achieve this outcome?

Do a good job, with the skills I have trained for (funded directly by me at enormous cost)

For the next 3 years, nothing as I have my hands full with a degree - but I'll be looking at how I can expand my existing business after 

this - I'll be looking at affordable property and taking on employees.

Use the bus, rather than the car, to explore the city e.g with the ice trails.

Advise on plans

Spend my money at local independent businesses and Living Wage Employers

Keep my job!

Engage and encourage member businesses to look at ways to increase productivity. Work with partners to help local businesses to 

grow.
Respond to the local plan

sign up to the principles and only offer living wages

Foster a community that prides itself on education and learning 

Support York Human Rights City, promote it in the LA. Promote the UNCRC and rights-based approaches in the LA amongst children's 

services. Contribute to the all-age learning disability strategy and the all-age autism strategy. Support CYP to enjoy and achieve in 

school/college. Support settings to help CYP with SEND to make progress and gain valuable life skills. 

NYFRS is recruiting firefighters for the first time in 10 years and we also need to try to find the finances to increase our non uniformed 

community safety officers

Help develop and offer employment opportunities and training.

not sure.

I am not sure what I could do but I certainly could help with some ideas of what I have seen work in other countries

Promote paying the living wage. 

Value the contributions all people make. 

No comment.

Contribute to a City wide plan

Happy to consult as a chronically ill worker with experience in both employment and self-employment.

I am currently self-employed and my pay is above the living wage foundation limit. Businesses and charities are willing to pay. 

Support to those who need help

Actually, this isn't my area of expertise at all, but we have the retired professionals groups and people like Round Table who have a lot 

of expertise and should be encouraged to get involved - not just in talk shops but actual ideas development.

Work together to make sure that people with disabilities are getting the right support in their jobs.

1.  Discussion with others.

1. Discussion with others regaring the above points. 

Continue to shop in local businesses. 

2 and 3 - attend hearings for planned developments.  

Talk to many different people, encourage sustainable practices at my workplace.

No idea

Mentoring

Encourage sustainable practices at workplace.

Not a lot (I'm retired)

Support small traders end enterprises

I run a small business so I already contribute

Keep trying

Just as an individual all I can do is make suggestions on individual issues but actually the council should be intelligent enough to 

recognise that good design...and I dont mean simple vernacular design is the way to make York stand out. Thats why I'm interested in 

the outcome of the railway yard development.

not buy up properties for the purpose of holiday lets

Open to suggestions 

Not a lot since I am almost 70 years old and although I spent 30 years in IT as a teacher and instructor and did my part to encourage 

my students to make the best of modern technologies I have little opportunity to continue doing so.

Support local retailers
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What could you (as an individual, part of a community or an organisation) do to help achieve this outcome?

Shop local

lobby the council for change

What I do no - look for them!

Shop local to support local business.
I am self employed and I am doing my best (within my means) to conduct my business in a sustainable manner - minimising car travel, 

using sustainable suppliers, ethical business banking and carbon offsetting. 



Could the council help sole traders and micro businesses such as myself to work in this way? Even just by providing information and 

advice? 
Campaign, vote, support

Support with creating inclusive opportunities for others

Support local businesses with my custom and encourage the organsastions with which I am connected to create and maintain good jobs

I can use independent traders, adapt my approach to shopping and local services, and assist our local economy by getting on board via 

social media to help promote a new way of living in York. I can communicate with my council and councillors to highlight where 

improvements are needed and celebrate successes.

Support local firms and shops who are going green.

Not a lot!

give one free parking permit for each household

Community gardening..

Using such businesses where they exist is clearly the most important aspect. It is possible for community groups to set them up, of 

course, but that isn't the most important aspect.

support the local enterprises

Buy local

Enthuse about good local products and shops! Keep supporting the market and local businesses

shop local

Shop locally, shop with care, support local business.

Use the services of small local companies.  Volunteer.

Promote and encourage the above

I campaign with a group called York for Europe. 

Fill in this form and go dream about packing it all in and living in the moors 

Don't know?

I work dammed hard as it is - not for great reward 

As Chair of Good Food York I would be very pleased to work with the Council to develop the best possible outcome on this topic. To 

contact me please email me at […]  Thanks […]

Well I live in one of your council flats and I am now a wheelchair user and my flat can’t be improved for me to live here. So I would love 

to a home which is more assessable for me 

sorry - can't think of anything

Anything necessary

MAKE JOBS AVAILABLE TO LOCAL PEOPLE WHO CYCLE TO WORK AND SO

THETE IS NO NEED FOR CARS TO GET TO

WORK

Join campaigns and communicate the importance of public services funded both centrally and locally.

I am an active member of the National Campaign for the Arts.

With not a lot of experience of 'business' development, I would be more interested in the social impact of promoting a strong local 

economy with good quality well paid jobs.

vote against them

Support local independent businesses wherever possible and take opportunities to encourage those organisations of which I am a part 

to do the same.
Advertise the good things about living in York so employers feel more confident About relocating here

Nothing. Now retired

Don't know
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What could you (as an individual, part of a community or an organisation) do to help achieve this outcome?

Not applicable

Very little, I fear. 

As it is, I don't go out to films, bars or restaurants in the city centre at weekends. Spending by drinkers may make up the shortfall of 

residents not going out and spending but the harm to the city is deeper.

As a trustee for a local charity we pay all employees the York living wage and try to use local tradespeople. 

Support buy local campaigns.

Nothing 

-

Very little.

Consider planning applications for different types of business and signpost to learning opportunities in York.

I support local businesses through my job

I would like to pioneer  a complex modern  funky bright design  eco homes for the over 55 . not everyone wishes to live in a open 

bedroom dingy bungalow  of elderly flat , the 3 age want to be health not a burden on society  

Don’t know

N/A

Work towards bringing better paid work back to York. Leeds is a great example of this on our doorstep 

Use the buses more (if only the services were good enough). Car share.

York needs to ensure that it does not drive away its residents in its bid to become a tourist attraction. Too many hotels are opening 

offering low paid jobs, York council needs to attract other industries and not just rely on tourism.

Befriend a lonely person.

I would be prepared to pay for the fibre connection to my house and I am sure other would as well, 

I cycle, recycle, compost, plant trees, superinsulate my home, only buy 100%renewable energy, and recognise that it would be wrong 

for me to do some things I would otherwise like to do - eg flying.

Nothing really.

Spend money in small businesses

?

Support local independent businesses wherever possible, and take opportunities to encourage those organisations of which I'm a part 

to do the same.
as before

Pay my rates.

Keep making the point and try to purchase from the high street and not on line. Unfortunately because the high street businesses have 

gone and so has that choice. 

Besides pointing out issues to local employers who contact me, I am unsure.

Give my time to promote or support  council propositions - if I agreed with them.

Networking and utilising (as a business) cheaper temp rates to encourage temp to perm jobs

Shop locally and spread the word to encourage others to do so.

Accept higher tax

Not a lot!

I've done an evening class (Italian) and I try to share my positive experience of it as much as possible.

Promote the appointment of interns and apprentices at work.

promote diversity

Nothing 

Not much I dont think, protest 

Not a lot

Continue shopping locally and pushing my money into the economy in the city. 

Not sure- I am a member of goodgym who provide opportunities to exercise and live healthier lives- as well as opportunities to do 

voluntary work for the unemployed.

Nothing (apart from paying my council taxes)

Use the facilities provided and use them responsibly.
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What could you (as an individual, part of a community or an organisation) do to help achieve this outcome?

Nothing

Don't travel into the city centre to shop, this would also decrease congestion in these areas, improving air quality etc

Keep trying to give positive comments

We could employ more people who have learning disabilities if we had spare budget and time to provide additional support.

I am doing what I can

I can show you how this would work on a map, it’s not rocket science.

use local industries

No idea, but I discouraged my father from buying his council house many years ago in Kirklees and as of Jan this year,it is still a 

council house which I am pleased about

Nothing

I am now retired but worked all my life and encourage others including family to work hard.

Champion the importance and reality of those who are not paid enough to maintain a decent standard of living. 

Tell you I need a job and riding for Deliveroo is not realistic  for me.

Vote for politicians and political parties who care.

Continue to develop our business within York

Nothing

be aware of Employment law and disability legislation

If there were more shops in York Centre do my shopping there instead of going out of town

Promote York as a great place to live & work

I work full time and pay my taxes.

Support the Council in creating new industrial sites

shop local, buy locally produced goods and services

Participate to local workshops, increase the community feeling.

Organize workshops where i can share my knowledge of low tech and sustainable action that people can follow at their individual or 

community level (eg. start a wormery, learn how to reduce food waste)

Promote local businesses

I wish I could do anything but I'm a victim of the councils awful housing schemes myself after being evicted recently I'm now near 3 k in 

debt because there is no affordable housing in York for younger people. I'm [...] I wasn't accepted anywhere because you need to earn 

3x the rent and have a garuntor otherwise.



There is hardly anyone in york that can suddenly provide garuntors or make 3 times the rent asking price the rent I pay is nearly all of 

my monthly wage.





How the frick do you expect people to survive when they can't even rent the cheapest house possible????





Yet all of you get to go home to you luxarys and families and not think about the suffering you cause millions of people single handily 

challenge our local councillors to bring about a sea change in attitude

I don't know. I work from home.

I can support unions in their work and support local sustainable business whenever possible.

Support such plans

Not a lot.

Young person is using spare room

work in Leeds

Nothing as YCC are only interested in tourism and low skilled employment for its residents 

Create jobs through work 

nothing

Refuse to endorse businesses who only pay the state minimum wage, look for companies who advertise being a living wage employer
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What could you (as an individual, part of a community or an organisation) do to help achieve this outcome?

I already work close to the city.

No idea 

Provide training in a childcare setting 

I am retired. I could renew my commitment to be a mentor to York University students preparing to seek employment.

I support local businesses

Support the business

Support the council if they actually delivered what they say they will do

I have always worked in insurance and finance and actively encourage business and individuals in that profession to consider York as a 

business centre
Limited in my capacity,. This relies on the council creating an employment environment that attracts the best and local education that 

generates candidates with the right skills and qualifications

Support council initiatives , as above.

Buy products and even perhaps work as a member of a cooperative business.

Encourage people who don't have these skills to put themselves forward.

Not sure.

not sure but would try to support this type of entewrprise

Continue to respond to surveys such as this.

Nothing, sorry, at 86 too old.

Not much

Staying in touch with both my Central and Local political representatives and knowing what their personal views are on this problem and 

being prepared to take them to task if they, in my opinion are not doing their job properly.

Use local businesses and services when possible

I have no idea.

Nothing

I don't know

No opinion on this subject

Shop local, use local facilities instead of going out of the city.

Don't know.

Support local/individual/ family run businesses.Be more green.Take pride in community/local events

Nothing

Don’t know. 

Nothing

Little directly - I work in IT for multinational corporations. I'm helped in this by access to fast Internet. 

Resist working for employers who pay minimum wage. 

Lobby you to ask for affordable housing which would allow a suitable workforce int

Can't think of what I could do here.

Widening access to education as part of my work at York St John University.

Promote York as a good place to live. 

Nothing

Again, this is a council-led thing.

Volunteer my time to help

Support local businesses.

Not a lot

I don’t know

I would be happy to support any initiatives the council adopt to achieve the above

Not sure
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What could you (as an individual, part of a community or an organisation) do to help achieve this outcome?

Reduce car use. 

Inform you of the need for this

Support independent shops

Not sure. Express my concerns in these questionnaires. 

Employ locals

Continually monitor local Airbnb growth and negligent landlords. Support local schools post-16 to develop work placements and 

genuine apprenticeships. 
Pressurise York city council to do more to encourage jobs outside tourism retail and computer industries

Shop locally and use local businesses
Need to support local industry. I don’t go to town much- dirty, homeless, drunks and hate out of town retail parks the size of Clifton 

Moor. I shop but it’s nit my lifestyle choice- would rather garden, spend time at home or out of town. Cycle walk so nut adding to 

congestion
support local businesses by using them and promoting them and talking about how good York is as a venue other than just for tourists 

and hen parties.stag do's

Campaign for the abolishion of 0 hours contracts

Willing to scrutinise relevant policies prior to implementation 

Not be fixated with - Not in my back garden - when asked to comment on planning. The majority of us live in housing that would not 

have been built if the above statement had been held.

lobby the parish councils to get it sorted.

Survey major employers for their input to addressing the transport issues

Nothing 

Support more local, private business 

Retired so not a lot but support York manufacturing 

Not sure

?

i volunteer twice a week but get no income

buy a new car

Earn more money

?

Contribute to consultation meetings
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What is most important to you in achieving this outcome?

Preventing people from outside the City from brimming in huge numbers of vehicles

safety for walkers, cyclists and drivers!

Better maintenance of the roads. 

Affordable and regular bus services to the outlying villages - electric buses that are modern and accessible in terms of physical access 

and accessible to all with communication differences (e.g BSL signed stops on screen; verbal announcements for Visually impaired). 

There is an aging and isolated population in York that is being sidelined and ignored, within and without the city.

Consider All transport include motorcycles 

Pedestrianisation

Affordable and reliable public transport

Walk and cycle as much as possible

we need better, integrated public transport to support a car-free city centre

We keep the planet as healthy as possible and all do our bit

Whilst supporting the city's focus on cycling and walking not everyone in York is able to do this, consequently investment needs to 

continue to be made in bus services and the local network. In addition further work needs to be done to improve local rail connectivity 

thereby reducing the number of local commuters travelling by car.   
Transport policy should prioritise the measures needed to make York a net zero carbon city by 2030, as agreed in the climate 

emergency motion.
See points made on first issue. 

Use the railway system already in place

good infrastructure i.e. good surfaced roads

Make it more attractive for York residents to visit York city centre by public transport as opposed to using a car to visit places such as 

Vanguard 
Continue to improve cycle and walking routes away from roads where possible. Promote health and support for the environment in 

schools/settings. 
Cheap and reliable public transport 

The provision of public transport and cycle access.

Creating no parking/ no drop off zones around schools and ensuring safe access.

A consistent and joined up cycle network, one you would be happy to let a 12 year old cycle on alone, and allows for the use of cargo 

bikes and trailers. Prioritisation of walking and cycling above vehicle traffic in and around the city centre, with lots of cycle parking. 

However, separation of cycle paths and footpaths wherever possible.
More cycle paths, definitely that is needed, along with improved pavements - a lot more cycle lock up places (and these should be 

made attractive - what we have in parliament street right now is quite unattractive as is in many other places - if one looks at Rowntrees 

Park there is a lovely cycle lock up feature and I have seen many attractive ones around the country and other places and it does 

enhance the areaExtending cycle routes and ensuring these are good quality and safe. finding ways and incentives to encourage cycling or carbon free 

modes of transport.  
Improving bus and cycling options.

Affordability. Transport is a social mobility issue which too many vulnerable people struggle to access.

Re-opening Haxby rail link

Reducing congestion in the City Centre and on the ring road (lendal bridge closure was amazing)

Reduced congestion and constant traffic queues are polluting and stressful. Must be looked at

sustainable and affordable transport options year round

That we need bold action to develop a clear city wide sustainable transport plan that reduces traffic levels and supports public transport, 

cycling and walking to support new development 

Connectivity for all parts of the City

Longer running public transport and later evening services towards the Huntington area, as the bus stops running early in the evening.

Better cleaner public transport

To have safe and pollution free transport around the inner city (walking and cycling). 

Low cost, regular, efficient, reliable public transport
Are we using new technology for road repairs?  The use of plastic in pot hole fills?  I like the way that waste ground is being left for wild 

flowers but gutters need to be cleared. (The road outside Red Tower is a case in point.) Civic pride is at risk when our pavements are 

neglected.
To make York more accessible for people with disabilities.

1.  That the climate crisis is fully acknowledged and action is taken to mitigate its effects.  Every city,  in fact every place, has to 

develop plans to tackle the climate crisis and this needs to be done immediately
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Getting Around Sustainably

What is most important to you in achieving this outcome?
That we need to get a clear city wide sustainable transport plan as quickly as possible – that reduces traffic levels and supports people 

to use cars less and walking, cycling and public transport more

I believe this is related to wellbeing. See answers to the first section.

Make areas in and around York more accessible by bicycle.

Get the bike lanes sorted. The surfaces are dreadful especially near the mount and racecourse

Stopping fossil fuelled transport in the city

Less car use

Cycling and public transport is a major topic. Elderly and disabled or people in poor health do not always have the option to cycle or 

walk. For them the public transport quality is essential. If public transport is a better option than driving people will be encouraged.

Make it easier for cyclists to use the road along side cars 

Getting rid of the big buses - they are way too big and never have enough people on them to justify their size

The public transport network.

Good through put on the roads for cars and cyclists, pavements should be maintained to encourage more walking

York is very walkable but walking is undermined by policy for bikes and cars at every turn and by the abuse that women get when 

walking alone. Older women don't like walking in or around York because of the routine abuse they get (mostly but not always from 

men). Walking should be made THE most attractive option. It is something nearly everyone can do.

leafy lanes for cycling is a priority...just wait and see...electric scooters and other single person electric carriers will be all part of the 

transport in the next 10 yrs never mind the present restrictive rules. Bear that in mind (York is non contoured its flat !!)

Better public transport links

YORK is in dire need of better cycle paths. The roads are in bad condition and some are not safe for bikes to be used due to other 

vehicles.  Make it safer for both pedestrians and cyclists within the pedestrian and one way zones

Improving even further cycling lanes and pedestrian only areas.

Efficient public transport.

Make the most of our public transport

not sure

Significant reduction in cars and a corresponding increase in green transport usage

Improved bus service to the villages and cycle routes too - many cycle from or through Elvington on their morning commute. Many 

more would if there was a cycle path

Roads need to be fit for purpose.  

Priority to public transport.

Reducing the traffic but also increasing the train and bus network out of York

Acting on climate change is the most crucial issue - and transport has a veery large impact. I have lived in a few cities around the 

Western world, and York arguably has the least reliable and most prohibitively expensive public transport system I have had to use. 



Transport to get out and address isolation is a fundamental need and area of importance for community growth in York

Reduce the number of cars on York's roads and increase walking cycling and public transport 

Clean up the centre by banning all but essential vehicles.

Promoting public transport (especially buses and trains) - integrating it, keeping fares low, re-opening railway stations (eg. Haxby and 

Copmanthorpe) and lines (York-Beverley-Hull), 

As before cheaper parking for seasonal passes and / or later buses for park and ride I could start at 7 am and could finish at midnight 

but have no park and ride open that late

Investment in joining up cycle routes in the city, improving the impression (and provision) of shared routes and pathways so that 

pedestrians and cyclists can share the same space without being penalised.

Improved public transport; traffic-free city centre
Although York is relatively cycle-friendly and certainly has a lot of cyclists on the road compared to where I used to live, there are still a 

huge amount of cars around. Particularly at rush hours and start/end of school days. In such a compact city, this isn't necessary. 

Motorised traffic should be cut.
Reduction of private car use throughout the city. Essential vehicles to be electric powered.

bus priority in the city, more reliable timetables so that they can be trusted

give one free parking permit for each household

Reduction of traffic in centre of city.  Better cycle infrastructure.
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What is most important to you in achieving this outcome?

Ease of access to the rail network without queues of traffic.
Cities where people can walk and cycle free of cars are healthier for many reasons. They are also wealthier as people stop longer and 

spend more in pedestrian areas. York is not a city that has space for cars and the efforts to increase their number in the center in 

recent years is unhealthy and wrong.
See my response to the first question. Park and Ride should be open overnight (with the car parks available overnight and buses to and 

from them late into the evenings. That would encourage people to stay overnight and not bring the car into the city.

Provide an effective integrated transport system

Better bus services and cycle lanes that are not constantly interrupted by parking bays.

So many things. As a cyclist, joining up piecemeal cycle infrastructure to make it safer to get across the city (fishergate gyratory is one 

bad example that springs to my mind). give cyclists sensible routes through the city even during opening hours. Focus on slowing 

cyclists down when in pedestrianised areas, rather than banning them altogether. 
good - frequent, reliable and late into the evening bus services (e.g for theatre); I have mobility issues so and seats at bus stops are 

helpful 
We need an ambitious plan, York could and should be the UKs cleanest and most sustainable city, on a par with Copenhagen or 

Groningen ( Holland) .... we should aim for high bike use, a traffic free centre, enhanced bus transport ( all electric) and minimal car use. 

Priortity for walking and cycling. 

Good rail links with plenty of room for commuting on trains, including bike storage and a linked up cycle network, segregated from other 

vehicles. Walking routes are already good but heavily polluted if close to roads. I think buses not pumping out fumes would help considerably as 

we have frequent buses on all manner of routes, not being diesel would make a huge difference in the long run to us not contributing to 

climate change
Health - encouraging activity and healthier lifestyle

Cutting emissions - more public transport

Increasing the feasibility of getting around on a bicycle - especially with my children. 

Safe and meaningful sustainable transport

Cycling storage 

Cheaper rail travel 

No buses within the city walls 

Support walking, cycling and public transport as the best ways of people getting around the city. But also to pay attention to transport 

for getting goods and services around the city and reducing the carbon footprint that incurs.

be ambitious - this has been around for ages, but people are still driving.  

Sorting our properly functioning bus routes, and less congestion in the city centre. Making cycling into town easier and safer for families 

reducing traffic congestion on our roads

Joiners, Plumbers and other trades MUST be able to get round town. Severely disabled people and parents of adults who are very 

disabled MUST be able to get round town. But if possible car use must be replaced by (frequent free) buses and bikes.
Travelling by rail is important, but the experience is usually expense and fraught with delay, it is not surprising that driving remains 

popular.
Make York car free and public transport more frequent and reliable across the whole city, not just to park and ride places and the uni.

The level of air-pollution in York is shaming on a national level. This needs to be our top priority.

A good quality, frequent, reliable and affordable public transport service that fulfills the needs of all residents and visitors within the 

administrative area. This should be supplemented with increasing safe, accessible cycling routes and lanes.

York is considering the needs of cyclists and pedestrians in its planning already and has made many improvements.

Reduce number of cars in the city and improve air quality. Get more people our of cars and using sustainable options - walking, cycling 

etc
More safe, wherever possible off-road cycle routes that connect places people want and need to travel to and from, without gaps in 

them.
Ban cyclists they go thrugh red lights, use mobile phones while riding and run without lights

Ability to access work and services for myself and children without using a car

Discouraging road traffic in the city. Less congestion = less pollution and easier in city movement for pedestrians

Safe, attractive and continuous cycling and walking facilities. Too many of York's cycling facilities are unsafe or unpleasant to use - 

either very rough surface, or stopping and dumping the cyclist in the middle of a fast gyratory or roundabout.

Make it far more economic to use public transport than use cars

Improvements to York's cycle network so that it is safer for cyclist of all ages

Better rail and bus links and sorting out congestion round the rail station.

That a good transport solution is one that targets public transport. Good solutions will help health and well-being outcomes, improve air 

quality, reduce congestion etc.
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What is most important to you in achieving this outcome?
We need to improve public transport so people leave their cars at home and actually reduce traffic levels in the city. This will also help 

increase cycling and walking.

Stop cars and force people to use other modes of transport

Nothig

Sustainable travel is linked to many other important issues such as climate change, air pollution, biodiversity and health and really 

needs to increase in order to tackle all these problems.

Improving public transport.

Promote sustainable transport to improve air quality and health

 Good Design  “Social interaction is a key factor in determining both the physical and the mental health and wellbeing of an individual 

from childhood through adult life”

Mental health

In the UK, mental health problems constitute 28 per cent of the total burden of disease, compared to 16 per cent each for cancer and 

heart disease. One in four people (25 per cent) in the UK will experience a mental health problem in any given year and nearly one in 

five people show symptoms of anxiety or depression. The scale of the problem is significant, but often when we think about or consider 

health the focus is on physical or dietary issues rather than the promotion of a healthy mental state.

However, mental wellbeing is much more than just the absence of mental illness. It represents a more positive side to mental health, 

incorporating more aspirational concerns such as peace of mind, contentment, confidence, social connection, self-realisation,

and happiness. The environment can influence mental health and wellbeing by strengthening mental resilience, helping to heal from 

mental illness, and promoting a general feeling of happiness and empowerment. As described, the home is where people spend most 

of their time, and in particular where they spend time with family members. Therefore the issue of happiness in residential design is 

vital: emotions are more powerful here when compared to office or retail settings.

Finally, design quality has also been strongly linked to mental health. People living in better quality housing have fewer psychological 

issues, including decreased anxiety and depression

Social wellbeing

Social connectedness can have a very positive influence on our mental wellbeing. Having positive relationships, control over your own 

life and a sense of purpose are all attributes of functioning well. International evidence has recently been gathered to measure 

wellbeing, demonstrating that this field has now emerged as a rigorous discipline

Social interaction is a key factor in determining both the physical and the mental health and wellbeing of an individual from childhood all 

the way through to adult life. It takes place within various environments: starting at home, continuing within the neighbourhood, evolving 

in school, expanding in the professional environment and flourishing with social activities. The majority of these interactions emerge 

within our homes and immediate surroundings, which we intuitively value more as a result of their long-lasting presence.

According to the World Health Organisation (WHO) “the main action on social determinants of health ... come from outside the health 

sector” The WHO defines health not as the absence of ill-health but as “a state of complete physical, mental

and social wellbeing. The definition of health thus includes an awareness of the interrelationships between social and psychological as 

well as medical factors. The way in which an individual functions at home, within the family and the wider community is seen as part of 

the health definition, alongside biological and physiological symptoms. Health is determined by a range of factors related to the quality 

of our homes and the wider neighbourhood. I think better planning for the 3 rd age would free a lot of homes for family's  if the right 

planning and to remain in thee are they have been for all their lives , the majority of the 3 age in YO23 have money to invest  in this . 

But nothing available. .  

safe Cycle lanes

Connecting the bike path network with complete routes, including consistent signage and road markings for on-street bike ways.

See previous comments.
For me the bus network needs working on

Also disabled people need more parking spaces as places in the centre are being taken by taxi ranks that are not used in the daytime 

Other towns have much better provision for disabled parking spaces- Leeds and Sheffield 

The Pavement has double yellow lines but non blue badge holders regularly park there. Make both sides of the top of Piccadilly 

disabled parking spaces 
Accessing York Industrial estate by bus.

Electric buses, more use of the park and ride scheme to prevent people driving into York. However to do this the park and ride needs to 

operate into the evening.

Keep fares so that they are affordable.

Getting into and out of York by road is difficult and always congested., dual carriageway to the A1 and around the ring road would help. 

Access to the station by road can be slow and needs to be 

Cycling has become more difficult in the last 4 or 5 years due to potholes. Also train fares are unaffordable and complicated.

Better and cheaper public transport to and from a larger number of areas. Off road cycle paths all over the city and not just in some 

places.
If they are free and frequent more people would give up driving and so journey times would be quicker. Go back to having bus 

conductors to take fares then it will be quicker. Main problems with buses is it takes so much longer than car to get where you are 

going, buses not turning up, expensive and waiting round in the freezing cold
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Being able to get around safely by bike. I'm moderately confident on most roads but my partner isn't because of the traffic. I'd also like 

to see cheaper more frequent buses that run every day of the week

Improve the A1237 where possible. Continue promoting park and ride. 

Keeping traffic moving

?

Better public transport to the out lying areas of the city.

to continue walking and using public transport into the city.

Adding proper bicycle paths or lanes, preventing bicycle theft, and improving the bus links around town.
Cheaper bus fares. I use my car when I could use a bus due to the high cost of fares. £3.20 to travel down Tadcaster Road and back 

on the park and ride. The regular bus fares are so expensive I never use them. I never take the train to Leeds due to the very high cost 

of a 20 min journey. 
Pedestrianise city centre

Improve rail access from suburbs

Less traffic, less jumping red lights and better training for cyclists

That I am not pressured to need a car in York due to bad infrastructure or options.

Use public transport

Walking and cycling routes need to be safe and attractive.  Walking alongside a busy road it not pleasant, cycling in heavy traffic is 

intimidating.
Make the roads safer.

Being able to travel around safely whether on foot, down cycle paths or on public transport. 

Better cycle paths

More pedestrian-only zones and roads
Provide as many alternatives to the car as possible!  Better rural walking and cycling links.  The Council's efforts always appear to be 

concentrated on the urban areas, leaving no alternative but to drive in from the villages, especially where bus links are poor. There are 

few bus links between villages.  To travel between villages you currently have to catch a bus to the city centre to then catch a bus out 

again!

Good pavements (reduced trip hazards)

dedicated and complete cycle paths, cycle paths shouldn't just end randomly. Increase the use of cycling in the city by making as much 

area cycle free as possible. increase park and ride and make it cheaper. 

Being able to cycle safely. 

improved public transport, such as new rail stations in Haxby, Strensall and British Sugar. Integrated bus service so one ticket can be 

used for all operators. improve cycle network

range of options for travel - I live in a village and this is not connected to a cycle network and with a limited bus service

As a driver the roads in York as of constant concern. The congestion is terrible.

My husband bikes accross the city each day and is positive about his experience. 

York is already cycled friendly, maybe make it more? Cheaper busses and stuff.

Better, more frequent, cheaper public transport (First Buses are taking the absolute proverbial with their fares).

create a culture of work where it is feasible to drop a child at school and have time to cycle to work - and back again at the end of the 

day
Must reduce road traffic and improve public transport for all, including only zero emission vehicles within ring road asap.  Transport is 

pollution and must be reduced.

100% carbon neutral public transport, every public transport station to become plastic free. Efforts into green spaces at the train station. 

Better bus services (huge investment in them - and season tickets are not cheap with First York!) and repair of potholes so cyclists 

aren’t endangered and pushed further into the middle of the road!)

Good public transport

Investment into plastic roads throughout York borough, which in turn previous potholes reappearing
As a minimum, ensure the current, run down and overgrown walking and cycling infrastructure is returned to and maintained at the 

original design standard. This before anymore capital expenditure is wasted by allowing the infrastructure to deteriorate through lack of 

a proactive maintenance regime.
Better park and ride! Reasonable bike paths 

Wider 

More disabled bays not less

Safe cycling

All modes of transport catered for. Travellers have different needs due to their circumstances.
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additional lane on the ring road

Having safe roads and also trying to sort out the traffic volume in and out of the city.

Keep the cost of fares low, provide more public transport to outlying villages, repair roads and provide more cycle lanes

Please can we have a footpath and cycle path connecting our road to existing footpaths and cycle ways. Could these be lit at key times 

in the early evening in winter
Making the area accessible for people with limited mobility.  The city is not an easy place for anyone with mobility impairment and this 

has got worse recently with reduced blue badge parking for example.  CYC councillors and staff should 'think disability' in all its 

considerations of transport matters.



I'm sure others will respond on 'green' matters
Railway stations at Haxby and Copmanthorpe with car parks for 1000 plus cars at each.

efficient public transport

 Do as the Edinburgh buses do and not give change, to encourage people to use passes or contactless payments to speed up the 

buses.Have a better evening bus service. encourage non- cyclists like me to take up cycling. Give out fines to cyclists who break traffic 

rules. Fine people parking on pavements. Stop out-of- town Uber drivers coming to York

Ensuring good public transport, especially for local people.

Practical not faddish schemes to reduce bottlenecks but also to promote sustainable transport

Better roads - its has to be. I am a keen cyclist and the roads around York suit no one group. If car drivers weren't so frustrated in their 

journeys they would be more inclined to give other road users a bit of respect
Improvement in the cycling network across the city, and diversion of road use to cycling and walking within the city walls to reduce 

carbon emissions. 
That the hierarchy and message - motor traffic is more important than any journey made by any other means - prevalent in the Council 

and underpinning its planning is reversed. People matter. People must be supported to make all possible journeys by public transport, 

and all shorter journeys or connecting journeys on bike or on foot.

Ban cars from the city centre, 20mph across the whole City, vastly improve cycling provision, residents only parking across the whole 

city with only one space per-property.

Ability to access the railway station by public transport earlier than is at present possible from Wheldrake

Decent & frequent public transport, especially providing a service to commuter villages. That & better cycle paths should encourage 

people out of their car
Personally I think the A64 is well overdue a programme of works to increase capacity assist traffic flow and reduce congestion. I would 

not state that my local bus service is efficient as it is infrequent and expensive and so not fit for my needs
Cleaner, more reliable buses that are not expensive and that run to timetable.  Have better road surfaces so that you do not have to 

avoid the potholes
Good safe and well maintained cycle routes around the City with more and better city centre cycle parking. Much of the existing cycle 

network needs upgrading/refreshing with better surfaces, markings and signage.

Properly structured public transport would reduce congestion, enable more people to travel to work/to city centre using public transport 

and could create new jobs.

Improving traffic flows

reduce number of cars coming into the city centre

reduce car traffic around the city walls

Investing in bus and rail infrastructure 

keeping traffic moving and dont  partially shut micklegate bar or ouse bridge 

Bus service is good however the ever increasing prices makes it difficult for anyone who  can't afford luxarys to actualy use the services 

Safe cycling

walkable/cyclable streets

Creating space for people to walk and cycle as much as possible, and having a robust bus network for getting around the outskirts of 

York
Cycle lanes are dangerous in York on many A roads. Cyclists are squeezed by coaches, buses, cars. I would like to see investment in 

this and safe pedestrian routes with walking information maps in the central area.

Reduce traffic within the A64, especially inside the inner ring road.  Making cycle lanes safer - the way most share space with either 

motorists or pedestrians is probably the worst of all worlds.
Better transport system to allow people to get to their  place of work. I t is okay having a rail system with good links but you have to get 

to the station or a bus stop . If you build cycling path make  the cyclist use them as the roads in York are congested enough and 

sometimes dangerous.
banning cars in the town centre.  No car Weekends. get rid of the town centre carparks.



I have been driven by a private hire company in York and they know the traffic its a nightmare. people cut through the town centre as its 

quicker than using the outer ring road this is ridiculous
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As stated earlier, get a proper traffic infrastructure that allows vehicles to get around, and keep moving at the same time.

Increasing cycling in the city

maintain roads and pavements in good condition

More cycle paths and more buses away from city centre

Zero emissions zone in the city centre and require all bus companies and taxi firms in the city to transition to EVs. Provide well 

maintained cycle routes, and stop taxis parking in cycle routes on double yellow lines.

*Improvements to road and rail, including alterations to reduce congestion.

Being able to get around safely and conveniently without needing a car.

Safe cycling routes

Better village to city links 

Encouraging people of all ages to walk and cycle safely, for their own health and to reduce pollution.

Improving cycle routes

Better public transport and safer cycling

Improved parking within the city as first buses do not offer an alternative medium. Public transport offers poor service unless you are a 

student high fares to all but those within a short distance of the city centre Not everyone wants to ride a bike.

Interconnect public transport not just individual companies working for their profit

Provide a decent transport infrastructure

Public transport that actually works and is priced to get people out of cars 

Good local bus services
We need the railway with an adjoining bus depot and links to cycleways and footpaths. The development near the station gives the 

opportunity for a centralised bus depot and coach station and will free up congestion in Rougier street/Ouse bridge. I fear this site will 

just become more "luxury apartments". Encourage business and schools to open up their premises for parking at weekends and 

holidays to encourage day trippers and ease congestion
an effective cycle network that compliments rather than conflicts or restricts vehicular movement

Reduce parking charges in central York.

We need a light rail (e.g. tram) service to connect the more distant parts of the city and the satellite communities to one another and 

the city.A public owned transport system which is cost effective to use.  I don't even have a First bus service on a Sunday.  Pavements need to 

be improved otherwise the elderly trip on them causing pressure on health services.  In some instances it can lead to isolation and 

death.
Ban the car from the city centre (with obvious exceptions). Create segregated cycling paths on as many routes as possible. 

Pedestrianise everything within the inner ring road. Electric buses ASAP.

Safe attractive routes for walking and cycling good public transport with attractive discount options for regular travel. Early morning and 

later evening services 

good bus services locally

Maintain and add to such options currently available.

Encourage much more cycling.

Giving pedestrians priority at all times

Firstly doing something about the appalling state of our pavements and then the roads to enable safer walking and cycling activities. 

Care for cyclists is far more important than worrying about motorists

Reducing car use in the city

Have getting a bus to work during term time feel feasible and like I will arrive on time
It is important that public transport is dependable and affordable. (It cost me £2 for a single fare to go 1.5 miles on the bus - this is an 

unreasonable fare.)
Keep the Park & Ride services running efficiently.

Safe and affordable travel options besides driving

Improved cycle access; secure parking (with CCTV); better-informed road users (both car drivers and cyclists) 

That congestion is kept to a minimum

More off road cycle paths.

Yes, York is well connected as a rail city but pressure needs to be put on government to keep rail fares manageable for the general 

public. I recently found out that fare from York to Malton (with a Senior Railcard) was only 20pence less that the fare from York to 

Scarborough - this does't make any sense! Better cycle routes.

Fast connections around the city 
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Clean streets and a safe environment. Good local bus services as we lack a local rail service

Why not open up the railway that comes through Strensall and Haxby? 

Also river taxis. 

Less pollution from standing vehicles.

Don't cancel anymore bus services

Cut down on car use. This would lower pollution and make the roads safer for everyone. 

see my previous answers on health and well being

Cycle routes which are safe for all ages and abilities. 

Having  more routes which are away from traffic 

Reducing the wasted capacity on some bus services (why does the 3 not make interim stops after rush hour?) and improving the 

quality, frequency and environmental impact of bus services. Also improving the quality and safterty of cycle lanes.

Making the air more breathable.

Accessible transport into York that is reliable and affordable.

Good cycle routes which reflect where people want to get rather than where it is easy to make a path

Continue to promote cycling but still need to improve road surfaces. Bikes need better surfaces than cars and at the moment they are 

dreadful 
A useful bus service serving Skelton

Developing a coherent and comprehensive transport strategy with better and more cost effective public transport.

Car free days

Better cross-pennine rail links 

Safer cycling and walking infrastructure

Try to ensure cyclists use cycle tracks that are available.msintsin

I am a pensioner and I do walk most of the time, but I still need to use my car for certain journeys 

Better cycle lanes

Low cost bus and train fares to encourage people out of their cars.  Plenty of bike spaces.

Public transport is too expensive for many families and in many cases unreliable or limited. four people in a taxi is often cheaper than a 

bus,and York Taxis are expensive.

A safe, comprehensive cycling network. 

I like to walk as much as possible so I need to footpaths to be well maintained. If I take public transport it needs to be reliable & 

affordable. 
Make cycle routes away from roads

Improve traffic flow through and around the city

See earlier responce

York is a small city but this does not mean that it is on a ‘human’ scale, at all. Roads and pavements are derelict, traffic volumes and 

speeds are increasing daily, air pollution is choking. Rail services are at continual breakpoint. The most important thing for me is to 

prevent the uncontrolled exacerbation  of these issues. A more peaceful city - we look shabbier each year.

N.A

Reducing traffic and pollution

Facilitate cross city cycle routes.  Develop with the police strategy to manage forthcoming issues relating to illegal electric scooters and 

the likeAs above. Cars have to become the alternative. Priorities to walking cycling etc by giving over space to those. Park and ride needs to 

be used, children and students automatically jump on bikes- because it’s safe and user friendly. At present unfriendly, scary, cheaply 

installed and at times dangerous with not enough secure locking places. Walking in some areas hard- uneven surfaces, in polluted air 

and noisy and often nearing town in areas that are threatening
Civic pride where the footpaths are maintained. Good cycle lanes and enforcement where cars block cycle lanes.  More electric buses.

Traffic free York, safe and easy cycling and walking, which given York's compact size whole be easily manageable for the whole city.  

Make it easy not to use cars

Better cycle network

Integrated transport system

Walking, cycling and a transport system that is affordable and when I need it.  i.e. after the theatre's/ cinema's  close at night (A59 park 

and Ride)
We have what we need in this area with out of town shopping and park and ride

Better public transport 
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Good public transport

Decent surfaces on ALL footpaths.   I am elderly and less sure footed than I should like, and find surfaces of footpaths inAcomb and in 

the city centre extremely daunting.

dual carrage the A64 to Scarborough

Ensure bus services run regularly and on time 

Improving public transport in rural areas

Good park and ride service

Reduction in traffic and pollution

an integrated transport system

Reasonable bus prices

Dual the A64. Keep road network in a good state of repair. 

Free car parking for residents

Affordable public transport

Safety. Right now some streets have no accomodation for bikes and are terrifying to bike on (e.g., roundabout)

Lower priced bus fares. Could give free / concession tickets as a reward for prompt council tax payments

Easy to get around

Maintaining good rail links
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What should the council do to help achieve this outcome?

Apply a congestion charge, improve bus services and allow people who work in the city to park for reasonable fees.

provide better walkways and cycle paths to allow for a safer journey for all.   More awareness to all road and path users is required to 

make this more harmonious.

Better maintenance of the roads, stop penalising car drivers, invest more in chargers for electric cars, provide more affordable car 

parking, especially for residents. Raise awareness of things than can reduce pollution, such as turning engines off when stood in traffic. 

Invest in the services such as Dial a Ride and kneeling buses. Allow travel before 9am and after pm with bus passes/concessions.

Safe parking for motorcycles to encourage people to travel this  option 

Increase pedestrian streets in centre

Get tougher on bus companies in York who offer poor service for high prices

Add and improve cycling roads

Eco friendly buses, more cycle areas in the town centre, continue to invest in green energy

Ensure that all communities have ready access to a range of transport options. Ensure that all new developments, whether residential 

or commercial have public transport options included in their plans.
The council should promote walking and cycling for those who can; improve cycling routes and make pavements as accessible as 

possible for all pedestrians; reduce traffic and encourage people to swap their cars for sustainable public transport options; consider 

pedestrianising areas of the city centre; invest in more electric buses and more charging stations for electric cars; look into other 

sustainable travel options that reduce the need for car use.
I believe more can be done to encourage uptake of these modes, especially in new developments. New housing development 

proposals will usually adhere to national standards on parking. The local plan should however ensure adoption of more efficient local 

parking standards, as well as pushing provision of e-charging points at York's park and rides. 



S106 Contributions and York's CIL charging structure should ensure cycle lanes and parking has money channeled towards it, 

specifically.



Ensure funding for behavioural change at primary schools is present, including cycling proficiency at an earlier age; possible perks for 

kids that cycle to school; education to demonstrate that being dropped off in a car is bad for the environment, fellow school pupils and 

themselves (re idling of cars, increased emissions, lack of exercise for child themselves)

Open more stations ie Strensall and build a larger car park there so it is actually usable

affordable, efficient transport

Work with providers to lower the cost of public transport - especially on weekends 

Ensuring that bus companies keep their prices low (first bus has been increasing their student fares every year despite no changes in 

service quality) and more routes are added especially to the university 

Continue to improve cycle/walking routes. Promote environmentally friendly initiatives in York. Share and promote Article 29 of the 

UNCRC which says that education should include caring for the environment. 

Continue to enhance public transport and cycle paths and consider reducing the traffic in the city centre.

Restrict non resident access to specific areas especially at key times.

Have an over-arching vision of what we want our city to be like, with safer and healthier streets, communicate that and work towards it. 

Much easier to sell making a street one way for cars as part of making our city pleasanter, heathier and safer rather than just blocking 

motor traffic access and restricting parking - Micklegate shows there is an appetite for these sort of actions.



Allow cars to park overnight at Park and Ride sites, possibly for a nominal fee, to cover security surveillance, so visitors staying in the 

city do not need to bring their cars in. Allow parking and cycling at Park and Ride sites. 



Investigate running 'tram-trains' on existing railway lines, opening up stations at Haxby and Strensall. 



Dedicated space for public transport, so not held up by traffic jams of private vehicles, whether this be bus lanes or a tram system.

The Council needs to block off some roads in the inner City make more pedestrian walkways and more cycle routes

Invest in segregated cycle routes. Reduce cars in the City Centre.

Commission a public inquiry that brings together all the constituents of an effect public transport system.

Above...take tough measure and make difficult decision (sometimes unpopular) about traffic flow through the City Centre.



Support Haxby rail link.
Open more roads. No private estates with resident only access eg the Gas Works or the old Nestle site. Even the old hospital on 

Bootham could be opened up and some more central parking or bus stop provided. The road I live on has collapsed this week due to 

the heavy traffic and parked cars [...]
Promote this
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What should the council do to help achieve this outcome?
Develop a traffic free city centre and ensure that all new development in the local plan is planned around low car use, low parking levels 

and no through traffic 

Reduce congestion by removing private vehicles

Review bus timetables across the city. 

Investment in clean buses, rail, perhaps a tram?



York centre to be car free.

Ban all but essential motor traffic from the city centre and improve the road surfaces for cycling. Open the very centre of the city to 

cyclists, not pedestrians only

See above

More use of prisoners doing actual work instead of wandering around!

To make the roads, paths and streets more safer for people with disabilities .

1. The council needs to look to the future and take into account the effect the climate crisis will have and how to attempt to resolve this. 

This will need radical steps, which will have to be taken soon i.e in the next few years. 

2.  
That stopping through traffic and improving air quality and the ’walkability’ of residential neighbourhoods is more important than traffic 

flow.
More segregated bicycle roads to help make cycling safer in the most busy areas, but also make almost all of York accessible by bike, 

not just the most heavy-traffic areas. Collect data on when and how public transport is used and improve bus regularity and frequency 

where needed (e.g. in areas with more elderly and disabled). Make the bus a more attractive option than using the car.

Lay smooth surface 

Make wider pedestrian zone. More cycle lanes, cheaper and more public transport promotion. Trams?

Better cycle routes, public transport, incentivise car sharing

Regularising buses in places. Increasing frequency where/when needed. Investigate sustainability of certain types of trains and 

alternatives. Collect data on where public transport is used or is not used, why, and how.  Create more segregated bicycle roads to 

make cycling more safe in certain parts/roads in the city and thus make those areas more accessible for cyclists.

Cycles lanes on as many roads as possible 

Get rid of the big buses

Subsidise where necessary to encourage use.

Council should keep on top of all maintenance on roads and paths and city centre.

Make walking a much more attractive option in and around York at every level: physical, environmental and social. Make discriminating 

and abusive behaviour an absolute no-no.

We need bus gates at Marble Arch and the Leeman Road/Salisbury Terrace junction

Work with the police in fining cyclists who drive the wrong way around the one way streets and take traffic lights at red. Improve the 

cycle paths for residents 

Plan for and provide more.

Subsidise buses.

Bus prices are too high for those living just outside the city (for example Haxby), so it is not worth paying such high prices to travel in to 

shop in the city centre. More electric buses and encouraging shorter journeys by walking/cycling would also help.

dont know

Be bold and have some balls.  Make decisions without be frightened of the vocal minority.  Be like the Dutch and Belgium's in their 

cycling infrastructure and investment.

Invest in cycle infra structure to villages (we have the Air Museum - that could make a great family cycling destination!).

Invest in better bus service to villages

Repair pot holes

Provide public transport and  initiatives for more cycling and walking. 
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We need to both deincentivise car use (particularly in city centre where air quality is dangerously poor) AND incentivise the use of 

public transport. 



Less cars would help the buses become more reliable, but the prices need to be brought down considerably and links to outlying 

villages improved. 



Trials could be run (as they have done in other major European cities) of no-car days where free public transport is provided to 

everyone. Even if this was only once a month this would have a significant impact on air quality.



Encourage businesses to allow their employees to work from home (where possible) at least 1 day a week.



Reintroduce free school buses (as per the American/Canadian system).



The council could also encourage lift sharing - either by creating their own platform for arranging this or working with an existing 

platform (such as LiftShareUK) to raise public awareness of this transport solution.



I think cycling provision in the city is good (although we could do with better lighting and maintance on some of the cycle paths in 

winter). I would also suggest encouraging bus companies to provide better faciliaties for cyclists (such as the front-of-bus bike racks 

which can carry multiple cycles) and free for public use bike repair stops in public spaces such as bus terminals (both of these are 
Invest in better transport links which are affordable and reliable.

Offer a groundbreaking public transport service which is reliable, modern and re-invents York as a shining example of green living for all.

Move road space from cars to other forms of transport - buses, bikes and walking. The main way to get people out of the cars is to 

make other forms of transport relatively quicker and more attractive. the council could, for example:

- create a traffic-free city centre

- make York Central traffic free 

- install bus gates at Marble Arch and the Leeman Road/Salisbury Terrace junction

- create more bus lanes



- 



As above; improve facilities for cyclists (road / cycle lane surfaces, covered parking), demand better (and much cheaper) services of 

bus operators, encourage electric cars (eg. via on-street charging points in terraced streets), get rid of Uber

Later buses and cheaper parking

Take cars out in some key areas within the walls, introduce a bold through-route via Piccadilly/Coney/Minster or IDEALLY all the way 

along the river, which allows cyclists to continue without dismounting but makes it clear to pedestrians how these routes function.

Traffic must be excluded from these areas at times for this progress to occur.

There are not enough cycle parking spaces in York, or provisions for cargo or disabled bicycles - the council needs to do its utmost to 

ensure that we not only accommodate walking and cycling but accessibility for those on accessible bicycles, trikes, wheelchairs, 

mobility scooters as well.

Sustainable public transport does not seem to exist, bar a few electric vehicles - do these all need to be full-size long buses? Local 

public transport does not seem affordable for most people to use most of the time. While the car is still cheaper as a rule to run, and 

the safe alternative routes are not there, the car remain king, sadly.
Bus gates at Marble Arch and the Leeman Road/Salisbury Terrace junction would help; keep heavy vehicles out of the city centre 

altogether
Have a straightforward, city-wide plan to cut traffic and provide sustainable alternatives. Cut traffic by promoting walking, cycling, public 

transport (especially electric or solar buses). Ban traffic from city centre to improve ease of getting round for all on foot, cycle, those 

with mobility disabilities etc. Keep the really big heavy lorries out of the centre of York.
Promote cycling, work to integrate public transport, enforce a 20mph speed limit throughout the city, increase frequency and scope of 

bus services.   

Nag First until they act.

give one free parking permit for each household

Restrict private vehicles in the centre of York - congestion charge, car-free in central section.  Prioritise cyclists and pedestrians.  

Improve cycle routes.  Better and more joined up public transport, that operates later in the evening and covers all areas of the city. 

New developments should priortise low carbon travel, discourage care use (eg. York Central). 

Devise a way of limiting through traffic, or eliminating it altogether.
Stop putting cars first in our infrastructure. Build bike lanes of a standard that is fit for transport not just to get bikes out the way of cars. 

Treat cycling as a form of transport and not a hobby. Stop putting signs up on footpaths and calling them a shared space as it does not 

work for anybody.
Make changes to the way the Park and Ride is operated; provide incentives for people not to bring cars into the city if they stay 

overnight; provide even more Park and Ride options further out.
Make tough choices on which street should be come pedestrian and enforce no traffic rule. Invest in city wide cycle storage racks 

(similar to Copenhagen ?) 
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Invest in fully segregated cycle routes & street furniture

Clamp down on pavement parking, improve bus service frequency - with subsidies if necessary. Subsidise bus passes? Good 

information about 'next bus'. Allow more frequent stops on the P&R buses - particularly in the suburbs.
Small targeted projects to join up cycle paths: York has so much good cycle infrastructure, relative small, cheap (?) projects could 

make a huge difference.
keep on developing the park and ride and other services, subsidise if possible (maybe the council do already).

Traffic free centre,  electric buses and taxis only. Excellent/ enhanced park and ride, with extended hours and electric only buses. 

Better linkage of park/ ride to station, ....and to allow extended parking for rail users. Much enhanced bike lanes and bike parking. 

Reduced central speed limits, 20 mph, strictly enforced. 
Keep cars out of the city centre.  Have a Bus station beside the Rail station. Support buses and help them to co-ordinate with train 

timetables.
Put funding into cycle routes and public transport instead of car infrastructure. 

Again, supporting a fleet of electric public transport

Provide more buses (low emission vehicles)

Make it harder to use car

Build more cycle lanes and make pedestrian access easier

Improve cycle paths and make them all accessible for wider bicycles such as trikes, cargo bikes and bikes with trailers. 

Continue to extend cycle paths safely - there are too many parts of the network that aren't safe. More parking, and more secure parking 

for bikes. 
Cycle storage well sign posted in town 

Get rid of all transport from York. Buses are the main contributor to traffic chaos in this city. Look to adopt traffic reduction like Oxford 

where it works and where cycling is segregated 

I am part of St Nicks which operates a zero carboin emissions waste collection and recycloing service for the city and hope you would 

continue to support that financially and increase your support to it where possible.

something radical (and probably unpopular in the short term) like banning cars from York centre one day a month. (obviously if you've 

got a blue mobility badge or something this wouldn't work) By forcing people to find an alternative people will have to rethink their plans 

and hopefully take the environmental issue more seriously. . 

Sort out proper, safe cycle routes that don't involve as much main roads 

Making public transport affordable. Increasing cycle lanes

Improve rail network outside of city centre so commuters can travel by train

make sure pavements are safe - too many uneven/wonky paving slabs at present
Permit Blue Badge biking in any direction. Permit regular cyclists everywhere a BB car can go, eg along the one-way system. FREE 

and FREQUENT buses, along a wide array of routes. CONGESTION CHARGE. Charge £5 per trip through town. BB holders maybe 

get 12 free trips a year.

Safer bike paths

Wider bike paths
Cycling in clearly designated cycle lanes is desirable as many motorists hold cyclists in low regard and cyclists need clear lanes to 

operate in, especially at some junctions and when turning right. Many white lines are faded and oncoming cars don't know where to go. 

Ideally it should be possible to cycle almost anywhere without using main roads at all, but using becks and designated paths etc 

instead.



There are some pedestrian blind corners all over the city, especially at the end of Gillygate where it meets Bootham, pedestrians 

congregate there often and there is no idea who is around the corner but it is often somebody hurtling along with a pram. A concave 

mirror or the like should be installed.



The roads in York cannot cope with the deluge of traffic they receive. Dualling the ring road has been talked about for an eternity. 



The train station is dreadfully polluted, grass, or other vegetation should be planted between the tracks to soak some of it up. Install 

Pedestrianise as much of York as possible; stop building car parks; make the new station area and York Central car free except for 

taxis and disabled access; improve cycle tracks so that pedestrians and cyclists are all safe.

While York is pretty good for cyclists, there could still be more cycle only routes. We urgently need to cut car use in the centre of the 

city (given our record-breaking levels of pollution.) Could we introduce a congestion charge? Or pedestrianise a larger area?

Work closely with local residents, organisations and transport providers to identify and address issues around access that are eco 

friendly, sustainable and meet local need and help reduce the number of (non residential) vehicle traffic
It is shocking as a cyclist and pedestrian to see the way motorists behave with regard to pedestrians, for example driving through 

intersections when there is already a pedestrian engaged in crossing. One example is car drivers swinging around from the A19 onto 

Burton Stone Lane  without with out any regard to pedestrians already crossing. Pedestrians cannot get a good view of traffic 

approaching from the A19 even when cars signal.
Invest in bus services; subsidise public transport for those on lower incomes; make cycling as easy as possible; consider all decisions 

from point of view of pedestrian; 
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Review the evidence from trials in other areas and seriously consider introducing an on-demand bus service to fill the gaps in, and 

connect people to, the conventional bus network.

Do more to catch and fine them

Create continuous cycle paths to and from residential areas into the city. No stop starts at dangerous bridges etc unless you widen 

pavements and make half for cyclists.



Offer York as testing environment for self drive cars from Google, Uber etc so York attracts future technologists and designers.



Create subsidised taxi use scheme or shared car/mini bus scheme for people who need transport to door (with heavy shopping etc), 

who can’t afford regular cabs but are helping York by staying car-free

Establish out-of-town consolidation centres to limit the number of delivery vehicles entering the city.

Install and promote safe, attractive and continuous cycling and walking facilities. Take measures to totally prevent the use of private 

motor vehicles inside the city walls, and restrict their use to prevent the use of residential areas as "rat runs" for through traffic. Filtered 

permeability is a good option here, stopping through motor traffic, but encouraging the use of bicycles and walking for through journeys.

Subsidise buses so that they are cheap and frequent.  Also market the service well, including savings that will be made from their use.
Improve the cycle network, in particular safe routes to schools so that as many children as possible are able to choose this form of 

transport, thereby improving air quality and children's health as well as contributing to a climate change strategy target of being carbon 

neutral by 2030 
I believe they are working on a long term plan - cutting pollution should be a priority.

Encourage modal shifts to walking, cycling, bus and rail use. Make public transport cheaper and quicker than the car.  Promote car 

sharing (and not just into the city centre). Consider how electric car charging can be rolled out to terraces/flats. 

Get on as quickly as possible with developing LPT4 and a bold Sustainable Transport Policy

Safe cycle parking where bikes are safe to be locked up. And better cycle paths 

Nothing

Facilitate walking, cycling and bus use. Discourage car use by developing the city as a place for people who travel sustainably rather 

than a city for car uses.  Tax workplace parking, have car-free developments. Follow the United Nations recommendation and spend at 

least 20% of the transport budget measures that provide or support sustainable forms of travel.
Create more traffic-free pedestrian zones and ban all but essential traffic in part of the city centre. Create a central hub for public 

transport
Deliver air quality improvement measures

3 rd age are going to be the highest of population and if these people are looked after well now will not be a burden on the tax payer in 

the future .
Fix the cycle lanes, some are on and off the road Randomly which is dangerous, do not allow parking in cycle lanes and fix potholes etc 

in the sides of roads which are lethal for cyclists

Get on a bike and follow all the routes to see if you understand what to do next when the signed bikeway comes to a sudden end!  

Enforce no parking in on-street bikeways.

Ask all York residents with blue badges their opinions 

Open a route through Elk Drive, for buses only. This would allow the number 10 to access the estate without being held up on the ring 

road.
see above

Take over the ownership and running of the bus companies.

Increase use of 1way systems and car free zones/ resident only access inside the walls, increase permit parking to prevent visitors 

parking in residential Side streets. 
Repair potholes prioritising cyclists' safety - especially at junctions. Lobby strongly at every opportunity for renationalisation of our 

railways.
Work with First York and other bus companies to keep fares low and the service frequent and accessible from and to all areas of the 

city.Free and frequent buses, bus conductors on board for big buses. As car driving will then reduce journey times get faster. More traffic 

free walking routed, no one wants to walk on a busy road. Secure bike stations in city centre. Lots of people won't leave their bike, even 

with a D lock because of bike theft
Increase the amount of protected cycle routes around the city. The painted lines we do have mean nothing. Reduce the cost of bus 

fares and put more services on

To explore the idea of dual carriageway on the 1237. Work with the bus company to ensure regular and affordable bus routes

Hopper-shoppers, small buses linking places; survey of who genuinely needs cars to get to work; keep tourist traffic to a minimum 

perhaps freebies for museums if they use the Park and Ride

better bus services between villages

Fund or part fund more buses to the villages.

Better bus services for all and not just Foxwood.
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Add safe bicycle paths or lanes. There are many roads with wide verges and pavements but narrow or missing bicycle lanes, with cars 

parked. It is dangerous to cycle on these.  As nice as the extra wide pavements are, I think it's justifiable to widen roads and add 

bicycle lanes with a physical separation from the road. Parking should be restricted on these, if nothing else, than restricted during peak 

times. 



Bicyclists should also be allowed to use some wider pavements when it is not practical to add separate bicycle lanes. (Some Scottish 

councils do this.) I used to live in Clifton and would regularly see police confront people bicycling on the pavement but never ticketing 

people driving at 40mph in 20mph zones.



Look into speed restrictions in some areas during inclement weather. I regularly see accidents between motorists and bicyclists when it 

rains. (This is done in some US states.)



Parking and speed restrictions should be enforced. Likewise, large lorries and construction vehicles should not only be banned before 

9am, but this needs to be enforced. This causes traffic jams for cars as well as making bicycling more dangerous.



Improve the bus routes. The buses in many areas only stop every 30 or 60 minutes, and take long circuitous routes. It's often faster to 

walk than it is to take a bus.



Also acknowledge that some people have legitimate reasons to drive a vehicle (disability, long distance commuting where trains/buses 

impractical, larger shopping), and not make motorists feel punished. This makes people resentful.  



A decent traffic study by professionals that can recommend changes to roads and bus routes is worthwhile, rather than having the 

council make arbitrary restrictions such as the Lendal Bridge. These decisions would have more public support if there were actual 

scientific studies by professionals to back them.



Look into traffic systems where the direction of a road or middle lane changes to one way, but the direction changes based on the time 

of day. 



Also, have a system to educate and encourage bicyclists to learn the rules of the road. I have seen many instances where bicyclists 

Better subsidise public transport. 

Clear city centre of traffic hot spots like bootham and gillygate, they’re are a threat to local residents and traders health. Gillygate is too 

narrow to accommodate 2 and 3 laned traffic, the footpaths are used heavily by tourists from coach park and emergency vehicles are 

hindered - Cars mounting busy pavements is unsafe and air quality of poor- probably illegal.

Allow train stations to be built at Haxby and Strensall

Traffic free city centre except for buses, taxis and cyclists. If you make it less attractive for motorists then once they have stopped 

whinging they will use park and ride. Selling point is taking a cost of how much fuel /electricity people are using by driving through the 

city centre. BUT you need to dual carriageway the whole of the outer ring road - this is your biggest problem. You need to accept that 

people will drive, but by having a dual carriageway it eases the traffic on the city centre as people are using that as a quicker route than 

the outer ring road. This has been too long in the making! Just be brave and take action! 

That public transport is across the city, doesn't stop at 4 o clock on sundays, and a few more late night services for all routes.

subsidise bus services

Bold moves such as a congestion charge and car-free development within X miles of the city centre.  Expensive residential parking 

schemes is NOT the answer.

Segregated cycle lanes with an actual physical barrier, not just paint.

Clear a lot of the overgrown sides of cycle paths and clear rubbish from them. A much better street lighting would help.

Prioritize pedestrians 

Truly put walking and cycling at the top of the transport hierarchy (not just lip service!!). Put more money into walking and cycling links, 

including rights of way, in the rural areas of York, especially between villages. 

Open up additional railway stations from the villages, into York eg at Haxby, Strensall..

Continue to support cycling and repair footpaths

Put lights down the riverside which are bright enough so that you feel safe. Provide a bike allowance for residents so that everyone in 

the city can use a bike, promote bikes in schools. In an ideal world, ban cars.

Close Lendall Bridge

improve cycle network, encourage rail investment such as HS2 and make bus operators work together better

Make sure all residents have a safe way to cycle to work/school/activities (not on A roads)

Invest more in an intelligent road network. 

Have buses that run in the evenings so we don't need to drive into town. More bus services generally.
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Lower bus prices make more cycle paths?

Create more bus lanes so buses don't just sit in traffic with all the cars, take ownership of the buses (these could be publicly owned) or 

find a different operator that isn't making millions from the public while providing sub-par service; build more and better cycle lanes to 

encourage commuting by bicycle and make cycling safer; discourage car use by applying stricter rules during peak hours. 

promote parent/work/cycle friendly culture amongst schools/employers

More funding for bus services and strict restrictions on all car parking within the outer ring road.

Policy to ensure only electric vehicles permitted within city from 2025.

Make more 'green space' at the train station, have the station fully plastic free, invest in environmentally friendly projects. 

As above.

Support public transport provision

better footpaths and cycle paths, better lighting on walking routes eg Walmgate Stray, by the river

LOOK forward and invest

Put in place a proactive maintenance regime in order to ensure cycling and walking infrastructure is maintained to a high and safe 

standard.
Promote park and ride! How about shuttle trains from poppleton and askham bar! Both right next to train lines!

Widen cycle paths , 

Stop taking disabled parking away. 

Pay on exit car parks with reasonable rates. Joined up policy to cover all transport forms. Sort out cyclists who seem to think they are 

above the highway code rules

Consider flyovers instead of roundabouts on the ring road.

Build  2 more access routes into york especially on the east and west of the city. 

Talk to the transport providers and spend more on road repairs and cycle tracks

Review footpaths and cycle paths and identify gaps in this infrastructure. Prioritise the building of new footpaths 

Improve disability awareness among its councillors and staff.  There are currently too many occasions where this does not happen

Build two new railway stations

Work more closely with transport providers

Extend park and ride hours

Decrease price of public transport to encourage people to use the service. Make it more accessible to people. And make all the busses 

carbon zero. 
Continue with Park & Ride. Ensure busses are regular, especially after 7pm.

Develop schemes that encourage leaving the car further afield. The park and ride is under promoted and central parking is relatively 

plentiful
See above and maybe pay a visit to the Netherlands

Invest in improvement of the cycling network across the city, and move towards less use of roads by vehicles within the city walls to 

reduce carbon emissions. 

View each new transport project (whether improving Scarborough bridge or upgrading Wigginton/Haxby Road junction first and 

foremost from the perspective of do we need it? Ie will it simply continue the status quo - motor traffic is more important than people 

moving around independently of a vehicle with an engine. If the work is necessary, what can we do to make the whole area safer and 

more attractive to people on foot and on bike - now and in the future. Make it clear to everyone on the city that the Government wants 

all short journeys to be made on foot and on bike and that the Council is predicating what it does on supporting and furthering that aim. 

Thereby addressing the complete lack of respect and disregard for the safety of people who cycle or walk.

Completely re-write the current transport plan and put people at the heart of movement and accessibility - top of the tree should be 

disabled then pedestrians then cyclists then buses...cars should be right at the bottom.

Sponsor and financially support bus services from outlying parts of the city that allow access to rail services from 08.00 and until 19.00

Support bus services financially & build better cycle paths

allocate budget to A64 development.

Look at outlying bus services as well as city centre routes.

Encourage residents to travel in greener manner by offering initiatives-free museum entrance/free journey every month etc
Review 'First' buses and encourage them to get moderner, efficient, cleaner, reliable buses on York Roads.  Even bring the transport 

into the Council.  Have better fare rates for the locals to encourage them to use public transport.  The bus shelters should be 

maintained with lights working.  Make sure that potholes are correctly repaired not a temporary fix dropping some tarmac into them 

which degraded quickly and needs further repairs.  Make sure that the train station is clean.  The toilets in York station are a disgrace.  

Have more facilities on the train station
Secure more funding for cycling and promote non car use possitively
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Look into the First Buses practices! There's been a ridiculous price hike this summer, First have applied a "standard" rate of £2 for even 

the shortest routes (up from £1!). The frequency of their services on certain routes could be improved. Also, other service providers 

should be allowed to operate more routes, this would reduce the First's monopoly (First does not deserve to have a monopoly like 

this!)

CYC should provide better bike lanes where it's possible, within the constraints of our historic city.
Consider making the inner ring road flow in one direction in 2 lanes 

reduce the number of parking spaces in the city centre do NOT replace the Castle parking with a multi-storey on St George's field

propose alternatives such as more buses, easy and cheap rentals of bikes, electronics bikes, electronics scooter, cars, electronic 

cars... Make the idea of individual ownership obsolete 

Replace all bus shelters with modern, enclosed ones. Provide a fully enclosed bus/rail interchange at the station.

build bus laybys so all the buses dont stop traffic.

look again at the college in dringhouses as all the traffic builds up from 3.300 onwards creating traffic jams 

Schemes to fund people having bus passes, like those on benefits for medical reasons or those who are facing homelessness, those 

who are in council housing looking for jobs.



How is anyone meant to get to job interviews or get a job when they have no money to travel. 

Better cycle paths. 

Better able to report those who are dangerous for cyclists.

so push the car out of the city, close rat runs like through the Groves

Create a network of european style cycle lanes as the current ones will not support an increase in the number of cyclists and many are 

unsafe.

Also, work with the companies running the city's bus services to make sure it is serving the needs of residents and is a viable 

alternative to driving within the outer ring-road.
Investment. Work with Sustrans. Build businesses and housing developments with less parking spaces and not back down for further 

applications for parking - e.g. turning front gardens into parking spaces.

Go back to basics and completely review what the city needs: traffic controls, more pedestrianisation, enhanced public transort policies.  

 There are many European cities that can provide examples of sustainable practises.

Make better transport links for villages and enforce cyclists use cycle paths.

ban cars in York ton centre

Already answered

Restrict motor vehicle access throughout the city and prioritise cycling 

as 8

Better road traffic policing / cameras in problem areas with automated fines. Community initiatives to improve cycle routes, and creating 

clean air and zero emissions zones.

*Deliver upgrades to York Outer Ring Road including dual-carriageway where possible, and include adjacent infrastructure for 

pedestrians cyclists (underpasses are a must at Strensall Road, Haxby Road, Wigginton Road and Clifton Moor).  



*Investigate potential for tram-train/park-and-rail on the rail corridors into the city e.g. Hospital/Haxby/Strensall, and Poppleton/A59.  



*Safeguard in the Local Plan the route/viable alternative for future reinstatement of the York to Beverley railway line.  



*Consider opening the proposed bus-only road through Nestle South to all road traffic to reduce congestion and air quality issues at the 

Clarence St junction - the existing plans for bus-only here are redundant as traffic modelling has proved routing existing buses via 

Nestle South would cause irrecoverable delays further down Wigginton Road and there are no other likely additional services that could 

take advantage of this route.  



*Close Micklegate Bar to vehicular traffic in both directions, making Mickegate and Toft Green a one-way loop.  Re-phase the junction 

of Blossom St/Nunnery Lane to remove the redundant Micklegate phase - cyclists using the Bar can dismount and cross safely with 

Provide safe cycling and walking routes.  Try to lower overall traffic numbers.

Educate drivers to let cyclists pull out to turn right, better road surfaces, more safe cycling routes

Bus services 

Cycle paths 

Keep roads and footpaths in good repair, provide more safe crossing points for children and older road pedestrians and cyclists, 

continue to expand pedestrian areas, let contracts for bus routes that encourage low pollution vehicles, use social media to raise 

awareness of opportunities to avoid using cars.

Deliver against the LTP through genuine priority of walking and cycling rather than cars. 

Organise bus travel like in London where you just swipe your credit card and at the end of the day, it tots up how much you owe, 

depending on how many zones you've entered.  This may reduce car use and make cycling safer
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Be more inclusive to car drivers. The council currently discriminates those persons who need or choose to use a car.  We must be 

more inclusive cars can be eco friendly.

A conduit

Walking / cycling and rail or NO option to most people living more than a couple of miles from the city centre. Decent and frequent 

public transport (NOT run for profit) is needed (it is currently dreadful to non-existent in outlying villages). Stop trying to force other 

transport out of York and artificially creating congestion by closing roads.

Make public transport cheaper

Re-nationalise public transport!

See above

create where necessary and link up the isolated cycle network pieces we have in a way that does not prioritise or expose cyclists to 

other vehicle users
Ensure that new developments outside of the ring road have well defined and designed walking, biking and light rail routes

Charge tourists a fee.  Support the elderly with care.  Work with the NHS on health.  

Use all its powers to achieve the above outcome working in partnership with other stakeholders. Take a prominent leadership role in 

making it happen.
Better promotion of options. More work with employers and schools as well as bus operators 

encourage cycling especially with better cycling lanes

Keep cycle and pedestrian ways fully recognisible and in good repair

Make huge improvements in currently deplorable paths alongside roads.

Expand the foot street network and place more restrictions on vehicle use. Help improve bus services.

1. Repair the pavements and then establish more cycling lanes on improved road surfaces.

2. Encourage people to use the bus and motorists the 'Park and Ride' facilities available.

Make the park and ride free. I.e. pay to park, not to ride

Incentivise parents not to drive to school
Hold First York up to more scrutiny. Stop providing First York with council contracts, if they keep increasing fares. Encourage bus 

companies to run more services, especially to areas outside of York - this will encourage people to stop driving into York. Improve cycle 

and walking routes.
Keep on doing what they are already doing.
Get First York back into line. Prices are going up every year but the service is awful. The departure boards are a waste of time - buses 

frequently spend several minutes being a certain time away or count down then not show up at all. 

Improve and add more cycle paths, preferably off road so people feel more comfortable when starting to cycle to and from work.

Encourage parents to walk/take the bus to school with their children instead of driving, as this greatly increases congestion during term 

times.
Additional funding of cycle routes... it's already good, but is 'patchy' in places

Lower the level of cars using the city centre , continue improving the ring road to ensure traffic keeps flowing, maybe encourage use of 

park & rides and offer rewards to members of staff if using public transport or bikes to travel to work, and promote the idea to other 

companies within the city , could maybe even have annual competitions on who’s business, organisation has cycled/walked most miles 

....... could be pay to enter and the company that wins recieves an award for low carbon emission and prizes for those who took part.

Make more off road cycle paths.

Keep bus fares low. Create better cycle routes. Enforce 20 mph . Issue fines to car drivers who trespass in to bicycle boxes at traffic 

lights and who stray in to cycle lanes.

Reopen old rail stations and build new ones 

Consider more local rail services using existing rail beds like Haxby to York

The railway needs sorting out. It’s being talked about for years. 

The river taxi service could be explored. 

I like to cycle locally but the roads are in a terrible condition, twice in recent weeks my chain has come off because I’ve been forced by 

traffic in to going into a pot hole
Encourage public transport use with better central hub, bus interchange. Don't reduce road width just for use of cyclists, or move bus 

stops out of laybys so they block traffic. Where possible segregate cycle paths from main road, build new cycle paths, eg B1363. Have 

no idling at bus stops enforced. 

Improve walking access into the city, e.g. redirect foot path 207 over to Hungate which offer flat fully accessible footpath into the city 

rather than a long narrow suspended walkway along Rowntree wharf that requires you to use stairs at each end. A virtually cost free 
Reintroduce scrapped bus routes

Prioritise active travel. Follow the council's existing guidelines and place pedestrians first, then cycling, then buses with cars last. 

Recent development plans for the Castle Gateway and York Central have NOT followed these stated requirements. 

Maintain current assets. Improvements to current routes. Ensuring good provisions for pedestrians and cyclists in future developments. 

Open more routes which are away from traffic 
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What should the council do to help achieve this outcome?
Review the bus routings and usage levels to improve occupancy levels on some routes at certain times of day / offer more attractive 

fares (it now costs almost as much for me to take a bus into town than it does to use my car and park - disgraceful!) / demand that bus 

service providers use buses that offer an attractive alternative to road usage and less emissions  (the local First fleet which dominates 

the cities routes is dreadful compared to the buses used in Harrogate, Leeds, Edinburgh and London for example). Improve and repair 

cycle lanes - some are in woefully poor condition.
Limiting cars in the city centre.

Work with transport providers

Find out where people work and live and sort continuous cycle, walking and bus routes between them

See above 

Arrange bus services between Skelton and Clifton Moor.

Rethink bus subsidies, encourage new railway stations and only support green options

Whatever they can to achieve above

Be bold and prioritise cycling/walking rather than private car use as that's the only way transport demands can be met inside the outer 

ring road.
Maintain roads & footpaths to a better standard.

The council have done a good job with Park and Ride, but I refer to my previous comment concerning tourist buses . More rigorous 

enforcement of the law for cyclists.

Cheaper bus fares & increased frequency

Petition the government for a fully and fair integrated transport system.  It seems crazy that bus fares in London are a fraction of the 

cost of bus fares outside

Study passenger numbers and use mini buses at off peak times?
Stop piecemeal tiny scenes. Stop tinkering and go for massive bold change. Proper safe surfaces, proper speed control, properly 

segregated cycle lanes ... why do we watch while, yet again, London takes the lead on transport. You have got to be bolder; much more 

expansive or we just steadily decline. Keep the roads & footpaths well maintained. I would consider cycling but don't feel safe on the roads. Better cycle paths would be an 

asset. 
Dedicate programs to fund this

Research and plan better traffic flow

Also do something about cyclists on footpaths and pedestrian only areas 

Thank you for an excellent bus service 

As above

This is somewhat repetitious. Traffic out, pedestrianise and two-wheels in, safer street, apply current legislation more forcefully, less 

‘planning’ and ‘audits’ and mor simple direct action. 

 Nothing

Massively improve cycle lane provision within the city and connecting the surrounding villages.  Ensure better public transport provision 

and have a more logical charge for park and ride, i.e per car

Encourage a better attitude towards those who already contribute by cycling in the city.  Cyclists FIRST

Plan alternative travel.

All developments/work places need green areas, cycle access, safe walking, places to let coats dry (sec schools don’t have facilities!) 

it’s in the planning rather thangimic walk to work programmes. Do t allow children to be dropped off near schools- make parents and 

ther children walk/cycle/scoot enhancing bonding and independence

Keep cyclists off the footpaths, encourage public transport usage.  Less car parks in the centre.  More park and ride.

Stop concentrating on making the road network better for cars whilst forgetting about cyclists and pedestrians

Already mentioned.  Make York centre traffic free, electric shuttles/busses around the city and from Park and rides - bikes/electric bikes 

and protected and safer cycle/walking from park and rides into the city

Increase competition 

Target the different systems better, think of the resident and not just the tourists.

nothing

Invest more in public transportation and more cycle lanes 

Improve public transport to outlying communities

Get on with spending time and money on good quality repairs.....my area is 500+ p. the list and since you only get round to,about 40 

per year, I shall probably not, at the age of 100 plus get around to benefiting when it comes to my turn!

Reduce investment / priority  in cycle schemes and support alternatives
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What should the council do to help achieve this outcome?
Lobby officials - local and national





Get more buses into rural areas. Not everyone is capable or chooses to cycle

Encourage bus company

SAFE cycleways . Electric busses. (Not sharing a lane with cyclists)

Create a central transport hub where rail, bus and cars all combine and inter connect

Talk to first bus

Assess what's best for the city centre. Ensure new developments have high standards of sustainable transport options.   

Make car parking free for residents

Make the network more joined-up

Redesign the city infrastructure such that bikes are treated equally or more important than cars

Make buses cheap. Buses are to expensive to use

As above

Update York Station
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What could you (as an individual, part of a community or an organisation) do to help achieve this outcome?

Walk more, cycle more (if only it was safe to do so)

I take my responsibility to drive, cycle or walk seriously and act with consideration where possible.

I have a low emission car, yet still feel punished by the city for being a car driver. 

Promote the available services via timetables and use. Encourage use of 'Safe Journey' cards, along with bus passes. 

Advise on plans

Choose to use public transport that is reliable and affordable, flag up issues when it falls below set standards

Use the roads, use public transport

Keep walking and cycling and use the car less

Continue to promote transport management options to Chamber members.  

I could encourage others in my community and networks to travel more sustainably.

Support such campaigns

Provide a area for this already ready to be used

use the alternative transport provision, but it has to be affordable and efficient and timely

Lower prices on public transport would mean I would use my car less.

Share and promote Article 29 of the UNCRC which says that education should include caring for the environment. Encouarge CYP and 

staff I work with to use low-carbon options. I will try to increase walking and reduce using my car for work. 

It’s incredible difficult to use public transport sustainability when the cost increases each year and the transport links within the city 

often require you to buy more tickets due to different bus companies 

NYFRS could work harder to promote cycle to work schemes and staff car sharing

Seek to influence parental drop offs and to promote non car based travel.

Support any initiatives that work towardsthese outcomes. 

I do a lot of cycling 

No comment.

Ask you to consider the above

Continue to utilise carless travel and encourage others to avoid parking in the city 

Use and support public and smart city initiatives

-

Walk more and not use the car.

Very little as an individual
As far as Yorkshire Water is concerned, I've already phoned twice about a water leak on Layerthorpe and made that a formal 

complaint.  I think people probably complain already about things but they need to see positive action or some means of making valid 

suggestions for improvements.
Work together to make York a safer city for people with disabilities.
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What could you (as an individual, part of a community or an organisation) do to help achieve this outcome?
1.  Discussion and informing other people of the concerns regarding the climate crisis

2.  I have given some thought to this problem and have come up with two ideas

a.     Heavy vehicles

I would like to see greatly fewer vehicles, particularly heavy ones, in York City centre. If you consider the Park & Ride scheme in York, 

which takes car users (drivers and passengers) and a bus takes them from a designated place i.e. possibly near Tesco’s, Tadcaster 

Road into York centre.

Could a similar scheme be introduced for goods that are needed by the shops in York?  Currently, I believe that there will be numerous 

lorries carrying many items from different destinations to cities like York and surrounding towns and cities.



When the lorries arrive at York from different directions, they often only need to deliver at one or two places in York or have a small 

number of items to be delivered to the one destination in York.  



 My solution is as follows.  (It is only an idea to reflect the need ‘to keep heavy vehicles out of the city centre altogether’).  The lorries 

meet at arranged places outside York City centre – similar to the Park & Ride scheme.  Goods destined for York are transferred to 

another vehicle.  This vehicle then has all the York bound goods in the one vehicle and can deliver to their destinations.



 As an example.



If currently, there are 10 lorries bringing goods to York (and the surrounding towns and cities).  These 10 lorries then will unload items 

for York in designated places and 1 vehicle will take the ‘York’ goods into York. So instead of 10 lorry journeys there is now 1. 



 2.     Improved public transport



 My solution would be as follows: That public transport becomes ‘free’ at the point of service for the passenger.  In reality, it would mean 

that the costs associated with running a bus route are paid from other sources and not the passengers.  (An alternative would be for the 

passengers to pay a nominal amount say 50p or £1.) 



 Initially the council and / or government could pay the costs of running the bus route, but as there will hopefully be more people in town 

spending more money, then the shops could start to pick up the cost.  I know that it will be controversial, but there are benefits – 

possibly longer - term ones e.g. fewer vehicles on the road, increased spending in town. 



 It could be initially tried on (a) selected road(s) on one day a week to see how successful it is and then expanded throughout the roads 

into York.  Perhaps, initially have one day a week on which all York bound transport is free.



Additionally, I don’t often use the bus as I generally walk into town.  I last used the bus about 2 years ago to go from Bishopthorpe 

Road to the railway station.  It cost £1.60.  If I needed to catch the bus home, the amount would be £3.20, which is a little more that an 

hour’s parking i.e. parking is (often) cheaper and more convenient.  I think that this is one of the main challenges to be solved, but 

possibly could be with free transport 


Host local events celebrating private car alternatives and providing people with encouragment to make sustainable transport plans for 

all their travel
I am buying a bicycle, and do not own a car. However, there is not that much an individual can change as this relies on infrastructure.

Ask you to do it

More cycling and walking, taking the bus 

I am buying a bicycle. I have no car and I wish to see not just some major areas of York connected, but almost all parts of York 

accessible by bicycle, like some cities in the Netherlands.

Carry on using my pedal bike to get around town as much as possible

Use public transport rather than private vehicle.

not sure

Keep walking.

Support the existing links by using them more often

Open to suggestions 

Continue to use cycle paths and walkways rather than my car.

Use public transport rather than private vehicle.

Use public transport more often if needed

dont know

Cycle

Report problem roads to the council
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What could you (as an individual, part of a community or an organisation) do to help achieve this outcome?

Campaign for rail and bus services.

I try to walk everywhere, schemes to benefit those who walk would help

We all need act on an individual level to change our habits and avoid mindless car use. I would also personally be happy to lift share as 

a driver or passenger to ease congestion and reduce carbon impact. 
Share resources and information where possible. Encourage use of existing transport links or schemes to encourage cycling through 

itravel. 
Don't use my car

Campaign, vote, support

Respond positively if the Council delivers the above.  (I already cycle as much as I can.)

Citizens can contribute to local discussions with community groups, join cycling campaign groups and engage with the council about 

issues of accessibility and progress and what is needed in the city to enable these things.

Use public transport

Walk, cycle and use bus more

I already don't have a car, cycle and walk everywhere or use bus and train for longer journeys.

Nowt

give one free parking permit for each household

Use public transport or taxi which we do.

Continue to point out terrible bits of York cycle infrastructure. Vote. Other than that I feel mostly powerless in a city that puts cars first.

Continue to use muscle and sinew power to get into work

limit my use of the car. 

Consult on where better infrastructure is needed.

use buses more than my car

Always use park and ride when entering York, and buses within York. 

Use feet, cycle, bus, and train.

Make use of the bus and rail network and cycle where possible (though with small children, cycling as much as I’d like to is not possible 

as it’s dangerous to take them on the roads, which is why we desperately need segregated cycle paths. 

I would use the bus more if it wasnt dirty energy

Keep banging on about the above

Using the bus and cycling more, and encouraging friends and family to do the same. 

Anything

I walk to work and rarely use a car within the confines of the city 

[…] s is a keen supporter of One Planet York and is always keen to work with the City Council to develop all forms of Sustainable 

Transport. Please contact us via […]

I already cycle or walk whenever possible 

I already walk for local journeys, and otherwise use the bus where possible

Campaign, meet with residents. BB drivers should still pay the CC. Only people with severe disabilities should get waivers.

I already walk or cycle every day and use public transport for journeys outside York.  I intend to report cycle track problems more often 

as many people would cycle more if they perceived cycling as easier and safer.

I tend to walk, cycle or catch the bus. I'm happy to campaign vigorously for sustainable transport solutions.

Work alongside other interested parties to identify and seek to address the issues.

speak up

Cycle, walk or use public transport whenever possible. Cycle considerately and in accordance with the Highway Code. Support local 

bike shops.
vote against the council

Not drive, walk to enjoy the city, take cabs to enjoy outer York. Cycle when possible and safe with children. Support Sustrans, cycle 

heaven and other cycling groups who are helping York Council make York cycle-friendly

I previously attempted to persuade council officers of the benefits of consolidation centres whilst working with Heriot Watt University. 

The idea was cold shouldered. Now is the time to think again.
I cycle as much as I can, avoid the use of private motor vehicles (including electric & hybrid) and only use buses when I absolutely have 

to.
Use car even less than I do already
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What could you (as an individual, part of a community or an organisation) do to help achieve this outcome?

Continue to use my cycle as much as possible to get about in York

Could join a transport action group but probably won't.

My biggest regret is that I currently have to drive to get to work (outside York). Otherwise I cycle or walk pretty much everywhere within 

the ring road. 
Walk, cycle, use public transport.

Nothing

Promote sustainable travel as part of my work. Show people the alternatives to car use and the benefits of sustainable travel to them 

and for York.
Very little

I do this as an individual and as part of my job

good planning

Cycle more

Report problems with bike path surfaces, and on-street bikeways as they arise.

Campaign and give advice as a disabled person 

I already walk, cycle or use public transport.

Not sure.

Walk more 

I shall continue to support renationalisation. If I survive my daily cycle commute through the deadly swamp of potholes in Hull Road, I 

shall clap and cheer when you mend them.

Use the buses. Would cycle further if there were more safe routes. Already walk. 

I can't make the buses free but would use them more if they were

use buses more

?

Use the buses when available.

Make my point

I don't know.

Give time to help achieve outcomes that are low carbon and ‘clean’

Use park and ride

Discover new bus routes to interesting, off the grid places, and enoucrage others to do so.

accept higher tax

I don't drive. 

Be vigilant as to some of the street vagrants and kids hanging around poorly lit areas.

Not fall over

Use existing cycle routes

use the bus more (currently use park and ride for its flexibility)

Cycle or get the bus

Continue to walk rather than use my car. 

cycle

Support use of buses, including Moorsbus and Dalesbus for people to explore the delights of Yorkshire for all, including residents and 

tourists.
Not buy plastic, only use public transport when necessary. 

Lobby First York?!

Use public transport whenever possible

Already pay road tax, mot vehicles to be safe on the roads, what about roads being safe to use

Keep reporting to the council areas where infrastructure is substandard, until the next time, then the next time..... because the council 

system is reactive, not proactive.

Keep pointing this out

Keep lobbying the council. 
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What could you (as an individual, part of a community or an organisation) do to help achieve this outcome?

Already walk to city where possible.

Consider electric vehicles

Use public transport if available

Keep bridle ways and footpaths clear of rubbish once built.

I am doing what I can

I can show you on a map where to put them.

Reduce car usuage

Not a lot I fear

Use public transport.

I try to drive and cycle carefully and with respect to others

Continue to use the cycle and walking routes across the city. 
Keep challenging the attitude in the council that:

we know best, the car is king, motor traffic has always driven through the city centre (Gillygate, Bootham, etc) and will always do so. 

We need new - modern - thinking. I'll do what I can to keep challenging the 'can't/won't/will never' attitudes but I want to see real change 

happening.
Continue to walk and cycle and ask difficult questions and challenge the Council.

Use public transport when economically feasible

Nothing

I walk into work but I do use my car over buses because of time scales. I could cycle more but the cows along Rawcliffe country park 

can be problematic
Use Public transport more or even cycle if the roads were safer

walk & cycle more
I already walk & use buses as much as possible. I'd consider cycling to/from work if I could be sure I was safe on the roads. Drivers 

need to be more aware, and perhaps there could be better cycling lanes? Better/more bike lock up facilities across the city would be 

welcome. 
keep out of the city centre and use out of town shopping centres

Use public transport to get across town rather than go round the ring road

Gather with the community and emphasize  helps between individuals. Car sharing, propose alternatives to neighbors 

Lobby the Council.

Nothing. 

Having been through/still going through, chronic MI which has affected by ability to be physically active, this has bee a struggle, but I'm 

slowly trying to get back on my bike.

cycle more

I already walk everywhere and don't drive, and I can support organisations like York Cycle Campaign and the Campaign for Better 

Transport to make alternatives to driving more accessible for everyone.

I cycle and use public transport so I'm already converted out of the car. Businesses need to do more to encourage cycling to work and 

less car parking spaces.

Cut down car use - but commuting by bus is made problematic by unreliable services.

Stop having to use my car as much

I use the bus hardly ever drive in York even though I live there

Nothing until YCC get their collective head out of the sand and realise that this city is in decline due to its ongoing policy of promoting 

tourism as the solution to everything

Promote the benefits of cycling and encourage family participation 

notify council of poor surfaces

Cycle more, and use more trains.

I personally cycle and walk everywhere.

Continue to walk and cycle, maintain my personal fitness now that I am approaching 70, consciously avoid using my car for shorter 

journeys.
Contribute more to suggestions. I already share a car across two families and keep driving to a minimum.

walk everywhere until this happens

If there was improved parking bays within the city centre with a reasonable charge or free after 6pm then I would use the city centre 

shops and services
Use a proper function transport system not the hit or miss of the current efforts
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What could you (as an individual, part of a community or an organisation) do to help achieve this outcome?

Price it to make people use it 

I walk as much as I can

I already walk and use rail whenever possible

Use cycling more often, so longs as I can do so in a safe manner

I would use these infrastructure changes on a regular basis.

I have joined my local parish council.  

Lobby in support of this outcome and engage with residents on the topic.

Support initiative's and volunteer to help cycle groups

at present I cycle locally and also for excerise

Report local conditions to Parish Council

Not much, I tend to cycle or walk generally already.

Pursue through my Residents Association

Do as I preach by avoiding the use of our car as much as possible. Being handicapped I neither drive (I have to be chaferred) nor ride a 

bicycle so buses and limited walking are the order of the day.

Use the buses

I already walk as much as I can. If I can't walk, I take public transport - I don't drive.

Nothing

Pay more council tax

Join Sustrans and Cycle Action

Use public transport more, encourage others to do the same and to walk and use bicycles 

Don't know.

Cycle more in a responsible manner. Encourage others to be more responsible generally 

Not much. It requires a council cash over structure

Lobby council and parliament. 

Nothing

Help look after and promote off road travel routes. 

Join lobby groups, campaign and encourage. 

Lobby the council to open up more routes away from busy traffic 

Use the bus more and continue to cycle rather than taking my car on shorter journeys.

Continue to walk or cycle to work.

Highlight where routes don't join up. Use routes and feedback. 

Use buses

Use public transport

Support car free days

Use cycle routes, don't drive to town

Walk, cycle where appropriate.

I, already walk as much as possible but cycling is not an option.

Whilst I have a car, I walk, cycle & use public transport wherever possible.  If the transport system were better, I would gladly give up 

my car
Make it financially viable and I will more likely use a bus.  Don't just put parking prices up as that will see me go to other towns on 

principle.
Encourage friends and neighbors. However I think the council seems more pro-car these days. 

Keep walking as much as possible. Less cars on the road will help for better air quality in the city. 

I would cycle more if I knew I didn't have to go on roads

I already do my best walking and using buses

As above

Walk the streets, talk to neighbours get the message across that the lived experience for residents in York is under threat from 

unbridled commercialism. 
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What could you (as an individual, part of a community or an organisation) do to help achieve this outcome?

Nothing is impossible

Leave the car at home more - I try to walk to the city from grimston several times a week aged 73

I cycle/walk

Teach cycling and lead bike rides

I’m a member of lobby grouos

I try my best!

I have all ready raised the subject if more cycle paths/lanes

researching integration of public transport

Use the relevant transport systems when available and when they fit into your time constrictions.

nothing

Don’t know 

Better, more frequent public transport would encourage individuals to forego their cars

Keep pestering the council!

Support York initiatives 

Not much - apart from building the road

Get on the bus when it arrives

Not sure

Keep on walking and cycling. Tho living on Tadcaster Road cycling is a nightmare and walking exposes me to pollution...

Walk

buy a new car

Using it...

Keep doing what I'm doing

Use public transport
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What is most important to you in achieving this outcome?

That families have access to help and children have opportunities to join clubs and groups that are well organised and safe

I think this is the case for those in the better areas of York - I'd like to see this improved in the not so great areas.

I'd like to see more activities across the city for young people- green park spaces, and skate parks/ roller-skate areas to encourage 

activity. In addition, there is a desperate need for earlier support with mental health, more support for mental health/ counselling 

provision, and in more creative/ youth friendly ways. 

Schools and their places - no over subscription because of a lack of an available school.

Green spaces that are safe.

More services such as youth clubs and art centres

Community spaces to help new families

Living in a poluted environment has been shown to damage children's develpoment and futures

No comment on this outcome.

All children in the city should have the opportunity of a great education, no matter which school they attend.

This links in with other points I've already made. 

Affordable quality highly insulated housing

everyone remembers that the child or young person is central to the decisions that affect them
York as a human rights city, promoting the rights of CYP, making the UNCRC widely known to children and adults (Article 42). 

Promoting rights-based approaches in the council and across other services such as health. Schools use rights-based approaches. The 

council listening and acting on the views of young people, especially to vulnerable groups that may find giving their views more 

challenging. 
Subsided childcare and education costs. Free access to libraries and places to study. 

Maintain and enhance the quality of the schools in York

Improved funding for schools and particularly for SEN students. Better school facilities.

ensuring that our most vulnerable children have a fair chance in life. Greater acknowledgment across the city that there are many more 

children than we take account of, are living unhappy lives and that the use of arbitrary measures such as FSM and NEETs does a 

disservice to many children and young people who sit just outside these measures.

Good schools for everybody.

My child is given the best possible education in primary and secondary school.

Keep public facilities open rather than closing them to build hotels for the tourists eg the Barbican 

Access to high quality education 

Provision of access to a good education

-

Making sure schools have enough resources to deliver their work

I have no suggestions

Good Local schools and extra curricular activities.

I've dealt with this a bit in my earlier answers.  We need drives on vaccinations, home health visits and a brilliant idea that came from 

Bridlington called 'drop the dummy' in which all parents (so no one felt targeted) were encouraged to stop offering dummies to children 

automatically thereby assisting with proper mouth, teeth and speech development. Look for small initiatives and help them develop.

I would like to see a place for people with disabilities and their families and careers in York.

1.  Families have a good life.

That children and young people get the help and support they need.

Make sure there are sufficient pastoral and support staff in schools. 

Improve housing crisis situation.

The York mumbler site is the list amazing resource and a wealth of good information for families, as is the local link paper. Works be 

great for more integrated information, eg about how to find out about the process of applying for a school, when open days are, as well 

as links to the live well York events. There isn't one single place where you can find out everything that's happening in York

Outstanding early years care and education and for older kids, Educate about climate change 

Young people feeling they are part of a caring community

This is beyond the scope of my knowledge

Good mental health
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What is most important to you in achieving this outcome?

we need more affordable housing for young people with families to ensure families can fulfil their potential

It has to be all about education and opportunity.

Thats someones elses problem and interest not for me.

Reinstate, if not done so already, surestart or something similar to ensure all children have experience of books before they reach 

school age.
Keep the environment safe and clean and unspoiled for the next generation

YORK is becoming a war zone at a weekend for young families wanting to enjoy the city centre due to the drunken idiots that visit 

YORK. We should be promoting YORK as a family friendly city and advertising its historic values.

Broad-mindedness

All children are offered the best opportunities regardless of background

n/a

Well funded and well supported school

There are sufficient places in schools of good quality without overcrowding.  Schools need to be financially stable to attract the best 

teachers for our children.

All children in school and plenty of outdoors space for them

Supporting teachers and encouraging people to enter the profession. Successive governments have squeezed the education system to 

the point where teaching has become so stressful that we are already starting to lose good teachers. 
Children and young people are the next generation who take the lead on important issues...this is just on one of the reasons it is so 

important to protect and nurture them. Wealth inequality and the impact of poverty is having a negative impact on so many families in 

the community. Fair pay and food poverty initiatives help alleviate some of this, however we could do more to support single parent 

families where levels of child poverty are high. 
Fund child mental health work urgently

Eliminating child poverty, raising aspirations

Better schools and more teachers and/ or assistants to help

Free or subsidised community events bringing people together. Protection of local resources, such as parks. 

Good schools, FE and HE provision. Easy access to parenting programmes from pregnancy onwards (for parents regardless of 

gender). Play areas, including turning streets into "play streets" where traffic is restricted to certain hours or banned altogether.

Taking local schools back into local authority control.

longer school hours so they can learn more?

give one free parking permit for each household

Ease of access to move around the city.

Seems that's a basic statement of human rights. Do that.

Education, sense of belonging and community areas e.g youth clubs

Youth centres. School playing grounds.

help children and young people think

A healthy environment, cleaner air, more cycling/ walking, better sporting facilities. Encourage small businesses and local jobs, as work 

and money help support healthy families. 

To know that all initiatives improving life for all ages of children are being prioritized.

Some sort of replacement for the sure start network would be good, but i realise central govt. funding isn’t available. Also, opportunities 

for active play. 
Schools being properly funded

Open more sure start centres and help children from a VERY early age.   Encourage schools to promote arts in schools which are now 

neglected despite proof that they benefit all children's learning

Improved support for children. 

Educated young kids

Stop kids getting stabby around tang hall and acomb area 

My particular interest is in children having access to healthy food. 

allowing children to be children, and finding ways to take the pressure off. 

to have happy, healthy children

Ensuring that we reduce inequalities for children and young people in achieving these outcomes.

Children need safe places to play when young and safe places to "hang out" when teens
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What is most important to you in achieving this outcome?

Health, well-being, active and happy children.

Teachers who understand and have the time and resources to encourage meaningful learning at the right pace for each student; NOT 

cramming for exams.
Making arts provision and participation available to all young people.

Providing an environment that is safe, developmentally stimulating and attractive and offering as wide a range of all inclusive activities 

as possible.
It is most important that all young people are considered, so that all can fulfil their potential. We must continue to ensure that we do all 

we can to make the lives of our children and families as good as they can be. 

Good, well-resourced schools staffed by stable teams of excellent, highly motivated teachers and support staff, with the freedom and 

flexibility to respond to the particular needs of their pupils and community.

stop treating young people like dolls, you should be able to chastise a child  the old saying spare the rod...

thats why the younger generation is the pitts at the moment

Access to school nurse



Fair funding for my children at school



Access to specialist educational or support services as and when required

Putting in place measures that reduce if not eliminate child poverty which, I think, is a hidden issue in York.

More options for children to play safely, through the provision of play areas in residential areas and the restriction of through traffic to 

reduce pollution and make the street a more pleasant area to play with less risk of being knocked down.

I have insufficient recent experience on the subject to comment

York's children and young people are inspired to be the best they can be 

Early years initiatives, better leisure provision for young people and financial help for school students to stay in education and training 

after 16.
That the most vulnerable are targeted. Outcomes in life are determined very early on. This should be the focus. 

That we support all York schools as well as possible to provide healthy un-pressured environments that allow children to play, grow and 

learn social and life skills as well as ticking academic boxes.

Giving children a good start in life helps to improve their quality of life and avoid many problems in future. Damage to mental health can 

last a lifetime without lengthy interventions and it is better if children have a happy childhood.

Good schools and colleges for all

Good Planning for the future now 

No preferences.

This is the future of our city 

I don't know what's missing here. I don't have children. It might be useful to reach out through schools and child minders.

n/a

Re-organisation of the buss companies.

No opinions on this as I have no children in schools 

Proper investment in schools.

I haven’t got young children.
Making schools enjoyable for children, stop the relentless testing that makes kids anxious. Appreciate children for who they are not how 

much they score in a test. Lots of free activities for kids in holidays that are fun. Youth vans visiting streets to offer activities and making 

relationships with kids on the streetsTo ensure children from poorer backgrounds can join youth clubs free at point of access. To provide youth support workers in schools 

and clubs. 
No child poverty

Maintain a good home life.

Support for parents/carers, and especially the recognition that there is not always a parent (assumed to be a woman) who is home all 

day.
York is not a great place for children to grow up in if they come from poor families. There are massive inequalities that are evident in 

transitions into primary school. Also, York is very adverse to young people, it is difficult for youth provision to exist and thrive in the city. 

We have run our provision for all young people into the ground. 

Good education for young people

I don't have children so do not have an opinion on this.

That children everywhere have similar opportunities and are not a part of the brutal birth lottery that inevitably exists in divided York.

Employ good teachers

I don't really know. More subsidised nursery places? 
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Don’t know!?

Small class sizes, especially in primary

Family learning and parent-toddler, parent-child groups

That there are good opportunities for our young people to aspire to.

good schools and pre-schools/nurseries

my child was diagnosed as dyslexic at 17 and school were very unhelpful

Its important my son has the best education possible. 

Increasing the budget for schools, more opportunity for people when they leave school, work experience for more people and maybe for 

longer.
Education and arts

get children off tech and social media and outside

improved schools for all age groups, requires funding

More safe spaces for teenagers and young adults to 'hang out' 

Help for children in poorer circumstances/parts of York; better mental health provision- prevention is better than cure!

My children have all moved away from York to find work and raise families.

Discipline

Creating good, clean, safe spaces and play facilities. Ensuring schools are performing well, properly managing illegal parking outside 

schools.
Much better provisions for those with Special Educational Needs particularly those who fall through the cracks as they don’t qualify for a 

EHC. 
Sure Start and enough health visitirs

All families have access to all the facilities available.

Good schools

That every child as the education they deserve. Also somewhere for kids to go especially teenagers.

Introduce children to York’s attractions so that they learn about our history.

Surestart centres reinstated 

Sadly, the situation has gone backwards recently and that decline needs to halt.  Levels of child poverty are far too high; as are gaps in 

attainment levels. We are leaving too many children and young people behind.  The recent Ofsted report on Children's Services is 

shocking given CYC's earlier strong history in this area.

Reopen all of the children’s centres and sure start centres and fully fund them.

helping all young people to progess

Don't know - don't have a young family here

Good provision for all.

Good schools, good community facilities , places to play (exercise) , better careers guidance and support for vocational training

A good education, places to play in safety, good support

Good and timely access to support and services to support young people, including CAMHS, youth groups, and adequate support and 

training for teachers. 
Parks with toilets - in every community

A village school with the capacity to accommodate all children from the parish and capability to take additional children should the 

population increase in order to eliminate primary school children travelling to neighbouring villages

More green spaces

Adequate child care facilities & support of children & parents from dysfunctional families

excellent early years education and child support services

Having children who are well mannered and appreciate what facilities they have

the right support for children & young people who are disadvantaged to achieve their full potential.

Future workforce needs good education and a healthy start to their life.

Encourage children to consider all routes of education not just University

Emphasize community feeling, help between each other.

Supporting young people out of school times

Ensuring all children can read and write
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What is most important to you in achieving this outcome?

making sure all children are treated equally when they start school

Somewhere for young people to go.

Lots of early years interventions

That all children have access to a good standard of education and are happy.

Investment in schools; collaboration in schools to share success. Encourage 2yrs plus childcare for children in deprived areas.

My child has left school, but it is a general good.

At present you give opportunities and they are then doomed to fail because there is not social housing or strong transport links to help 

them get opportunities and achieve their aspirations.

shot the little […]

With no skilled jobs, no industry, what outcome other than low skilled, minimum wage employment does YCC expect

Supporting local schools 

good local schools

Good education starting from nursery age, and healthy food options in all schools and hospitals.

Basic facilities for all schools, and opportunities for sport and other experiences outside the classroom. 

I would like to see schools of roughly equal status to discourage parents from pretending to live in areas just to get into a particular 

school.  For me, that would mean ending religious schools and free schools.

Free parent and baby groups accessible to all

Create an environment of culture change with car ownership.

Enabling children to be in a position to learn

Good schools nurseries and after school opportunities

Every child has the same start in life

Provide opportunities for exercise, sport, and lifelong learning and not just for academic subjects but lifestyle skills, arts and history

accessible affordable early learning facilities

Healthy eating instructions as well as keeping as many green spaces for children to play.
When 20%+ of children are living in poverty I would not describe York as a good place to live.  Poverty needs to be dealt with and whilst 

unemployment is low, actual wages are low because of the work in caring and tourism.  The vast differences between areas of poverty 

and wealth in York is disgraceful.  
Ensuring young people are taught about well-being. 

Focus attention on tackling inequality and poverty across York.

Play provision near where people live and safe crossing points. More appropriate spaces and activities for teenagers

better co-ordination between some of the very good organisations we have. by and large however I think we do pretty well

Swift decisions in Council progressing schemes to enhance this need.

Not my realm. retired.

Parents supporting teachers and being prepared to assist in anyway with their children's education as well as installing in their children 

respect for others and the law.

Pre school 'Sure Start' approach

Ending poverty

Narrow the attainment gap between wealthy and poor children.

Provide youth clubs or encourage the setting up of youth clubs through churches, in community halls, etc to keep teenagers off the 

streets where they often cause trouble due to boredom.

Give kids an early interest in learning

That Every child regardless of race, religion,disability, family finances, ect is given the same opportunities to succeed.

Providing places and activity's for all ages to take part in.

Good variety of schools and subjects taught.

No kids so no ideas

You are assuming that I agree with your statement. 

We live on a over 50s park

Good schools 
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What is most important to you in achieving this outcome?

What a stupid question 

Not an area I have particular concern about as I have no children of my own. That said, I would like to see children in York who are 

better behaved and educated than some of the louts who litter the streets!

Education.

Opertunities for my children outside school

Improve youth services/clubs

Good achieving schools

Attracting the best teachers to York schools

Actually, I think York is doing quite well.

Every child has equal opportunities to develop & fulfil their potential.

Address the issue of anti social behaviour in the centre at the weekend. It is no place for children or families.

Children becoming more engaged with nature (over football).  I was saddened to see two beautiful fields near Askham Bog, which 

sustained deer & hedgehogs, being turned into mud baths for the purpose of making them into football fields - tragic!

Go back to the three R's and ban the use of phones in schools

Good schools 

Giving young family's lots of support & direction where needed. 

Make york city centre family friendly on a weekend

Good schools and recreational activities 
By 5 children are far from equal. Sure start, robust programmes to identify families where children are falling behind- not out of nappies, 

don’t look at books, limited play opportunities etc. Families need support and action- expensive but cheaper than the negative 

outcomes at 14- Alternative education, social care, poor heath etc. Money, resources ie specifically trained teachers rather than TAs to 

work with identified poor achievers etc at a young age, expect more of these children, quality experiences during the holidays ( not to 

Spain or sling but enjoying being in countryside, by sea etc)
Discourage academies and free schools. Support local authority provision of schools and children’s service provision. Cease the 

competition, foster co-operation. Listen to our young people, the future we are offering them looks increasingly sour.

Too old to achieve.z

Dk

A better balance in finance for families.  Less cash to noisy well off pensioners and more support for hardworking parents

Children’s health being damaged by pollution.  Safe places to play without being suffocated by vehicle fumes.

All the above would help and really important that the young from less than ideal backgrounds get the best care and education as well 

as supporting their parents to be good parents and to earn a living wage and feel part of the community 

Greater understanding of business model of private, voluntary and independent sector of early years education

Good parenting.

Equal chances in schools, colleges and higher education 

Schools close to the community they are serving

.?

no knowledge of this area

Tax benefits to support initiatives 

not applicable

Good schools

Children who are well fed and supported

Good education

Provide excellent services for the most vulnerable. 

The city lacks space for children, playgrounds etc. 

No longer have school age children, so can't comment

A better start for the future

None
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What should the council do to help achieve this outcome?
Reinstate children’s centres. Lower thresholds for access to children’s social care support. Have a reliable Front Door service that 

assesses families based on their needs not on council budgets, take lessons from more successful councils who are a little more 

humble and a lot more effective.
better facilities for children.  Call to action by council and police to target the increasing amount of drugs on the streets - and the 

children subsequently getting caught up in this at a young age.

Bring people together more - more open forums where those with an interest in children/ young people can come together with the aim 

of establishing more partnerships/ creative ways of working. 

Listen to the Headteachers in the areas.

Encourage development of schools as part of housing (e.g. adding a premium to development costs to cover the costs of building a 

school (and GP surgery??)

Set up more youth clubs and art centres or support not-for-profits to do so

Provide community spaces

make sure through the planning process that all new development is zero carbon

The council should work with schools to ensure educational quality across the board, and it should also invest in young people's 

services where possible to support parents and provide children and young people with greater opportunities outside school.
Disruptive innovation/education which attempts to change existing status quo on issues such as transport, environment etc. Council's 

sustainability officer(s) should be integrating their thinking and aligning with schools in York - possible using 'champions' as best 

practice in the city.



Provide it looking at more than the current medieval building currently on offer

Remember it is what is best of the child not anyone else
Support and promote York Human Rights City and rights-based approaches across all services. Make human rights training and 

training on the UNCRC compulsory for all staff. Support and promote all schools/settings to become rights-based. This may include 

raining awareness of Unicef's Rights Respecting School's award, or through a local authority approach to embedding rights in 

education. Provide more free/accessible  play, leisure, social opportunities for all CYP. Provide support for parents and carers and 

ensure that parenting support is rights-based. 
Invest in subsided childcare and in schools. Invest in libraries and local education programs 

Keep investing and grow families of schools through academy trusts or otherwise. This will allow the benefits of economies of scale to 

be realised and help with the recruitment and retention of good quality teachers. 

Basic needs funding used to develop school capacity. Capital build funding deployed to meet need. High needs funding use to be 

reviewed to ensure funds are targeted at in school provision.

Adopt the approach outlined by Hilary Cottam in 'Radical Help', freeing support workers to use their skills effectively.



Support schools that try to give a rounded education and a great learning environment rather than focusing exclusively on SATS results.

Work in ways that means everyone is focussing on this issue in the short term but also going forward. So health education, businesses 

and voluntary sector are aligned and maximising their contribution. 

Keep as many schools as possible under local authority control.

Focus on the City's identified "most vulnerable families", children who are carers, carers of children who require assisted learning, 

children in care.  
Promote and support our high quality educational institutions

work with FE and HE to deliver a seamless pathway to educational opportunities 

Invest in schools more than there are now. Perhaps businesses could sponsor schools or their equipment. Then they could have 

apprenticeships for those who aren't going to uni.

Fund schools appropriately, Encourage out of school opportunities for all young people in an efffort to engage them in exciting and 

meaningful activity and to discourage anti-social behaviour. York has a lot to offer but the young people need to know how to access it.

Make sure all schools are helped with these ideas and help PTAs etc to be informative to parents and non-exclusive.

I would like to see the council supporting people with disabilities to be part of the community.

1. Ensuring that employers offer a suitable work - life balance so that children are supported by their parents when needed e.g. flexible 

working, maternal and paternal leave, sickness leave etc.  

The lack of funding to schools is a disaster and a lot of schools cannot afford teaching assistants and support staff. The council should 

put pressure on the central government to solve this issue.
I am aware that York tries to maintain a certain look by restricting the type of buildings to be built in York. However, students and young 

working professionals can have considerable trouble and stress trying to find a place to live. Furthermore, housing communities do not 

seem very inclusive and give way for discrimination. As for schools, I find uniforms and catchment areas a little strange. Uniforms put 

an additional financial burden on families that are already vulnerable and may not be able to afford them. Same goes for catchment 

areas where the 'competition' for schools goes to whomever can afford to buy a house in the required area. How the council should 

address these issues, I am not sure.
Support the mumbler and local link information hubs, promote these so values know where to access the information 
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What should the council do to help achieve this outcome?
Re establish sure start initiative 

Parental help in school

Business mentors in school

More youth clubs and children's activity clubs. Young people and others mentoring children. Decent meal clubs/pay as you feel meals

Invest in good professionals and support services

Make sure everyone gets the appropriate housing 

Encourage tolerance.

More affordable housing 

Provide the highest quality education for all kids. Encourage resilience and creativity.

Provide more support staff to provide the facility in more areas.

We need a proper Zero Waste Strategy that includes taking action on reduction, re-use and repair as well as improved recycling
Make it illegal to drink on any street within the city wall and the road too and from the train station. Any members of the public who 

break these rules should have any alcohol removed and be fined a string message needs to reinforces to state that non family friendly 

behaviour and conduct is not welcome in York. A recent mumsnet blog asking about things to do in YORK with a young family gives a 

valuable insight as to how YORK is perceived by people with a young family. We have seen numbers of visitors to the museums 

reduce. Thus is due to the “Yob” like behaviour of the all day drinkers and hen nights/stag nights
Help parents be informed about why changes happen in Education and how it can affect their children.

n/a

Give good support to those schools not yet academised

Ensure schools are well maintained and there are sufficient school places for projected population growth

Care for green spaces and oppose poor education policies of  the government 
Offering support to teachers in their roles, as well as ensuring they have adeqate mental health resource. Augmenting the school's 

educational role with more holistic educational experiences avaiable (in and outside of school) to all children (not just the wealthy) 

including sport, the arts, mental health and resilience training, citizenship & critical thinking and environmental & sustainability 

action/awareness. 
Offer more opportunities for children and young people to thrive. More initiatives to help alleviate poverty such as YFAS and supporting 

proactive community organisations such as the food justice alliance and financial inclusion projects. Providing feedback on the impact 

of national welfare state policies on local people to central government to lobby for change. 

Provide group therapy, visits of specialists to schools, information sessions for youth and parents

Lobby HMG to reinstate a full complement of Family/Children's Centres in needy areas.  Partner with foodbanks.

More funding

Neighbourhood policing needs funding support which I hope the council will encourage the government to provide, so that local building 

projects particularly in parks and recreation areas can be protected from ASB.

Youth groups and projects, particularly ones which engage in schools, need continued support to give youngsters, especially aged 11-

16 things to occupy their time.

Put money into pre-school parenting programmes - research has shown some of these are very effective. Close off streets to be play 

streets so even children who aren't near a park etc can play out safely.

As above.

give one free parking permit for each household

Remove as much traffic as possible from the city centre.  Copenhagen has a traffic free centre, look at this model to enable decision 

making in York
Support the groups that need it.

Support, where it can, youth clubs, extra support in schools and after school clubs.

Don't know - funding's tight. do the best possible with the money we have. 

resist gov educational policies as much as possible

traffic free centre, encourage cycling and walking, reduce city speed limits, ban cars from the centre

Spend more of the budget on services for children -- school visits to St Nicks and to countryside and York Minster etc. 

Encourage active play by providing safe spaces for children to include exercise in their everyday lives - such as cycling!!

It would need to come from central govt and a rise not a decrease in taxes to fund schools. Taxes are not negative things!

Look at provision for early years and encourgae Arts in schools

Increase funding for schools and provide more support within schools for children’s health and wellbeing. 

Extend and encourage library network
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What should the council do to help achieve this outcome?
Fund martial arts and boxing classes at community centres and churches, and other things that attract even young men from houses 

that glorify violence. Attracted by the cool skill, they will get the support and joy of working with a team towards something exhausting 

and healthy, not just hanging around bored outside of shops avoiding going home.

Please support the work of the public health department through its healthy weight strategy, maximising the use of Helathy Start 

Vouchers and maintaining access for children receiving free school meals through holiday periods by greater financial support to the 

holiday hunger programme organised by York Food Justice Alliance.

making space for children to support each others mental health, and space for children in York to be creative and see that they belong. 

increase funding for pre-school groups; this gives all children a good start in life

Focus on providing great universal services for everyone, but increasing provision for those children and young people who need it 

through being at risk of not achieving

Bring back teen community centres! Reduce smog from buses and cars. Support e-bike schemes.
Many schoolchildren are lumped together of differing abilities to be serviced by teachers run ragged to hit unrealistic targets that are 

simply sticks to beat them in terms of wider funding. There should be an effort to introduce more after school clubs at community 

centres and the like.



There should be far more opportunity for people to choose the school that the child attends rather than it being a postcode lottery. 

Parents know if they can get that child to that particular school or not, and children may well flourish in a different school that the one 

they may default to. 



Private schools should take in more children who's parents have less money to send them there, but the child is notably distinct/gifted.



School dinners - these should have plenty of plant based/vegan options (but not crackers and processed foods). Although as these 

sometimes come with a stigma they should therefore not be marked as "vegan". Fresh fruit smoothies with vegetables in them are truly 

delicious and a great way to give kids the nutrients they need. However processed smoothies and especially fruit juices are usually 

sugar riddled junk. Getting kids involved in making their smoothies is a great win.



Be bold - build a dry ski centre near the designer outlet.

Support schools and libraries and other educational resources across the city.  Please take the pressure off Burnholme Explore to sell 

toys and cakes instead of dealing kindly and patiently with the public - that's how it seems to me.
Make compulsory arts classes pre-GCSE and encourage schools and colleges to offer GCSE and A Level Art, Drama, Dance and 

Music.
Promote cooperation and discussion with all local groups and organisations, schools, playgroups and clubs, as well as children and 

young people to determine how best to 'invest' in York's younger generation.

Early Help services are not supported as they should be by the business support structure in the council where administrative/business  

support is organisationally separate from the services for which it is serving. It is inefficient and wasteful. It provides good generic 

support but falls down when knowledge and experience of individual services is required.

Ensure that remaining within the Local Authority family of schools continues to be a viable and attractive option that is taken up by as 

many of York's schools as possible.

treat them as they are and do not chastise a parent

for teaching right from young

Explain to the government the effects of underfunding children’s services, health visiting, school nursing, Yorks’ Primary schools

Strengthen all opportunities for Sure Start ( an initiative that the government seems keen to discourage) and other early child support 

initiatives
Filtered permeability will reduce through traffic and pollution making residential areas more pleasant for young people to meet and play.

I have insufficient recent experience on the subject to comment

Provide particular support to schools in York's most deprived areas so that their pupils have the best opportunity possible to realise 

their potential
Build on good early years work and support for poorer families.

Restore cuts in youth service.

Work with the NHS (and emergency services) as closely as possible to help the vulnerable. 

If at all possible increase mental health support for schools and support for play, life skills and environmental education ….

Work with families to help them to function better and help them to give their children a good start in life.

Support disadvantaged children and place more emphasis on educating parents.

Support local schools adequately

put it in to practice get ideas on the table and stop dithering make decision  now , not after 100  meetings about the previous meeting  

time wasting and money .

N/A
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What should the council do to help achieve this outcome?
Put more money into schemes improving conditions for young people 

Special focus should be on socially disadvantaged children but services for all should be included 

n/a

Take over the busses.

Lobby for proper investment in schools.

Prevent the selling off of parts of school playing fields.

Youth vans as above. Youth clubs, play clubs. Reduce living costs so if mother's choose to be at home with kids they can

Youth clubs with mental health support workers available. To ensure meals and activities are available for children from the poorest 

backgrounds in holiday times

Really assess the needs of York's hidden poor

Give Schools a working budget and the tools to do the job.

Encourage schools and nurseries to operate longer hours. Sometimes 8.00 or 8.30 is too late to drop children off at a nursery or school 

and then commute to work (see my comments regarding flex time in an earlier section).  Likewise, 18.00 can be too early to pick up 

children.



Having schools end at 15.00 with no free after-school programme means that there needs to be one parent who works part-time or 

damages his/her career.  These programmes should be free.



Some nurseries or schools with after-school programmes do not provide an evening meal. This means that parents leave work, pick up 

a hungry (and grumpy) child, then must get home to prepare their tea.  The child ends eating ready-meals or staying up later than he 

should.



There needs to be support for parents and carers, especially when both parents work, or even single parents, especially when there are 
Better support and funding for third sector organisations and investment in developing and supporting new and up and coming 

organisations. Look at the Child Friendly Leeds scheme, this could be developed in York. Better support of Children's Centres so that 

those in need of support and help know where to go and have a range of provision there to help them. Outside of school, where is the 

help and support for young people? Where can they go? 
I don't have children so do not have an opinion on this.

Keep community facilities and advice centres open instead of shutting them e.g. bring back Castle Gateway advice centre - things like 

that. Have a local employment policy where possible to prefer locally housed people.

pay them well

Make more funding available. 

Don’t know!?

Enable this to happen

Allocate more funding to these areas

Invest in play, sport and cultural opportunities for all.

Ensure schools understand how to support children with SEN

more money to schools and nurseries, instead of to baby boomers

Promote open dialogue and do everything possible to move away from league tables being the way a school is measured 

Support schools tight budgets and overworked teachers. 

^

More discounts for families and residents at the city's museums and galleries, more inclusive pricing at theatres (including the Rose 

Theatre) to encourage more patronage. 

promoting clear simple guidelines to parents and children about good practise

Funding

Youth clubs, safe spaces, summer activities

Better child mental health provision and outside trainers going into schools?

Nothing

Bring back capital punishment in York borough schools

Create welcoming spaces/facilities in plans. Support schools and apply the parking laws that the council has requested be put in place.

Investigate the provisions (or lack of) in schools. Provide SPECIALIST TEACHERS as the ones my daughter has at Archbishop 

Holgate’s lack basic knowledge of the needs of students with SEN

Provide funding
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A Better Start for Children and Young People

What should the council do to help achieve this outcome?

Ensure sufficient capacity available for needs of residents.

Pay an additional wage to top quality teachers to teach in the schools of York

Open up youth clubs and support kids. Given them something to do. Rather than have them hanging g around streets. Kids need 

stability but that's not always available at home.

Welcome families and encourage schools to have trips to the city centre. Consider safe walking routes or cycling roots.

Surestart saves money in the long run so I think invest in them. You can't quantify the benefits immediately so it has to be a long term 

plan
Take seriously the need to poverty proof schools so that children in poverty are not made to feel they don't count and are marginalised.  

Look carefully at the language that is used - the wording in this question being a case in point!  Provide better support pre-school - 

these are systemic problems that need systemic solutions.  Think social justice not social mobility.

Pay the academy trusts to open these facilities at all of their primary schools

More support for those who struggle

Don't know

Ensure there is adequate nursery provision.

Provide knowledge and access to the fullest range of vocational as well as academic aspirations

See the first section - a good clean city with open spaces, clean air, good transport, good education nd health provision - you need it all 

to come together
Invest more in spending for children and young people to ensure they have timely and good access to services that can support them. 

Parks with toilets - in every community

Ensure that any consented development contributes to the necessary funding to expand the school

Create more green spaces

Ensure social services target the most troubled families

maintain and improve early years education and child support services

Stop pandering to people.  Parents are responsible for their childs actions and behaviour and should be taught how to look after their 

children instead of allowing them to behave irresponsibly.  Penalise the parents

targeted education and social services funding to ensure children & young people who are disadvantaged achieve their full potential.

Ensure the teachers are well qualified and supported, many are under too much pressure.

For early years, look after play areas, so that they are safe to use & provide relevant activities and youth clubs etc.

Promote Apprenticeship and work and learn schemes

More communication and workshops about association working of the well being of the community 

Bring back youth centres and youth workers

Make teaching a more attractive profession with more pay.

help poor families with school uniforms with grants.

As in questions 2 and 3.

fund sure start type centres - multidisciplinary teams to support struggling parents in early years, fund charities who offer support to 

parents 
Support children's services in all areas and make sure the private schools in York are doing their bit to support all children in York not 

just their own pupils
Encourage parents to sign up if child if from an area of deprivation and school can benefit from disadvantaged benefits.

Obviously finances are desperate here, so expansion of provision and improvement of facilities are difficult.  A solution to the fleet of 

parental vehicles crowding the roads, adding to pollution and the health issues of their children would be good.

Improve housing  and transport for young people .

Sadly this is the breakdown of our society. Parents do not bring up their kids like parent of the past. nothing will change this now. Many 

people should be banned from having kids.

Use the brownfield sites that litter this city especially around the rail infrastructure as industrial enterprise zones and actively seek to 

bring high value employment to the city 

Provide greater resources to support schools 

fund the schools fully

Nurseries and schools should be vetted for how they treat their staff to ensure they are creating a positive environment and ensure 

better plant based food options for children to best support their development and to prevent childhood obesity.

Maintain parks and access to museums and libraries. 

Given much educationally policy is controlled by the government, possibly not much.

Cheaper bus fairs for young people until they are 21. 
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What should the council do to help achieve this outcome?
Ensure provision is available to suit the needs of the child.  Some children are in mainstream schools but never sit in a class.  They are 

in a separate room all day throwing chairs at a pair of TA's.

As ever support and financial aid

Provide financial support 

Be a catalyst for volunteering and community service by the young and encourage adults to participate and pass on knowledge and 

skills
subsidise additional early learning facilities to ensure capacity and spread is sufficient

Focus on the poorest areas, spend extra in education in these areas.  Bring in specialist help for these communities on healthy eating 

on a budget.  Give out healthy food to kids at school to take home.  Don't make benefits claimants to be the villains.

Invest in mental health support - which naturally includes wellbeing and mindfulness. 

Targeted interventions and investment where evidence suggests it is required e.g. Chapelfields estate.  Support schools that have high 

numbers of SEN children. Invest in pre-school support provision and parental support services - targeted at the most vulnerable.

Work with area teams and ward councillors on a strategy to deliver

co-ordinate by which I think there could be a council group to liaise with the ofganisation to help and grow

Ensure that different ]Departments in the Council act in unison and not as separat funded ..

Maintain high level education.

Take back full control of the schools and disband the current system of schools being managed by people whose only interest is in 

making a profit. The present system of ;academies' is a disgrace.

Fund it by raising local taxes

Invest more in children, especially those from poorer backgrounds. Put more resources into education and after-school clubs.

Provide venues and encourage others to do so.

Provide more SureStart-type activities

Look into more specialist provision units like manor satellite, Wiltshire at jo Ro. Children with disabilities should not have to go away 

from their locality to school all schools should have enhanced resource provisions for their SEN children, youth services should be 

reinstated to run youth activites to give ALL children the opportunity to socialise in a safe place out of school hours.

Provide places and activity's for all ages to take part in.

Encourage wide range of subjects to be taught in school or at least to provide free/subsidised after school opportunities for art, craft, 

sport, and musical activities.

Don’t know

All these questions are worded so that you think that I agree. 

Offer more apprenticeships

How am I, as an individual, disabled woman whose children have left home, going to be able to answer this, let alone give any help?

Improve the quality of education and focus on developing the role of the parent in instilling morals, teaching manners etc.

Support families facing financial difficulty.

Promote and advertise opportunities outside school. Provide activities where children are less involved and percieved as causing 

trouble to get them constructively active including arts, music, volenteering and sport. 

See above. More sports clubs, youth clubs etc

Improve school outputs.

Put strong and experienced LA governors on school GBs

Actually, I think York is doing quite well.

Ensure adequate funding is available to all in need.

See above

Put nature first. At this rate there will be no green spaces left for the wildlife

Ban the use of phones in school.  Children appear to have lost the art of communication on a face to face level.

I’ve no idea who runs schools these days! 

Create more youth facilities ie youth clubs. I certainly benifited from this when I was young. I deffinately helps shape you as an 

individual. 
Stop attracting the wrong sort of tourists to the city at the weekend

Increase sports in schools, including primary 
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What should the council do to help achieve this outcome?

As above- trained staff- teachers and SW and nurses and play leaders rather than cheaper alternatives employed and in place to work 

with children. Stop going on about exams and university- employable skills and openings to BTecs etc . With the right staff expectations 

decent class size all children can achieve. Close Danesgate and look at inclusion once again. Identify why child /teen mental health on 

rise- address the causes as well as putting in place trained and skilled practitioners. Coordinate with other services. Where has ‘Every 

Child Matters’ gone. In some secondary schools it is clear some children don’t matter and they get rid. Sec schools maybe need to 

learn from primaries. Council needs to ask why Fulford results so good and why so many ex Fulford children in Danesgate. 

As above. Put the needs of  our young people above petty party politics.

Use  available budgets wisely...

Take a hard-line and show real support for those at the low end of the pay scale who get little sugar for working hard and long hours

Dk

Ban vehicles from school and park play areas

Increased funding for nursery education in the private, voluntary and independent sector of early years education 

Ensure parents are supported, but more importantly ensure 'both' parents accept responsibility for there children's up bring, schooling, 

social life etc.
Ensure everyone gets an equal opportunity regardless of upbringing or where they live

I find these rhetorical questions a complete waste of time....who ever devised this questionaire needs to get the sack....PROMTO!

Discourage busing to schools and encourage walking

not knowledgeable of this area

Prioritise real jobs in manufacturing. Reduce investment in service sector

no idea

Improve schools

Fund breakfast clubs and after school clubs..work hard to bring in older, possibly isolated people as trusted volunteer helpers ...double 

benefit.
Assist schools more

see above.

More budget towards creating creative play areas for children, specifically in the city, work with communities to build and care for these 

spaces
Stop schools becoming academies. Huge amounts of money wasted on duplicate admin, managerial roles etc

Invest in special needs provision

Get rid or private/public partnership schools
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What could you (as an individual, part of a community or an organisation) do to help achieve this outcome?

Vote for a council that has some sense.

The residents in my area keep trying - to no avail!  We constantly advise the police about the issues in the surrounding area such as 

crack cocaine being smoked in the local childrens park, the drug dealing that goes on in the park and along the river - nothing happens!  

 Refer to the Dodsworth Avenue Residents Association FB group (DARA)

Encourage investment to the brown sites and more use of green current green spaces.

Support community spaces

?

Provide the answer for example 

A three bedroom AAC panel house from Xella Cisco costs £10k

want to ensure that we all work together not in silos to support the right decision for the child
Promoting and supporting rights-based approaches in children's service and in schools and settings. Supporting CYP with SEND to be 

included in mainstream schools and to enjoy and achieve and have positive well-being. Promote emotional literacy for CYP by working 

with staff and ELSAs in schools. Promote positive relationships in schools/setting and relationship based policies rather than 

behaviourist behaviour management strategies. 
NYFRS has several youth engagement programs regarding fire safety, water safety, young drivers etc. and would like to be more active 

in schools both primary and secondary

Ensure value for money in school spending and target funding at vulnerable groups.

keep banging the drum ....I work in this area and spend a lot of time trying to think of ways to make improvements.

Keep signing the petitions

Raise aspirations 

I can't help on this one. 
I am trying to get a campaign to stop some schools using the option of requiring school uniforms to be purchased for specific suppliers 

at considerable expense.  This requirement is resulting in parents having to seek charitable assistance for the purchase so that their 

children don't go hungry.  If we ant our children to be educated, they shouldn't have to know that their parents are scrimping and doing 

without so they can wear a showy uniform.
We could work together to help people with disabilities to be part of the community.

1.  Discussion with other people

Help peers with their issues.

? 

Mentoring

As an individual, no more than be neighbourly maybe

Try and be as productive as you can to ensure it happens 

Be tolerant of enthusiastic youngsters.

not sure

Not sure.

I already volunteer at the library but would hope to support the work of providing early access to books for children.

Recycle as much as possible etc

Open to suggestions 

Show tolerance

n/a

Support your local school

Political involvement 

Community groups, charities and local businesses could work with schools to supply these curricular education experiences through 

the school (with thorough governmental vetting to ensure practises are safe and appropriate). Helping to foster a community-minded 

approach to child-rearing and education ('it takes a village' mindset). 

Help capture evidence of the impact of poverty on families to lobby for wider change, along with many other organisations who are 

capturing this data but not sharing it with each other - such as CAY, Advocacy Hub, Food Bank, OCAY etc

Support 

Volunteer as a school governor; support my wife in her role as a HomeStart volunteer.

Encourage others to support local groups and raise awareness to encourage participation. Identify ASB problem areas.

Vote for politicians with that in their manifesto.
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What could you (as an individual, part of a community or an organisation) do to help achieve this outcome?

give one free parking permit for each household

Not sure

Lobby the government for better funding at a local level.

Support education (in all its guises) within the city

talk sensibly to children/ write to my MP 

Continue to use the local facilities, libraries, and support local businesses.... use park and ride and buses to keep the environment 

clean and healthy. 
Volunteer to accompany school visits.

I would be happy to pay more tax but really it lies in corporations to pay their share

Not sure

VOlunteer

Research teaching a free class at the local church, help with promotion of community activities 

Please contact York Food Justice Alliance through their Facebook page, who will be pleased to work with the Council on this.

Campaign etc

I use local libraries and help other users when I can, for example with computers.  

I'm a member of the National Campaign for the Arts.

As an ex teacher and youth and community officer, I could bring experience to this particular area of discussion.

speak up

In my work (both paid and voluntary) in York primary schools, strive to promote the wellbeing, development and learning of the children 

in our care.
not a lot as council policy towards the young has lost us a generation being so soft

Illustrate and campaign for above on social media and in conversations with family and friends 

As a retiree very little.

Don't know of anything

Not applicable

Help in schools, campaign with governors, mentor vulnerable young people

?

-

Very little

Support children as individuals and through my church

I would love to do it and it is needed 

N/A

n/a

Keep pushing the Council.

Lobby for proper investment in schools.

Nothing very much.

I foster some of the kids being let down by the system and try and make things better for them

Voluntary work

Support children and teach them respect for each other

I don't know

Will continue to promote inclusion of children in the wider community including Resident Association fun days.

Continue voting for and supporting a progressive establishment to move the median in the right direction.

use services properly

I wouldn't begrudge paying a bit more council tax. 

Don’t know!?

Continue to volunteer to support families with disabled children.
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What could you (as an individual, part of a community or an organisation) do to help achieve this outcome?
Have supported my child to get privately assessed and fought to get her extra time and other help.  Have promoted what is possible to 

my friendship group
Protest 

continue to try and manage this at home

Need to encourage retired residents to work with teachers to show children how to learn from the older generation.

I don't know. 

Don’t know.

Nothing

Report problems for the council to follow up.

We are paying for private tuition!

Nothing

Join in more with community events ran by the school

Advertise cyc attractions for schools to visit ie mansion house or museums

Help with governance

I am doing what I can

Accept the money and run 6 children’s centres.

Support grandchildren

Don't know

Nothing

I am retired but continue to pay my local taxes and try not to be a burden as some sections of the media brand pensioners - a total 

disgrace
Continue to champion the needs and challenges young people face across the city, particularly those living in areas known for 

inequality and deprivation. 
Tell you that there is no park in the area in which I live in. And very many people in York don't have gardens.

As a Parish Councillor to input my view when planning applications are reviewed

lobby for more green spaces.

Nothing at my age. Younger people, especially parents could run clubs & activities to encourage young people to lead a healthy, active 

& rewarding life.
encourage young people to access all that there is to offer for support and development across the city

Not a lot as do not have children and could not say anything to an unruly child for fear of abuse

Volunteer with local schools

Not applicable.

Talk to family and friends about schemes

Participate to association and communicate about it, try to communicate with people outside my workplace or outside my "culture". 

volunteer to work with young people

Unsure

organise uniform swap shops to help the vulnerable

As in questions 2 and 3.

I could support the local libraries which provide valuable resources for children

Support our local schools for fundraising; becoming successful academies.

Not a lot

Already supporting a young adult with transport and living accommodation .

don't have kids

Nothing as YCC obsession is with tourism 

Support fundraising for schools 

pay more tax

I could work with local schools or nurseries to develop nutritionally balanced plant based menus using my nutrition experience.
I can support York's libraries as a member, and could pay more. I have experience of reading with primary school children as a 

volunteer, and of helping senior school students to converse in French. [...]  MySight York which is trying to serve partially sighted 

young people better despite cuts in public funding.
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What could you (as an individual, part of a community or an organisation) do to help achieve this outcome?

Already share our care with my 30 year old daughter and family.

not much, sorry

Support local community 

Not sure - I do not have children 

limited influence available, this is a specialist area not for general public meddling

Already studying this and highlighting the truth of what it's like for many to live in York.  The council has done nothing in the last 4 years 

and as you are doing this questionnaire you clearly don't have a plan as to what you think should be done.  Very worried that things are 

going to get worse for those in need.
Promote good practice. For example Rufforth Primary School in York take 'brain breaks' every day and mindful Mondays. 

Primary school governor. Provide after school music club.

Support ward activity

volunteer in some form

Nothing, I'm 86.

Support our daughters who are very concerned about the educational provision for our grandchildren. We have one grandchild at 

Secondary level and two who are at Primary Schools.

Not much

I have no idea.

Nothing

Pay more council tax

Already do my bit being part of my community facility, and being a school governor, but see the lack of youth provision for all age 

youngsters.
Don't know.

Offer to share skills in local community (which I do already)

Nothing

Don’t know. 

Nothing

Please see my previous answer which says that I am a disabled woman with children who have left home

Not sure.

Support my students.

Encourage my children to take part in activities outside school. 

Nothing

Volunteer to be an LA governir

Actually, I think York is doing quite well.

I am not sure

I try help the local hedgehogs by providing shelter - but a more natural habitat would be far better and they need the councils help.  It 

would be a much sadder world for all our children, if there were no more hedgehogs due to bad or misguided planning.  

Support the schools.

Not sure. 

I’ve done my bit as a teacher of 34 years. 

I’m sympathetic to parents and children accessing alternatives , Child in Need, specialist careers- disorganised, impossible to navigate 

around, parents judged, limited resources and no joined up thinking with other services. Council SEN dept 😬

At the moment help pay for my grandchildren to do sport outside of school time

I’m an education professional myself. I try. But this must be a priority for the council, in direct contradiction to Whitehall, which is 

running down state education in order to protect the interests of the elite. Tell me I’m wrong.

Nothing as an individual

Show more respect for the working man and woman who need more enthusiastic encouragement

Dk

Use public affordable transport to get around

Happy to help facilitate understanding between PVI early years providers and senior council staff
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What could you (as an individual, part of a community or an organisation) do to help achieve this outcome?

Ensure my family, children, grandchildren, are looked after and supported. 

Very little 

I taught in the City for many years but am past it now!!!

Have children assigned to school within walking distance

nothing

Support local initiatives that focus on this

help look after look after local kids park

Not sure

Already help in local primary...could do more..

Join PTA / Governor

Take more responsibility and work with council in developing a more childrfriendly York

Volunteer more 

None
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What is most important to you in achieving this outcome?

Realising it is nonsense and rethinking.

Clean would be lovely.  York is filthy!

Making the city centre pedestrian friendly; more secure parking bars for cycles; encouraging use of (available) electric buses.

More trees planted, rewilding projects, better and more affordable public transport to reduce car use

Reducing waste and recycling

we need to make sure York Central is a zero carbon development, with very low car use, low parking levels and no through traffic

A reduction in air pollution whist still maintaining a thriving and sustainable business community.

It is crucial that all of the council's decisions are in line with meeting the target of becoming a carbon neutral city by 2030.

(Again - these points made elsewhere). 



Emissions, not just Co2, but all green house gases should be on the agenda here. Transport, climate change mitigation/adaptation, 

fracking, renewable energy, biodiversity, food , waste and the built environment should all be on the agenda here - and not just CYC's 

own holdings and behaviours, but also those of its citizens. We all need to engage and general awareness needs to be raised. 

Use the railways instead

Of building more housing estates that still depend on cars to even more contest the city

not everyone can afford carbon neutral products in respects of the built environment, so grants should be available

Council services and schools/settings have information and resources to reduce waste, to promote recycling and reduce carbon 

emissions. Protection and growth of green spaces, tree-planting. 

Food waste

Low carbon and affordable housing

Low levels of vehicle pollution

Traffic management and improved recycling.

That more is recycled,both in terms of household waste generated and unwanted items regimes/repurposed rather than going to landfill. 

ensure that the efforts people make to achieve this goal are not in vain.

For York to be a "clean" looking city...free of rubbish / waste build up, for walls / buildings to be cleaned (jet washed) etc. etc....if you 

look at many european "holiday destinations" that us brits visit...their streets are super clean

Reduce air polution

Working directly with education and research institutions on research and implementation of a green futures strategy. Engage schools, 

Universities, citizenship groups.

Being able to recycle and accessories recycling points easily 

Access to green and clean spaces

That we need bold action in this area as the top priority 

Setting achievable targets that can be exceeded. I don’t believe the 2030 target is realistic

An emphasis on reduced plastic use and waste production.

York to become Carbon Neutral

Reducing the amount of traffic circulating the inner city. Have more green spaces with children's playgrounds included

Awareness of the Environment. Not only for ourselves but for future generations.

A cleaner city is one where there are enough public toilets. Have you walked along Ousegate first thing in the morning and then cut 

along the riverside walk?  The smell is horrible and if we have to have street sleepers, which is debateable, we must provide some 

toilets for them - and the rest of the night time drinkers.

I would like to see people recycle more.

1. That York remains as green as it currently is takes up ways that will make it greener. 

That we need to make sure through the planning process that all new development is zero carbon

That we need a proper Zero Waste Strategy that includes taking action on reduction, re-use and repair as well as improved recycling
Green solutions in new buildings both in terms of using sustainable building materials and enabling low emission heating solutions and 

water recycling. 
Increase and grow Yorkshire's peat bogs and Moors. Plant more trees and integrate nature even better with urban life. Encourage 

general sustainable living (second-hand, antique).

Real action - being brave to take the difficult decisions - long term strategic action

Sustainable planet

Food waste collection
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What is most important to you in achieving this outcome?

Transport policy is obviously relevant, but maybe a focus on the efficiency of the city's recycling system would be a good start

Clean air.

Better navigation of our traffic through the city 

Tree planting. Traffic air and noise pollution reduction. Much more recycling of a wider range of products. 

A greater use of renewable energy in transport such as electric buses.

There is a complete and distinct lack of charging points for electric cars in car parks within the city centre. Refuse bins for the council 

provide for rubbish are far from an adequate size, these are much smaller than the previous bins. I don’t believe that dog waste and 

refuse should be all disposed of in the same vessel for hygiene and recycling reasons.

we need bold action to tackle the climate emergency

Waste reduction.

making the park and rides long stay

Stop claiming to be so green and great and actually do something which places York at the forefront.

Well insulated homes for all. Businesses to be greener.. Electric vehicle infrastructure. ability to travel sustainable about the city and 

from my village. Air quality when in York is a concern.

Recycling.  The council need to ensure households are supported in recycling.  Larger recycling bins need to be given to households to 

take a wider range of items

I support the city's plans for better air quality

The most crucial point. This cannot be in name only - real action and perhaps drastic must be taken. 

The development of better public/community transport to encourage people to use cars less. Also encouraging more walking and 

cycling. Green spaces are also very important and a current asset in the city.

We need an integrated plan for achieving zero carbon by 2030. This will cover every aspect of living in York and will set yearly 

measureable targets which will be reported on annually with action taken to rectify any areas that are falling behind.

As said before, ban cars

Providing incentives (including financial) to people to invest in green technology (eg. solar panels, electric cars, home insulation)

Better buses and bus routes and more frequent park and ride buses. 
Our rubbish disposal and recycling systems need improvement. We should be able to recycle, and reprocess on site so much more 

rubbish.

The three bin recycling system isn't working as it's so often mixed together anyway.
Reducing waste and increasing re-use of resources

Tackling the climate emergency is a priority. All new housing developments etc should be zero carbon, there should be a zero waste 

strategy that also reduces consumption. Provide public recycling bins like the station does, and so many other towns/cities I visit (good 

they take dog waste too now, but why not recycling? Seems yeaqrs behind).

That politicians take action, not just declare an emergency

keep traffic away from the centre

give one free parking permit for each household

Act on the Declaration of Climate Emergency, reducing traffic, pollution, encouraging green behaviour

That we spell out what it takes to become carbon neutral in the next 10 years so that everybody understands. 

What is York's current carbon footprint and what really need to be done to reduce this to 0.

As before look at the Copenhagen model for this.

Provide more green spaces; make green spaces better for wildlife; offer more allotments in more locations.

Ensuring that all the businesses & individuals in York are moving towards carbon neutral 2030 - not just the council. Protect our trees 

and green spaces.
Reduce unnecessary journeys and reduce consumption

Local generation of electricity (rooftop solar panels, for example). Efficient buildings, ground-source heatpumps requirement for new 

buildings. Collect kitchen waste for composting.

less waste, more reuse

Cleaner air, more protected cycle routes, slower speed limits for cars, and ultra low carbon emission zone in the centre, and an 

investment in planting trees for shade and cleaner air, 

Achieving less waste especially plastic.

I’d love to see an improvement in air quality in York. 

Seeing it actually be achieved, i dont see a change in policies that will lead to use being carbon neutral

Fewer cars, more public transport, more trees, more cycle lanes.  Open green spaces
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What is most important to you in achieving this outcome?

Reducing waste, improving air quality

Regreening and maintaining public interest in regreening 

Re-appoint a Sustainability Officer. 

more trees and buildings that can cope with the hot summers that are coming. 

a city and its environs with space to move and clean air to breathe

Have a sustainable and more inclusive recycling system 

Improve recycling facilities. Much better range of things that can be recycled in fortnightly collections. Particularly plastics. 

I want to be able to get through town. NOT EVERYONE IS A PEDESTRIAN. People with mobility issues cannot walk and cannot faff 

around wasting their day's worth of energy/pain tolerance getting a scooter. Provide us or permit us to use alternatives 

Air quality improvements, investment in solar/wind.

Car free York; free public transport that is safe and goes where and when needed; better cycle tracks which are not narrow and shared 

with pedestrians.
The goal of carbon neutrality is great, but 2030 is too late. We need to take drastic action now.
To have confidence that all parties promoting a greener and cleaner city continue to pursue and increase current efforts to set and meet 

achievable eco friendly targets. Encourage and promote greener public transport and look to reverse the often 'disgusting' state of city 

centre streets and footpaths.
As citizens we need information and support to help us do what we can.

Protect and expand green spaces; reduce emissions as much as possible - hopefully carbon neutral before 2030. 

York as a whole city achieving the above target for carbon neutrality.

climate change...learnt that at school...earth gets colder earth gets warmer we had tigers in the hot periods

and glaciers in the cold

Making York robust and fit for the future; able to withstand increased risk of flooding with wetter and wilder weather. City which is able 

to offer citizens refuge from increasingly warmer weather.

Reducing York's "contribution" to global warming and general pollution

Reduce motor traffic, encourage less polluting forms of transport.

Reduction of polluting vehicles

Protect Council owned trees and green spaces 

More walk/cycle paths and more green spaces such as St Nicholas Fields.

Cross-party consensus. And business buy in. Why are we not encouraging the building of passiv haus? Why doesn’t every 

supermarket, warehouse and petrol station have solar panels. Why not design our road systems to prioritise the least polluting modes 

(walking and cycling) first? Why not ban high emission vehicles from the city centre?

We need to know for sure how well w are doing now and how much progress we are making year by year. We also need everyone in 

the city to be able to work together on this.

York won't have a long-term future unless we get serious about tackling environmental problems such as climate change, biodiversity 

loss and many other environmental issues.

Reducing air pollution.

A complete change in how we do things

I feel passionate about it it small is the best way forward and bright living with green areas to sit in and to grow things and become a 

community with in a community  , I drive around in Pickering and both Yorks lots of lovely over 55 complexes  . 



There is nothing at this side of York

Reduce pollution in city 

Get more cars off the roads.

It will improve everyone’s quality of life. 

Please don’t forget to allow for people who have restricted mobility when planning 

Reduce air pollution.

Electric buses, no cars in centre unless residents, reduction in council tax for those not using cars, there are lots of ideas that can be 

discussed. It is just a question on how brave the council wants to be.

We need an integrated bus company with low fares and regular services.

Encourage electric car use 

Protect some of our green spaces. People need these.
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What is most important to you in achieving this outcome?

Air pollution and 5g roll out are extremely worrying for me. Using weedkiller is another

To promote recycling of more materials and ensure they are dealt with correctly 

Keeping green spaces, especially Askham Bog!

Not to waste energy

Declarations are a lot of hot air (pun intended). I'd rather see specific actions.



I think the emphasis on carbon output misses important other areas:

- waste management

- land use

Green buses are great! More of these please. 

Citizens assembly to help the council reach target and scrutinise their decisions 

Reduce cars in York centre

Recycling

That people all across York breathe cleaner air and enjoy nature.

produce a healthy environment

Protecting and enhancing biodiversity.

Reduce car travel.

SENSIBLE traffic calming zones!

Again, more car-free streets

Recycling, Alternatives to plastic, and better support for low-emission activities

Improved recycling.  York's lagging behind council's like East Riding who have a great bin system - no fiddly boxes with nets that get 

blown about/stolen etc

Promote low emission zones within the city and surrounding suburbs.  Don't concentrate on the city centre to the detriment of the 

suburbs!  Electric buses including Park and Ride buses. 

Don't allow development of areas that are either subject to flooding or help prevent flooding.

Reducing car use, increasing recycling and a better waste management service

That litter is collected and disposed of properly. 

That our open spaces are not for the sole use of dog owners.

Going carbon neutral

I live in a village - the local plan is trying to build on green belt

Good recycling service

Clean air. When I've been away for a few days the smell of car exhaust is very noticeable. After a few days I get used to it again and 

don't notice.
More solar panels and wind farms, incentive for people to recycle.

Improving air quality.

cycle

A declaration is not enough, real action is required, NOW.

Becoming fully plastic free and having more green space. 

Clean streets and care by individuals of their properties and not fly tipping/ throwing rubbish out of car windows!

Better doorstep recycling

Understanding the planet is ageing, therefore climate is bound to change with or without human intervention, maybe another ice age is 

on its way.
Managing energy costs/waste. Improve recycling rates and truly recycle, not burn recycled materials. Manage traffic flows in the city 

centre to reduce ‘through’ traffic.

Cleaner air

To re-open Micklegate Bar

Air quality 

Educating everyone on the seriousness of this problem.
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What is most important to you in achieving this outcome?
Create a bus station for the city centre within the centre for electric buses only and ban vehicles from going into the city centre which 

are not electric vehicles including delivery vehicles.

Increase solar panel usage on properties, increase insulation of properties

Fewer traffic jams, smaller buses, no very old buses, electric taxi’s, bike pick up and drop off points to get across city. Make it easy for 

trade vehicles to drop off goods and services.

See above re reducing traffic in the centre

I am finding the relentless approach to these questions wearing!  One would think that there was little need for attention to anything!  If 

all were as rosy as these questions suggest then why do we have the major inequalities in our city that we do and in relation to this 

particular question why do we have the rates of respiratory illhealth and pollution that we do??!!

Reducing carbon emissions from stationary vehicles

More green spaces

Make the recycling system easier and consistent. Convert more brownfields sites to greenfield. stop building so many apartments. 

Keep the suburbs litter-free

Better provision for free disposal of unwanted good.  having to pay to dispose of certain items encourages people to fly tip.

That the measures that are taken are sensible, effective and value for money

Living in a clean environment where all waste is recycled, where traffic lights don't hold vehicles at stop unnecessarily, smart transport 

that works for us all 
There is a more community-wide and city-wide drive towards this. 

Remove the inner ring road.

Improved frequency and earlier first and last busses

Get rid of cars, diesel buses, tour buses. Implement people centred movement and accessibility schemes

Banning open top & other elderly buses who spew out diesel fumes to the detriment of the health of anybody passing.

preserving our green areas and trees-the natural urban environment and green assets such as rare species trees. Planting more trees 

if old specimens are taken down

More green space, stop tourists vandalising the city through rubbish, unruly behavious and lack of respect for the residents

Sustainability is the key, we all must do more.

Still being able to have an normal enjoyable life

Green walls, green roofs, raingarden, pervious pavement

reducing cars in the city centre

keep traffic moving so less emissions from buses

Improve air quality

RECYCLING

Greener living environment (greenspaces, roads dedicated to people not cars etc.

That this is acheived quickly and equitably, with a focus on improving flood resiliance at the same time.

Stop cars/coaches entering city of York for free

Survival of the planet.

Look at your recycling, and stop running bendy buses when empty, use the appropriate size bus according to the time of day.

banning cars in the city centre

First, there is no climate emergency, anyone with a modicum of understanding knows that this planet has gone thru cycles of 

temperature curves and that we are currently on the cusp of the upward swing, 

Second, where is YORK a greener city, the centre is a litter dump, the recycling percentage is low, there are no accounts even to show 

the financial benefit from all this so called recycling

Third, it is impossible to be carbon neutral, everything uses something and that invariably means someone else has incurred the carbon 

usage, unless YCC wants to move back to the stoneage

Improving air quality and reducing usage of landfill 

recycle as much as possible

Having no emissions in the city.

Emissions; refuse reduction, collection and recycling; green spaces and clean riverside

*Air quality.



*Recycling and waste.
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What is most important to you in achieving this outcome?
Improving air quality, reducing dependence on cars which emit huge amounts of greenhouse gas.  Encouraging energy efficiency and 

sustainable energy generation.

Less car congestion and lorries both polluters 

Improve recycling

Reduce traffic into York

Maintain green spaces

That we protect the history of the city maintain green spaces and focus on the residents over tourists

Actually do something not just talk and declarations

More open green space and less buildings!

Providing better transport system

A combined bus and train station to ease congestion and make the use of public transport more coordinated. Review whether 

congestion charging is appropriate to cut emissions. More charging points for electric vehicles and safe storage for bikes

promotion of low carbon transport options - including the bus network

Reduce traffic in the City centre.

Your target of 2030 is not nearly enough.  As an asthmatic I know what damage pollution does to people.  Public transport that links up 

not leaving you waiting for hours.  Cheap cycling for all.  I went to buy a bike but they were too expensive.  

Back to banning the car again from the city centre. Also, improving sustainability standards in all new housing, home insulation 

investment, introducing zero-carbon clauses in all council contracts, etc, etc.

Well cared for attractive green corridors parks and rivers. Reduced traffic noise and pollution in residential areas and city centre 

anything that goes towards this should be applauded. less traffic in town ,better recycling  more green spaces

Consider this policy as a prime objective

Reducing air polution

Guarding the greenery we have particularly against the avaricious activities of property developers. Currently I am particularly worried 

about the future of Queen Elizabeth Barracks in Strensall which the MOD are seriously considering selling. If they do some form of 

action must be taken to protect the magnificent trees inside this camp.

Real urgency in tackling climate change and loss of biodiversity

Less cars, better recycling

Better recycling facilities.

Maintain the public transport services.

Making York carbon neutral by 2030 at the latest

Utilise the sun's 'free' energy more effectively 

Closing off roads and making more cycle paths/ pedestrian areas.

More and better provision for cyclists. Focus on points already mad

Good council cleansing services and adequate bins. Encourage citizens/ tourists to be more tidy

Get rid of council leaf blowers. 

Never seen anything so daft. 

Reduced pollution, cleaner and greener spaces/parks

Stop building on arable land

Less cars. More green space wherever possible. Safer joined-up active travel routes. 

I am angry now! I do want to have a green environment but as an individual pedestrian I feel unable to answer this further

Fewer motor vehicles within the ring road. Cleaner trains. 

see previous answers

Better recycling services, less waste and fewer CO2 emissions from vehicles. Keeping streets clean in our heritage city.

Making York a sustainable home.
Sustainable transport especially to new developments. Compelling new houseing to be sustainable eg solar panels, energy efficient, 

sustainable transport links. Encourage food outlets that promote sustainable food, ie less beef more veg, more organic and definatly 

more local
Stop Greenbelt developments

Better recycling and encouragement to recycle, re-use and re-imagine
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What is most important to you in achieving this outcome?
Car free days

Better recycling

Promote recycling / low emissions

Make new green spaces

To maintain as green & clean as possible.

Plant trees, trees, trees - they are just so important in fighting the war to achieving the above

Traffic

Reducing the congestion

Clean air

Better air quality is vital. As new housing is built it should be more environmentaly friendly & energy efficient which should be 

compulsory. York is increasingly horrible- dirty with litter and vehicle pollution. The centre blighted by stags, hens, drunks and homeless ( as pointed 

out to me by 3 lots of recent visitors). York is potentially a beautiful city to live work and leisure in. Maybe the potential Foss Basin 

entrance will improve Fishergate -Fulford experience of travelling to the centre. Town centre- what is its purpose- I want to shop as I get 

older feeling safe, want to be able to walk home from entertainment in the evening not weaving around the drunks and I want my teen 

to see a night out doesn’t have to involve excess alcohol drinking. 
Modern cycle network. 

Higher quality built environment 

Creating larger green spaces

Everything said so far. All these issues are linked and some of these disaggregated questionnaire issues should be dealt with together. 

The key is to place people (Residents) at the heart of the strategy; at the moment this is treated as secondary to the demands of 

developers. This truism is writ large all over the face of the city. York is becoming less green and more mean by the season.

Reduce vehicle fumes in the city

Carbon neutral is a difficult aom

See comments earlier

Ban vehicles from central York.  Reduce the size of delivery lorries allowed into the city.  

Protect the green belt, provide more public footpaths, establish new nature reserves and reduce cutting of grass in villages and the city 

to enhance pollinators

I fully support declaration fo climate emergency and this needs to be reflected in every policy and planning decision.  Not just to go for 

the acceptable in terms of sustainability but the best. The evidence is that for the community this is a great investment.

I have no idea; whilst China, USA, India etc carry on what chance have Britain got in making a difference.

We must improve the air quality of York both the city as well as its out lying towns and villages that are also impacted by pollution 

because of York
More solar PV and battery storage on buildings 

Improve street cleaning and perform more efficiently 

!

council continues to support park and ride

Not to invest in this area to the disadvantage of others 

more electric vehicles and charging points

Aiming to be carbon neutral

...saving the planet...

iron out traffic bottlenecks so that traffic flows much freer.

Future generations health

Garbage collection, recycling, public spaces

Reduction in carbon production and increase in air quality.

Lower pollution levels

Biggest waste is students and tourists, but as this is now the basis of York's economy, guess not a lot

More money coming into the city
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What should the council do to help achieve this outcome?
Get some realistic advice.

Provide recycling facilities that are adequate for the size of the community. Look to it’s own housekeeping before preaching to others 

(what is your electricity bill I wonder? Your paper and plastic expenditure? Your mayoral cars and taxi bills?)

You need to take the cleanliness of this city seriously. It is filthy.



for example, set a new initiative; if your dog poops and you don't pick it up, then community service of picking up dog poo for a week 

instead of signs threatening fines, that are never imposed nor regulated.



If you litter, community service picking up rubbish for a week.



Cleaner needs to mean that the rivers are not getting filled with the rubbish I see in them every day - bottles, cans and rubbish.  This is 

THE filthiest city I have ever lived in, and I have lived in many across the UK and abroad.



I'm sick and fed up of seeing glass all over the place - I have 2 dogs and it's only a matter of time before they tread on some.

Clearly defined and logical cycle paths, that are using both pedestrian and road area (though use of the latter as little/fewer as possible).

Set aside lane for rewilding. Plant more trees. Allow some grass verges to become havens for wildflowers.
Improve recycling. We have nowhere to compost. The council could coordinate composting schemes or (like many many many other 

councils around the country) collect compostable waste. The council should also improve the plastic and other waste it recycles. We 

rely on Sainsbury's to recycle our yoghurt pots. There is clearly demand for the council to collect our plastic (and other) recycling. The 

five other councils I've lived under for the past 3 years have all collected both a wider range of plastic and household food waste. It's 

shocking that CYC doesn't.
Produce, in partnership with all relevant stakeholders a plan for the city to realistically reduce levels of air pollution.

The council should support and encourage sustainable living in all areas (travel, housing, food etc); where possible, it should support 

the building of sustainable, low-energy housing and provide funding to make older housing stock more energy efficient; it should protect 

the city's existing natural environments and support/invest in efforts to increase the city's biodiversity (e.g. tree planting, sowing 

wildflower meadows); it should take the impact on the environment into consideration when assessing any planning applications; it 

should look at ways to support cleaner energy generation in the city; it should encourage local businesses to become greener; it should 

make necessary adaptations to the climate impacts that we are already feeling (e.g. flooding).

The Climate Change Policy and Scrutiny Committee is a good start, but their 'reach' seems to be limited (e.g. 1.5 Sustainability 

Officers), compared to the scale of issue at hand.



Ensure more engagement and cross-concensus with the local plan (economy and place) would be useful. Appreciate the planners are 

already working on this, but transparency is crucial here.  

See the proposals 

From [...]

make sure you set the standard in all areas

Provide regular up-to-date info to employees and to customers and schools/settings. Promote and support human rights and children's 

rights under the UNCRC in having a safe environment to live in.  Promote rights-based approaches in schools, including Article 29, 

which include the environment as an area that education should be directed to. 
Reward companies for donating unsold food, invest in compost collection for all households. Invest in better (and more reasonably 

priced) public transport.
Build low carbon and affordable housing and reduce vehicle emissions by reducing traffic in the city centre and providing more electric 

charging points etc.
As above.
Introduce kerbside recycling of compost inlet waste/food scraps. Promote recycling points/raise awareness of the less obvious 

recyclable options like crisp packets/toothbrushes/pens etc. Increase the range of products that can be included in current kerbside 

recycling (eg tetrapak, ready meal containers). Promote the use of compostable food/drinks containers to food outlets/takeaways and 

require one off city centre events to use this packaging . 
No plans for new development passed unless zero carbon, and ensure York Central development is low carbon.

A proper Zero Waste Strategy that includes taking action on reduction, re-use and repair as well as improved recycling.

Public recycling bins in the city centre.

enable more materials to be recycled.

Use the ideas and what works evidence from more progressive cities in UK and further afield.

Reduce traffic to the city, committment to maintaining clean buildings as well as clean streets, engage with suppliers for residents to 

"live smartly" i.e. grants for alternative heating solutions different to gas and electric

Reduce car mileage within the inner ring road.

Maintain the James Street recycling facility and ensure not regular emptying of recycling points in the local supermarket car parks 

which are often overflowing.

Create accessible green and clean spaces
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What should the council do to help achieve this outcome?
Transport policy and ensure that York Central and all new development is zero carbon and designed to be walkable whilst retaining and 

expanding green spaces 

Engage all key players in the City

Plant loads of trees and invest in green projects

Most notably the area around Clifford's Tower and St Georges Field should be converted to recreational parks and green spaces

Promoting what we can all do to protect our city. Encouraging low emission transport and less use of cars. 

Stop approving plans for housing on natural green areas if you want York to be a cleaner GREENER place.

That's obvious, but street water tanks hosing down the ginnels and walkways would be a top priority for me.

I would like to see the council encourage more people to recycle more.

1.  The council will need to take radical steps to attempt to mitigate the potential of climate crisis.  I have been motivated by many 

young people who have expressed their disquiet about the inaction of governments regarding climate change. Action has to be taken.  

That we need to make sure through the planning process that all new development is zero carbon

That we need a proper Zero Waste Strategy that includes taking action on reduction, re-use and repair as well as improved recycling

The council should make sure that this is a part of the agreement when new developments are planned and disregard proposals if they 

do not meet such green and sustainable standards.  
There are fairly few trees inside York, mostly concentrated in Rowntree Park and a select few other roads. I would like to see them also 

dispersed throughout the city. Furthermore, the Yorkshire Dales and Moors offer many benefits and should be fully embraced as part of 

living in this particular city, and it is necessary to spend money to regenerate them. In the future they will help maintain air and water 

quality, as well as general health by encouraging exercise. Subsidising solar panels for use on roofs may help, but given that many 

properties in York are rented, there may not be that much incentive for landlords to place them. I think solar parks will marr the natural 

beauty of the Yorkshire landscape. A clever solution to this is necessary. Furthermore I would love to see more green-roofs, water 

barrels, public gardens and more sustainable and biodegradable and natural (wood, metal) materials in public facilities and businesses. 

York is already very good at encouraging sustainable living with its variety in second hand furniture, clothing and antique bookstores. 

Although I do not have any pets, I think there should be a place to let dog poop biodegrade naturally, as scooping it up in plastic is just 

adding an unnecessary problem.

Ban cars from larger area. Re wild areas of green space. Allow wild flowers to flourish around walls. Adopt pollinator friendly policies.

More public transport

Car reduction measures

More trees and natural areas - community led

Incentivise car sharing, cycling and walking

Better recycling facilities

Incentivise waste reduction, especially plastics, from households and business

Give every house food waste bins for inside and outside like many councils across the country do. Free food waste bags, as seen in 

Manchester, would also make this more accessible to poor homes who can't afford to pay for the bags. 

Prioritise investment in effective waste management, and also in educating and encouraging people how to recycle more effectively.

Monitor air pollution. Facilitate switch from fossil fuels to renewable energy. 

to keep up the momentum to encourage to walk and cycle

Much more recycling.

Look at using road surfaces that lower traffic noise. 

Enable electric cars.
Well I'd keep a sharp lookout for tram developments. I mean radical ones. York is not suitable for typical trams...it would spoil the 

cityscape...it would leave little room for service vehicles....it probably wouldnt get the traffic volume... but if manufacturers had freedom 

to reduce the size of trams and tracks and thus cost it would be remarkable but as always we are constrained by whats considered 

"normal" and standard in our world. Shame.
Bye laws to encourage or determine the use of electric transport and charging bays for electric vehicles in car parks.

The council needs to invest better within the actual city centre. There is a lack of electric charging points for electric vehicles, this needs 

to be remedied and make the city centre fit for the future. Too much refuse is thrown on the floor  as there are far from adequate refuse 

bins of an adequate size located within the city. Bins for the disposal of dog poo should not be mixed with recycling or refuse. Recycling 

bins should be located within the city centre to encourage visitors and residents to dispose of the refuse in a more sustainable way. 

we need public recycling bins in the city centre.

Reconsider plastic recycling.

make the park and rides long stay. Any overnight visitor can not use the park and ride, so if they arrove by car they have to bring their 

car into the town centre.

Make it easy to be green and financially costly not to be.

Make it easier and more pleasant not to be in a car.

Ensure all new buildings in the city reaches the highest eco-standards and has renewable energy as a matter of course

Make being green pay
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What should the council do to help achieve this outcome?
help residents with home insulation. ensure at planning all new homes meet the highest levels of insulation and energy efficiency 

possible. Ensure new developments and their occupants have the capacity for sustainable travel and businesses and schools 

implement travel plans to reduce emissions in the city. Encourage solar panels for residents - even in conservation areas - and 

increase electric vehicle charging infrastructure. 
Bigger bins

Be more bold

Pressure big polluters in our city to clean up their act - such as Nestle. They supply many jobs to the city, but we cannot allow this fact 

to stop us from making them accountable to their actions. 



Ensure new businesses opening or moving to the city are held accountable for their carbon emissions and offer preference and 

financial incentives to companies with exemplary sustainable practises.



Invest in cheaper, greener and more reliable public transport - and consider levying a congestion charge in city centre. Continue to 

invest in and encourage city-wide cycling. 



Maintain York's green spaces which not only help to provide clean air, store carbon and provide habitat for wildlife - but are also one of 

York's most attractive features. 



Improve local recycling facilities - York is way behind on this! We need compost recycling urgently, a more comprehensive plastics 

collection and replacement bins offered to residents who have had theirs stolen or broken (use of bad bins results in spilled recycling 

waste littering the streets). A tougher stance on flytipping, littering and irresponsible waste (such as failing to recycle) - issuing 

warnings, fines or even criminal proceeding for repeat offenders. 



Businesses and residents should be encouraged to switch to greener energy providers - perhaps the council could help with providing 

information on how to do this (or even practical help - particular for the elderly, etc). 



The council should lead by example and ensure all council offices run on greener energy, encourage minimal car use, minimise paper 

use and ensure all paper is recycled, etc. 

Make transport more affordable to those on a low income. Currently it can be cheaper for a family to get a taxi than the bus. Schemes 

to incentivise walking and cycling would also be welcome.  Public transport is often unreliable which makes people avoid using it - 

improved reliability is key to encouraging people out of their cars. Green spaces need maintenance so resources need to be prioritised 

for these. 
CoYC will be central to this plan. It needs to provide sufficient staff to make it happen, and train ALL staff in achieving the objectives. It 

also needs to provide sufficient funding to invest in the zero carbon products and services that will be needed to achieve the goal. This 

may mean higher council tax but the council should be bold in promoting this.

Make it easy for people to 'choose green', penalise the opposite choices

Limit taxis and cars during the day 9-8 within city walls or have congestion charges! Think London. We are a small city with way too 

many cars!

One bin, processed on site - would it be cheaper to take it Scarborough for sorting?

Bigger bins in town - if they can't be emptied as often as before then make them bigger or put another bin next to them - can more 

Gobbler solar powered self-compressing bins be installed?

More community gardens, more corporate partnerships encouraging businesses in the city  to play an active part in maintaining it and 

making it a cleaner place.

Work with St Nick's to develop additional ways of delivering low-carbon services.

Invite major environmental organisations and events to York and take their advice on board.

Could we hold events like the Velo conference here - and use it to launch schemes like scooter and bicycle hire in York?

We should look to be attractive for sustainable reasons - heavily deter the stag and hen do's that are consuming our policing and 

highways budgets, and perpetuating the blandness and emptiness of our high streets!  Let us be known for cycling tours, historic walks, 

galleries, monuments, tuc-tuc taxis, not drinking, loutishness, filthy streets and idiots jumping in the rivers!

Establish a proper Zero Waste Strategy that includes taking action on reduction, re-use and repair as well as improved recycling;  

public recycling bins in the city centre.
Bring in regulations about planning for sustainability. Bring in Zero Waste strategy. Provide the necessary infrastructure eg bins, 

recycling, repair cafes
Put its money where its mouth is.

laws that work?

give one free parking permit for each household
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What should the council do to help achieve this outcome?
Reduce traffic in the city centre; encourage cycling and walking - improve cycle routes, making them a priority and traffic free.  

Improve public transport round the city - there are areas (eg Leeman Road area) that have a poor bus service, particularly in the 

evening/post 8pm. 

Improve doorstep recycling - there is limited plastic recycling, tetrapak, etc, meaning people have to travel elsewhere in the city to 

recycle anything that isn't plastic bottles - other areas/countries manage to recycle far more.

Public recycling bins - a couple of years ago, new bins were installed all over York for 'litter' and 'dog waste'!  No facility for recycling at 

all - this seemed such a wasted opportunity.  Recycling should be available throughout the city centre particularly.

Look at use of renewable energy - encourage/reward use of solar etc  Make council run initiatives solar based.

Water fountains to discourage single use plastic water bottles

All new business and residential developments should be designed to be green and clean - solar panels on all buildings, passivhaus, 

grey water collection, etc
Every project document should start with "As we are facing a Climate emergency and York will be carbon neutral by 2030 this project 

will reduce emissions by..." If it can't answer that question then it goes back to the drawing board. 

We need to reduce Car use making zero carbon transport the first option for everybody. Make facilities available locally so the need for 

car trips is reduced. Encourage shops and businesses in local communities. Lead by example and encourage remote working within 

the council either at home or in local community environments. Educate the public about using technology to remote work instead of 

traveling.

Only allow carbon neutral building for any type of building private or public.

Encourage reduce, reuse, recycle. Encourage the start of local repair shops or recycling facilities. State clearly how all rubbish in city 

center bins is recycled to encourage knowledge of recycling.

Add a carbon tax to all visitors. Let them know it will go to make York carbon neutral to offset their travel.



Add trees to our streets and parks and green spaces.  More bins in the city centre.  

See above in 14

All new buildings should be required to be carbon neutral. Adapt all council properties to carbon neutral - providing green jobs for the 

construction sector. Support local eco-businesses. Pressure York businesses and organistions (e.g. Persimmon, U of York, York St 

John's U, Nestle, Church of England, English Heritage, ) to recognise the climate emergency. 

Ensure that all CYC properties have air source heat pumps, solar energy etc to lead the way. 

Ensure clear advice is available to businesses and residents from CYC teams (UK gov website info can be confusing!)

Follow strict criteria about efficiency of new council buildings and affordable housing stock. Find solutions that bring in money in the 

long-term (like solar panels on roofs of council buildings). 

as above

Reduce speed limits in centre, ban diesel taxis and cars, especially in the centre; strongly incentivise electric buses and taxis, and 

encourage electric cars. More protected cycle lanes, more pedestrianised areas. Plant more trees.....especially on walking routes.

Devote funds to a campaign with posters etc about reducing waste.

Plant more trees, continue investing in electric public transport. Invest in segregated cycle lanes. 

Introduce policies that would enable it, especially incentivising ones

Ban high emissions and polutting vehicels.  Discourage car use.  Encourage visitors to visit the city by train.  More buses; better cycle 

lanes; More trees; sensitive and enviromental developments in housing and commercial buildings

Cycling paths - more and secure/safe. Cycle parking - more and secure. Significant upgrade on re-cycling - currently capturing a small 

proportion of recyclable waste. Grants for solar power

Fruit trees planted on public land, free garden waste mass collection service twice a year to encourage good gardens that help wildlife, 

signs by bits of land with interesting natural growing (eg the forest like pieces around parks etc. Where white umbellifers grow every 

year, why not put little identification signs up like at national trust telling people what those wildflowers are? It would be very inspiring to 

see a city that is actively proud of its wildflowers and green spaces like that 

Povide stronger support to One Planet York so that York Council can develop the most effective partnership work possible and not just 

see it's role as being within its own activities

wind farms or river energy? (we're not a sunny city, but we've got plenty of rivers and wind!)

subsidize the buses, and make the park-and-rides free

Have a sustainable and more inclusive recycling system 

Improve recycling and provide compost bins

I stay home when i cannot get through town due to regressive "pedestrians only" CC. I could drive with my BB but even then i cannot 

get to Coppergate, pretty much at all. I am trapped at home. 

Blue Badge biking and e-bike purchase schemes

More buses, more routes, free buses, til midnight

safer wider bike paths.
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What should the council do to help achieve this outcome?

Air quality - Attempts to remind drivers to turn their engine off is of course a good start, and park and ride options are good. Many 

(most) busses are still heavy polluters however, although these of course may do more good then harm in terms of removing more cars 

from the road. 



Air quality in schools and public buildings - more plants should be installed to soak up pollutants (see the NASA clean air study). 

Chemical based air fresheners and the like should be banned.



The train station is dreadfully polluted, grass, or other vegetation should be planted between the tracks to soak some of it up. Install 

extractor type fans in the roof space.



Park and Rides - these are excellent ideas but the traffic can make their appeal wane. I know of people stuck in gridlocked traffic who 

would otherwise have driven in on an alternative route. Rock and a hard place.



More edible gardens and championing locally grown foods (especially plant based). Promote vertical gardens for city dwellers etc.



Promote nature reserves better in schools etc.



It is no secret that the biggest wins in environmental terms come from shunning animal produce. Local farmers should be better 

supported to farm other items and other food produce. 



Retro fit more places with solar panels etc.



Listen to all the campaign groups and communicate the same message, not 'reduce' emissions but go carbon-free as soon as possible.

Help fund renewable energy (solar and wind) and insulation for homes, including not just loft insulation but double glazing and cavity 

insulation. Subsidise the introduction of composting toilets. Build an infra-structure for electric cars.

Closer links and collaboration with the local community. Promote and invest in ways to maintain cleaner, more hygienic streets
Provide support and information. I would like to see a move to outlaw flat management denying residents the right to hang laundry in 

the open air to dry on balconies and in yards. The is the greenest healthiest way of drying clothes, no electricity, less use of white 

goods. 
Make it easier for residents to recycle - the provision in York is woeful compared to other councils. Encourage businesses in York to 

reduce use of single-use plastic. Educate citizens on issues - still not everyone understands the importance of this. 

Ensure that all new council homes meet the former Zero Carbon Homes Standard and use every available means to ensure that private 

developers do likewise.

Shut up
 fountains, shaded areas in the city centre and public areas like parks. Also outdoor swimming (lidos, Swimming lakes, plunge pools). 

Finally, increased tree and meadow planting. Replacing any above ground car parking with green space e.g. behind station by RI 

building with meadow fields and swim lake so visitors can immediately see how wonderful York is to live and visit as they arrive at the 

station.

Penalise diesel cars in the centre of town.

Subsidise solar labelling on public and then private buildings.
Maintain and continue to promote all your recycling, anti-pollution and green initiatives. Increase the range of materials that can be 

collected for recycling 
Filtered permeability will reduce motor traffic in residential areas, reducing pollution near houses and schools, whilst encouraging non-

polluting forms of transport.

Subsidise public transport and market it

Maximise investment in tree planting in the city through the development of a Tree Strategy, working with others to exceed the current 

target of 50,000 new tress in York

Continue to encourage ward initiatives

Lead by example (e.g. does the local plan promote this policy?). Encourage business to take bold steps. Divest investments (and 

pension scheme) from polluting companies. Improve recycling options. Let verges grow wild. Be brave. Be bold!
Make sure we have a clear baseline asap. Support and encourage city wide partnerships to achieve zero carbon. Take action in all 

policy areas.The council needs to explain to citizens why tackling the climate emergency and other environmental issues is so important and then 

get on with taking the measures necessary to tackle an emergency even if these measures require people to make significant changes 

to their lifestyle.
Be bold in banning polluting traffic and creating traffic-free areas.

Review all its policies

Either free up small areas so owners can build something to live in small and eco . Or build a lovely place where people can remain in 

place they have lived all their life .There are 4 council homes in Bishopthorpe/ Copmanthorpe/ caster Appleton all sold off   for the 

elderly and most in there are not from the village ? I feel you think these place do not require  anything as affulent  ?

Regulate bus emissions, I often have to cycle through clouds of thick black exhaust fumes from busses
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Reduce in-town parking spaces. Make park and ride buses cheaper (or free). Increase bicycle and footpath provision and signage. 

Reducing trafffic at rush hour will help buses run more on time.

Better bus network and frequency and reliability of services 

Open up closed railway lines from the suburbs 

Cambridge City Council "gave" a number of electric cars to a local taxi company, according to one cab driver. I suspect it was more 

complicated than that, but why not ask CCC what they did?
An example could be having a small train/cable car to run down the length of the river from Rawcliffe Bar park and ride into the city 

centre. This in itself could be a tourist attraction or use electric boats to transfer people into town. Large coaches parking in the city 

centre, such as that in Gillygate cause problems not only to the quality of the air but also to the structures within york that are often 

damaged by impact.
Start working to this end
More charging points in car parks, also some way of charging cars in terraced streets where residents park at night, this could be 

another common infrastructure initiative where the cables are put in by the council and/or company’s that will install and sell you car 

charging equipment and power, fast chargers require 3 phase supply and this is not easily available to house holders so could be 

classed as another utility 
I am unconvinced that CYC understands the scope and scale of what they voted for. The reality of the climate emergency must inform 

every decision at every level if we are to have any hope of coming close to Carbon Neutral in 10 years. What have you done so far? 

Can we at least see your calculations on key carbon indicators for York? In fact, have you even decided which are the key carbon 

indicators for York?? You've already used up a significant chunk of the limited time self-allocated to this target, and as a citizen I've 

seen nothing concrete yet. Worse, you seem to continually make decisions in direct conflict with your stated commitment.

Protect green spaces. Recycle more items. Stop charging for a second green bin. Make it less profitable for people to sell off parts of 

their gardens to developers. Less new buildings by the river.

Be 5g free until it is proven safe. We can live without faster internet. Free and frequent buses and don't use weedkiller

Recycle more plastics. Higher fines for fly tipping. Ensure recycling products are not dumped in other countries. Encourage compost 

making in our properties 
Consider every application for building most carefully

CO is always around us. even humans breathing cause the problem.  Neutralising it efficiently, is the way forward.  We are already 

controlling emissions but have lost our way in neutralisation.  We have become too focused on the car and not the whole picture.

Ban petrol and diesel vehicles from the city.

Waste disposal is a source of frustration. There should be an urban composting scheme, like they have in Oxford, Edinburgh, and 

some London boroughs. This is generally more efficient than having everyone use a personal composter in their garden.



I don't know what the council can legally do to restrict the types of plastics sold in York, but working with local businesses to reduce  

plastics or at least non-recyclable containers would be helpful.



Methods for composting dog poo would be helpful.



There needs to be more wild spaces. Some of the strays/parks need larger areas that are left unmowed. This will help with reduce 

flooding.



Planting more trees helps carbon capture and can reduce flooding. In some places, planting fruit trees (cherries, apples/pears) that the 

public are allowed to pick also improves the quality of life. 



Make residents more aware of the parks and greenspaces, perhaps with volunteer clean ups.



Use the pavements  and parking lots use paving stones with holes that allow grass to grow ("grass block pavestones"?). They look 

nicer and and better for the environment.

Better recycling strategy. Not just throw everything in the same place once quota is met. 
Green space, carbon sinks, community composting, trees, hedges, orchards, living walls and living roofs. Pedestrianise city centre. 

Free public transport. 



Use our educational establishments to help teach residents about climate change mitigation 
Improve train and bus access to central York
Encourage this and have a more flexible/cost effective approach to collection of unwanted items. Promote Freecycling days 

(communities have their own but CYC could arrange a quarterly day to promote people to do so.

The decision to remove funding for community skips once a quarter has caused an increase in flytipping in our area when before it was 

a much utlised service. If you restored this service and coordinated the skips better, if a skip is not totally filled you could move it to 

another area to maximise it getting filled.
Plant as much as possible, native tress ,wildflowers, mow verges and things less, or manage them differently, create more ULEV zones 

or congestion charges for civil traffic excluding deliveries for businesses etc, or disabled taxi services.

make bye laws that are enforceable

Supporting no net loss of biodiversity through development.  More resources for council owned land management rather than passing it 

off to the community.
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Car free days in the city centre. Better signposting and labelling of cycle network. Secure cycle lockers (like Fishergate) all over the city.

Se last answer and don’t just go for what seems right by a hand full of people!

York has a history of trying to do the right things but then change them when they don’t work, wasting money doing so!

Implement more recycling bins, centres and schemes - food waste bins, more differentiated recycling, city-centre water fountains and 

more recycling bins in city centre

Supply proper wheelie bins for all recycling. 

More electric charging points for vehicles. Enforcement of no idling legislation - buses are still sat at stops with the engine running!!  

The Council should lead by example and get rid of all the old diesel works vans etc and replace with electric vehicles!

Don't grant planning permission in areas subject to flooding or that help prevent flooding.  

LED street lighting.

Clean up the city's streets they are beginning to look grubby and unwelcoming.  Too much litter.

congestion charge for the city

Get the bin collection staff to clear up after bins are spilt or pick up any additional rubbish as they go around the city.

Extend the recycling collections and collet food waste.

Invest more in our open spaces.

Encourage electric vehicle charging, encourage cycling and walking

not build on fields when the roads, school and sewerage are already at capacity.  Support the parish councils as they know the areas 

when they suggest the extended garden village is the best way forward

The recycling of plastic in York is poor. The roadside collection takes a very small amount of the plastic which is recyclable. 

Support electric vehicles with charging points all over the city.

Give people small amounts of cash to people for recycling,, would give the homeless something to do and a bit extra cash also keeps 

the streets cleaner.
- Cut cars in the city centre and major routes during rush hours.

- Create more bus lanes so buses don't end up sitting in traffic.

- Pressure First Buses to cut bus fares to make the bus more affordable (£1.90 to go a single mile is a joke). 

- Encourage drivers to shut off their engines when sitting in queues.

- Make life easier for pedestrians by reducing the wait times at big junctions. (Blossom Street takes FOREVER to cross, and when it is 

pedestrians' turn, they get about 10 seconds to move...)

- More, wider, and more clearly marked cycle lanes.

- More bicycle parking in the city centre.

- wider pavements in the city centre

- divert traffic to a one-way system through the city to keep it moving.

- Close streets to cars more often, especially weekends. 

- Stop rinsing the public for residents parking schemes. If you want to reduce car use, why charge people to leave their cars at home 

between 9-5? 

ban cars from the town centre

All properties should have solar panels by 2025 to ensure that York can generate all energy locally, with electric vehicles for all 

businesses
Provide more green space (I know we have a fair amount already) , provide education to the community on how to 'be more green', run 

community workshops that focus on being environmentally friendly. Possibly have more community gardens and gardening groups. (an 

example being Leeds in bloom and surrounding villages having their own 'in bloom' group) 



BAN ALL PLASTIC BAGS AND BOTTLES IN THE CITY CENTER. IT IS POSSIBLE, AMERICA (of all places) HAS DONE IT, WE 

CAN TOO. 
Better education in both primary and secondary schools about littering and flytipping (I think the message has finally got through about 

dog waste!) - pester power! More help for the elderly with their properties.

Review and expand recycling opportunities

only have electric buses

Educate themselves instead of listening to scaremongering

Develop more specific plans on recycling, even if it costs more money, but saves on the environment. Collect food waste for anaerobic 

digestion. Truly tackle traffic congestion, introduce a toll system if necessary.

Get rid of the ridiculously old busses! Also the ghost bus is gives me an asthma attack every time I follow it! Stop bullying taxis and 

then ignore the real pollution producers 

Open it! I’m adding to the congestion by driving from Priory St to Acomb as I now have to queue past the station. 

Perhaps another hospital bus

Be open and honest on all aspects of what the council does to help, e.g. what does really happen with re-cycling that is collected.
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Create a larger pedestrian zone, Ban all vehicles that are not electric. Create a transport hub out of town for goods which can then be 

transported in on electric vehicles e.g. old milk floats.

Provide free insulation of roofing, discount on new double glazing and discounts on solar panels

Review traffic light system, junctions are more fluid when traffic lights are not working. Ban old , large buses, have incentives for electric 

taxi’s.
Remove all speed bumps to increase traffic speed to its most efficient speed of 58mph.  Dual the Northern ring road.

Encourage all new developments to provide green spces

Better street cleaning and litter picking in suburbs. enlisting volunteers to help in thei s if there'sno money

Remove fees from the recycling centre.

Ensure that the focus is on practical and effective solutions and not statement follies

Improving waste recycling, a complete fleet of electric buses, closing Coppergate, better road management 

Improve recycling collections - wider range of things recycled, and food and gardening waste collections for everyone. 

Improved cycle routes across the city and reduced use of roads by vehicles inside the city walls. 

Remove the inner ring road.

Sponsor the above

Stop supporting development proposals that include car parking, multi-story car parks etc.

As above, ban old tour buses.

create pedestrian plazas with more green areas for healthy air

recycling points in the city centre to drop off materials
refuse more pub licences.  Stop building so many houses.  We need jobs not houses.  Protect green field sites.  Justice was done with 

Askham Bog but cannot believe that building houses near to it was even proposed again.  Site of an old park and ride at Asham Bar 

has been left for a number of years now and has rats running around.  Don't build houses make it park or play area with seats etc.  Its 

better than what it isPunish litter louts and fly tippers, to keep the city tidy.

CYC needs to look into providing more diverse recycling options (e.g. not all plastics can be recycled at the moment!). If not possible to 

offer as part of the doorstep collection, at least provide more options at the recycling centres. Could council open more recycling 

facilities?

How are the council offices heated etc., it would be great if the energy needed came from sustainable sources.

Look into providing more and more services online, thus reducing the amount of paper based correspondence required.
Don't make York a Museum   It must be a living and working City

local city plan for a much greener city

reduce the parking spaces in town

 look at the trafic lights .can they work more efficiently maybe plant more trees in new build estates .

organise litter picks and prosecute people who drop ;litter

Restrict vehicle entry to city centre

Please, please, please, please, please broaden what you collect, make it easier to recycle at the kerb (less complicated), and if you are 

going to make us travel to recycle certain things, please start putting all of the bins together so that we're not having to drive around 

different sites (which doesn't help with fossil fuels etc.). Also please can we have some more tetra pak bins - they're always overflowing.

close street sot cars, make roads into parks 
Require all new developments to outline how they will be carbon neutral both in use and construction. Support plans for a community 

energy co-op providing clean energy. Retrofit all council housing to be carbon neutral, and help retrofit all private housing. Create as 

much green space as possible in York, plant more street trees and replace paving with more absorbent materials such as grass where 

possible. Use all of this as an opportunity to provide well-paying jobs with good conditions and require private business to contribute by 

refitting premises and providing resources.
Low emission zones; Congestion charge in City Centre for cars; stop parking spaces in central York for business and encourage public 

transport. Invest in safe cycle lanes. Enforce 20 mph

More parks and allotments in place of the continued housing build.  Help with household costs when upgrading heating and insulation; 

maybe reduce commercial rates in return for roof-top solar panels.

Expand household green waste collection - the wheelie contents are very restrictive, and more plastics could be dealt with.

More recycling and stop the use of large buses through York when not needed, they slow the traffic up and cause queuing of traffic.

banning cars in the city centre
Given the fact that YCC spend a lot of their time talking about what to, this leaves little time to do it, so why not spend more time doing 

and less time thinking, how do they plan to be CN by 2030 when everything uses carbon, all electric vehicles, carbon to build, nothing 

adds up
Restrict motor vehicle access through charging and road closures. Provide better household recycling collections. Ban large diesel 

vehicles from urban areas 

recycle far more plastics etc
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Clean air zones, road side emissions monitoring and on the spot fines for violators. Work on street charging infrastructure and require 

new build housing to provide EV charging.

Maintain services and inform residents of the cost of services and of irresponsible behaviour.

*Implement the clean air zone in the city centre ASAP. 

 This has been delayed for far too long!  Consider whether the zone can be extended to apply to the Yorkboats on the Ouse.



*Expand kerbside recycling to cover more materials e.g. silver foil, tetrapak cartons (I know there are banks at HWRC and some 

supermarkets, but how many people go to that effort?), more hard plastics and possibly food waste?



*Ensure that all new council car parks are designed for-but-not-with full electric charging capability so that additional charging points 

can easily and cost-effectively be installed as electric vehicles become more common.  This includes St George's Field and the mooted 

Union Terrace replacement as part of the Bootham Hospital masterplan.

Encourage walking and cycling, offer help to improve energy efficiency of homes.  Perhaps set an example by making council buildings 

greener.   Why isn't more done to encourage developers to make developments green?   For example, I own a flat in a large block with 

huge amounts of roof space.  Why wasn't the developer encouraged to install solar panels?

Recycle more plastics

Reduce quantity of car parks in York. Increase parking charges except for blue badge holders. Improve cycle routes. Increase 

pedestrianised zone. Clearly marked, blind friendly, slow cycle route through the centre of York. 

Plant a tree in Coppergate, plant trees everywhere, preserve our green spaces - don't over build on the tear drop.

Stop overlooking brown field to build on  in favour of green fields or expanding small villages into large towns that cannot cope with 

demand on services
Actions

Stop trying to cover all the space in and around the city in housing and businesses!

Improve public transport and cut down traffic in the centre of York 

Keep developing clean air initiatives, for the sake of both the people and our heritage buildings.

Be more assertive about policies to restrict traffic

See above

have a credible upgrade system for buses to all go electric and install a credible (rather than the current token gesture) number of car 

charge points
More car parks on the outskirts,

Park and ride from Monks Cross to the hospital.  Park and ride for family needs to be cheaper.  Luggage storage on buses so people 

could use the bus with the train service.

See response to Q.14

Cut litter by promoting recycling and reusable cups bottles etc Maintain parks better maybe getting  commercial sponsors deal with 

traffic including serious promotion of park and ride walking and cycling. Double the itravelyork team!

I think the council do well in most of these areas

Carry out detail research in the variety of conditions which work against aiding this aim

Encourage First Bus to clean up their act, especially driving down Gillygate, and engine idling.

Be aware of the danger and seriously consider planting more trees. Additionally they might consider putting more areas of the City 

Centre out-of-bounds to motorised traffic and only allow large delivery vans entry to the City centre between 2359hrs and 0600hrs.

Have it top of the agenda at all times

Enable recycling of a wider range of plastics

The council needs to improve kerbside recycling drastically. We should be able to recycle tetrapaks, foil, margarine tubs, food waste, 

etc. at our kerbsides.
Actually outline how they plan to make York carbon neutral by 2030 and start working on it ASAP. Help educate everyone on how to 

reduce their carbon footprint and how they can make their homes greener

Subsidise household solar energy installation

Lobby Central Government to subsidise household solar energy installation

Bins in the city centre emptied regularly. They’re often full so litter is blowing around the centre. 

Closing off roads and making more cycle paths/ pedestrian areas.

Refer to points already made

Ensure the budget for cleansing services maintained 

See above. 

I would like to see all new builds, houses, hotels, etc have solar panels fitted as standard
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Electric buses, better traffic flow by timing traffic lights properly, removing the double pedestrian green light at Lord Mayors 

Walk/Gillygate that is reducing traffic flow.

Stop the developers, only give permission to build on brownfield sites

Build segregated walking and cycling routes at the expense of motor vehicles. 

Provide more pathways and cycle tracks 

Do everything they can to reduce car use and not give in to the inevitable complaints. 

Increase the range of doorstep recycling collections if possible and as already mentioned in an earlier response, reduce the emissions 

from buses and cars perhaps by improving cycle lanes and providing more incentives to cycle / better cycle parking availability.  There 

need to be more waste bins and  on the spot fines for litter louts!

Support and democratise access to allotments.

Broaden kerb side recycling, it’s much more restricted in York than other smaller places such as Stamford Bridge. Recycling 

opportunities should be the same nationally rather than varying so much.

Provide incentives and compulsion in planning as above. 

Stop permitting green agricultural land being used for large housing developments

Develop home recycling with more bins..  for food waste and other kinds of materials

Current recycling is not good, especially plastics.

Provide recycling facilities to all, recycle more materials, eg plastics are just bottles currently.

Create a low emission zone for cars in the city centre, free parking for electric only cars.

Enhance public green spaces for new developments

Cheaper car parking on the outskirts to keep cars out of the centre.

Turning words in to reality.  So far I am not seeing any sign of this

See previous comment on tourist buses

Investigate the phasing of traffic lights and filter arrows. it is these that cause most of the problems.  Have CCTV on yellow boxes and 

prosecute contraventions.

Increase and encourage low polluting vehicles 

Encourage more environmentaly friendly businesses to the city. 

As stated previously- reduce motor vehicles, restrict licensing somewhat, encourage alternatives to open and succeed- likes of Costa 

on an evening, places for teens to meet within their local communities. I’m not sure how you shift culture of alcohol.....

Stop tinkering. Be bolder. Everyone will support if you just go for it. Allow people to cycle/walk- they want to but council policies put 

them off. You must be bolder on car use. Stop building for cars at St George’s field...put  it all into cycling/walking/green space. All of it! 

Stop building and let nature take its course

Adopt an unapologetic green agenda. Care for public spaces and civic amenities is at an all time low and things look increasingly 

desolated. Spend more on creating meaningful, practical job vacancies and lesson consultative planning jobs. Parks and gardens, 

footpaths and walkways need work, attention, not constant re-planning. Value what we’ve got.
Prosecute those who fail to stop goods vehicle engines.  Reduce the delivery hours in the city centre. Enforce access and blue badge 

regulation
Difficult to know.

Congestion charge and close through roads to stop traffic using residential streets as cut throughs.  

As above

See above

Challenge mediocrity in planning at all levels of sustainability.  Unless any development can show it is a positive benefit on all the 

climate and environmental crises issues then it should be rejected and/or reworked. 

Stop busses travelling through the centre of York, ie Stanford Bridge - Poppleton, Haxby - Acomb etc, these busses should drop off and 

turn around before the city centre is reached.

Improved integrated public transport operating longer hours 

Install solar PV and battery storage on all council owned properties and give funding to private owners if they want it

Provide more waste bins and empty more regularly. Similarly for residential bin collections

!.

very little

Enough is enough 

ore charging points for cars and more electronic buses
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Reduce emiissions by providing electric buses

Better reuse/recycle services. Energetic campaign to educate consumers and promote green initiatives...

Parts of the city need radical change and maybe small parts of the historic city have to be sacrificed.

Long term goals

RECYCLING!!! Recycling in this city is pityful. Look at Bristol and what they've done to improve the recycling system in the lat 20 years. 

Review the use of its own assets - buildings, council housing, vehicles to minimise carbon footprint. 

Traffic management 

Ban the above

Increase waste collectoin
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Promote more responsible thinking, recycle more (shame the council does little to support this) and be realistic 

I already call people out when I see them throwing rubbish or not picking up their dog muck and usually get a barrage of abuse.

I drive a diesel car with a smaller engine and only visit the city centre on a bus. I try to travel out of peak hours to reduce 

congestion/idling and plan journeys to make most use of time and resources.

Rewild parts of my garden

Reduce my waste and push the Council to do better.

Work in partnership with others to raise awareness of the issues and help develop solutions.

Both as an individual and as a member of environmental groups in the city, I can continue to inform people about the climate crisis and 

campaign for the changes we need to meet the 2030 zero carbon goal.

Continue to champion these issues

Provide an area for 2000 houses that are built from Xella affordable house system low energy and buillt next to the railway station at 

Strensall which can ferry both shoppers and commuters right to the centre of York with nothing more to do than build a railway stop

consider the desired outcomes when making decisions, sustainability creates good healthy environments.

Behave responsibly and aim to reduce own personal impact on the environment. Promote environmentally-friendly strategies in our 

team and across services/schools/settings. Promote the UNCRC and Article 29 in schools. 

Continue to look for ways to live more sustainably.

NYFRS could provide electric vehicle charging points at its 3 fire stations

Promote non car based travel and recycling. Reduce use of plastics and promote environmental awareness.

Establish drop off points in school for less obvious recyclables like crisp packets/pens/toothbrushes and establish a link with st nicks to 

get them collected for recycling. 

Insulate my home to Passivhaus standard, and help / encourage others to do the same as part of York Community energy.

I recycle as much as I can.

I cycle as much as I can.

There's lots more I can do and will commit to keep trying. 

No comment 

We recycle regularly 

Align institutional strategy with the City strategy

I manage a gardening project however the funding has not been renewed this means we will have to find more funding.

Think about what I am doing. Use my car less.

Well, I'm going to keep complaining to the Council!

To work together to help people recycle more.

1.  Discussing with and informing other people

2. I have made a couple of suggestions in the transport section of this consultation 

Advocate and attend planning permission hearings.

I buy second hand furniture, and try to buy as little plastic as possible by going to the market to buy foods whenever I can and bringing 

my own containers. Thankfully supermarkets have started allowing this too.

Support it. Reduce car use. Plant more pollinator attracting plants. Increase recycling 

Reduce own plastic use. Take my own containers shopping e.g. Tupperware to butchers instead of expecting plastic.

Cycle more

Reduce food waste by only buying food when we need it 

Happy to volunteer with this if practical

Walk, use public transport, and switch  from fossil fuel domestic heating to renewable energy

I do walk and cycle as much as I can

Recycle as much as possible.

Use compost heap.

Use wormery to process kitchen waste into compost. 

Keep working on allotment.

Make a pond.

Change to electric car as soon as this is feasible.

Aim to purchase an electric vehicle to further reduce my use of fossil fuels.
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 Volunteer groups offering to assist with the tidying of the city could be formulated. Groups from different wards could be encouraged 

with rewards in the form of gift vouchers that could be spent within the city centre at York specific Shops (Betty’s for example) 

recycle

Compost organic waste. Avoid buying food packed in plastic containers.

n/a

Would insulate our Victorian home more if funding available to help and would install sol;ar panels if they were affordable. Already use 

wood generated form our property through pruning etc to heat home rather than use fossil fuel when appropriate.

Recycle more

Support environmental groups/charities.

My area is frequently littered with refuse (much of it recyclable) - I would be happy to be part of . community clean up effort if one were 

to be organised.



I already try to use my car minimally and will continue to cycle as much as possible. I get my energy from Bulb, minimise use of single 

use plastics and I take pains to recycle as fastidiously as I can. I can of course improve. 



Businesses such as Bishy Weigh & Aligator, and community groups like St Nicks Fields are doing good work to help ensure difficult-to-

recycle items in York are recycled - however the council should provide these services. 

Walk more and use public transport more to commute to work. Volunteer to help with maintenance of green spaces and encourage 

others in the community to do so. 

Promote the advantages of a zero carbon city and take action to reduce my carbon footprint.

Add a wind turbine to my domestic solar panels?  Buy an electric car.

If park and ride and bus routes where reliable then I would use it 

I would be happy to pay and extra 1% green tax if it were ringfenced for well-planned, key Climate Emergency projects that will reduce 

pollution, create more green energy in the city and make it a more accessible environment for all ages and abilities.

Buy second-hand

Reuse, repair, recycle more.

Support green politicians, of whatever party.

nag the council?

give one free parking permit for each household

Practice what I preach.

Make the best use of the pathetic recycling offered by York. Reduce my packaging. 

Not sure.

I already have an allotment and garden and I already implement some of the things I'm recommending. Community groups are useful 

in helping people to engage with this activity and support them when they are learning how to grow food for themselves.

Install solar panels, ground source heat pumps, plant trees. Defend local green space

Continue my move to being as green as possible

as above

Walk more, cycle more, use park and ride, use buses,.

Reduce the amount coming into the house which will ultimately need disposal.

Use public transport/cycle where possible. 

Use public transport, cycle lanes and push for more change

Plant things without asking as long as they have non invasive roots and are native species. 

[…] Leadership Group of One Planet York ... working closely with […]. Please explore any further scope through […] and One Planet 

York will be very keen to work with you on this.

I already walk for local journeys, and use buses where possible for longer local journeys

Reduce carbon footprint 
Willing to pay Congestion Charge

Willing to have less options to drive but this MUST be replaced by unlimited bike travel. If a scooter can go there, a bike should be able 

to.
Reduce my own carbon footprint even more and join with others to make government tell the truth and act now, in response to citizens' 

assemblies on climate chaos.
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A Greener and Cleaner City

What could you (as an individual, part of a community or an organisation) do to help achieve this outcome?
I switched to Bulb (100% carbon neutral energy) and am saving up for double glazing. Solar panels/wind turbine remains beyond my 

reach, however.
Involvement in local discussions and possible working groups.

speak up

Make changes to my lifestyle and, within the constraints imposed by my financial situation and the expertise of my builder, my home to 

minimise my carbon footprint.

stop farting

Communicate with the council like this, explain to everyone about climate breakdown and need to change the way we live and play now.

Use car less. Recycle as much as possible. Minimise use of materials that go to land fill / incineration

Use car even less than now

Work with local community groups I am a member of to improve green spaces in York

Lobby councillors, support green initiatives

Grow more wildlife friendly plants. Investigate solar panels. Start a collective green waste system with local allotments (as not collect by 

council)?
Develop a street level group for 'Action on Zero Carbon'.

Explain to people what the problems are, why we need to take action and the benefits of taking stronger measures for individuals as 

well as for society and the planet.

Do my day job

better planning for the 3 rd age now

We already minimize our car use in town, and preferentially either ride bikes or walk. Sometimes take the bus.

Advise and campaign 

I could find out, and let you know! 

I already shop locally, ban single use plastic in my home and try to live as environmentally friendly as possible. I would be willing to join 

with the council on a voluntary basis to represent residents and help to generate and implement new ideas.

Not sure that I could do anything as I am 79 years old.

I would pay for it to be installed next to my house, 

Yes I know...stand for election... I do what I can and am involved personally and professionally with carbon reduction and environmental 

initiatives.
Try to recycle. 

Use buses instead of car or walk. Keep asking questions about 5g, my questions so far have not been answered

Start my own compost making. 

Protest against encroachment on green spaces

Make my point

?

I will be proposing a meat free day per week for all council run food services (hospitals and schools etc) as inspired by New York City. 

This can massively cut carbon contribution of the city. 

Use buses to access central York
Promote CYC's initiative. Also, not all local communities have the opportunity for a collection/storage point for unwanted items. 

Community skip days were taken away which decision residents have hated. We would love to reintroduce them and have less 

flytipping which is much more costly to tackle.
Continue using low carbon transport options, walk more and get a bike.

obey them

I don't drive, and I encourage friends to cycle as much as possible.

Have an input at council meeting when I can get to them.

Not drive in town

continue to collect litter in my street.

Compost garden waste. 

Grow own fruit and veg. 

Eat a plant based diet. 

Cycle instead of driving.

walk and cycle more
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What could you (as an individual, part of a community or an organisation) do to help achieve this outcome?
written above to planning

The garden village would also promote better transport as it would make cycling to the Uni possible with the new a64 junction

Pick up rubbish, recycle at home get solar panels but I cant afford them 

Continue to not use my car.

cycle

no idea

Remove as much plastic from my purchases as possible, refuse plastic bags, compost, plant more flowers and plants. 

I’m already a member of goodgym and Friends of Leeman Park but could litter pick more in my area (I’m already a volunteer litter 

picker.
Continue to recycle according to system required

Maximise recycling, minimise vehicle use.

Keep pointing this out

Not a lot as I need my car due to being unable to walk more than 10 feet. 

Already re-cycle as much as possible, use car as little as possible.

Look into buying electric vehicle, look into solar panels

Walk and cycle more if we had footpath

Drive faster

Litter-pick

Ensure my neighbourhood is free from litter.

I recycle as much as I can but supermarkets just don't help, their packaging is terrible. My house is efficient and warm.

Continue to use cycle routes. 

Encourage others to move towards more carbon-friendly methods of transport and recycling. 

Tell you you are woefully out of tune with what people want and need, what the climate requires...

Use public transport when possible

Continue to challenge the council and ask the awkward questions.

Nothing

promote better recycling and be aware of sustainable shopping and travel miles of purchases

Drive a car less.  Be aware of the surroundings and respect them

Recycle, reuse, compost, grow my own, use public transport where possible.

Lobby Councillors not to destroy York with restrictions

buy less products, buy more local, organic food



continue to pick litter locally 

Promote park and ride
Personally, I recycle nearly everything and have my own compost bin. I have a teeny tiny general waste bin and rarely stack up enough 

for a small bin liner every two weeks. I have two boxes in my kitchen - one for kerb recycling and one for 'other' recycling. I take the 

'other' to Sainsbury's, Monks Cross, but they don't do Tetra Paks so I have to take those to Hazel Court (being dairy intolerant I have to 

have tetra paks in order to buy milk)
cycle more
Continue to reduce my energy usage and not drive. Volunteer to help with things like tree-planting. Work with my fellow tennants to 

persuading the building management company to refit the building I live in to be carbon neutral and convert some of the car park to 

garden. 
Use public transport and bike

Be greener as a long-term policy

Use a bus if I could get one.

not drive in the city centre

Nothing as YCC plans typically make little if any sense

Recycle 

continue to recycle and use fewer resources
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What could you (as an individual, part of a community or an organisation) do to help achieve this outcome?

Buy an electric vehicle, and move house to somewhere where I could charge one.

Not sure. I supported St Nick's charity for a while.

Improve my own energy efficiency and recycling.

I already have a wildlife garden

Vote for parties that support actions not words

Carry on cycling into york 

Walk, use public transport, value our green spaces

I am already changing to more environmentally friendly vehicles

switch to an electric vehicle from my current hybrid as soon as there is a viable local support/charge infrastructure available

I am walking more thereby reducing my carbon footprint.  The bus forum has interesting ideas you need to take on board.

Stop using fossil fuel as much as possible. Walk and cycle in York. Join the Extinction Rebellion.

Volunteer in my area

take more responsibility 

Not much, I cycle a lot and have a Hybrid car.

Vigilance. I would also be prepared to assist in any plan to make York a greener city.

 As of now keep our use of the car to an absolute minimum.

Spreading the word

I recycle everything I can. This means I have to walk 3 miles to recycle my tetrapaks; 1 mile to recycle fabrics, foil and household 

cables; and get the bus to John Lewis to recycle makeup packaging.

Pay more council tax

Don't know.

ditto!

Pick up litter wherever i see it and walk it to the nearest bin, which i already do

Not sure. 

Promote active travel, teach children to cycle, not use my car unless absolutely necessary. 

Nothing

Please see my answer to question 14

Ask idling vehicles to switch off. Encourage work colleagues to cycle to work. 

Recycle more / reduce waste to landfill. 

Grow plants and trees in a sustainable manner.

Cycle to work, eat sustainable food, promote green issues. 

Campaign to protect our greenbelt and not voting Tory, Lib-Dem or Labour

Do more recycling, re-using and sharing 

Support above

Try not to take care into city centre.

Already trying by completing this form (and not chopping down trees)

Use my car as little as possible

Car share and use cost effective public transport.

Next car a hybrid 

Do my bit to recycle & not waste fully with utilities. Recycle clothing etc by donating them when no longer needed to charity. 

I walk and cycle

I don’t drink excessively and vomit in streets

I collect my teen and generally know where she is (don’t approve but try to keep her safe and not s cost to NHS)

Reduce consumption 

I do this stuff all the time against a rising tide of abuse, litter, pollution and neglect. When I visit other UK small cities and large town, I 

am ashamed.
Nothing
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What could you (as an individual, part of a community or an organisation) do to help achieve this outcome?

 Complain when this is not done.  The public must develop a clean city centre ethos.  Both in terms of litter and pollution

As above

Most individuals are ready for and see the benefit of these types of changes. Is the council up to taking the decisions necessary to 

enable and facilitate the wishes of the citizens?

Use less motorised transport.

Help formulate plans

Don’t know 

Recycle more effectively

?

very little

Support initiatives that focus on green belt

no idea

So much..everyday consumer choice..support local and global initiatives to combat climate change. Stop flying ..

Continue to use solar panels

walk and cycle more

RECYCLE!!! :)

Walk more 

None
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What is most important to you in achieving this outcome?
Having housing in the City centre, so that access to bus and rail is easier. Removing the stag and hen party culture and the impact of 

race meeting on residents.

I think creating affordable housing needs to be the first priority - the housing in York is ridiculously expensive; to rent and to buy 

Affordable homes - to rent and buy - that are of a more realistic size (shoeboxes on two floors...that then need expanding/adding to 

because there is a lack of affordability to move!). More social housing - houses with gardens.

Technological advances between GP/Dentist and hospital to speed referrals - but only if the infrastructure is there and is realistic in 

meeting the demands of the community!

More real affordable homes for people living in York or wanting to move here

That development sites don't infringe on green spaces or cause environmental harm

we need to provide more affordable housing and ENSURE that affordable housing commitments in new housing developments are 

honoured.
More houses to be built than the council is proposing. These should flexible and affordable to meet the varying needs of residents and 

with mixed tenure options included. Also world class infrastructure can mean many things so the city should define what it wants. 

However, and as a starter, ALL the city should have high quality mobile and fast broadband access. The city's rail station requires 

significant investment to ready itself for the arrival of HS2 and Northern Powerhouse rail services. 

Providing sustainable, good quality and sustainable housing for all.
Affordability is key here, especially with York's house prices already being above national average. 



Design is also crucial, with many large scale housing developments failing on this aspect. This not only relates to aestehtic, but actual 

quality of the build relating to noise, thermal insultation, connectivity). 



There needs to be a variety of housing stock, such as family size flats; disabled friendly flats and houses; instead of a focus on one and 

two bed flats. 
Look at what is new

Even Barrett and Taylor Wimpey the two largest house builders in the UK are about to start using this

infrastructure goes beyond tarmac and play areas, it encompasses health welfare, how do we get a doctor or dental appointment or 

even hospital if we keep expanding.

Improve access to good quality housing for those living in poverty. Improve accessible housing for disabled people. Improve access to 

information through digital technology. 

Student rent and living conditions

a range of affordable housing with good affordable connectivity across the city

Increased supply of more affordable housing.

A absolute priority in on providing good quality homes for people on low to modest incomes. More high quality social housing and 

houses that meet the needs of local people.

No comment

Creating homes.

Affordability should be built into developments. 

Concern about the changing face of York and Heworth in particular. Too many hotels, flats.

Housing policy and infrastructure has to have a basis within the aim to achieve zero carbon development as early as possible 

Raising the issue about the lack of housing. The majority of the YORK population don’t understand this issue

Accessible housing choices for disabled residents.

1. Get rid of the damp (too many York houses have damp)

2. Rent controls

I have no suggestions

Affordable high quality housing both to rent and buy.

You've mixed up two questions here. Affordable homes aren't going to be built by developers unless they see adequate profits.  I think 

you need a not-for-profit housing association that builds and converts properties that could be for rent or for purchase, and if for 

purchase with lots of covenants so they can't be turned into early profit like 'right to buy' which is a disaster. 

York Central and Castle Gateway  are good examples of everyone dragging their heels while everyone gets 'consulted' and nothing 

gets done.  Quality consultation doesn't need to last so long that people give up in despair.

I would like to see more accessible homes built for people with disabilities, so that they can be independent.
1. Creating homes is admirable, but who then buys / uses them.  York is very popular with tourists and many of properties within York 

are let off as holiday lets.  This means that they are not available for those who live and work locally. 

2.  My impression from the planning department is that houses or flats are given permission and then built, but no thought is given to 

car parking for those living at these new buildings.  These cars are then parked on local roads so taking up spaces of residents who are 

already living in York. 
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What is most important to you in achieving this outcome?

Prioritise afforable homes

I have already addressed this in previous sections. 

Preserving the good-quality ancient homes that have stood in York for hundreds of years, and encourage new homes to be built with 

quality materials that will last just as long. 
Get support for local people who already have houses to adapt them into more greener eco friendly buildings. Eg I love in a 1960s 

house, fiat time mortgage, but have no central heating system as I can't afford it, no boiler (ditto), no modern attic insulation (ditto), no 

double glazing or solar panels (ditto,) 
MORE GOOD SOCIAL HOUSING! There is far too much allowance for luxury homes  and holiday lets - our city will not be a good 

place to live if we continue to price out young people and families.

Decent housing for all

Again, not enough knowledge to offer anything sensible

online access to local information.

Affordable housing for young people and families who work in York

Have much higher standards for housing and workplaces in terms of design both visually and to future proof for climate change and 

reduce carbon footprints.

The right design and the right control and management (a la community policing) of the area to keep it looking right.

Support for improving older properties.

YO1 7DP  and other postcodes within the city centre are currently unable to access fibre optic broadband. In the 2019 this is far from 

acceptable. It is interesting to note that the providers are citing the reason for the lack of fibre optics as being York City council. It’s 

amazing how the city council will allow various monuments, and listed buildings to be adapted when it suits their needs. However when 

it comes to the needs of the residents; I think it is fair to say that the council displays double standards

Everyone can live in a house - no homeless people

Digital infrastructure not understood.

n/a

Affordable, sustainable housing for our now grown up children should they wish to live in York after graduation. Fast wifi - in the village 

it can be a little slow at times
Young people are priced out of york both to buy a house and to rent.  House prices for rent need to be kept to a level of affordability for 

families and this is already a non starter for a lit of families.  £900/£1000 a month for rental property is putting too much stress on 

families.  There is very little social housing and no chance of getting on the council list if you work.  M daughter and her partner work 

hard but as young parents they are paying £1000 month for a property that isn't theirs and there is no chance for a house of their own.  

Neither earn enough to get a mortgage to the level needed to buy in a York. 
There should be no need for homelessness in YORk
Offering truly affordable housing, with adeqaute provisions for local residents to offer genuine livability. We are in danger of becoming 

either  a) a mere extension of the London commuter belt b) a city full of empty investment properties c) a tourist town made up of full-

time Airbnbs. Ensure these developments are routed in communities and integrated rather than creating disparate communities and displacement. 

Developments such as Derwenthorpe and Hungate are bad examples where this has happened. New developments need to be 

inclusive for all and any social housing needs to avoid cherry picking which tenants are welcome. Relationships with developers and 

landlords needs to be more accountable to ensure people enjoy homes which have been built with care and quality, avoiding cutting 

corners that leads to follow up repair work which can be time consuming and stressful. Investment in infrastructure is an excellent idea - 

but people need to have choice in this. For example, Derwenthorpe has developed a central eco friendly heating system that was sold 

to residents as cheaper and more efficient - it has proved to be neither of these things and people are unable to switch energy provider 

so trapped in high prices with unreliable service. Broadband connection is a similar situation on Derwenthorpe - with one provider and 

package which is reasonable, however connectivity is often unreliable. 

York Central is a unique opportunity to create the good quality, low carbon housing York needs on a large scale. 

Getting TalkTalk to make UFO available to ALL homes.  (They've prevaricated for 2 years about bringing it down my private drive when 

the street was cabled 18 months ago.)

Buying my first house

Affordable rented homes. True eco-homes and passivehaus constructions. Reutilising empty buildings for these purposes before 

allowing cheaply constructed homes that have no supporting local infrastructure around them.

Affordable homes for locals

Need to provide more social/"affordable" housing. 

To see an increase in "social" housing, not the so-caled "affordable" housing so that people can rent homes with security of tenure and 

rents they can afford to pay.

More social housing

give one free parking permit for each household

Affordable means actually affordable
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What is most important to you in achieving this outcome?
Build more carbon neutral social housing all over York. Everybody should have the right to a warm home.

Take the cars out of castle gateway and York Central and make them people focused.

Affordable homes, new builds are non existent.  It is a difficult decision to build council homes with money that isn’t there and housing 

associations are not the same thing.  

More affordable homes for local people; more social housing that is well built and well designed for green living; transport infrastructure 

that reduces the need for cars in the city.

Housing need to be designed around active travel, not cars. World class infrastructure means cycling walking & public transport. 

Electrically powered rapid transit systems. Focus on linking to rail. Support for York - Beverley minsters rail. 

Affordable homes, well designed in terms of energy efficiency, transport links, local amenities and overall aesthetics.

Focus on affordable housing. Fibreoptic internet in all streets.

decent sized homes

Ensure all new homes from 2020 are zero emission homes, and have electric charge points for cars.

Zero waste, carbon neutral housing and businesses.

Ensuring affordable accomodation not 5 bedroom homes to stay empty

Building more affordable housing

Keep it green

Stricter regulations on green credentials for new builds, help with transforming old ones to be more eco friendly. All our houses in york 

are dark and damp because we’re british and that’s how our buildings tend to end up. New builds need to have solar or wind power and 

good insulation; most of the new builds I’ve seen at Linden homes or the new plot at Driffield even are really low quality builds (fine, 

whatever) but don’t have green credentials or capacity to feed back into the mains with solar. 

The Council need to provide much greater support for affordable housing and in reducing its carbon footprint by much better support to 

renewable energy supply, insulation and other retrofitting of the existing housing stock.

homes and buildings that will cope with the changes to our climate - and not make it worse

Ensuring there is affordable housing for people and not just expensive flats/apartments

Build more houses, and not just for students. 

Homes are built to a high quality, the strategy is for developers to build poor quality homes that will barely last the initial warranty period 

and sell them on (usually to buy to let investors and the like, not to actual residents).



There should be a complete restriction in place on buy to let properties and also Airbnb premises. 



There should be a restriction on the number of properties non residents can buy, most people who work here are priced out. They 

cannot afford to live in the city in which they serve. This is ridiculous.

All homes should be greener to save energy and water.  Even Derwenthorpe has no grey water collection.  Nor does it have a 

community meeting place like the Folk Hall at New Earswick.  It's just an upmarket housing estate with lots of greenwash.
That our new homes are environmentally friendly, both in terms of the materials and processes use to build them, and their energy 

efficiency once lived in.
Sufficient homes to meet the needs of York's residents and economy and to make the city an attractive place to live in the context of 

the national housing crisis.

Reduce amount of families living in temporary accommodation; protect green spaces

nothing more homes more congestion we are allready prisoners due to the ring road and a64

Sustainable, eco-friendly housing. More social housing less luxury flats for investors and Airbnb. More access to swathes of York 

residents’ with yards rather than gardens to parks or green spaces for playing and exercising outdoors.

The provision of both affordable housing and council property for rent

Construction of all new Council homes to Passiv House standards

More low cost and good quality housing to rent or buy

Planning for communities, not just another soulless housing estate with no local amenities. I really like how York has some of the least 

segregated social housing (next to expensive housing) I’ve ever seen anywhere. 

We need more houses that are cheaper to buy and to rent.

Making homes as sustainable as possible as well as making space for nature in new developments

Good quality housing for all who need it

Don't sacrifice the green spaces such as the backies!

Build more houses.

All houses should be built to be sustainable and environmentally friendly.
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What is most important to you in achieving this outcome?

We need a decent transport service in this city.

this is a great idea and will certainly improve the area but I doubt it will provide affordable housing,

Affordable housing for low income people.

Reducing the pervasive stress on families caused by our broken housing system.

We do need affordable homes on brownfield sites to keep our young people in York.

Businesses can operate without 5G. Have more small businesses where they care about the community. Money is not the top priority. 

Good bus system. Make homes energy efficient but no more flats. Families need gardens, people need beauty and includes lots of 

trees. Community spaces, cheap cafes with organic food. Get rid of all coffee chains, they just suck the money out of the city. 

Millennium bridge is an example where community thrive, an unexpected consequence of the bridhe

Provide more good quality social housing. Build more energy efficient homes.

Good affordable housing and rents

Educate the people 

More quality homes, with accessible public transport. restrict on-street parking on some areas to a single-side of the street. Improve 

parking.
Less new hotels being built with affordable housing being given priority

That more people, as many as possible have access to good quality, accurate public transport information all over the city area.

Build on brown field sites

The right housing is also well designed and creates a good place to live.  York Central is flat-heavy but without sufficient open space for 

the volume of people expected to live there.  

Ease of travel in and out of the City.

Retain affordable housing in the very heart of the city

Affordable housing

 Allow people to get on the property ladder.

build more homes

That the homes are good quality, accessible homes for all

Build more good quality homes

What do you mean by digital infrastructure? broadband?

see previous answer

Affordable housing which is not built on green belt land. 

Cheaper homes, build more things to do for locals that are activity based not just shopping or drinking.

More FREEHOLD housing

Get real about climate change NOW

AFFORDABLE RENT. 

Mixed housing areas 

That new housing development is assisted by adequate infrastructure (roads, shops, schools etc.)

That the council actually DOES something. The York Teardrop, now renamed York Central was a plan 20+ years ago. We have had 

housing plan after plan, with countless consultations, only to have a new team arrive, with new ideas.

To not build homes on Askham Bog. 

Genuinely affordable homes

Seeing descent housing for all families

Providing decent buildings that will last, rather than cheap modern houses. Think about the amenities near to housing what do people 

need e.g. schools, shops and jobs

For everyone to have a place to live

Affordable housing for young people and families. Support those with old property to make it more energy efficient ( not means tested)

Having a mix of cheaper and more expensive housing in new developments

We urgently need more truly affordable housing not schemes or plans that include false promises that are easily circumvented.  To 

ensure York is an affordable place to live, we also need a poverty reduction strategy in place!

Dual the northern ring road
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What is most important to you in achieving this outcome?

Affordable housing

Affordable housing for the young.HAving designers and architects who are aware of the needs of the people trather than building 

designing projects just to suit themselves.

Affordable housing.

Providing affordable homes to rent or buy

Don't build more out of town villages !

Challenge and refuse permitted development that means developers can turn office blocks into housing... without the need for acoustic 

or thermal insulation, or providing cycle parking and space for people to work on their bikes.

Affordable housing available for all. 

All brown-field sites are utilised before approval of any development on other sites. Protection of village envelopes and retention of a 

substantial free belt around the city and between the city and villages within the City of York Council domain

More social housing for rent esp. for families and young people. 

Make adequate use of unoccupied premises. Turn them into accommodation & encourage city living. This should include premises that 

are currently shops.
good digital services-broadband in my village is still patchy

Don't want more houses.  We need to improve the current infrastructure

Ensure we have good quality family housing close to local amenities

York is not very affordable at the moment, and some of the housing stock is in need of repair.

New development must respect the historic fabric of the city! Profit/greed should not be the only driving force, more sustainable living 

arrangements should also be considered.

Make super fast broadband available for all.

Build houses that young families can afford to rent 

building affordable homes and retirement bungalows

More (really) affordable housing for key workers and young families

Ensure environmental aspects are fully considered in all developments

BUILD AFFORDABLE HOUSING

Affordable, accessible homes.

affordable decent housing in great places to live

That all affordable housing is good quality and helps York reach our goal of being carbon neutral by 2030. Also that landlords and 

building management agencies are required to provide good quality rental housing that tennants can truely make their own.

Build good quality housing near green spaces; good infastructure

We need good quality homes but you need social housing for young people not private which is too expensive for young adults.

Jesus you would need to flatten York and start again to achieve this. 

York is not an affordable city for housing, YCC relies totally on the private/ housing associations to build homes, so we have the cycle 

of high cost construction, low quality shoddy finish homes that are not fit for purpose, if YCC were serious they would once again have 

a building works department and actually build homes to the highest standard with the aim of reducing the poverty of supply

The availability of quality housing stock and roads

build more affordable houses both to sell and to rent

EV charging in new houses.

Increase the supply of affordable housing.

*New homes.  Local Plan is well overdue and yet may not deliver a sufficiency of homes, affordable or otherwise!
I would like to see sustainable developments rather than the piecemeal development at the edge of towns and cities or out in the 

countryside that we are seeing at the moment.  If that means building a new town with a railway station and bus terminal, I would much 

prefer that to constantly adding new estates to small villages on the outskirts of York.  All of that development constantly adds to the 

number of people driving.
Reduce fuel poverty in homes. Incentivise use of spare rooms

World-class city-wide broadband

Housing that is affordable and the right type not just 4/5 bed executive homes or apartments And get the technology right

No more houses to be built! York is already far too overcrowded for it's location and residents. There is no infrastructure to support the 

already approved developments.
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What is most important to you in achieving this outcome?

 Building new home on brown field sites in york 

Finding a decent, affordable home for my older years

Stop building on the flood plains. Limit the building of high end expensive houses and apartments, rigorously impose requirements for 

affordable housing and design in tune with the surroundings and history of York

Ensure that affordable housing not 'posh pads' are prioritised in housing and development criteria
Be brave and build like the government did with the mantra, "homes fit for heroes."  Be realistic if people are paying for expensive 

houses they are likely to be working elsewhere than our city.  We had the greatest people who developed the train system during the 

Victorian times.  We need to find the equivalent for the 21st century.  The problem is how much will this cost and are you prepared to 

pay for it.Make sure you test this aspiration carefully, through consultation and independent assessment, when deciding on the plans for these 

key development sites.
Quality development with zero carbon as standard. For for purpose for future generations 

there really need to be more council housing ahead of affordable housing and better facilities for the homeless

Maintain a sensible achievable attitude in Planning situations.
1. Define 'affordable'. I raise the question -"Affordable to Whom?"

2, We need Council Houses to be built with 'affordable' rents and an embargo on any tenant of a council hose being allowed to 

purchase it.

3. Question the excessive number of apartments being constructed in order to stop them being the slums of the future.
Not my realm.

Creating good sustainable neighbourhoods

More social housing.

An LHA rate that reflects the cost of renting privately in York

Providing high-quality, sustainable and affordable housing.

Ensure affordable homes are the highest proportion of homes built.

Building more homes

Probably build new out-of-centre villages

I personally think before the council build any new homes they should bring up to standard the housing stock they have.

Affordable homes!

What is digital infrastructure - sounds sus! Trust in council to put residents first and not take short-term, money grabbing schemes over 

longer term, more sustainable and resident focus options

Conversion of above-shop spaces into affordable homes - vast amount of space to be exploited

More affordable housing. 

A proper definition of 'affordable'. Does it mean 2x, 3x, 4x salary? rents at 25% of salary, or less.

Affordable housing, with sustainable transport connections 

Too few affordable homes

Please see my answer to question 14

Not flooding the market with so many houses that the value of properties crashes as supply outstrips demands. Not seeing luges 

numbers of brutal and insensitively designed properties built in / near the city centre - the Hungate area, the new block next to your 

offices etc. and the Chocolate Works developments, for example,  are just downright ugly.

Access to affordable and non-floodable homes.

Support for younger people to get into affordable housing.

Ensure transport links are sustainable. Create community hubs. Have free community wifi

Build homes that people of all backgrounds would wish to buy.

Building more affordable houses with better infrastructure to encourage home working

Build more houses

A thriving city centre

Affordable housing.

I disagree in the need for new housing.  There are over a 1000 houses for sale on rightmove.  The council could purchase some of the 

more reasonably priced properties and develop into affordable homes

Housing is the main priority 

Consistent approaches.  Why was the new community stadium built out of town?  Had it been on York Central everyone could access it 

via public transport (one journey).
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What is most important to you in achieving this outcome?
I’d rather live in a community with a range of housing (as I do) with a stable population. I want my teen one day to be able to live in such 

a community
Knowledge that appropriate housing may be available in the future 

We do not have enough affordable homes in the city or enough council houses. Deffinately more are needed. 

Stop poorly built modern housing; increase audits that will last. 
This beyond the reach of a local council. We have seen the outcomes of government policies over the past ten years and there is little 

hope of reversal. Buy-to-let and help-to-buy have massively benefitted private landlords and the shoddy big builders.  York housing 

stock is beset by negligent landlords, poor quality hospitality  and Airbnb. We could start there. Do we have the will? Housing poverty is 

rampant.
Affordable housing

Small starter homes.  Return to ouncil houses for the deserving rather than the non contributing determined not to work

Cap Airbnb and enforce the restrictions.  Cut HMO’s. Only allow development where doctors, play areas, roads and bus access are 

built in.
No imput

Build cross section of housing

Provision of good quality housing in areas that are nice to live in.

All housing and infrastructure decisions based on the declaration of crisis emergency. There is no room for compromise here. There 

should eb a full range of affordable housing that is also energy efficient -not as an add on or afterthought or at the whims of developers 

pushing the planning to its minimum for their own profits.

Isa this a question about houses or digital infrastructure??

York needs more affordable family homes for young families not just flats or executive detached houses 

More affordable homes for York residents

Accelerate all developments. York Central has been going for 20 years now and is still nowhere near determined. York Community 

Stadium is delayed again meaning Bootham Crescent cannot yet be developed

Council housing and affordable prices 

Careful planning of York central - I am not convinced you have that right. In my personal experience York planning lacks the skills to 

deal with these large projects.

stop building on flood plains like Gemany Beck and keep away from Askham Bog

Avoid relaxing rules to weaken york green belt

Provide good council housing.. don't sell it off.

More affordable housing

stop condensing central parts of the city

Green spaces

Good infrastructure.

Genuinely affordable housing.

Nothing. Overdevelopment of already congested areas is not a benefit

This will reduce the value of my home
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What should the council do to help achieve this outcome?
Licence premises responsibility and stop agreeing to every empty property becoming a bar. Promote York as family friendly and historic 

to dilute its reputation for cheap booze and all day drinking. Provide some public lavatories so that we see fewer people urinating in 

alley ways, encourage night bus use. Support licences being removed from places that sell alcohol to youngsters with fake IDs. Make 

alcohol misuse a topic for public health information.
Look at what they can do to 'cap' the rented property prices - or provide affordable new builds for those on lower incomes.

More social housing. Control rents to be realistic and achievable according to the income of the poorest of the residents, by/from private 

landlords. Encourage all housing associations to cross-link in housing options - every person in a flat wants a house but not every 

person in a house wants a flat....how do we achieve a fairer trade in property exchange?)

Invest in council housing projects and enable more community housing schemes

Make sure developments are appropriate

restrict short-term/holiday lets – especially in new housing

The Council should adopt the highest possible, development, build and operational standards.

When making decisions about housing developments in the city, the council should prioritise the city's goal of becoming carbon neutral 

by 2030 and ensure that all plans for new housing are consistent with this goal (e.g. they are energy-efficient and provide access to 

sustainable transport). The council should also make sure that new developments provide adequate affordable housing provision, and 

should explore ways of keeping rent levels in the city affordable.

Ensure policies are tight while being 'sound' in terms of national policy. There are various tools out there which can ensure new 

developments are of a higher standard than part L of the building regs - without jepordising the adoption of the plan. 

Let me present to them

Obtain funding from development to provide more than roads and bus fares

More affordabe, accessible housing. Improved housing for those who are living in poverty. Improve community spaces and play/leisure 

opportunities when considering developments. 

Student rent on and off campus is massively overpriced and landlords often do not comply with housing regulations. The council needs 

to be ensuring student house prices are fair and carrying out checks to ensure regulations are met.

Provide a range of affordable housing with good affordable connectivity across the city

As above.

Have a local plan that prioritises houses that are affordable to local people. Do what it can to remove the stigma around social housing.

No comment

Work with home/co-operatives and not simply go for cheap short term options.

Consider requirements for new developments to have quotas for affordable housing which is ring fenced for key working class roles as 

part of planning permissions.
Stop building so many flats which will end up as weekend holiday let’s and air bnb’s. Provide a parking space for every house built. 

Faster broadband 
The council should ensure that York Central and all new local plan development should be zero carbon with low car use and through 

traffic whilst promoting innovative design in new housing

Take every planning opportunity to develop affordable housing

1. Inspect private housing

2. Implement rent controls 

3. Build more council housing not affordable housing.

Insist that builders provide affordable housing as a larger part of their plans and that they do not break that agreement. Build on 

brownfield sites and protect the green areas (lungs) of our city.  Build good quality Council housing to rent and stop the right to buy 

scheme. Get the balance right between the needs of your residents and the needs of businesses.

A rocket behind the developers?  

I would like to see the council help and support people with disabilities to become independent.

1.  The local council possibly needs to enquire into whether ways of restricting short lets /holiday lets can be put in place. I am not 

convinced of this as it might discourage people visiting York.  

Housing first for homeless people and those who are on low incomes

Affordable housing really needs to be affordable! 

The council should not only focus on families but also make sure there is housing available for single adults on low salaries. 

There is new technology for building modular homes that can be assembled within a few days. The price of housing is a factor of the 

supply thereof at the moment and there is simply not enough. This also ties in to the children and young people topic. However, I don't 

think simply building more housing is the solution as it is difficult and energy intensive to build on Moorland. Making the turnover on 

empty homes more efficient when there is high demand could be a good solution.

Run some funding or grants to help those who don't have much money (cost time buyers, those with young families, not just people on 

benefits) to get homes up to modern standards
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What should the council do to help achieve this outcome?
Insist on greater social housing on new developments. Push back at developers who do the bare minimum and insist on more green 

spaces that support everyone’s well being. Insist on a move away from planning for car owners and put emphasis on pedestrians and 

cyclists.
Build more low cost housing.

Use taxes to disincentivise short term, year round lets e.g. airbnb

As above

Encourage simplicity of access.

Provide more affordable housing instead of granting permission for large houses, and hotels taking up all our space 

Improve the quality standards in the Planning Department. Ensure there is enforcement. 

Grants for improving older properties and ensuring new builds are carbon neutral.

York needs to work with fibre optic providers and make the complete city centre fibre optic available. We need to ensure that we are 

future proofed for a good digital infrastructure. At this moment in time the city centre is far from it as a result of the city of York Council’s 

reluctance to allow the providers the access but they need in order to install the cables

Housing first for homeless people

Make sure the quality of housing is the highest, don't let developers get away with sub-standard builds

Ensure new developments are green

Make sure developers have to include suitable amenities 

Be stronger on who you award contracts to

n/a

get the local plan published and work with developers to provide high quality energy efficient housing in sustainable neighbourhoods 

where walking and cycling is the default option. 

Build more social housing to give young families a chance to stay in their home town.  Without young people the city doesn't stand a 

chance of maintaining a diverse population.

Plan more social housing.

Ideally providing social housing - although I'm not sure this is something within the council's power. 



Limiting 'luxury' developments and encouraging the development of modest housing stock suitable for couples and families. New 

homes must include a significant proportion of 'affordable' housing - which is genuinely affordable and suitable for small families (not 

just a couple of studio apartments at ₤200,000).



Ensuring that new homes built are done so in a sustainable way - not threatening our green spaces, with greener building practises and 

designed to be fuel efficient to heat. Improve liveability for actual, full-time residents with adequate school, green space and GP 

provision to new and expanding communities. 



Deincentivise through taxation full-time, whole-house Airbnbs (which is very different from renting out a spare room in a family home), 

second homes in the city and empty investment properties.



Lower council tax for low-to-medium income residents. 



Help renters and landlords alike understand their rights by providing free information and advice. 
Ensure positive planning of new developments puts people first, not profit or policy. Truly affordable homes are what is really needed in 

York. 
CoYC should investigate ways to ensure that developers have a legal obligation to build houses to certain environmental and other 

standards.Hold TalkTalk more closely to account.

Build council houses to replace those sold off (if allowed to by HMG); enforce 'affordable' home building stipulations of planning 

consents properly.Housing prices are high due to commute to London but there should be more affordable houses in york per build and also a huge limit 

on buy to let. 
Assess education, healthcare and utilities provision before a planning application is granted.

Demand a higher percentage of affordable rented homes from construction companies. 

Look to incorporate solar, wind, living walls and other carbon reducing elements to all new construction within the ring road at 

minimum.

Reward businesses that have better eco-credentials - like a green passport that they can earn rewards or levels in? If a business 

produces less waste, and has a smaller carbon footprint they should be rewarded for that.
Provide more affordable housing and restrict short-term/holiday lets – especially in new housing

resist developer pressure to reduce the proportion of social housing in later stages of the planning process. Limit how many can be let 

out especially as holiday lets. Provide housing for homeless people as a priority.

Support housing associations and others to obtain land for social housing and use the council's own land.  Enforce the social housing 

quota that developers are so wily in getting out of. 

Build some

give one free parking permit for each household
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What should the council do to help achieve this outcome?
Work with groups like YorSpace who are developing community centred/run housing which is designed to be affordable and 

sustainable.  Too much housing in York is either 'luxury' flats or student accommodation.  Both necessary, but not at the expense of 

York residents who need to live and work in the city.  

Look at brownfield sites (like York Central) rather than green belt - the environmental issues nationally/globally have to make this 

important.  Start to look outside of what they know and build the facilities that encourage walking and cycling. There are may projects on these 

scale that don't start by laying out all the roads and car parks then set out  the rest of the space to other things cars should be a last 

thought and left at the edge of these developments. If we are at all serious about reducing our carbon footprint then we have to be 

bold.

Social housing should be spread throughout our community and it should be carbon neutral of course. Provide green spaces for children to play, trees for children to climb, swings.  A plastic play park is not the idea, adventure is.  Tree 

wardens, homeless possibly to help in this regard and benefit by being paid.  Opportunities for the homeless to learn and have a roof 

over their heads, not in communal spaces.  A room of ones own!  Technology to inform this crisis which is a blight on the city and 

repels people.
More housing that is really affordable. Zero carbon housing.

Planning needs to prioritise links to public transport hubs, not focusing on road transport. Leeds is planning a zero carbon school. We 

need the same kind of ideas. Support community organisations encouraging healthy living in York's most deprived neighbourhoods. 

ensure the above through planning process and by own projects leading he way

as above

Legislate but also incentivise builders, so solar panels, ultra high quality insulation and low emissions design are requirements of 

planning, 
Make people and businesses pay for pollution they cause.

Look at other cities (Vienna and Austria in general) and their excellent affordable housing which provides great communities and 

supports communities.
Manage traffic, not encourage it. 

Review train policy and open up old stations (e.g. Strensall) as an unmanned station. 
Pressure new housing projects to meet targets for solar whereby they pose a long term positive impact on energy usage in york by 

feeding back.
Support Yorspace and other similar bodies

better busses to the business parks, and jobs that match the skill set of York's young adults 

Build more houses that can be sold at realistic prices, eg not more than 200k

Scrutinise and challenge the quality and longevity of homes built.



Deter leasehold arrangements as these are known to be traps on new build premises (at least). 



Tenants/occupiers should be policed more when it comes to untidiness and or noise/antisocial behaviours.



Homelessness - this has increased dramatically over the years, though many homeless people I have seen myself have in fact got a 

home and are "professional beggars". Many however are genuinely homeless and need help, but nowhere in the city do we promote the 

fact that giving homeless people money does nothing but fuel their addiction (I have seen homeless people drug dealing on many an 

occasion). An ad campaign to advise people of the social ills of giving money despite it seeming sensible is needed, if anything, people 

should donate food. 



When house prices rise, homelessness and poverty increases. Only the banks are the winners. Help to elect, erm, help to buy has also 

seen the asking price or properties increase by the additional amount the government contributes. This is taxpayers money transferred 

straight to the hands of developers and landlords via artificially higher prices. Ridiculous.



Study examples such as Beddington Zero Energy Development https://www.peabody.org.uk/about-us/our-

performance/sustainability/case-study-bedzed and make builders comply.  Do NOT take Derwenthorpe as a good example.

Subsidise eco homes with high levels of insulation, renewable energy such as solar and wind turbines, composting toilets.

Build as large as possible a number of high-quality, sustainable council homes that are designed to be easily adapted for people with a 

wide range of additional needs, including those acquired as they age.

resign

Incentives to encourage older people to move into city to free up larger houses in residential areas for families.

Encourage plans for affordable / social housing and restrict companies such as Persimmon from developing high cost (and high margin 

for them) homes in barrack like formations
Improve access for disabled people to homes that meet their needs by better matching disabled people's needs to adapted (or 

adaptable) housing
Liaise with housing associations, build more, be stricter with private developers, enforce licensing standards in the private rented sector

Hold developers to affordable housing and S106 contributions. Don’t let them negotiate down! Encourage building of whole life, 

adaptable, eco housing.  
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What should the council do to help achieve this outcome?
Build more affordable homes, collaborate with others eg. housing associations to build more affordable homes to rent; make sure new 

developments include as many affordable homes as possible; improve standards in the private rented sector.
All new developments should be carbon neutral, enhance biodiversity and easy to reach using sustainable forms of travel.  Car use by 

the occupants of new developments should be strongly discouraged and made unnecessary by the provision of good options for 

sustainable travel too and from the site
Build more houses and encourage developers to do so. Encourage the universities to build more student accommodation and free up 

houses currently occupied by students and make them available for families

Support affordable housing in sustainable locations.

Identify and promote York's green spaces.

Build more affordable housing 

Make new housing more attractive to neighbours by insisting on public amenities with the housing. For example by making new public 

recreation space, community centres, and improving retail provision. Derwenthorpe is a fine example of the first two parts.

Subsidise housing to achieve this.

Take over the many bus services.

Plan to improve the infrastructure for the thousands of existing houses and community’s 

See previous comments on fibre and car charging

Build on more brownfield sites.

Build a real, radical social housing alternative. All planning, construction and rental decisions to be transparently compliant with a clear, 

detailed and publicly scrutinised carbon reduction plan.

No more luxury homes and flats. We have enough of those. Small dwellings which are realistically affordable to those on ordinary low 

incomes are needed on brownfield sites.

Make the well being and happiness a priority instead of money. 

Look at other designs of housing which will provide energy efficient homes and be of a high aesthetic standard as done in other 

countries.
Lead the country in re-establishing good council housing

stop allowing more and more student accommodation being built - it's overtaking the city and not in a good way

Stop build houses for people to buy in York and then commute to work.  This is not reducing CO but increasing it. Build business 

opportunities before inviting people here.

The council cannot preserve the environment and historical appearance at the same time. I think some parts of the the city will need to 

be rebuild with larger homes in taller structures.



Drop this obsession with two-floor homes. Allow 4-6 floor tenements that are decent sizes and not rabbit warrens. They should have 

multi-bedroom (2 , 3 even 4 bedrooms) flats, and not be studio apartments. Restrict the number of student-only construction.  This is 

just a scheme to profit off of students and it hurts students and non-student residents. Students should either live on housing provided 

by the universities or rent regular homes.



Having lived in tenement flats in Scotland and in London, I've found them to be more spacious than the worker bee duplex villas that 

are common in much of York.



Also, there should be council tax discounts for households where one parent has to live in another city during the week. They end up 

having to pay council tax in two places.



Fix parking in town by adding more hours to parking garages, eliminate the awful parking lot by Cliffords Tower, replace it with a park 

and smaller lot for disabled individuals.



Consider changing some parking lots to include multi-story garages. 



Energy efficiency education and retrofit subsidies or incentives 
Stop building more and more hotels. We have an affordable housing need yet planning is being given for more hotels. Whilst 

supporting tourists is important, there are more and more developments for those with a LOT of money, and less for affordable 

housing. There are million pound apartments being built, and a large student population taking affordable housing,but nothing in 

between.
Bus times availability and screens need to be more available near the station, trains availability too - why isn't there one in the train 

station anymore as you walk out from that main lobby? Its just an empty bracket now.

keep green belt land sacred

Require high standards for the design of new developments.  Build more council houses.

Think very carefully about the impact on traffic when giving permission for a business to start up in York.
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What should the council do to help achieve this outcome?

Difficult - but perhaps grants that enable people to stay in the city

Stop licencing luxury apartments to be built

No more student accommodation! Concentrate on providing accommodation for people who live here!  Help homeless people, find 

accommodation.
build more homes, the lib dems on the council should stop being nimby's and actually build. They should put peoples housing needs 

before their own political careers, I think people having homes is more important than Cllr Waller et al receiving an allowance. The LDs 

should get off the fence and actually build some houses instead of worrying about upsetting anyone.

Ensure that properties they build are accessible for people with disabilities and older people. 

Ensure that the homes they are building are where people want to live, in sustainable locations not car reliant.

Stop allowing private developers to build poor quality homes.

Encourage more homes that are well designed

ditto

Grant planning permission to brownfield sites such as the old sugar factory land rather than green belt land.

Strongly consider the effects of the houses on the traffic congestion in the city. 

Build more affordable housing so everyday people can afford to carry on living in York. Build more places for things to do.

Stop selling land to fat-cat developers and stick to affordable homes goals. 





How many 'luxury apartments' does York need? People sorely need affordable homes, but these developers are locking people in to 

leasehold contracts and ensuring that they and they alone get rich. People need affordable, freehold houses.

no idea

Put a cap on rent prices in the city center





It is absolutely scandalous what some people attempt to charge for rent!!!



More affordable housing, actual nice housing that you yourself would be happy to live in. 

If you won't live in it, why make someone else do so? 

Build York Central but with many more affordable houses (not all tiny flats!)

Ensure developers provide infrastructure to support sustainable development.
Actually work to offer truly affordable housing. Housing around The Chocolate Works area and the new housing by Designer Outlet is 

not affordable. It's as though there is some lack of understanding about affordability of housing. My colleagues (many of whom are in 

their twenties and in their 1st or 2nd job after university) cannot afford to live in York - they can;t afford to rent here and they definitely 

can't afford to buy. Many of these people are earning £20-25k a year which isn't classed as low income so thinking about people on 

less - it's absolutely crazy. More and more people are moving out of the city to Selby and the villages between Selby and York and this 

puts pressure on the traffic infrastructure into and out of York.
Do what has previously been agreed, even if it is not the new councils first choice. Just do something.

Think about their previous question about greener living. Building on the bog will destroy an ecosystem established thousands of years 

ago. 
Build council houses

Change it's policy on what get's built. All I see being built is student accommodation or expensive flats. Stop use of HMO's in residential 

areas.
Plan estates better good examples of what not to do - Kirkham Avenue, Doherty Walk, St Peters Quarter and Sovereign Park

Build more family homes. And to build more elderly complexs. Where they have a gp hub and care services. This would probably free 

up alot of family homes. As the elderly dont particularly like flats. 

Planning permission for affordable homes only. Support to purchase new homes and to update old in/efficient homes.

Make sensible planning decisions

See above

Dual the northern ring road and build houses north of Clifton Moor

Increase provision of affordable housing

Buikding more council houses and I mean houses, Byuing back ex-council houses. Restoring the ability to get a council mortgage( my 

relatives had one in leeds in teh 1970's at very low interst

Ensure housing is affordable.

Using the available capital mechanisms to build 'council housing' to fill the gap

Allow expansion in existing developments so that transport improvements can be focused and rail and bus routes will be better used 

and more sustainable
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What should the council do to help achieve this outcome?
Not permit developers to do this unless they agree to respect minimum size, put in acoustic and thermal insulation and provide not only 

cycle parking but space where people can work on their bikes.
Improve availability of affordable housing and reduce number of luxury houses and flats being built, replacing them with affordable 

housing. 

Secure and continue investment in housing for those who face difficult challenges in life. 

Linking to the previous comment on the development of public transport - deliver transport that allows all to benefit from it equally

Stop pretending that there is such a thing as 'affordable housing'.  Compulsory purchase land and work with housing associations to 

build 'for rent' social housing.
Refuse planning permission for endless conversion into pubs, restaurants & cafes & instead encourage & incentify change  to living 

accommodation
build new housing with green principles in mind for energy efficiency etc

maintain and improve connectivity across the city and outlying villages

Better road system.  Access to the station by Cars should be stopped as it creates chaos.  Ensure schools are better funded and 

maintained.  More Doctors surgeries.  Look at houses that have been vacant and try to get residency of these before building more 

homes.  Unrully tenants are evicted.  Get homes for homeless people as its an awful site when you get off a bus or train and see 

people sleeping rough. Reduce rates so that business can afford to stay or come to York.  Digital infrastructure is s nice to have not a 

necessity.  Stop being hell bent on building more homes.  Think of current residents and their needs

Through planning policy etc discourage the growth of housing being used in the tourism sector eg Airbnb and Holiday lets 

Look into what is granted for the developers when they apply for planning permission etc. Developers should "sacrifice" some of their 

profit for enabling sustainable, eco-living options, mixed use developments with better community facilities etc. Also, CYC should not 

grant planning permission for any development which intends to build accomodation with tiny rooms, some minimum size requirements 

should be applied for bedrooms, bathrooms etc. Otherwise people are forced to live in tiny, crammed flats/apartments/houses.

CYC should do what it can to attract diverse businesses into the city. This could increase employment opportunities.

Approve land in the Green Belt for homes to be built at affordable rents 

dont use persimmon homes to build them !!

ensure that developers do NOT just build expensive apartments  

Tighter control of new plans

Build affordable housing 

Ensure that within each new load of property, a certain % are affordable and accessible (properly accessible).
expand their development programme

exert more control on bland environments of much new development

develop transport from suburbs  (dedicated busways/tram/open up old Haxby stations etc) so we can build sustainability at the city 

fringe

Argue for more social housing in York central and ensure the residential blocks are not just turned over to developers but built out with 

social purpose by the consortium. Develop community and sense of place and retain public ocntrol over the space. Require at least 50% of all new housing be affordable, require landlords to be fair and transparent, and examine the possibilty of part-

ownership schemes and acquiring homes that have been on the market for a long time to use as social housing. Provide housing for 

those who are homeless, unconditionally. Also, support developments like Spark:York whose aim is to provide valuable social 

infrastructure
Build council homes; maintain council homes; Help to Buy

Undertake consultations but then follow through - currently poor in challenging housing developments.

Build social housing 

stop putting forward and agreeing new housing when in places where it would be a disaster.

See above

Use it’s powers to force site development. Reduce requirements for affordable homes to encourage development. Improve road 

construction 
build more council houses and be more selective with planning consent

Make this a requirement as soon as possible.

Staff the planning and conservation functions better so as to speed up decisions while protecting York's unique historic features.
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What should the council do to help achieve this outcome?
*Encourage the development of family homes instead of the current prevalence of luxury apartments.  Housing needs assessment 

indicates limited demand for 1-bed accommodation yet studio and 1-bed apartments are proliferating hugely in the city.  Can these be 

presumed against in planning rules via Local Plan?



*Require new homes and offices to be built to the highest environmental standards including provision of solar power, ground/air source 

heat etc.  



*District heating may be viable for some sites but should not be mandated too vigorously.  Mains-gas supplies to developments should 

continue to be supported as the future may include conversion to a clean hydrogen supply.



*Enforce minimum habitable room standards so that occupiers are entitled to a decent quality of home life.  Far too many new builds 

are tiny boxes with little space for living or storage of belongings.

Encourage sustainable development.  Discourage development which is clearly going to increase car use.

Financial incentives for solar panels . Council Tax reductions for one or more occupant per bedroom.

Develop it

Make decisions more transparent and timely. Look at developing brown field sites. Look to a change of law that prevents social housing 

stock being sold off unless that money is used to build homes

Do more to make it happen and be consistent in its planning and its applications

Concentrate on improving the existing sites and buildings and block future developments!

Get on and build the new home or pass the planning applications  so they can be built instead of talking about what they are going to 

do, just get on and do it 
More and better affordable housing.

Find better ways to deal with bullying, uncooperative York builders, who are so anti affordable housing

Require developers to include affordable housing for all developments of 3 properties or more 

take a longer view, the first development submission is normally the best for the developer and profits, not necessarily the community

Accept you can't go back in time before the car was invented.  Build houses that tenants can live in but not buy so they are owned by 

the council.  Ensure the other assorted services are built such as Gp, dentist, schools and green facilities for the families.  The more 

you make it difficult for transport for companies the more it costs the customer.  

See response to Q.17. Using planning and any other powers available to ensure that private property development demonstrably 

supports this aspiration. Support more schemes such as the YorSpace initiative.

Set standards and stand by them

build more council houses. this would also bring revenue for the council in the long run and could even eradicate the homeless 

statistics to a degree
Consider opinions of people living in the vicinity of any development.

Build more Council House and restrict the sale of council houses to tenants. Keep control of property developers and equally rapacious 

landlords.
Consider modular housing for new Council/Housing Association developments.

Use all legal means to restrict damaging sub-letting, AirB&B and similar attacks on community cohesion.
Build social housing. Actual proper social housing. Buy properties and turn them into social housing.

Lobby central Government to increase the LHA rate or have York's LHA rate be assessed separately from the wider BRMA so that 

more people who actually live her can afford to rent.

Stop allowing student accommodation to be built unless the universities pay CYC to compensate for the accommodation lost for 

residents
The council needs to build social housing that is of high quality, and it needs to crack down on exploitative private landlords and letting 

agents. And, the council needs to take better care of its current housing stock.

Increase the number of affordable homes in new sites

DON'T involve Persimmon
Modernise existing properties sooner than they do, ensure that boilers, electrics ect meet a standard that is gentle on the environment 

and windows and doors draft proof. The council also make sure there is sufficient school places, drs surgeries ect when building more 

homes
Build more social housing. The amount of people I personally know who are waiting to be permanently homed on the council waiting list 

is ridiculous whereas the city centre is springing up with expensive apartments that no one could afford. 

Build more small affordable homes. Not allow large homes to be built!

As above. Reassure residents that they have residents at the top of their list of priorities. Spark was an opportunity to support 

communities and local businesses but sadly there is too much emphasis on food and drink outlets and not enough on skills and 

art/music projects.More encouragement of local businesses and not hotels and shop chains

Ease plannng permission for flats in shopping areas

Build more first time buyer flats and houses. 

keep the new housing as council stock and don’t let it be sold ‘right to buy’
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What should the council do to help achieve this outcome?
Insist on a proportion of all new housing to be affordable. Make it a requirement for new developments to have safe active travel routes 

built. Make green open spaces in them, with car parking separate. 

Build more social housing

I don't know

Be careful when granting planning permission and avoid huge developments which are often soulless and cramped 

Facilitate access to affordable and non-floodable homes.

Push back on central government reducing the number of social housing properties in new builds. Reduce right to buy to preserve 

dwindling social housing stock

Planning permission to be granted only when above aims achieved. 

Reduce affordable housing quotas on new developments

Support house builders and provide better services

Build more houses!

Reduce business rates for city centre shops . . and increase business rates for out of town shopping centres + discourage their use by 

charging for parking so buses are used.

Better still, close out of town shopping centres and build houses on their sites!

Try & ensure affordable houses are built for families not just for high income professionals.

If there must be new houses built, then build on brown sites only (let's not lose any more green spaces).  Council tenants have a role to 

play too.  Provide reduced rents if the tenant maintains their gardens and properties to a good standard.  

That is not my area of expertise

Think about mixed messages.  Retail is dying in York but out of town is thriving, why?
Stop granting planning for apartments for students and developers. Recreate housing that works. I live on a horse show if houses with a 

green- there are families, single people, elderly and young. Most are private owned - several rented out. Mine cost me 3x my wage in 

1995...a humble 2 bedroomed house. There’s a sense of community, hopefully not too much loneliness , children play out and we can 

walk cycle to local services and into town. 309 metres away there are expensive homes that are lived in by permanent residents... 

children walk and cycle to school. Blocks of new apartments do not recreate this community feel (Derwenthorpe will do maybe and 

many new developments are aimed at developers. My teen won’t be able to afford what I have and may well end up in housing 

association accommodation tucked away somewhere where problems can multiply. 
Monitor the numbers of HMO’s in residential areas

Build more council houses. 

Stop pavement parking. It’s ruining neighbourhoods. 

As above, quality begins at home. Let’s monitor every street in York, particularly the centre; and apply any available pressures to 

improve standards. But government policy needs to change. Our young adults are becoming disengaged from their own futures.

Put a limit on the cost of buying a home on the first time buyer scheme. We bought a house that was significantly cheaper than a new 

build on the first time buyer scheme with less constraints and t&cs

Harden their policies in favour of those who will enhance the city 

Not allow a free for all for hotels and luxury apartments to be built.  How may can York cope with.  

No knowledge

As above

Green spaces protected

Ensure building of housing is to a good standard and laid out in a nice to live in way.  No rabbit hutches, enough space to park cars (at 

least 2 per household), not crammed in, room to breath, with green spaces between, which means building on the Green Belt in a 

logical way.
no compromise

Get their development plan approved and get on with the job of developing York for the next generation. We have lots of brown land 

and other land within the two ring road's without going into the green belt!  

Ensure affordable homes are built 

Get a move on. Many of us will not live long enough to see these projects reach fruition 

Build council housing 

Review York Central 

stop developers destroying the natural, precious environment we have

Adopt a green belt protection policy 

Build council houses 
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What should the council do to help achieve this outcome?

Provide more affordable housing

planning criteria

Invest more into infrastructure. Don't do hack jobs either. Fix your roads and public spaces, and spend a few more quid so you won't 

have to do it next year all over again!

Don't allow development in green spaces

Crack on with York Central and Castle Gateway.

Stop doing this
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What could you (as an individual, part of a community or an organisation) do to help achieve this outcome?

Avoid the mess our city has become at the weekend by going to a nicer place by the seaside or up in the Dales.

nothing - this is on you.

Nothing - I am completely powerless when stuck in a system that is unfair and unclear and devoid of management, when trying for a property exchange, with a system called 'Home Swapper'.....

Be vigilant and support good developers

The Chamber is suggesting that the Council's planning department adopts an agreed "planning protocol" which helps speed up the provision of quality planning applications and the delivery of quality developments in the city.   

Respond to consultations

Provide the discounted land and the housing system direct instead of through a developer

be patient when awaiting improvements

Not sure. 

Educating others on housing standards. Get involved with the Steph Hales rent strike 

NYFRS could provide free Wi-Fi access at its fire stations

Promote and develop relevant skills re digital technology.

No comment

Provide student accommodation plans to assist with City wide aspirations

Share my experience. Every house I've had in York there's been damp which has affected my health.

Support my adult children until they can afford their own homes.

I'm a member of a charity that is concerned about all this and we add our voice to consultations.

Work together to help people with disabilities to become independent.

1.  Discussion with other people about these points

Remind councils to ensure planners prioritse the above over expensive homes

Nothing.

I'd pply for grants if there were any

Get rid of my car and use club cars and my bike

Nothing

Use the online facilities

not sure 

Respond to surveys.

Encourage the improvement ofcolder properties.

?

n/a

Don't know

This is something I think government needs to take the lead on.

I will be involved in making housing allocation policy more strength based and person centred, through close consultation work with colleagues in housing. 

Encourage the Council / politicians in the above.
Not a lot - I feel powerless in this area.

Make it clear through my choices as a consumer what I want from a business - what my green expectations are - I would want council policy to reflect the need for York to have water fountains, encourage reuse of cups, non-use of plastic bags, carbon-free travel in York, to name just a few.
I would like repeated opportunities to voice my opinion to both the council and local businesses on these issues.

Oppose planning permission for non social housing and support applications for social housing.

give one free parking permit for each household

Not sure.

At the moment I do not wish to walk down Coney Street because of the homeless in doorways, empty shops.  It is abhorrent.  Talk to the homeless and point them in the direction of help.  Get them off the streets hopefully to reclaim the city.  I do help by giving money to organisations who do help, but I hate walking by these people.

Support community organisations in our existing social housing areas.

maybe join a pressure group

Use a sustainable energy supplier, and move own house towards zero emissions. 

Continue to consider how to cause less pollution in every sphere of living.

Well, I'm not a builder or planner....
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What could you (as an individual, part of a community or an organisation) do to help achieve this outcome?

Honestly very little.

No idea, i am not a house builder

Probably move somewhere else as I am very disappointed with JRHT/Derwenthorpe.

Campaign vigorously.

Campaign for the removal of the 'Right to Buy' your council or housing association home. Care for local communal infrastructure, for example by organising a litter pick in the park.

vote against

Use and publicise any new green spaces. Encourage York Council to continue to make really positive, well-planned improvements like the Scarborough bridge upgrade.

Object to unsuitable / unacceptable plans when aware of them

Not applicable

Lobbying 

?

Interested in getting involved in co-housing or maybe self build.

Promote sustainable travel to and from new developments as part of my job. 

Very little

Do my day job

Cleaning the paths in green spaces voluntarily.

Showcase best practice. (I live on Derwenthorpe.)

York should market itself as a green city and use this as a unique selling point.

Not sure that I could do anything.

Not much I reckon.

Happy to feed in to development of the plan. (This needs to be in place immediately.)

Nothing really.

Use local businesses, enjoy the community

Write the article that I've thought about: expressing my view that the selling of Council Houses was the worst policy and the one that has destablised society and comunities.

Make the point

I would like to see more active consultation with residents, not just a sign on a lamppost and less of agreeing a development, them changing their minds and not delivering what they said they would, yet still allowing their development to continue. Should be more penalties if developers do not deliver what is promised. There should be resident scrutiny if developers change their minds halfway through an existing plan.

Continue being part of consultations and using public transport. Or complaining to enough people until they do something about it.

Live as green as possible

Not a lot!

Difficult

not vote liberal democrat

support schemes to develop age appropriate accommodation in exiting communities.

ditto

Maybe need to get residents working together to agree what must be done and then to make sure that plans are delivered ASAP

Refuse to rent houses that are extortionate 

N/A

Nothing

it shouldn't be our responsibility - it should be the council's

Participate in surveys.

Enjoy walking at the bog whilst it’s still here. 

Not a lot

Nothing

Trying to make my own house more energy efficient, but it’s old and expensive to renovate properly. Really need a new roof and need to save up for it.

Show you on a map how to do this.
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What could you (as an individual, part of a community or an organisation) do to help achieve this outcome?

NOthing

Nothing.

Not a lot apart from critique 

Tell you it's a shameful practice. 

Continue to work to promote affordable housing and challenge some of the stigma and culture towards those unable to secure housing in the city. 

campaign for the above as well as the construction of railway stations serving Haxby and Strensall

Nothing

Continue to lobby Council and ask awkward questions

not much.

Campaign against more homes as did for Askham Bog

??

Buy local, where I can.

Lobby Councillors not to be […]

support the council in refusing planning permission for high end housing which does not include affordable housing in the development

Lobby the Council

I could Die so someone else can have my place im the queses to just get somewhere to live 

I am paying a mortgage...

I can support tennants rights organisations and unions, campaign for housing as a right not a privilage, and support the many organisations and businesses in York that aim to provide space for socialising in a non-transactional context.

Neighbourhood Residents groups to act as a community 

Agree to it

Move out of York 

Nothing as YCC are not interested in housing for the future

Support improvements to housing 

don't know

Nothing

Don't know.

Support local businesses

protest and vote  parties that will take action

Support  the council  

I don't know, since I am the one who needs help here! It is something I am really worried about

Keep protesting about the way planning decisions are reached in the hope that the residents voice will be heard. York is in danger on being over developed as an high cost up market dormitory for Leeds

limited

I live on the outskirts of York.  The only thing I could do is downsize to a bungalow but these properties aren't being built.  

Participate in consultation exercises on this.

support these initiatives

Member of NP Group

Be aware of the problems and draw any particular problem to the attention of the correct authority.

Nothing, I'm 86.

Rant!

Ask you to build social housing

I have no idea.

Unsure - V difficult problem

Buy one!

Shop locally and support art and music events - real people doing live shopws
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What could you (as an individual, part of a community or an organisation) do to help achieve this outcome?

Not much - its a council matter

I’m not a builder. 

Nothing

Please see my answer to question 14

Not much - sorry. 

I can't do much unfortunately. 

Campaign as a ve. Welcome incomers to our community 

Little

Encourage others to volunteer and support families and individuals 

Support the city centre

Vote for councils that are more receptive to preserving our green spaces and look for more creative ways of delivering on the above

I don’t know

I now shop in Harrogate its so much easier.

I work in my local community to help it be a nice place to live eg pick up litter, talk to people

No idea

I bang on about this all the time. But legislation is the only answer and that is not forthcoming at a national level.

Prepared to pay more income tax for a better society with fairer values

Nothing

Dk

Support imaginative planning permission.

If only!

Nothing

Nothing 

Lobby council 

do a hong kong

Vote to support party that visibly supports protection of the green belt 

Vote for a local/national government that will do thay

Not sure

Share information about failing infrastructure

?

None
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What is most important to you in achieving this outcome?
I am not sure what is meant by cultural offer. Racism, sexism and homophobia are rife in this City. Promote shared values, have good 

standards of living for all communities and groups.

People being safe from harm and feeling supported - which they are currently not!

Police visibility at schools.

Deaf community involvement.

Maintaining and encouraging diversity

No comment on this outcome

Encouraging communities to support each other and making culture accessible to everyone in the city.

.

Reduce crime

ensure that everyone is treated the same
CYP and adults feeling safe and secure in their communities. People feeling valued and a sense of belonging. People experiencing 

positive relationships within their communities. People experiencing their rights. CYP having their social and emotional needs met and 

experience warm, loving and caring relationships in their early years and beyond. Opportunities for CYp to develop good 

communication skills. CYP's social and emotional needs and their communication skill development prioritised in parenting, education 

and care settings. CYP having play. leisure and opportunities to develop their talents and interests, to motivate them to participate and 

to become confident, developing self-esteem and aspiration. 
Domestic and sexual abuse 

A city where people feel safe at all times of the day and a vibrant city with a wide range of cultural activities taking place

Ensuring a diverse cultural offer and that young people are safe online.
That the disparity that exists across our communities is addressed. genuine commitment to raising health and wellbeing for our most 

disadvantaged communities. That we find ways and want to hear from our hidden residents, those who don't attend meetings or 

complete surveys like this! 
No comment

Reduce aggressive drunkenness in the City Centre. 

For a liberal City we do not celebrate culture and diversity sufficiently. Creating public spaces and agendas for people to share 

individualism could be transformational for York.

A strong police presence to quash the young anti social behaviour, alcohol related violence 

Safe communities and inclusive culture is important

Sell the good news story about how safe YORK is

Hate crime to be taken seriously. Investment in York being a human rights city.

Protecting York's heritage and encouraging multiculturalism in our city.
York used to be a 'white' city.  We have BME communities that don't seem to be well integrated into York society.  I'd like to see 

something more of the Jewish community in York, for example. We have the Clifford's Tower story and some people know about the 

grave site at Sainsbury's Foss Island.  There have been two Jewish synagogues in York, one in Aldwark, the other I'm not sure about.  

What does the Jewish community think?  
I would like to see people with disabilities getting support and help with disability hate and mate crime from the police.

1.  York is one of the safest places in the country, I want that to continue. 

2. It is a relatively diverse place.  I want this to continue.

Reduce traffic on our roads as currently the dangerous roads really restrict safety for cyclists, especially young people and families 

cycling with young children

Continue the work already being done.

I think this is already a very strong point for York.

It would be great to enjoy any of this stiff outside of the centre of town. Doesn't feel like any money from the tourists ever gets to the 

local residents.
Support homeless and those addicted

Link our cultural offer to climate work and be an exemplar for well being over growth as a mantra

Community

Not enough knowledge to respond sensibly

Walking safely from place to place.

Reduce stag and hen parties in the city centre making this a safer place on a Saturday for all to enjoy

I wish York Hospital was better than it is.

More community based Policemen, visible and communicating with people not at them.
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What is most important to you in achieving this outcome?
I think York Council is Delusional with this statement. Years ago it was renowned for its culture, history and heritage internationally. 

Unfortunately, it is now renowned for being a party town for drinking

A sense of community in the city

Ease of access.

clamp down on drunk stag and hen parties and drunk race course visitors in town.

Aggressive begging.

The range of cultural offerings York has is much valued and enjoyed. A diverse range of shops in the city centre - too many cafes 

replacing those that close.
Strong visible policing. York is now known to be a no go area for families on a weekend evening due to large groups of drinkers, hen 

and stag parties.
York Civic Trust should be supported in its work. Support for the arts should be a priority

Making streets and communities safer by reducing public disturbances/antisocial behaviour.
Ensuring this part of the plan is not just focused on the city centre and tourism, but we are focusing on recognising and maximising the 

cultural diversity and heritage across the city and in the periphery of communities. Place based approaches in our residential areas help 

with this. 
Create safe, car-free streets to encourage children (and indeed everyone else) to play outside

Encuragement of 'civil society' organisations - exploiting volunteer contributions to the full

More policing and pcsos on foot in suburbs to reduce young adults etc away from crime and disorder

A strong and well funded local neighbourhood policing team.

Keep York as pollution free and accessible as possible. Welcome in refugees, asylum seekers etc.

A police force that can react quickly to minor incidents when called

give one free parking permit for each household

More youth organisations for disaffected youth and youth thrown out of mainstream schooling, ethnic inclusivity.  We are all “foreigners” 

somewhere in our backgrounds.

I think York is a safe place; I also think the cultural offering in and around York is impressive.

Ensure that heritage/culture is for all and remove a perception of elitism especially in the arts sectors, for example few know about the 

cultural leaders group or its role in the city

Avoiding a high-culture / low culture divide developing in the city, or emphasising the needs of tourists against the interests of residents

Reduce inequalities

a huge variety, from edgy to cutting edge to mainstream

Reducing the alcohol related noise and disruption in the the centre in favour of arts, culture and less rowdy and destructive  

entertainments and ambience, 
Encouragement, especially of children, to know about cultural things -- music, art, architecture, archaeology...

Enough police

Promoting AND help financing arts, culture and heritafe

Safe in the city. 

Reduction in asbos and petty crime; reduction in homelessness and rough sleeping 

Culture for all. The buildings (i.e. theatre, art gallery) are beautiful, but I think they are a barrier. What would it take for some of the art to 

go on tour to chapplefields occasionally. What would it take for one of the theatre groups to turn up to a summer fete occasionally. 

Research shows that more bikes in a town = more people in a town = less crime in a town. Study provided upon request

Reduce homelessness.



Improve playground provisions

Creating more community facilities and networks, perhaps along the lines of Tang Hall Community Centre and Musical Connections?  

A growth in York's creative industries. More, free and subsidised arts participation.
A range of facilities and activities available to young people, to divert them from potential criminality, exploitation, use of alcohol or 

drugs and other behaviour that might be seen as anti-social, and to harness their energies and promote their development in more 

positive ways.
more coppers

Save environment for my children to grow up in which encourages them to be out, physically active, exploring and making the most of 

their city
Safety of young and old people when moving around the city

Reducing the risk from future flooding to homes in York

I think I would repeat what I wrote earlier about an unpleasant drinking culture developing in the city
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What is most important to you in achieving this outcome?
Culture should be available at all levels to all, from schools, local groups, to the everyday heritage of this great city to the internationally 

renowned elements. It’s also a great way for people to come together and tackle health and well-being. 

Strong, resilient communities are ones where people feel encouraged to come out and get around easily. We need less car dominated 

streets, more seating and extended support for local community groups.
Feeling unsafe discourages people from going outside or taking part in activities they would enjoy even if nothing happens to them 

personally.
Everyone should feel safe wherever they are in York

Safety in the city from drunks 

Seems to be good. Especially encouraged by the absence of racist rhetoric in York

Promote our current cultural heritage and avoid the tendency to Disneyfication. 

Don’t over preen York and do not knock down too many city centre buildings because they don’t look perfect 

What makes York beautiful is that it’s a realistic working city. 

Improve perception of safety. York is actually very safe, but some residents don't like going in to the town centre on Friday and 

Saturday nights because of stag/hen parties.

Stopping loutish behaviour as a result of drinking.

We need a decent, reliable, we'll run, integrated bus service.

Police on the streets

Promote the benefits of multiculturism.

The 'safe from harm' bit.

York is very special. The best place to live. It also feels safe.

Having alternative places to go like the arts barge and spark. Big city night clubs cost us too much in policing and stops families feeling 

safe in the city at night. Too much alcohol is probably the problem

To ensure all residents of all religions and race are encouraged to settle here and receive support.

Reassurance that all communitiesi york are strong and safe

Respect to  all.

Feeling safe walking home or going to city centre in the evening or late at night. There are still many groups of drunk people who 

harass others in some parts of city centre.

City of York council tackling antisocial behaviour and homelessness

Feel safe when walking around local area

That the current trend in national racism, bigotry, division, hate fascism and racism stops and ebbs away.

The police

More community spaces where people can meet and ideas can 'pop up'. 

Free access to culture

Listening to the community when suggestions are made.

Families on the streets

Help people feel safe. Reduce crime and ASB. Make the city more welcoming...  Too many beggers.

That people go out and about and enjoy their community.

Support communities

visibly present community policing helps people feel safe

good communication between police council and partner agencies 

Continue to showcase or amazing heritage to visitors accross the world in a safe environment. 

More youth centres for kids, York is already a pretty safe place. 

Public safety.

stop making York town centre a place groups go to heavy drink

No idea

Stop antisocial behaviour. 

Giving access to poorer people to York’s culture 

That there are adequate resources to control and police the city including street CCTV and foot patrols.

Manage the night time drinking scene. Provide good facilities for younger children in the evening and weekends.
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What is most important to you in achieving this outcome?

Feeling safe in any area of the city

Embrace our heritage but enhance it by increasing the amount of public art and celebrate our history with more in the streets a few 

years ago the arts gallery put up paintings around the city this was great

To see more police on the streets

That York continues to thrive with a range of shops, attractions, sports centres.

I am losing the will to live here.  These questions read more like an election manifesto!

Education

More police patrolling in outer York areas

knowing my neighbours and watching out for one another. 

More police in the community.

Providing a safe and clean enviromnent in which to enjoy the stengths of the city

A safe place to live with either little crime or crime that is controlled

Visible policing and prevent pavement parking.

Improve community's relationship with the police force. 

Adequately financed neighbourhood policing schemes city-wide.

Discourage stag parties race day heavy drinking. Encourage family friendly inclusive events.

Cut back on tourists - tourist tax, remove amplified busking from the city, enhance the Council's heritage team.

Inclusivity and diversity

More police doing their job with a presence on the street

Been able to walk the streets 24/7 throughout the week. York no longer being a Stag/hen Party destination which detracts from the 

City's cultural offer
Safe and accessible city has potential to attract more investment.

More police visibility

Make the city centre welcoming and safe at night

seeing people who continue to break the law get the right punishment

make the offering less white 

That there are public spaces where we can interact without spending money, and that our public and cultural spaces are accessible to 

all
Making the roads safer.

working with struggling families at early years surely pays dividends in terms of anti social behaviour etc

Support for homeless people children leaving care etc

cultural offer is strong, could give more space to artists meanwhile uses etc widen participation in theatre- does theatre go out to the 

estates for example? do community projects? 
Ensure residents needs are balanced with needs of tourists and students.Ensure business rates are reasonable to fund a thriving high 

street.
Our heritage and our city is being spoilt by too many Harry Potters shops and hens and stag parties ( happy for everyone to have 

fun),but not at the expense of tourist with children being exposed to drunken behaviour, foul language. It lets this beautiful city down. 

Why can’t we have bespoke shops back in the Shambles York is not an amusement park.

arming the police 

Our rich heritage is only their to attract tourism 

Retaining access for residents of their local cultural heritage 

affordable facilities

Visible action against anti-social behaviour, theft and shoplifting where York's crime rate is above the national average and it affects the 

attitude of residents and visitors to their general feeling of a safe pleasant environment.

Limiting drunk and disorderly behaviour in the city on the evenings.

*Libraries, museums and leisure facilities.

Better social care so that all residents feel safe and included.  More activities such as youth clubs for the young and social groups for 

the lonely.  More support for vulnerable and homeless people.

Investment in community groups to knit community and cultural engagement, build resilience and reduce social isolation

A better city for residents. Cleaner streets shops that bring people into the city with late night shopping to improve growth

Preserve our heritage as the city relies on the tourist but again be consistent
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What is most important to you in achieving this outcome?

Safe city that everyone can enjoy

Actually making this a fact! Many areas in York are disgraceful and dangerous.

That we maintain the character and rich social and cultural history of our city

potential offenders being discouraged by a higher probability of being caught

Market the potential for cultural activities by going out to sell York  both in the UK and abroad.

I think you need to see the overall cultural offering on a weekend day time in York.  Drunken parties staggering over the roads, abusing 

drivers and families as you walk through the city.  Encourage these employers to pay the real living wage.  The employees of York are 

not benefiting from the influx of tourists in the wage.  Promote companies who don't use zero hours contracts.

Bring opportunities for all children in York to enjoy and understand our city and all it has to offer. There are children in Chapelfields, 

Acomb, that don't even know that York has two rivers or what the Minster is.

more police on the streets and better education concerning crime and its effects

To protect this culture

Being aware of our neighbours and insisting we, the public give our undivided support to the Police.

Peace and quiet on streets.

Ensure that laws and regulations are adhered to

Tourist tax

Target antisocial behaviour, especially among race-goers and stag and hen parties. York city centre can frequently feel unsafe, when it 

is full of drunks.
Allow significantly reduced prices for York residents.

Making York more inclusive

Increased support for 'community' projects aimed at inclusivity and understanding

That communities are engaged and involved with all things in their local community and in the more wider community.

Don't know.

Providing a diverse range of artistic, musical and historic groups and events

You won’t do anything about it but the abuse of York by drunken visitors all day Saturday a disgrace

Sort out the city centre. It’s so run down now. 

Some shops could be changed back to accommodate young people. 
Reduction of stag/hen parties. York is already suffering adverse effects of social media reporting of problems caused on weekends, 

even during the day.
Facilities for people to meet and children to play outside 

As a former Police Officer, I my day areas had there own police presence, the local Bobby knew the communty

achieving enjoyment of our heritage?!

Reduce the yob culture that pervades York at the weekends and on race days. The city is fast getting a reputation as a no-go area on 

Saturdays.
Combat hate speech and xenophobia in York.

Equality of oppertunity 

Neighbourhood policing

Providing more access to arts, culture and heritage for young people... the artists and audiences of the future. It should be an 

entitlement for all!
(Safety)More visible policing weekend evenings

(Culture)More events like pop up Globe + mystery plays

The city is safe for all

I would like to see more bobbies on the beat (in the old helmet so that they look less intimidating, but still command respect), as to just 

coming out in force when there are incidents

cut out the drunken and anti social behaviour.

A safe and civilised city

I live our old buildings and visiting them sometimes, walking the walls etc. I’m not sure they contribute to safe communities- see 

comments above
Free access to residents 

More help is needed for vulnerable members of the community this will make it safer for everyone in the long run. 
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What is most important to you in achieving this outcome?
I’m afraid that the ‘cultural offer’ and the protection and presentation of our heritage is second rate and falling. I could name several 

comparable cities and large towns who do it so much better. We are complacent.Visitors must be routinely disappointed. There is no 

sense of civic pride in York, it is becoming a gigantic bistro available for weekend misbehaviour. Security on the streets is compromised 

and young children really shouldn’t be exposed to the ‘offer’ in York at the weekend.

Stop the decline of the city centre 

Getting a grip before we dilute the price service to the point of ineffectiveness

Very important and graduàlly been eroded

Keep drunkenness and anti social behaviour out of York city centre.  

Reducing vandalism, littering and fly tipping

As earlier

It seems I have the same response to all these areas.  That is because having an infrastructure that works for people, works for the 

community and community is what provides success, safety, satisfaction, creativity and innovation.

Keeping it real and not just looking good

Safe communities require vigilance ie greater police presence especially at weekends when out of towers descend on the city.

More community policing 

A strength of York is our strong and safe communities who support each other and create an interesting and exciting place to live.

DO YOU REALLY BELIEVE THIS ABOUT yORK

Our cultural offer is renowned internationally, particularly in relation to our heritage, and we want this to be enjoyed by, accessible to 

and representative of all our communities.

no comments

Protect the status quo

Not to become a theme park of a city focused on drinking 

Safe streets

Variety of cultures

A feeling of security

None 
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What should the council do to help achieve this outcome?
Invest in social housing, regulate private landlords properly, manage your own council owned HMOs even half as well as you should 

(take stock of your property porfolio and have a work with yourselves about disrepair, mismanagement and appalling living conditions 

for many of your tenants?In conjunction with the police, clean this City up!  More respect needs to be addressed - more respect for keeping the place clean and 

more respect for the residents when they tell you there are issues, instead of being fobbed off; eg, I raise da complaint about speeding 

and received a letter telling me a survey was done a couple of years before and they found no speeding issues; you should live here 

and then you'll see the issues!Seek advice, interest, reports, thoughts, ideas, concerns from the existing communities (but how different is Guildhall from Tang 

Hall....and why??)
Supporting community spaces and efforts

The council should do all it can to encourage communities in York to come together and it should consider measures that would make 

the city's culture and heritage more accessible to residents on low incomes.

.

Harsher penalties

make sure that it enforces rules and policies in a consistent manner, but does enforce
Promote human rights and children's rights across all services. Promote and support rights-based approaches in the council, education, 

social care, working with the police and health to ensure that we are all supporting rights. This can lead to addressing disadvantage and 

making communities more cohesive. Resourcing youth services. Have a communication procedure to listen to CYP's views and act 

upon these. 
Raise awareness, invest in help for survivors. Ensure consent is taught in schools and the workplace.

Continue with the work already taking place.

Raise water safety within the council and have a senior officer involved in the Water Safety Forum

Promote the arts and esafety.

Be prepared to hear all the views and concerns across the city, and take some moral comfort that its better to be honest about what 

can or can't be done than simply cherry pick  the issues. 

No comment

Implement the law that means it is illegal to serve alcohol to people who are drunk.

A cultural diversity festival should be set up.

Stop opening more and more bars and restaurants for the hen and stag parties and support the disappearing shops. Permanent anti 

terror bollards which must be a bigger priority than the cosmetic appearance of the city centre. 

no change needed - perhaps lobby for additional police and full sentences to be served by offenders. 

Ensure the wealth of heritage and cultural assets are accessible to all. 

Run campaigns about hate crime and violence. 

Invest in a human rights cultural project that celebrates York

Protect our heritage and encourage all visitors and residents to enjoy it in safe atmosphere.



Think about the impression we are giving to people who visit/live here. Is it a safe place to be on an evening or do we feel threatened by 

the rowdy groups? What are the council doing about discouraging anti-social behaviour?

Approach relevant representatives of the various faiths and see what they would like.

I would like to see the council and the police work together to help and support people with disabilities, to make sure that hate and mate 

crime does not happen to them.

1. Ensuring that police work with local communities 

Penalise use of private cars. Ensure availablilty of safe practicle cycle routes in and around York.

I think the council is doing a really good job and simply needs to continue their effort. 



Make sure the Shakespeare pop-up theater returns to York in 2020.

I am not sure what else the council can do, there are food festivals, many antiques and bookstores, the structures and architecture in 

the centre , the nature reserves around York, etc. I think a few more parks scattered around the city would be nice though. 

Do a tourist tax on those staying.. £1/night per person, ring fence the money to be spent on culture etc for the residents of York. Eg 

there's no weekly theatre just for young children. In Scarborough in the summer they have the spa orchestra and Teddy bear music for 

kids, there's nothing I could take my little girl to without a lot of expense. There used to be a great scheme for 16-25 Yr old where you 

could go to the theatre free which I loved but that stopped too. 

Increase resource for shelter and support to get off drugs.

Help educate our visitors about our history but also city adoption of wellbeing over growth, ask all hospitality businesses and wider 

businesses to contribute and care

Community clubs and activities for all esp. young and old

As above
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What should the council do to help achieve this outcome?

Maintain helpful street signage.

work in partnership with police and stop allowing more and more bars to open 

Don't know.

Not sure about their role.

 The council needs to work with existing licensed premises in enforcing a strict code of conduct for those drinking within the city. Drunks 

should not be served any more alcohol. For one thing this is illegal! The police need to be stricter with people who are Displaying a far 

from acceptable behaviour in public. We have tremendous issues with people urinating within the city. Bearing in mind that the council 

has withdrawn so many public amenities, what do they expect people to do. In one hand they are giving out licenses left right and 

centre, and people are drinking copious amounts of alcohol. Then in the other hand they are closing down the toilets. With regards to 

safety,  displaying a far from acceptable behaviour in public. We have tremendous issues with people urinating within the city. Bearing 

in mind that the council has withdrawn so many public amenities, what do they expect people to do. In one hand they are giving out 

licenses left right and centre, and people are drinking copious amounts of alcohol. Then in the other hand they’re closing down the 

toilets. With regards to safety, The police and council need to develop a clear strategy. At this moment in time we have Rangers and 

angels on the weekend, who appear to do nothing. A radical overhaul is required to make the city centre a safer place on the weekend. 

I myself have enjoyed drinks hurled  at me and Verbally abused. A stronger presence of police who actually in force protection of 

guests and residents would hopefully reduce this unacceptable behaviour.

Encourage and help sustain groups which support each other and particularly make sure that elderly and lonely people have friends 

they can meet with and talk to.

Clear signposting

Stop the aggressive drinking culture. 1pm on a Friday in St. Sampsons square with my 12 yr old, and we had to dodge a drunk hen 

party shouting and screaming and swearing. this is not the sort of image York should have. The bars all benefit - and there are too 

many of them. But no one else does. They put off other tourists by their behaviour during the day which impacts all the businesses..



The begging problem in York is getting worse. The genuine homeless population need help and support to get them off the streets, and 

the criminal gangs need stopping.



Support those organisations that look after York's heritage. Support small businesses so they may thrive in our city centre

Visible policing.  Stop promoting york as a hen and stag city.

Listen to what the conservation experts say. Support arts events of all kinds, not just popular ones.  

I think the York's problems with public disturbances are largely due to 2 factors:



1. A lack of adequate mental health and social care provision for the most vulnerable (including rough sleepers).



2. The hard drinking, party town culture encouraged by York Races and the idea of York at a stag and hen party destination.



The former issue can be tackled by increased investment in out social care system and by helping community groups and charities 

already doing great work (but who are overstretched by ever increasing numbers of people in distress).



The latter I am less sure about how to help. I understand that the hospitality sector brings in a lot of revenue and provides many jobs in 

the city. And I do not like the idea of imposing any kind of draconian drinking laws. However, York city centre is often not a welcoming 

or safe-feeling environment on a Saturday night...

The cultural strategy needs to be truly citywide, encompassing and including all communities - not just middle class interests. Learning 

from place based approaches which are embedded in local communities needs to be incorporated in to human centred design of 

strategic planning. We need to devolve power to people in communities to codesign the future of public services and the city. 

Commissioning models need to move from competitive market tendering towards collaboration.

Encourage charities, churches, etc

More foot patrols and local area policing 

Impose stiffer penalties for ASB - pressure the government to provide better funding for local policing - especially the Police and Crime 

commissioner.
Make it easy for those from other cultures to settle here.

Support local arts groups and festivals inc The Fringe, the Arts Barge etc.

give one free parking permit for each household

I believe burglary is increasing at the moment, as it does in times of hardship, and times will be getting harder shortly with Brexit.  More 

community policing with community service for culprits.  Educate them, set them to being part of the cultural heritage, taking tours and 

guiding others.  Employment with a living wage is key.
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What should the council do to help achieve this outcome?
encourage activities at all the heritage and cultural sites....encourage the 'working together ethos'. be clear about the role that CYC 

wants to have.
Strong public transport offerings for the new community stadium. Better public transport links for other cultural offers: (Vue cinema, 

bowling, York Rugby & Cricket club, University facilities, Barbican ...)

support the above, with grants, venues, and advertised support for small local groups.

Legislate to reduce, restrict or ban stag and hen dos... legislate to discourage binge drinking, stop drinking in pubic spaces. 

Publicise schemes for free visits to art gallery, theatre etc

Again needs to be central govt but perhaps you feed this through?

Put more money into the arts.

Better control of city center drinking especially on race days. 

asbos come with community service and mandatory group programme eg a sports club 

feels like we're already pretty safe.

Increase bike access. 
Homelessness - this has increased dramatically though many homeless people I have seen myself have in fact got a home and are 

"professional beggars". Many however are genuinely homeless and need help, but nowhere in the city do we promote the fact that 

giving homeless people money does nothing but fuel their addiction (I have seen homeless people dealing on many an occasion). An 

ad campaign to advise people of the social ills of this despite it seeming sensible is needed, if anything people should donate food. 



City centre - alleyways such as the ones either side of Lakeland are effectively a latrine and urine stagnates there continuously, there 

are also faeces observed. There should almost be a means to mildly flush the area, perhaps using stored rainwater. 



Litter - there is a lot of litter in York in the shape of empty cans and bottles, the perpetrators should be fined on the spot and made an 

example of.



Playgrounds - many playgrounds are decrepit and at least in need of a lick of paint. Swings are especially popular but in short supply. 

The swings at Victoria bar are dreadful, about 3 feet long, Victoria bar playground should be double that area in length.



Empty premises - there are a lot of empty premises and all business owners I talk to complain of the high rents. Retail is on it's back at 

present and the cheap pound will only sustain foreign tourists for so long. This entire strategy needs an overhaul. 

Some empty premises should be converted into indoor play areas for kids as the ones out of town are a taxi (or bus) away. This helps 

to keep kids active and also provides a welcome outlet for children visiting with their parents. There are parks available granted, but 

how often is it raining?

Support networks and local community groups.  Set up a Kyra Project for men???  More adult learning opportunities as well.

Subsidise arts companies in the city, especially their participation programs. The City's funding to the Theatre Royal, for example, is a 

tiny fraction of what it was ten years ago.
Use a range of strategies to ensure that a range of facilities and activities are available and accessible by all young people, including 

providing them directly, working with others, such as schools and community groups, to do so and supporting and promoting, as 

necessary, the efforts of such other providers.
resign

Track tweens walking or cycling home to and from school in the winter to see where the danger points Are, where areas could be better 

lit or routes improved to take them off busy roads and over quiet foot bridges etc. 

Greater presence of wardens / police at key times in both the centre and high risk areas

Localised flood protection, upstream prevention such as "slowing the flow" and increased tree planting 

As written earlier

Support cultural organisations on a long-term basis. See our physical heritage as a bonus (rather than sometimes seeing it as a 

hindrance).
Implement the transport hierarchy - promote pedestrian friendly environments; put in more seats.

Work with schools to instil in children that violence, intimidation and making other people feel unsafe is never acceptable even within a 

school. Work with the police, social services and legal system to keep anyone likely to harm or intimidate other people off the streets 

and work with them to change their behaviour and attitudes.

Work in partnership with the police and community

Reduce the drinking culture in york also drug use by the river

N/A
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What should the council do to help achieve this outcome?

Stop allowing so many restaurants and drinking places to open 

Encourage independent shops and businesses 

Festivals like Bloom were great

Cut down on the tacky cabins in Parliament Street Christmas market and other markets 

Encourage activities that reduce alcohol consumption. For example, live performances might distract drinkers from the business of 

drinking. 



Assist smaller local cultural groups with red tape.
Stop large groups making the city centre unacceptable on the weekend. Fine people who vomit and urnnate in the street.

Start working on it.

Increase the police presence on the streets, encourage community watch schemes where leaders/ wardens have dedicated contact 

points for police, and make them more official so that they are not just seen as nosy people

Poster and radio campaigns. More mixed street fairs.

Family support services that are universally available to minimise stigma.

We need to protect our old buildings and heritage. York is very special. Things like the old tram shed in Piccadilly should have been 

preserved for example as part of our heritage.

Somehow limit alcohol. Don't need to be blind drunk to enjoy yourself. Too many late opening alcohol places. More alternative places, 

maybe reduced rents and rates if alcohol not served after 12

Support workers through local community support offices , schools and colleges 

Focus on areas where strong and safe may be an exaggeration

Start respecting the needs of people and businesses.  Treat people unfairly and they loose their respect for you.  Look at the problems 

the Police have.  They have watched too much TV and throw their weight about and get a violent response.  If you treat a person with 

respect, you generally will receive it back. The culture will then become the normal and eventually reduce a general lack of respect, 

which is causing most of the problems. Fighting, property damage etc.

More street wardens or police in the evening.

When you have initiatives to tackle antisocial stag/hen parties then York is a much nicer place to go to at the weekend. Stag and Hen 

parties, whilst bringing money to the City are absolutely appalling when you want to go into the City at the weekend. I cannot think of 

anyone who enjoys the City of a weekend as a result, and we all actively avoid the area. Leeds implemented a crackdown (and even 

Newcastle) VERY successfully. We have a beautiful city, ruined by those who want a nice, heritage weekend city break, when they see 

the appalling behaviour. The Police do not have the resources to tackle. CYC needs to make York a less attractive Stag/Hen 

destination or at least have more NEO's to support NYP.

Have a larger hostel for homelessness. I used to know and speak to homeless members of society in York but in the last 2 years I don't 

even recognise faces. There are many from out of area, plus we know there is a county lines issue. There need to be more NEO's to 

direct homeless to a hostel. It is awful to walk through Coney Street and surrounding streets seeing tents and sleeping bags. Plus we 

have a drug problem so this is not ideal. All in all, a visitor to York (particularly at the weekend) experiences screaming stag and hen 

parties staggering on the streets and homelessness in every street doorway. This is not an exaggeration.

Doesn’t need improving - feel safe at present

Remove fascist stickets when they appear in the city quicker to stop toxic ideologies spreading; like the Hundred Handers. Celebrate 

diversity more in signs, plaques etc across the City.

employ police support officers

The cultural offer is renowned to tourists - York is not a city with its residents at its heart. Residents in Wards close to the City centre 

e,g. Guildhall are over looked as the centre is tourist focused. 

Free museums for all

Listen to the locals it effects.

Help reduce groups visits to York - though not sure how
Control hen and stag parties on a weekend.  York is no longer a place where you can bring your family for a meal on a Friday or 

Saturday night.  The drunken behaviour and foul language that visitors are bombarded with is a disgrace and an embarrassment.  

Bring back the council's successful alleygating scheme and ensure it is properly resourced.

Help homeless people who appear to be taking up residence in the doorways of closed shops, find accommodation.  Clamp down on 

illegal begging.Invest in activities and communities so that people are out and about and visible in their neighbourhood. Stop talking about 

communities being unsafe and encourage people to participate in their communities which will help make them safer. Stop looking at 

the negatives and promote the positive.
Keep cultural places open such as libraries and museums

maintain a realistic practical view of how much information could be shared to promote keeping people safe

Look into how we can make the nightlife in the city safe and not intimidating. 

Jusy make sure teens have things to do other than drinking or doing drugs to get them off the streets and build more friendships 
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What should the council do to help achieve this outcome?

Ensure that the city has more and better policing, community support, and noise patrol.

change the focus and dynamic of the way residents and visitors spend leisure time in YOrk centre

No idea

York has become somewhat of a party town.

I am 25, so absolutely not just 'some grumpy old woman that hates fun'. 

But the drinking, especially on a weekend, is completely out of control. Music is blaring all night long, people are sick in the streets, litter 

is strewn everywhere. Entering the city center on a Saturday, Sunday or Monday morning is like entering somewhere a bomb has just 

gone off. 



This drinking in the center also means that drunk people (who have no control over their volume) walk down my street screaming, 

singing, shouting, vomiting and even stealing our milk. 

Have more Residents’ First weekends?

Encourage and support policing and security.

Review existing arrangements, involve representative youths to input regarding what THEY want, as opposed to what others think they 

want.
Look at issues in city centre of anti social behaviour, especially over weekends (during the day). Locals do not like going into city centre 

at these times.
Financially Support the local art gallery and museums. Build a further venue in a city centre location for bands to play

A diving pool would be good to add to our range of sports venues. Perhaps more family friendly city centre holiday accommodation.

Educate our youngsters

Encourage more local home bred talent in Theatre, Mucic and Arts

Making Neighbourhood Watch schemes more active. Restoring a Community Constable- type person- a neighbourhood warden or 

similar?
Encourage the police to be more a part of the community e.g. people to know their local officers. 20 years ago we knew their names.

Ensure the physical environment is properly maintained and enhanced and that the policing/ control of public space is appropriate and 

proportionate
Work with the police to improve their work.

Work with the Government to outlaw pavement parking. Enable people to report instances of pavements being blocked without fear of 

retaliation by the perpetrators.

Publicise the scheme for people to be able to report perpetrators, run awareness campaigns that show who is negatively affected by 

this. Work with employers that use vans to ensure staff don't take them home... and park on the pavement.

Encourage PCSOs to attend community outreach events/hubs non-uniformed to offer support and advice to the community whilst 

removing the barrier and fear uniformed officers can bring. 

Ensure that the Police & Crime Commissioner knows the importance of this and work with her to secure funding

Work with the police, publicans etc to discourage the appalling behaviour that makes York a frightening place at night on many 

occasions because of drunken loutish behaviour.  

Employ more conservation officers and placemaking specialists. Improve the accessibility of the City's heritage - eg. the city walls.

encourage touring groups to be safe and have more than one guide so 15 year old girls aren't abducted!

York does not really know what it wants.  It want to retain its history but then builds modern building close by which are not in keeping.  

Stop the hen and stag parties because you do not feel safe in town on a Saturday afternoon.  there are numerous account of attempted 

burgalries around York.  Stronger sentences is needed

Planning & Licensing policy

Employ and deploy enough PCSOs/equivalent, especially during busy season.

Better/more tourist information facilities would also be useful, as would be city guides (not just relying on volunteers for this). Signpost 

clearly where tourists/locals can find more information.

More Police Officers

More police and BID patrols throughout the evening

actively prosecute law breakers

encourage the inclusion of a broader diversity of performers in the festivals that take place across the year

Support existing public spaces such as the libraries, parks and gardens, and ensure those are accessible to people with disabilities, 

sensory issues and are gender-inclusive.
Crack down on speeders and undertakers.

Crack down on the ridiculous number of moterbikes which speed through housinng streets (eg. Monkton Road - it's absolutely 

ridiculous).

Have a look at where cars are parking and add double yellows as necessary - particularly on blind corners.
Review the number of conversions in York to holiday homes. Student homes need to be balanced against need of first time buyers.
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What should the council do to help achieve this outcome?
Encourage traders with bespoke skills back into the city, reduce your parking fees. If you want to charge ridiculous prices for car 

parking clean them up. The Coppergate car park is filthy with pigeon waste which is contagious to humans . If you park there it is 

everywhere people are pushing pushchairs through children touch it and sometimes you have to walk through it.

arm the police 

See above

Residents pass and discount scheme 

continue to support local theatres etc

Continue to work with police on drunkenness and rowdy behaviour, take action against irresponsible AirBnB lettings. Investigate 

whether youth crime is associated with loss of local facilities for poorer young people.

Consider banning alcohol at the racecourse, and limiting licenses for alcohol overall. Turn away people getting off trains who have been 

drinking. More police with more powers on the evenings.

*Stop wasting money on expensive and sometimes pointless cultural events!  Leave that sort of thing to private and voluntary 

enterprises.  Does UNESCO of Media Arts even mean anything?

Actually most residents of a certain age don’t go into York on Saturday pm or eve because of the horrendous hen dos and drunks. You 

should stop marketing York for these people who shout and get drunk

Ask central government for more money to pay for this.

Increase grant provision for community solutions both at a local and city level

York city has deteriorated over recent years and this needs to be addressed More police presence on the streets to challenge ASB  

every time a shop closes a chain restaurant or pub gets permission to open. Look to attract residents back into York 

Have  a plan and for ONCE stick to it

To control the amount of stag and hen party's in the city,provide more security, police and encourage more company's to move ihto the 

empty retail units 
Help to improve local policing. Actually listen to them when they tell you something is wrong or shouldn't go ahead and then act on it, 

instead of doing what the council members want!
Maintain the infrastructure, parks walkways, cycleways and open spaces. Ensure building infill is appropriate (affordable to most) and in 

keeping (it can still be modern in design and with architecturally interest materials). Provide good coordinated public transport 

(combined bus/rail station)
Increase police resources to increase overt presence and if necessary increase cctv coverage including on connecting routes

Encourage children to come from the rest of the country to come and appreciate what we have.  

Work with schools on a programme to introduce all children to the cultural offer in York and to understand and appreciate the city they 

are growing up in.
local parish councils could be more encouraged to hold forums which may attract more people. 

Consider carefully any intention by way of forms of development etc which will detract from this culture.

Crack down on un-neighbourly behaviour and be very aware of 'Hate' crimes which must be reported to the Police.

Ensure adequate policing levels.

Strengthen the enforcement function, raising money through penalties and a visitor bed tax

Introduce a tourist tax

The council should create public awareness of the problems of irresponsible drinking. It needs to approach bars and encourage them to 

take responsibility.
Hold celebrations for the major holidays of all religions that are represented in York

Support initiatives suchas being proposed by York St John

Again have community development workers or community support workers in the community to engage in person with locals to also 

promote what the city has to offer.

More community support officers tackling Anti social behaviour round the more challenging areas of York. 

Don't know.

as above and subsidising these events so they be enjoyed by most residents

You could try policing it but most `York residents avoid the centre Saturday when youth drinking at its worst

Be more open to suggestions. 

Appreciate what we’ve got and not put eyesores like York Spark in the city. More and more hotels are being built but our cultural 

offering seems to be diluted making it less attractive. The number of pubs and restaurants is unsustainable, with hen/stag parties 

getting ever rowdier are we attracting the right people to our city?

Work with law enforcement to set guidelines. Actively refuse access of visitors to the city arriving by train who are already drunk. Maybe 

refuse further plans for 'cheap' hotels such as premier inn, travel lodge where stag/hen parties tend to stay.

Increase police numbers
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What should the council do to help achieve this outcome?
Stop encouraging binge drinkers by allowing more and more pubs and bars to open. Impose fines on loutish behaviour and rebrand 

York as a family destination rather than just a haven for yobs and drunks!

Combat hate speech and xenophobia in York.

Ensure fair recruitment. Provide opportunies for cohesive communities 

Better youth services

Support the development of a set of cultural promises to children and young people

As above

Ensure there is adequate funding for police & community support.

Saturdays and Sundays are now a nightmare in York city centre and it is no longer a city for families.  The streets are filthy on Sunday 

due to urine and vomit.  It would be great if the council at least spent some budget on cleaning the pavements - perhaps a tax on pubs?

Reconsider their approach to tourism.

Clamp down on poor behaviour with the Police so visitors know they have to behave and respect the City or be punished.

Your local area coordinator programme sounds good and there are loads of activities across the city but I’m nit sure how well these are 

coordinated, advertised and used by the wider population 

Not sure

Have more community policing. 

Put a brake on further licensing, empower street wardens - and encourage the police to get out of their vehicles. Apply the law. Monitor 

York station. Start a clean-up campaign in what must be one of the most litre-strewn cities in the county.

You must reduce the drinking culture. Of the city centre and of the races. 

Make more noise and take a positive lead in multi agency approaches to issues rather than paying lip service

Work with other agenc

Discourage day trip and weekend all day drinking.  Advertise York as a day out for enjoyment not anti social behaviour.

Give young people greater self esteem. Work with schools to explain the consequences of littering and the need to recycle

As earlier

Be brave and forward looking and think about the community as a whole and how systems interconnect with each other 

Keep policies relevant to culture changes as they occur

Increased security

Lobby national government for more money for policing 

be realistic and have a proper coherent plan for the City

no comments

Protect the status quo

Actively discourage the stag/hen culture..

Better policing

Keep cost down for residents

Local police in town centre areas at weekends 

Stop
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Safe Communities and culture for all

What could you (as an individual, part of a community or an organisation) do to help achieve this outcome?

Pay my rent/mortage, manage my own living space well, help my neighbours.

already doing this - banging our heads against a brick wall.

I cross pollinate across several communities currently, using the resources I need because I can access them. I am lucky to be able to 

converse with a wide variety of people, encouraging inclusion. By leading by example.

Speaking out

I could continue to get involved with volunteering and events in my community.

.

Nothing that I could think of

abide by the rules
Promoting and supporting rights-based approaches in services and in schools/settings. Promoting CYP's voice and participation. 

Working with school staff to support CYP with SEMH needs. Working collaboratively with other services/organisations to meet the 

needs of young people.
Continue to raise awareness and call out behaviour that is inappropriate.

NYFRS Chair the Water Safety Forum and continue to work with partners to prevent people entering the water and prevent water 

related deaths
Encourage the participation of young people by promoting and developing an ars offer and cultural awareness. Promoting esafety.

speak out on the issues that are often buried because they are uncomfortable. 

No comment

York students would love to take their diversity off campus and into the wider City to showcase different nationalities, religions, cultures 

and lifestyles not just within student communities (as is currently the case) but with the City community at large.

Ensure our students actively engage in volunteering across the City and behave responsibly 

Help with the human rights events. 

Be welcoming to visitors as part of my job, in an effort to make them visit again and boost our local economy.
As a member of the Advice York partnership, hosted by the Council and managed by Citizens Advice York I've tried to get consultations 

on the advice needs of the BME section and been told it's not in the Service Level Agreement.  A short course on how to overcome 

inertia would be appreciated!
We could work together to help and support people with disabilities to make sure that hate and mate crime does not happen to them.

1.  Discussion with others regarding these point.

Continue to use the cultural opportunities in the city.

Talk to neighbours, be available if anyone nearby needs help.

? 

Support and act on council initiatives 

Be on the look out where I live and report to the appropriate authorities, where necessary

Give feedback when signs are confusing.

not sure

Don't know.

I already support by calling the Police whenever anything suspicious happens.

A stronger presence of police who actually enforce protection of guests and residents would hopefully reduce this on acceptable 

behaviour.
Be a part of those groups and communities

Use the facilities.

nothing apart from tell you how rubbish this makes York look

Usde Amazon less and the city centre more if the offering was more diverse!

Support such events.
I work with Kitchen For Everyone which is doing a fantastic job to help support the very vulnerable in York, providing food as well as 

access to medical care, housing and everyday provisions. There are many groups in York doing great work, and many dedicated 

volunteers.



However, there is only so much we can do - numbers of people requiring help seem to be rising and rising. The root causes of poverty, 

addiction and mental illness need to be addressed at a societal level. 
I work as part of a place based, person centred initiative so can help people's voices be heard and encourage active citizenship in the 

codesign of CYC strategic planning. 

Strengthen community in my own church and encourage its promotion of artistic and cultural events
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Safe Communities and culture for all

What could you (as an individual, part of a community or an organisation) do to help achieve this outcome?

Assist and support the local policing teams, be connected to any local neighbourhood/community groups.

Join in with multi-cultural events

Support such events, groups, even be part of the literary scene.

give one free parking permit for each household

Unsure.

Support neighbourhood watch. 

Continue to enjoy the heritage and culture!

put on events....

Continue to support small venues and the arts in York,

Volunteer to accompany groups to art gallery, countryside, Minster, theatre....

Continue to promote, develop and perform in artitic endeavours

Help my community promote projects, talk to my neighbours more 

Go into town more.

Become even more actively involved in community groups and volunteering?

I'm a member of the National Campaign for the Arts.

Consider opportunities, both paid and voluntary, to work with young people in the community. Promote activities, particularly those for 

young people, in my area.

vote against you

Tell the Council where things could be improved (Holgate Bridge) where pedestrian/cycling routes could be opened up (Love 

Lane/Barbara Grove footbridge to be lit and changed to accessible slope). 

I would hope to be a beneficiary though I do accept my responsibilities in my own neighbourhood

Work with community groups I am a member of 

As earlier

Get out there, do more and be a bit more neighbourly. 

Participate in local community groups.

Report any incidents seen or experienced.

Support Cold Calling Controlled Zones to empower the community

N/A
I have lived and worked in many beautiful European cities. I am also disabled and would be happy to share my knowledge and thoughts 



I was born and brought up in York and have lived back here for over 35 years 
Assist smaller cultural groups with accessing funds and venues. For example, Derwenthorpe Residents Association acts as a fund 

holder for some informal residents groups that don't want to maintain a bank account.
On a Saturday and Sunday morning, as a resident, I walk with my eyes on the ground to avoid all the vomit from excessive drinking the 

night before.
Not sure.

I support several York charities professionally

Only campaign to save our old and interesting buildings.

Stay aware

Respectfully make my point

I have no idea on this one. I think this is on CYC policy.

Contiue taking down fascist stickers and engouraging a progressive establishment.

support night workers

Volunteer

Be proactive it supporting community activities.

Walk the streets whenever possible

Participate in activities in my area. Walk and cycle around talk to people, look out for my elderly neighbours. 

use the library
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Safe Communities and culture for all

What could you (as an individual, part of a community or an organisation) do to help achieve this outcome?

be vigilant and not afraid to get involved

Start a neighbourhood watch scheme in my local area.

No idea

I don't know.

I don't go out in York, I advise all my friends not to either because it's become a horrible place. 

I'm starting to really hate living here 

Don’t know!

Remain vigilant and report crime.

Support investment in facilities through higher council tax, if required.

nothing

Visit these types of places more often

Support attractions by visiting off season when quieter 

Run the classes

Visit cultural events

support such a scheme

Get to know my local officers.

As a retiree I have little faith in the Police any more which is a very sad reflection on them

Tell you it's a problem but I am afraid to report it for fear of reprisals from the perpetrator.

Use experience of working with police to optimise neighbourhood policing

Work with local groups.

Nothing

stop being impatient at Japanese tourists stepping into the traffic on Lendal bridge to take photos!

Keep safe and stay away from York city centre on a Saturday afternoon

I have a YMT card. I champion York and it's offer wherever I go. I try to help where I can, if I see tourists looking a bit puzzled in the 

City centre.
Lobby Councillors to budget for more Police Officers even if it mean increasing Council Tax

Report anything suspicious and any antisocial behaviour

support more cultural events

Support my public spaces by using them, volunteering, and donating to fundraisers.

I don't commit crime...

Holder of York card; support York shops.

Start shopping in York again.

do not go out after dark

Nothing as I have no interest in promoting a Disney version of this historic city

Promote the local heritage 

visit the theatres etc

Not sure.

I currently avoid town in the evenings due to this, this requires significant police intervention to fix and is not something I can do.

I don't know.  I don't have much free time to commit to volunteering.

Continue to volunteer with community groups

Only thing is to try and vote for parties that will try to stick to the plan 

Keep telling everyone to come here and spend money and time in our city

be mindful of personal safety and home security. This requirement could be publicised in a far more obvious manner by the council

Campaign to support the workers of York.  Buy York products,

Lobby as a school governor.

not sure
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Safe Communities and culture for all

What could you (as an individual, part of a community or an organisation) do to help achieve this outcome?

Support my neighbours and be prepared to report any behaviour I consider reprehensible to the correct authority.

Keep friendly with teenage groups when seeing them outside local shops "hanging about".

Volunteer

I have no idea.

Pay increased Council tax

Local residents groups could display leaflets, and be more informed of leisure activities is other area of the city to share with the 

communities they represent.

Don't know.

By continuing to be involved in my local community and putting on community events etc

Well beyond my personal abilities 

Keep checking this out. 

Nothing

Goodness knows!

Again nothing that I can think of.

Support victims of hate speech among students.

Welcome all residents. Because inclusive. 

Support police

Volunteer my time to help

Support the above

I stay out of York city on evenings and weekends (alas).

I don’t know

I don't really go into York anymore at weekends.  Harrogate is much nicer and less rowdy and intimidating early evening at the weekend.

As stated 

Again pay my taxes 

Make sure vulnerable people in the neighbourhood are safe & if the need anything you will help where possible. 

I do litter picks constantly. And I stay out of the centre as much as possible at weekends. Who wants to go there, except for 

unsuspecting tourists, hen and stag parties?

Complain at poor service and lobby police, police and crime commissioner council and mp

N/A

As earlier

Like many locals I no longer venture into the city centre at weekends neither do visiting families

Don’t know 

Protest against idiot Council ideas

no comments

Vote for the political party that promotes this objective 

Support local cultural offerings..

Not sure

?

None
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An open and effective Council

What is most important to you in achieving this outcome?
Having a council that responds the the residents, rather than decide what’s in our interests and then consult us, ask what we want and 

what we need here.

having an effective council

Communication - between CYC departments, by and with the Council, with all residents. Too many information sources being managed 

by too few.
Council Plan should be ambitious but realistic

A council which readily engages both at member and officer levels with other stakeholders and is willing to consider partnership working 

where appropriate. A council which fully commits to making things happen and delivering on its commitments. 

Making sure the council is transparent and accountable.

Transparency 

Keep York as a fabulous place to live and work

giving the information in an easily understood manner

Upholding CYP and adults' rights to have a voice and to participate in decision making. Increasing voice and involvement. Transparent 

communication. 
Accessibility and good quality service

Effective partnership working with key stakeholders.

information that is provided is balanced, honest, relevant and is accessible to all residents.

No comment

Open up the council.

Fix the traffic congestion and save the high street economy. Parliament Street is unrecognisable compared to 10 years ago. 

High quality education available to residents and those with a desire to migrate to the city and region

Sustained dialogue

Streamline the website, it can be difficult to find council papers.

Value for money

There may be a wasted resource amongst the professionals who have retired but would like to offer something still even if they have 

restrictions due to health, mobility, whatever. We shouldn't be wasting what we have.

I would like to see people with disabilities to have the ability to use the resources in the community.

1.  Openness

More transparent and readily available information about all the rules and regulations in York. Faster response times and better 

informed staff.
People’s assembly

The Council being genuinely open and effective!

Availability of services

Be more open 

Compulsory, relevant, high quality training for Council staff and others.

Publicising more clearly what the council does.
 The council website is basic to say the least. Both in terms of content and information available. So many things but the council could 

promote on the website are not listed. The council is not very good with its communication. If a resident is going to be affected by any 

works done to a road, electrical supply or anything to affect their amenity, the council should have a duty of care to ensure that that 

resident is informed. They completely failed to do this.
Transparency and accountability

Learning about the opportunities.

No one thinks you care

The council should publish regular updates on what they have achieved from The Plan once it is finalised.  There needs to be deadlines 

and the council held to account for delivery.

That the  Council is active and avoids management-speak. Deeds not words!

Admittedly I don't feel I have a clear understanding in the council's role - particularly where it's jurisdiction starts and ends.

Enhancing partnership working and addressing some of the barriers and blockages in the system to ensure this is key. Silo working is a 

big problem within York created by competition and focus on KPIs/ funding. Communities feel separate from power hierarchies in CYC 

and the CCG - leadership at all levels needs to be embraced on more than a tokenistic effort. 

Motivated, trained, well-managed staff at the council
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An open and effective Council

What is most important to you in achieving this outcome?
The Council being more honest about its weaknesses (only today I had a run-in with so-called Customer Services, who couldn't deal 

with my compaint effectively due to inadequate systems) and able to improve its own workings.

Accessibility of communication

Consultation at ward level.

More capable staff

give one free parking permit for each household

Act on consultations, as in the past it has felt like lip service and then consultations have been ignored

Youth clubs.  The current young people are our future.  Every opportunity has to be afforded them and the most vulnerable need self 

esteem.
Make data available and encourage its use.

Open and honest review of things that have not been sucessuful.

Working together and ensure a forum for open and friendly debate and decisions can be made

Openess - this is a movement that needs to capture hearts and minds, change behaviours and bring people together. 

info

Open, efficient, transparent, accountable business practices with cross party cooperation on all major projects. 

More people involved in the community 

Pushing the boundaries and being a city that leads the country in promoting environmental  concerns

Na

You are already doing well as far as i am concerned. I bet Gwen disagrees!

Council employees especially in a technical and rigour of business capacity are generally seen as unemployable in the real/private 

economy due to a lack of exposure to the real world, and a tap of taxpayers money that seems to be spent with no examination of value 

or consequence. As such, there is less confidence that money will be managed or well spent. 

Far more community involvement in decision making, and more meaningful long-term conversations.

Democratically elected and accountable councillors being able to act effectively to fulfill their mandates and to shape the way the 

council operates, rather than being sidelined by the system of governance or unduly constrained by unaccountable officers.

I want to ensure that no councillor financially benefits from the actions of the council and thus creates a conflict of interest.

making a coucil trustworthy sorr but all the pricy mistakes you make [we pay for. lendal bridge for eg]

the people that make the mistakes should Pay for them

Accessible update sessions or meetings 

Reverse the swingeing cuts to council budgets that have been experienced in recent years

Improving access by community groups to the council's decision-making processes

More information 

Transparency. Encourage greater cross-party working. These are terribly decisive times politically (at national level). And given that 

york seems likely to keep changing hands politically greater consensus might mean more things get done. 

Residents need to be able to communicate with the Council more effectively than at present. People want to be able to speak to a 

person and they want the problem resolved asap.
It should be clear as to what information the council is using to make its decisions and what assumptions it is using to make future 

plans so that people have the opportunity to provide additional information where this would be helpful or to challenge incorrect 

assumptions.
A council that gets things done instead of indulging in political infighting

Good frontline services

I don't know where key council decisions are published. I don't know what the City budget covers, and how much for each sector. What 

do Ward budgets cover?

Transparency in the democratic process 

Use https://www.fixmystreet.com properly, so I can communicate better.

Get young people involved. Stop spending council tax on excessive lunches etc., starting being accountable for expenditure.

Routinely ask for feedback from the public, on as local a level as possible.

Feeling like my voice is heard and listened to.

Encouraging small businesses. A great deal could be done for the centre of Acomb. It has very few cycle paths and no NHS dentist.

Stop doing everything for tourists and do more for local people. Put market back in parliament Street and encourage new sorts of stalls 

that can earn a living. Organic and home made and different stalls alongside existing. We don't need the same trash stalls like at at 

nicolas Xmas time. The expensive continental market. Have activities too
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An open and effective Council

What is most important to you in achieving this outcome?

To build a strong healthy community in which our youth and elderly feel valued and supported

Good communication with residents without the need for expensive glossy leaflets

Comply

Being able to contact CYC and work with departments rather than having to deal with your internal politics.

Being able to implement a Community project smoothly.

That as many public services as possible are available and well managed in York.

Employ more resources

Ward Grants

Talk to your local residents and answer their concerns.

Council to be held to account via local journalists etc.

Departments that supply statutory services are properly managed and resourced. 
That Councillors work together for the people of the city, not for re-election. 

That the council stops paying attention to one or two really vocal people and concentrates on the needs of our genuinely vulnerable 

residents.
Consult with residents

I used to work in business support which had the worst management I have ever worked for.  The opposite of this aim.

An open and honest council who listen to the people. 

Communication and consultation
I am probably not atypical in having little idea what the council actually does, or what it planse, or how we can make sure that we deal 

with the issues of global warming and the loss of biodiversity whihc are key problems to be addressed immediately, 5 years is far too 

slow!No lies. Be open and honest. No white lies, no hiding the truth, no half truths, no covering up, if you don't know something then say you 

don't know. 
Not sure 

No sudden surprises. Continue to give and receive consultation concerning changes to issues that affect our lives.

Openly tender for all services, measure and publish key performance indicators. 

Initiate remedial actions as necessary and advise actions and outcomes.

More transparency

Feeling the council are open and transparent with the information they present publicly. Don't feel this is currently the case.

Be transparent rather than just say it. Look into nepotism and route out bullying and pressurised management styles

Don’t Try to do everything, but focus only on must do priorities and finish them before starting something else. Think long term. 

Local consultations

Stop wasting money

Openness is key

Making it clear how one can attend council meetings/ committee meetings. Making it easy to find out what the Council are doing and 

what's happened at meetings

Councillors working together rather than party-politics.

Transparency and value for money

A council that stops wasting money on consultations

1. YCC staff don't send out emails with over 50 email addresses in the CC/to lines including personal email addresses, all visible to all 

recipients. (One went out just last week like this.)

2. You teach staff to work with and engage the public. (You can't know every pothole, every way that people use a route...) And that 

YCC staff are not blinkered and patronising. (All too common in my experience.)

Transparency across all meetings in the council. 

Meaningful engagement with the community. 

inter agency communication and businesses moving away from silo working-more links across them

Personal integrity and the development of a consensus driven political dynamic able to take account of the views of all councillors in 

reaching decisions
Open & honest discussion

To actually deliver on this.  

Listen to residents views and where possible act on them.  Put residents first before tourists

Achieving better value for tax payers' money.
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An open and effective Council

What is most important to you in achieving this outcome?

HONESTY

Taking account of residents' views in the outer parts of the city

a council that listens to its residents

Having staff that are compitent and polite that work for you

That I know how decisions are made and that residents are prioritised over private businesses.

Knowing who you are and how to talk to you.

york can often seem inward and parochial- ensure staff and councillors are engaged with wider debates in their field, training and best 

practices
Communication - social media, York Press, 

Listen to the residents and stop thinking you know what they want.

get rid of the new leader 

YCC has no interest other than the promotion of tourism 

Ensuring transparency of decision making processes and accountability to the electorate 

every to be honest- it won't happen!

Access to councillors and officers. Transparent fair processes. Consultation on plans. High quality planning and facilitation of residents, 

community and business involvement in delivery.

Opportunisties to engage with the council (such as this) and the ability to share my skills with the local community.

*Access to policy and decision making documents, including performance data and evidence bases.

Working with the NHS, the police and other organisations to protect residents, improving life for all people who are suffering

Actually doing it and getting it right more often than wrong

To drive investment into york 

Stop pushing each members own agendas to the detriment of everyone else!

Knowing what is going on and feeling that I am listened to

Be transparent and creative

Knowing that the council is employing the right people rather than the convenient resource against clear objectives and robust job 

descriptions
Get on with the job you were elected to do.  Give your workers the power to help residents.

Introduce a local form of 'citizens assemblies' on the key issues in the council plan. Make them meaningful.

Accountability transparency effectiveness 

an open and effective council but I am not certain we have one

A efficient speedy Executive, Committee and Department structure.

Being aware of the aspirations of the Council and how they intend to achieve them.

Reading meeting outcomes in publications.

A clear vision for the future

The council needs to operate in the best interests of the city as a whole.

Ensure that public money is not wasted on, for example, spending nearly £100,000 on a case against a councillor that proved to be 

incorrect. Think what good could have been done with that money!

More investment

That residents groups are listened to and their ideas took on board.

Don't know.

by being accessible to residents, listening to their views and acting accordingly and appropriately

Continuity of council political representation instead of chopping and changing as has happened recently 

N/A

Accountability.

Less cars, a more people centred city. 

No idea

I think your questions are not coordinated with the blurb at the top of the page
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An open and effective Council

What is most important to you in achieving this outcome?
Greater visibility of what the Council is doing and how important decisions are reached. A Council that listens to feedback rather than 

pays lip service to it.
Transparency.

Efficient use of resources without wastage on beurocracy and admin 

Better environmental services for rural areas

People’s voices and particularly young people’s voices

Supporting projects that benefit all, rather than niche groups.

To work for residents not always tourists.

Money to go where it is needed on providing good libraries, free and clean public conveniences (with attendants)

Stop the political in fighting and work together with the public for a common good.

The council are resources well enough to achieve these outcomes but there needs to be a clear strategy. Is the city for students and 

visitors? Are you really trying to make it safe etc for all, how disadvantaged are the low income/elderly/refugees/adopted children? 

What is being done to improve people’s expectations? I’m all for volunteering and communities to work together. 

People need to be made aware of the facility available to them. 

A clean safe vibrant city
This is too long, y’know. Place these over-riding social and environmental concerns ABOVE party politics or we’ll never get anything 

done. The case of simple, improvements is urgent and unarguable. Stop talking a big game and take direct, unspectacular, humdrum, 

pragmatic action.
You’re quite good here. But making things simple . 

Being honest

An open honest and effective council.  See it recognise it and solve it while taking a pro active view about future development

The council making their decision and spending process transparent.  More public consultation.  Fewer paid consultants.

No thoughts

Transparency

No more NDA's and the hiding of meeting minutes behind Commercial In Confidence.

A range of community groups and initiatives that are well supported by infrastructure and places for people to meet and give their views 

as well as challenge and be challenged

Good levels of scrutiny 

Too general a subject to comment on.

A more open and inclusive council 

A coherent plan for the City which is adhered to and not destroying green spaces

Better skills in YCC planning department and in its planning processes which are old and not fit for purpose or the future.

Address retail rents in the city sentry 

To be aware of a clear plan

Transparency

Improve managerial quality within the council.

Communication

What?
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An open and effective Council

What should the council do to help achieve this outcome?
Listen, stop paying consultants, learn from previous administrations and previous mistakes (stop reinventing the wheel with every 

election cylcle we are sick of devolving and then centralising in an endless cycle). Do the thinks that maintain our infrastructure and 

stop strutting about like you have it all thought out.
start practising what you preach.  Almost 2 years living in this City and it has got to be one of the worst run councils. Sorry - but that's 

fact.  Ward councillors and CYC reps being available to discuss such projects as York Central.....there was very little evidence of resident 

consultation outside of the West Offices on that. Applies also to the 'consultation' on the changes to come outside of York Railway 

Station....

Communicate better. LISTEN to your city.

Identify for each outcome who has responsibility for it and who is accountable for delivery. 

The council should find more ways to consult with residents, in different ways and across different platforms.

Continue what you're doing - e.g. webcasts are really useful, as is website. 

Keep listening

make sure it does at is preaches, and gives honest answers

Genuine consultation with staff and residents - participation for all,. Improving ways that people with different needs can have  a voice in 

decision-making and how they can access information. Use rights-based approaches in planning. 

Be easily accessible and listen to concerns

Open communication and early consultation.

Be reflective and keep trying to be better..

No comment

Re-introduce the committee system in the council.

Listen to petitions and suggestions. Be a local council for the residents not the tourists

Council can be more visible in promoting the transformative power of education as a mechanism to change lives and generationally. As 

above, we have two excellent universities and HE providers within the city - council could work with these entities more.

Raise the profile of all the good work it is doing

Invest in redesigning the website

Having more evening consultations

Ensure the fair distribution of services for everyone in the city. 

Responsible and ethical use of the money that the Council is given.

Transparency in all of their dealings as a Council.

Listen to the residents and their concerns.

As you say, co-ordinate the activity.

I would like to see the council help and support people with disabilities to use the resources in the community.

1.  Ensure that council business and plans is available to all citizens.

Hold workshops for staff about various topics that the council gets the most phone calls/emails about (e.g. planning permissions, HMO 

regulations, single occupancy regulations, schools, sustainability, business inquiries etc.) Also make all this information available and 

eady to find on the council's website. Most people first look online for an answer nowadays and only call when they cannot find the 

required information. Further improving the (already quite good!) website will help with this.

Set up a people’s assembly 

Be open and effective ....

Monitor outcomes.

be more open and listen to the people

Attract high quality people without vested interests.

Have more information about what you do in plain sight.

The council should not allow in any shape of our form any members of staff to participate when there is a conflict of interest.

Publish details of all council meetings and discussions in publicly accessible ways and places

Communicate the possibilities.
Actually care. When the people tell you what needs addressing, do it. Not pursuing your agenda instead of what the people want 

chaging or fixing.

Meet targets and push on with business.

Be bold
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An open and effective Council

What should the council do to help achieve this outcome?
Better education on what the role of the council is, it's relationship to local government (our MP) and to national governance. I think this 

might help people to be more patient and understanding about their frustrations, and know how to better exercise their democratic 

rights and focus their political energies to achieve change.

Culture shift around power relationships and a move to more collaborative leadership is needed. This will take time and buy in across 

directorates. CYC is in a good position to model this practice to and alongside other sectors. 

Practise the values of openness and accountability at the very top of the council

Lees hype about its so-called achievements, more hard facts, better access to the real decision-makers and better quality managers

Make it easier to both find and connect with local councillors, not just in my resident ward but in other wards in the city where I may 

want to raise an issue I have come across, or a friend or family member of mine may have an issue with and need help raising.

Genuinely listen to people's views, eg in response to this consultation.

AS above

nothing until they are given more money

give one free parking permit for each household

Listen to residents, and if you're going to have consultation act on it not just carry on regardless.  Strong feeling after the York Central 

consultation at NRM that the feedback was pretty much ignored.  

Provide clubs ( village halls, community centres etc) and staff.

Open up all data that is not personal and encourage the use of it in the community.

When something has not gone well make open and honest reviews and allow remediation to prevent similar events. These should be 

blame free so people feel free to make comments and suggestions that lead to better solutions.

Empower its staff to be advocates, ensure staff feel respected and listened to enabling this will get the best out of the staff and improve 

efficiency and overall wellbeing

Listen, explain, involve. Move to a committee system. Run consultative meetings, exercises & public listening campaigns. Build zero 

carbon into CYC's branding, involve children as ambassadors to get adults to listen

clear online newsletters

Remember  why they were elected, to serve the current people of York but also to protect its future. 

Advertise requests for individuals to initiate community events etc on small scale as well as city-wide.

Listen to feedback, be honest and open about decisions,  Be brave in implementing things which might mean inconvinience for some 

but will have LONG TERM benefits

Na

be more visible in local media - York has a very quiet council compared with some
I have been delighted with the help the Council gave my daughter in her recent housing crisis and in her bid to go for the higher PIP 

rating.

Recruit from the private sector will be needed and key departments should be routinely shaken up to mitigate this. Work with private 

sector specialists more, companies that have personnel who may not necessarily come cheap, but can save millions in the long run.

Follow up on this consultation because a one-off questionnaire won't reach many people and you need to keep talking to local residents.

Reform the council's constitution to give more power to backbench and opposition councillors, perhaps by reintroducing a committee 

system for decision making.

Rigorous, public accountability and full disclosure of interests.

make councilers financialy responsable for there cock ups

Run sessions in evenings or weekends. Lay on child and teenage entertainment areas or child carers so families can come 

Very little other than lobby and make its residents aware of how it is suffering. A small example the average travel grant for York and 

thh North versus the Soutn and London

Provide for a longer time for community groups under the "public participation" agenda item than 3 minutesThe decline of the Press means that it is harder to find out what the council us doing. Council newsletters tend t o be self-

congratulatory. We need more 'punchy' short information sheets on individual issues, written in a way that even residents with poor 

literacy skills can understand.

Lobby for regional devolution. Work with neighbouring (and other) authorities. I like the fact that you live-stream meetings. And I really 

like the way the Castle Gateway consultation is being run. Perhaps more ‘out there’ ways of doing things, such as explaining council 

services to schools and sheltered accommodation. Most people don’t know who does what in terms of the public sector. 

Look again at the Council's phone systems via the Customer Centre and how the Council responds to enquiries. 

Aim to be as well informed as possible and willing to consider new evidence.  The council should be able to respond to an emergency 

with strong policies based on evidence.

See 23
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An open and effective Council

What should the council do to help achieve this outcome?

Prioritise services that support the public and local business

oint us to where this info is published/ And/or publish it.

Open meetings, live web broadcasts 

Find out what York people  think 

respond to fixmystreet.com reports through fixmystreet.com Or just let me communicate through email, instead of forcing me to use the 

council's web reporting facility,

publish personal expenses of each council member. Ban the use of cars for travel and make train or bus travel the only way for the 

council to travel. MAKE THE LORD MAYORS CAR ELECTRIC AND SMALLER... IT IS A GROSS SYMBOL OF POWER!

Make it easier to contact the council directly. Twitter accounts for wards/districts? 

Continue to talk. 

Keep business rates for small businesses low to encourage them in Acomb and other places.

More off road cycle paths in Acomb. There are none at all on Green Lane or Carr Lane.

Stop doing at nicks fair it's so boring. Let's see some real talent. Cheaper stalls for locals. It's cost prohibitive to local makers

Youth clubs with mental health support. Encourage the youth to support elderly groups. Ensure the vulnerable children are supported in 

holiday times as well as in school hours

Find cheap and effective ways of communicating with residents

Do what is best for the city and its residents.  Not what's best for the council and its party politics. 
This is something I feel very passionate about.

Please,  STOP your departments working in SILO. You have no joined up collaboration internally. You have to find an employee who is 

willing to go the extra mile, who still has enthusiasm, to get things done.

For example, if a resident wants to report something, there are 5 different departments according to the issue. If you had a 24 hour, or 

extended hour, call centre, they could triage and pass on the issue to the relevant department. Residents find it frustrating to be faced 

with "if you want to report flytipping then contact this person", "If you want to report an antisocial CYC tenant then contact that person, 

but fill in THIS diary sheet, not the diary sheet for flytipping!. All they want to do is report once and it gets passed to ASB Hub, HMO or 

NYP (or all three). They also need followup, instead of feeling it is a one way process that they report something and don't get anything 

back from CYC.

For Community projects, there should be an application which then gets passed to all the relevant departments for their comments, 

passed back to the Community group for answers and then everyone in a room if necessary to talk it out for agreement. 

Your departments either do not work with each other, or do not talk to each other which is extremely inefficient. A private business 

could not effectively work this way so why should CYC be able to do so?That the Council continues to support partners where necessary, and provide as many services as possible. Creative thinking, cross 

partnership working and project funding to keep voluntary services doing as much as possible where the council cannot/will not provide 

the services.

Prosecute offenders

Make clearer Ward Priorities based off of the Ward Profiles - what is being done to address needs of the ward?

Answer as above!

Open meetings

Listen to the people on the ground, the officers, support workers etc.  They know what they are talking about and don't have a hidden 

agenda - unlike, I feel, some of the councillors...

Ensure the important services are resourced correctly, this does not just include social services, remember roads maintenance etc!

Stop doing knee jerk reactions because 1 or 2 people get vocal. Sometimes you have to make choices for the best interest of the silent 

majority, or the vulnerable few. Focus on what you are achieving and not on being popular

Take notice of the views of residents
Support staff that are properly poorly (I have seen colleagues with cancer and long term medical conditions get warnings for time off - 

disgraceful)

Better communication. Encourage more public involvement by holding more open meetings and consultations (at times full-time workers can attend); reduce 

bureaucracy by lowering fees for things like building permit applications (you currently charge a fee just to ASK if a resident needs 

planning permission...)  

Be open. Be clear. Do not lie and do not omit the truth. 

Not sure 

Continue to consult

Actually listen to what people say. Many of these surveys are like a tick box exercise and there's little evidence to suggest you act on 

the feedback. I don't remember ever seeing the results or reports on the data you have collected via these consultations. This is why I 

haven't filled it in, in as much depth as I usually do. I feel apathetic to be honest.

Have simple, readily accessible information available to the public. Don’t hide behind ‘commercial confidentiality’, it is public money and 

the public needs to see it is spent wisely, not just be told that.
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An open and effective Council

What should the council do to help achieve this outcome?

We all you you're only in it for yourselves

Don't have to pay out on so many NDA's.

Show you are open, transparent and accountable.

Change the culture, measure performance with figures rather than feelings of the overall Council compare to other Councils, then 

measure directorates against each other and against other Councils, then measure performance of teams, then measure performance 

of individuals. Then publish the directorate and teams performances 

Focus on must do activities, supporting vulnerable, those who are at a disadvantage, or who have ill health, including mental health.

Arrange these regularly and in the city centre

Employ a head of finance to challenge and root out waste.

Be honest in communicating Council policies, programmes and problems

HAve a website link to find out about key decisions that have been/ are going to be made

Ensure councillors take notice of their electorate rather than their party.

Be transparent and truly Yorkshire!

Be open, make decisions, explain them and then get on with it

You teach staff to listen and learn, not to take phone calls during discussions, not to make silly comments during discussions. In short, 

you teach staff to respect the views of people they are engaging with and to recognise they are there to learn. My experiences have 

been of physically fit, white men who only know their way of doing things and can't imagine (and won't try) how it is if you are not in that 

category and who are so egotistical they cannot look ahead to when they are no longer fit and young.... Enforce transparence across all meetings in the council. 

Provide more resource for meaningful engagement with citizens, and take forward their views even if it's not what the council want to 

hear.

Network and communicate

Ask the City of York Councillors to put the residents ahead of their egos and personal political ambition 

Take more notice of resident's opinions in for example the granting of planning permission.

Enhance and normalise the castle Gateway style of citizen engagement. Speak more to young people.Speed up planning permissions for businesses who want to expand their business.  Stop wasting money for example putting 20mph 

signs in streets where people do not take any notice of.  Make residents more aware of what facilities the council does offer and not 

have jobs worhts come out to you when you make a complant.  I complained about a neighbour who put lighting up that shone directly 

into our bedroom and caused us to spend a fortune on blinds and curtains because the guy from the council said 'well I could sleep with 

that light on'  not really the answerLook into the council practices, to ensure CYC is run efficiently. Ensure the councillors and workforce feel proud to represent CYC, to 

champion York.

Invest more in the staff resource, rather than look for cutting further!

Engage with Universities and Businesses, to better work together, and to see if some services could be improved, or even provided in a 

Don't hide behind the need for confidentiality

Hold more local consultations in the outer areas 

provide consultation opportunities for all 

Train your staff to be sensitive and actually to care about another human being. The staff can be so rude and belittling train them to 

understand the world doesn't revolve around them 

Publish the minutes of meetings, consult with residents in advance of planning decisions, organise citizen assemblies on key issues 

like the XR climate forum in July. Also, there should be full transparency around the councils finances.

Do some outreach work. Come to our communities. Put stuff through our doors. Have drop in sessions. Have easy-to-find emails with 

photo. Come and visit community groups. 

Southwark council sent email updates. Does York council do this? I haven't seen one. Update residents by working with large local 

businesses to promote work.

Support young adults better, build social housing not just allow affordable private construction as they still can’t afford it. Better 

transport to villages. Reduce tax for shops.

reinstate Mary 

Get some proper employment back into this city

Give the residents a greater say in decisions and visibility of decisions made

be honest, work together and stop making mistakes

Maintain adequate staffing.

Create public forums on key issues, and identify local people with the right skills and expertise to decide on solutions to issues. 
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An open and effective Council

What should the council do to help achieve this outcome?
*Ensure that when something is approved at a public decision, if there is a future decision to cancel or significantly change the 

planned/proposed scheme, that this is followed up by a public decision/statement.  E.g. how many times has a bike hire scheme for 

York been proposed, investigated and then canned with nothing in the public domain beyond the approval to investigate - until the next 

time the idea comes around?  



*Provide a clear and comprehensive list of projects, including current status (draft, design, implementation), an outline of cost and the 

timescale for delivery.  This should feature major organisational projects, as well as any capital or infrastructure scheme which may 

hold public interest (e.g. highways, buildings etc).

Make social care a priority.  Follow the statement work as an open, transparent and accountable organisation, in partnership with key stakeholders, to deliver on 

residents priorities and achieve the Council Plan outcomes for our city. Too many ideas are driven by personal views those in power 

need to address the needs of the city and its residents. Make decisions transparent and timely.  Look to the knowledge within the 

council instead of engaging consultants at a high cost.

As above 
To deliver on what it say it is going to do  in a timely manner instead of just talking about what it warns to do .set realistic targets that 

are achievable 

Councillors are elected to represent their wards - try to do this instead of pushing your own agendas!

Make information more accessible, using all means to communicate - CYC has gone too far in just shoving everything on line

See above
Absolute clarity of priorities and how to achieve them ad with what resource. Confirm what measure of success are and ensure they are 

'smart'

Update your website and make it easier to use.

See Q.23

Set clear policies and procedures and close ly monitor and account for implementation 





play less politics. I know this can be difficult but dogma isn't everything!

Remove the burden from Dept Heads to work within its budget by including a % over spend as allowable.    This removes a Dept 

refusing to do preparative work without Exec Approval. 

Keep me informed in any way they consider efficient be it by mail, over the inter-net or the phone and through the media.

Continue producing their newspaper from time to time.

Consult and publish

Be fair, open and democratic.

You do OK already, but should lobbyCentral Government for additional funding

Have more workers working directly with the local community groups in community buildings, to work along side volunteers to get 

projects up and running and sustainable.

Don't know.

as above

No idea

N/A

Why are so many council vans parked locally and not in a council compound?

Be open with residents, do not censor documents or videos of council meetings (except in safeguarding situations or where commercial 

information may be damaging to an individual)

Give 

Haven't a clue

See answer to question 23

More 'You said...we did..' type communications. Clearer and more definitive policy statements and plans on the areas you are 

prioritising - not just high level strategic gobbledygook and corporate bulls***t!

Be transparent in the decisions made.

Ensure above 

Improve enforcement of dog fouling and cycling offending.

Establish and support groups particularly in the hard to reach communities

Target money on things that benefit all, or the City itself, rather than specialist groups
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An open and effective Council

What should the council do to help achieve this outcome?

Think carefully about residents needs not just tourists.

Sorry - but less money spent on new council offices and more money on libraries.  York library is so down at heal and for such a 

beautiful building this is a real travesty

Look at Brexit and the mess its caused. Listen to the residents and not just cherry pick the bits you want.
Skilled staff.

Prioritise and plan housing with community in mind rather than award winning developments that will attract developers.

Visitors bring in money at expense of residents- there needs to be a balance.

My experience is you don’t deliver high quality services eg it seems that few people understand the recycling ‘rules’ I look in neighbours 

boxes, that compared with other councils it’s inefficient and too much mess is left. Provision of SEN education- support for parents is a 

shambles - partic for children with unnamed difficulties . The head of service approachable but not followed up on promises or promised 

services York hasn’t got. 

Promote the facility's available. Encourage businesses to get involved & contribute to communitys. 

Forget the politics

Visit other cities and get some fresh ideas. Raise our game. 

Les internecine strife and points scoring.

Video meetings online, use more newsletters, communicate more. Parties work  together please. 

Putting up unedited videos of council meetings

Look outwards.  Listen to the public.  Deal promptly with issues of concern.  I don't want to hear any more of the person who deals with 

that works part time and will back next wedneday

Listen to residents and businesses about their priorities.  Don’t use lack of money as an excuse.

No thought 

As above

No more NDA's its tax payers money you are wasting, you wont to open and honest with the citizens who are paying the wages.  If a 

firm wants a contract with the council and to be paid by the tax payer it cant hide behind Commercial In Confidence.

LISTEN and act on what creates good healthy environment, open, honest, transparency. More meetings with the people who live here

Open council up more to public scrutiny

As above

More access to the council and better parking at the council offices 

Think

sort it out 

Reduce car parking rates for residents to encourage support for york retail businesses in town centre

Put resources into effective communication 

Communicate with residents

The council has some excellent people and tremendous resources but sorry to say lacking in management of those people

More communication with residents

Collect more tax
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An open and effective Council

What could you (as an individual, part of a community or an organisation) do to help achieve this outcome?
Vote for a better council and pay more attention to the way you spend out money. Make more public access requests for more 

information
kick you lot up the rear with some home truths.

Keep appearing at consults.....when I know about them.

Stay actively informed

The Chamber welcomes the opportunity to continue to work with the Council to sustain and improve the city's economic performance.

Keep coming up with workable ideas

keep asking the questions
Gather the views of CYP to improve service delivery and to address their needs. Sharing this with my team, other services, through 

avenues such as the voice and involvement group. Supporting AccessforALL CYP's participation group. Promoting the UNCRC, right-

based practice and upholding Article 12. 
Continue to work in partnership with the council especially in the Community Safety Partnership 

Engage in constructive dialogue and flag up any areas of concern.

No comment

Proactively support Council initiatives 

I can make a recommendation - contact Nettl of York for website redevelopment. 

Contact my excellent local Councillor with any concerns

One should never say one has done enough, but I would need to invent the 48 hour day. Sorry. That's on my bucket list.

Work together to help and support people with disabilities to use the resources in the community.

1. Contacting council about matters pertaining to my life.

Not sure.

Join people’s assembly

Be persuaded to participate if requested

Provide feedback on outcomes.

not sure

Not much.

This!

Help spread information about where these resources can be found

Ask questions

I could educate myself on these topics. 

My role in CYC is focused on culture change, system change and co production with citizens in communities. 

Contiuing to try to hold councillors and officers to account

Tell you in this survey that it should be easier to locate councillors and communicate with them either directly or have a way of leaving 

communications for them.

Respond.

give one free parking permit for each household

Engage
These clubs could be resourced by volunteers who would be willing to give up some time.  The arts are underfunded or not funded in 

schools, music, writing, drama, painting, textiles etc.  I realise the councils have their hands severely tied by government regarding 

funding. Business sponsorship maybe?
Keep asking for data and calling out closed answers where they come from the council.

Volunteer support for public campaigns

read the above ..

Volunteer as in answer to several previous questions

Talk to councellors and take part in local forums and events

Na

n/a

I have been quite impressed with Helen and Peter's work at My Castlegateway and the like because the questions are more probing 

than Survey Monkey can accommodate.  It's good to discuss with other people as well as responding to questionnaires like this.
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An open and effective Council

What could you (as an individual, part of a community or an organisation) do to help achieve this outcome?
Be active in my community and across the city to keep councillors and the council connected with residents' views, needs and 

situations, to challenge them and to hold them to account.

vote against

Come to update sessions, continue to answer consultations like this

Use my electoral vote.

Use existing mechanisms to maximise my contribution

I suppose being on TalkBack panel us a contribution

Talk more about council matters that I’m aware of. 

Ask questions ….

Provide information to the public and members of the council on request. Research best practice and adopt those measures. 

Very little

Do my day job

Dunno.

Offer advice 

I could show you what the problem is. 

Nothing... it is up to the council to regulate itself and set standards.

I'm filling this form in...........

Continue to talk.

Very little.

?

Vote in local elections
I will keep hassling Ward Councillors who seem to be the only people who will tackle these issues. You are putting pressure on them to 

deal with departments who either won't talk to each other, or won't work with each other. In my experience from a Community group 

perspective, I am passed from department to department and having to justify the project to each one, or make comprimises to each 

one. I just want to put in an application for a Community project, hear the objections, resolve the objections and get agreement to go 

forwards, or recognise the project has no legs.
Support local charities.

Inform council of infringements

Volunteer

Keep sending emails until someone personally answers my issue.

I need to take more of an interest

respond to surveys. give my views, watch webcast meetings.

Ultimately I moved jobs to get away from toxic management and while not perfect in my new job I am treated in a trusted flexible way

Not sure 

Respond to consultation

Remain alert to areas where money may be being wasted and report it.

Keep pointing this out

Question the council on anything that is not right.

Embrace change

Need more time to think about this

Attend consultations

That job

Support local programmes funded by Council

not a lot

Nothing

Not a lot

Try to challenge the assumption of the planners, the street engineers etc that they know it all and they know best and that that's the end 

of it.
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An open and effective Council

What could you (as an individual, part of a community or an organisation) do to help achieve this outcome?
Encourage more people to engage with the work the council are doing and the existing opportunities to get involved and have their 

voice heard. 
no clue :-)

Vote for the best candidate regardless of political persuasion

Object where it is possible to do so but largely the council seems to ignore the views of residents

Be more active in the community.

elect the right coucillers

Buy local, champion York, use online services where I can.

Lobby Councillors to be open and honest

Help publicise such events

Keep up to date with local news and council activities, participate in consultations such as this one, and be prepared to take peaceful 

direct action to hold the council to account if they fail to be transparent in their activities.

I don't know. I already email the council a bit.

Review the York council website

Continue to complete these questions.

vote for the other lot 

Nothing as I have no interest in the on-going promotion of tourism at all costs

Campaign 

keep pestering councillors and MP

Not sure.

Contribute to groups like this.

Nothing

Support  

Question and debate in an informed way and be prepared to compromise and not descend into personal abuse. Lobby central 

government MPs to provide resources. 

Apply the same standards to conduct and actions as that expected of the council

I am doing my bit as a parish councillor 

Participate in consultations and local engagement activities. Be a thoughtful and caring member of the local community.

attend meetings and let our views be heard and contact our ward councillor when needed

Be aware of any system whereby I can contact Council members or they could contact me  to discuss important issues. 

Bit too old now at 86.

Be consulted

I have no idea.

Pay more tax

Don't know.

as answer  question 22

Nothing

N/A

I help look after the New Walk and organise working parties; digging back the mud, cleaning graffiti off the walls, checking the health of 

the trees, keeping drains open. Sometimes help out the volunteers in Rowntree Park 

Nothing

See answer to question 23

Be more challenging of councillors and council employees!

Ask questions and inform myself.

Feedback when I feel things are not right, or are goid

Report issues more to the CYC

Volunteer to help
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An open and effective Council

What could you (as an individual, part of a community or an organisation) do to help achieve this outcome?

Support my local library where I can

Work with the council for the greater good of all.

I’m filling this in, I attend some meetings at a local level, I vote and I’m generally positive. 

Spread the word about availability of facilities. 

I am involved in local education and environmental issues, as well local community organisations. If people tried 10% harder things 

would be 100% better.
Agitate and complain when necessary.  Say thank you when the council do a good job which is frequently

Nothing

Dk

Support this.

Nothing

Lobby the council for access for all, not just the well educated 

No idea

lobby the council

Support York businesses 

Contribute to it and be aware of what is published. 

Encourage councillors

Library visit

Nothing
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Final Comments

Please leave any other comments you may have about the York Council Plan 2019-2023 below:

It lacks the voice of those who live here. It is a vision for property developers and marketeers, it is a disappointment.
There is no point in this if you do not intend to actually do something with the information provided to you.



This council has a lot to do.  The general opinion is that this is a very ineffective council, and having been here for almost 2 years, I 

have to agree.  



Time to step up and sort out this gorgeous, yet absolutely filthy City.
Keep an eye on costs and whose benefit they are for. Evidence please - and in key areas where people go - such as at Community 

Centres, churches, bus stops, job centre....

The recycling in York is abysmal. Not to have household food waste collection is shocking.

1.  we need a city wide sustainable transport plan as quickly as possible to reduce traffic levels and supports people to use cars less 

and walking, cycling and public transport more

2.  we need an effective Zero Waste Strategy that includes taking action on reduction, re-use and repair as well as improved recycling
This is a wide and potentially far reaching plan so it will be essential for its delivery that sufficient and appropriate resources are 

allocated to it. In addition the plan should be reviewed regularly to check performance and delivery but should also be flexible enough to 

respond to change.    
Look at my Strensall scheme as it is the only scheme that can answer all the questions

Let's become the UK's first rights-based council and make rights central to everything that we do!



Thank you for the opportunity to have my views considered. 
Please hold bus companies especially first bus accountable for their increasing bus fairs and unreliable service.

Compost waste should be collected by the council like many other cities (e.g Cardiff)

The university are also consitiently increasing their housing prices despite bad conditions and no improvements/changes (most are 

infested with silver fish) 
It’s time CYC provided a better and more reliable Waste Services Section.There doesn’t seem to be a day goes by that Waste 

somewhere in York doesn’t get collected.They must running out of excuses by now.I believe they have just employed a Waste Services 

Change Manager for 2 years so let’s hope we see big changes?Let’s hope the 70 to 80k wages is well spent.

Please can you consider the role of education in the plan

I would really love to see disabled and chronically ill people being more central to decision-making, and being more accommodated in 

everyday life. After recently becoming disabled after moving to York as a student, I have experienced first-hand just how much it can 

impact your experience of the city, and would be keen to use my skills to help address this imbalance. 

Please do remember the Public Sector Equality Duty under the Equality Act 2010.

Certain sectors of retail are failing in the centre due to online shopping, not lack of nearby parking. Making the centre traffic free would 

enhance what already is a beautiful city

Finance is obviously the key to a lot of this plan.  One money saver would be a review of how many Councillor members we need. 

Some wards have 3 and I question if that's necessary.  I realise that reducing the costs of Council members by reducing the number of 

Councillors is a small step but it would show that the Council is pulling its own weight.

I would like the plan to be easy read for people with disabilities.

Generally, I am satisfied with most aspects of living in York.  Thank you for your contribution to my good life.

None, I hope you have a good and effective time implementing and executing the plan. 
We are the friendliest pretty city, as residents we are tolerant of the tourists, we give directions, etc etc but it never feels like any money 

generated from the tourism ends up benefiting those who live here. I have been here for 12yrs  as a student, single, married, and now 

parent. I've lived in Heslington, bushy Rd, coppergate and dringhouses. Nowhere have I ever felt that the liberty that seeps into the 

centre of town gets out into the wider community. 
Take action now please

York city centre needs to kept in pristine condition to continue to encourage tourism, when replace pavements on paths, the original 

material, ie York stone should be used and not the disgusting tarmac mess which is spoiling our city centre 
I think the physical environment is a key factor in promoting health, happiness, positivity, attainment and all other Council objectives. I 

don't think this background but crucial issue is given nearly enough attention or resource. Much more emphasis should be placed on 

making York a fundamentally pleasant place to live and work and bring up children. A scattering of ugly tubs of flowers is not the 

answer.well ive said all i need to say but my primary interest was in the new development of the railway yards. I watched the latest fly through 

video and thought Oh my God how utterly boring and facile this is...no 3D design...no greening...no inspiration. And look at all thgose 

people thronging the sidewalk. You as the council should be very critical at this derogatory bit of work. Imagine its a cold january day 

with the wind blasting down the walkways and the buildings and the tress bare and the expanse of pedestrianised surface...well I 

wouldnt want to visit or live in the area. Enough said

Regards



[...]
Your plans need to be driven by a strong vision of York is to become over the next 20-50 years.  Any short term plans are merely 

tactical approaches to achieve the bigger vision.  Be bold, visionary, exciting, daring, ambitious and set challenging goals.  Stop sitting 

on your laurels and aim to make York outstanding rather than merely good
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Final Comments

Please leave any other comments you may have about the York Council Plan 2019-2023 below:

The Council should set an example to residents and businesses by being itself 'Green' in all it purchases and operates as a business. 

It is well-intentioned.

At its heart the plan needs to put the future of the city at its core. York Council needs to balance meeting the interests of businesses, 

hospitality and tourism which are vital for the city's prosperity, without compromising the health and wellbeing of our local environment 

and our local residents (who have often felt that the city is not for them, and only for tourists).  

A real chance to embrace real change. 

I fear that you will be receiving very disparate responses to the questions in ths survey, which I have found to be very unfocussed and 

open to myriad interpretations.

I really hope that the council coalition will not miss this opportunity to make York a forward-thinking and daring city, that has a serious 

and sustained effect on reducing carbon emissions, and sets a blueprint for other cities when it comes to sustainable transport and 

development, and environmentally beneficial changes for all ages and abilities for a greener future.

give one free parking permit for each household,give one free parking permit for each household,give one free parking permit for each 

household,give one free parking permit for each household,give one free parking permit for each household,give one free parking 

permit for each household,give one free parking permit for each household,give one free parking permit for each household,give one 

free parking permit for each householdgive one free parking permit for each household,give one free parking permit for each 

household,give one free parking permit for each household,give one free parking permit for each household,give one free parking 

permit for each household,give one free parking permit for each household,give one free parking permit for each household,give one 

free parking permit for each household,give one free parking permit for each household,give one free parking permit for each 

household,give one free parking permit for each household,give one free parking permit for each household,give one free parking 

permit for each household,give one free parking permit for each household,give one free parking permit for each household,give one 

free parking permit for each household,give one free parking permit for each household,give one free parking permit for each 

household,give one free parking permit for each household,give one free parking permit for each household,give one free parking 
Youth, green space and education for the homeless and disaffected all need attention and homes for people like this and people who 

work but still need to use a food bank all need addressing.  Trees, trees and more trees please.  The River Foss is a good candidate, it 

is a barren river in many places.  The IDB cut the grass and cut down trees to make it easy for the mowers, how can this be right?  It 

surely adds to the ease of run off by farms?

Thank you for allowing me this opportunity to ramble a bit.

The plan needs to be bold and strong. If you can't get this right then you have to go back and retract your climate emergency vote. You 

will then need to publicly state why you have failed to help York to do it's bit in this planet wide emergency.

This is an emergency. A 'war time', mentality is necessary. York could be a global leader - but that really needs all the resources of the 

council and all the major organisations in the city to work together.

There's so much York already does so well: healthy and diverse town centre, good cycle and walking infrastructure, partially car-free 

city centre. So a lot of benefits can be achieved for minimal cost by 1. joining up missing cycle infrastructure, 2. making the city centre 

even more elderly/disabled friendly (especially with loos and benches), 3. collecting kitchen waste, 4. Bringing together stakeholders in 

conflict (like cyclists and taxi drivers!) in citizens forums to come up with solutions that work for everyone.

We should be bold and visionary,... York should become the UKs greenest city,  with the most healthy environment making it an 

attractive place to live and visit, and  ensuing it stays attractive into the future, 

Thanks for issuing this consultation

It truly is time for Congestion Charging. 
For the equal opps form that will doubtless follow, a person's race or gender or the like should not come into anything ever, and these 

forms should be obliterated. The only valid entry is disability, as this influences access requirements. The other categories are 

nonsense this day and age. We are all equal.
Where is the York Council Plan?  I couldn't find it on the website?
I was delighted that this consultation included opportunities for individuals, communities and organisations to consider how they might 

contribute to the flourishing of our city and I hope that this will be reflected in the final Plan, with measures not only to involve 

communities, organisations and businesses in the delivery of services but also to further devolve power and resources to local areas 

and to encourage a shift in the perception of the council, from simply a service provider to a partner and enabler of individual and 

collective action.
forget it you will waste millions and up the poll tax again

you all live in cocoo land  

Thank you for the wonderful work you do. We are very lucky to have such a proactive and forward-thinking Council

Re Consolidation Centres (see earlier) I would be happy to provide an input

The priority has to be on climate change. This is the single most important factor for our lifetimes. If we don’t tackle this then life will be 

an unbelievable challenge for the next generation and will negate anything the council has tried to do. Equally the benefits of a healthy 

low-carbon economy could transform this already great city. 
Sustainability and protection of the environment should feature very strongly in the council plan.  Any planned economic growth should 

be in areas that help to increase sustainability objectives rather than promoting an increase in  unnecessary consumption of natural 

resources.
I don't have high hopes that this survey will achieve anything.

No more thoughts at this time. I hope such comments can be sent to you as they arise.
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Please leave any other comments you may have about the York Council Plan 2019-2023 below:
I really worry that disabled York residents have been overlooked in the plans for the city. Also the plans for the station transformation 

give worse access than already exists to disabled parking 

Currently I am able to go to meetings in London thanks to good accessible parking at York station. I see little thought has been given to 

accessibility in the new plans. 

Don't think very much of this questionnaire - difficult to understand the questions.

Yes to Tourist tax. The roads are awful for cycling. Can someone get the overflowing bins emptied quicker during busy tourist periods.

The climate emergency must shape the parameters within which all our work takes place, and all decisions must be transparently 

shown - in detail - to be consistent with achieving carbon neutral York 2030.

Those questions were so poorly worded I couldn't give any proper answers.

Sort out recycling - if we lived by what you do recycle we'd have to completely change our lives and not for the better.

Please listen to your resident associations. Please give them more financial support, provided they have a formal constitution. Council 

Leaders should make an effort to attend RA's, even as a passive participant. Please stop departments working in SILO. Please stop 

stag/hen parties/drunken behaviour ruining what is a beatiful city and speak to other cities on par with ours how they tackle issues. I 

want York to be a beatiful place to live, work and reside.

You also need to understand that we are "volunteered out". So many people are volunteers who have taken over what were once CYC 

services. Whenever a new initiative takes place, in particular a Community project I am trying to establish, CYC is asking for a 

comittment forever which I possibly can't have our group to commit to. We can only focus in the here and now, and promises for the 

here and now, and have a constitutionalised group. This absolutely dents community commitment and involvement. This stems from 

your internal departments not working together, and not even being enthusiastic. I can understand if there are some restrictions or 

concerns, but to be met with a wall of negativeness when you are trying to do something for your community, rather than a "that's great, 

we have concerns about this, lets work together to find a solution" it has a huge negative impact on a community which wants to make 

things work. Housing policy needs to change. Our community would like to see more profiling when placing people in tenancies, more 

harsh penalties if they don't behave appropriately or are convicted by the police, and more flexible tenancies that CYC can act upon 

swiftly. We would like to see priority for not just armed forces (which has not been demonstrated in our area) but for Key Workers, 

We live in the age of Brexit, Trump, runaway climate change, cryptocurrencies using as much power to 'mine' as much as Chile's 

energy use, and Amazon. We need RADICAL RE-DESIGNS OF HOW THE ECONOMY AND PUBLIC PLACES WORK so that 

diversity in all things increases, not homogenises and dies like we are currently doing.

York council are rubbish at replying to issues raised on the website!!!

Please ensure that the council plan does not just become another document sitting on the shelf gathering dust.  Lets see some results!!

This "consultation" was appallingly written and presented. God help us, if this is the best you can produce. It comes across as out of 

touch and full of jargon.  

It is not clear what you are actually planning to do!

Some of the statements in this consultation are written in Council jargon which make it difficult to understand exactly what you mean in 

practice. This creates a barrier between the Council and residents who don't speak this language, and difficult to answer the questions 

because they just sound vague rather than giving much actual detail to respond to.

Please relook at where you are going to build houses (outside of the city centre) and take the advice of people living there.

Please don't assume that people working for the council feel impacted by the grand plans that it has - they feel very distant.

Personally my experience of Unions has not been positive with them negotiating unrealistic contracts in adult social care eventually 

leading to staff losses, failing to support poorly staff, etc.  It would be good if there was an alternative for staff that do not want to join a 

Union (a staff association in a previous company was effective and realistic).

Improve recycling

This survey seems to be all about paperwork not actually making a difference, when will you get real about dealing with climate change 

etc, which must be acted upon and delivered by 2025 at the latest and will require everybody to change their lifestyles.

There are some excellent plans, however I cannot stress enough about affordable (decent) housing - there should be set standards 

before a landlord can rent out a property.



Also, the antisocial behaviour is a huge issue in the city. It is having a detrimental effect on my mental health, sleeping pattern and 

general attitude towards the city. 

Nothing further

None

Poor

Focus on the basic statutory duties of the LA. Help the elderly, and children who need support by working better and more joined up 

with NHS and Police so that those at a disadvantage don’t get lost in the system. Support schools with social inclusion and mental 

health, for example encourage schools to employ those with learning difficulties.

The wording in this survey makes me despondent - and far from convinced that it is meaningful.  One would have thought that York 

already has it made NOT that we face significant challenges!

Conflicting priorities will cause problems in decision making along with National Government interventions
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Please leave any other comments you may have about the York Council Plan 2019-2023 below:
The Council doesn't really listen and wastes such a lot of money on consultations, schemes that don't happen, I have never seen a 

Councillor in years apart from at election times. You should visit other cities and see what they have achieved.

I'd like CYC to recognise that the footbridge from Scarborough Terrace to the hospital is an example of community severance and that 

it is critical and urgent that the bridge be replaced with a very gentle slope with level stopping places on both sides. 

None

If you cant deliver the plan do not bother writing one! Make sure everything in it is active and meaningful.

Put York's residents first they pay council tax which pays you.  Make York a resident friendly place again.  the amount of residents who 

will not go to shop, eat or drink in York is staggering

Please fight any further funding cuts which may emerge as a result of Brexit.

Inadequate coverage on transport issues.

Have a hard look at the real side of York, not jsut the side the media likes to portray "best city to live in so nice and beuatiful and 

healthy"



What about the drug epidemic within our homeless comuniitys? The people injecting drugs on coney Street on a Friday night. What 

about the businesses clsij gdowj daily due to ever increasing rent demands form the council. What about independent business being 

beaten out being the council won't stop bringing in major brands that don't care about anything but profit and money. What about the 

constant deaths in our river due to there being absolutely no funding towards the amazing vulunteers of York rescue boat.





What about the real people who live here not the ones who visit for a week and spend their money here. 
I appreciate that you have asked how to achieve a fair, green and prosperous city, rather than asking if we should be aiming for those 

things.
Plan, what plan!, North Korea has a better plan and they are rubbish

I love living in York. It distresses me to see the council so diminished by deliberate government action aimed at funding the bare 

minimum of statutory services.

I am excited to see the plans, and would like to help where I can.
When the plan is published there should be a clear list of objectives/outcomes that are intended to be delivered by the end of the period 

- such as specific projects and schemes the council will progress (local plan, outer ring road, solar power installations etc), and outlines 

of other proposals requiring further development/decision (e.g. feasibility studies into x, proposals and consultation on measures to 

achieve y).  



Everything should be quantifiable whether that be via physical achievements or targets/measures that can be monitored/reviewed for 

other less tangible outcomes.I don't believe in supporting the rich so that wealth trickles down.  If poor people have secure accommodation and steady work, then 

wealth will trickle up.  We won't have to spend so much on policing, prisons, NHS, social care, because all residents will enjoy good 

quality lives.Be creative, forward thinking, go for a centralised public transport hub, do not build on or near flood plains as that is storing up 

problems. Make sure developers include affordable housing  - it seems to be only greed that keeps them building "luxury apartments" 

everywhere. Maintain and fully protect the green spaces and maintain the roads, pavements and gullies to stop us being a scruffy 

tourist cityYou should have had a plan sorted before the election.  No matter if you are in coalition the main points could have been given and 

worked on.  It's embarrassing you are sending this out now.  It makes me think you are like headless chickens running around but 

achieving nothing.  As a group who have shared power for over 4 years now I expected better of the Liberal Democrats.  All you seem 

to be about is ensuring nothing is done to upset your vote.
Be bold, show leadership and make the tough decisions that could make York one of the greenest, most sustainable, pedestrian and 

cycle friendly cities in Europe.

Realistic but also delivering against clear measurable targets

by and large I reckon you do very well

I have now lived in York for 35 years (3 at the University) and believe you are amongst the better of the nation's local governments - 

please keep up the good work. If I have a quibble it is that, at times you appear a little too divorced from the people you serve.

We need vision and innovation at this challenging time

The most important issue is the environment and pollution. There is an appalling amount of litter all over the streets of York. The air 

pollution is horrendous. And, we desperately need more trees and meadows.

none

None.

Set of questions too long and difficult to give clear answers

More seats in Parliament Street, at the moment they are only on the shady side. People like to sit in the sun. 
I would like to see a ban on any more student housing - any more housing should be for the people of York. Because of the high 

student numbers they are costing the council a lot of money to keep, and quite frankly we cannot afford them any more than we do 

already
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Please leave any other comments you may have about the York Council Plan 2019-2023 below:
No more large scale housing developments without the required infrastructure being mandatory parts of the planning application, e.g. 

Doctors surgery, shops, public transport, schools.

Make as many public footpaths as possible accessible to everyone rather than just able bodied, e.g. PF/PROW 207.

Please publish full details online, along with regular updates on progress. 

Why does it take the council to repair pot holes?

Can we have a bit less planning and a bit more action please? York is a city in decline as I see it and no amount of plans will save it 

from further decline if these plans are not executed effectively.

Continue to listen to residents. 

Thank you.

Please take care of the environment by ensuring people live near their work and can travel there sustainably

It would be a good start if the CYC began implementing its obligations on enforcement - cycling, fouling and planning

We need to value everyone’s contributions and not focus as much on the advantaged and better off. We need to listen more to young 

people 
Build more houses and improve cycle routes and road surfaces. Not necessarily to the detriment of cars. I cycle and drive!

Thanks for giving me the opportunity to take part

The city centre needs to be more family friendly on a weekend. Not just for all day & night drinking. It was lovely shopping in the city on 

a weekend but not now sadly. 

I struggled with some of the wordings and phrases used in this survey 

Can we afford it? Is is it merely aspirational ,or does it have purposeful intention? Is it a stalking horse for political points scoring or, in 

2024, will we be able to look back and say, ‘Did it’?

York has definitely declined. It’s become more timid, less distinctive. Time to be bold. We need to tame traffic, reverse our decline in 

cycling provision, reverse the decline in our streets and green spaces. This great city is looking shabby! You need to get much more 

involved in street level detail to change this. With the climate warnings we have, now is the to be bold and stop tinkering. 

I hope that this consultation is meaningful.  Those who have taken part have put in considerable effort to be heard

This questionnaire is to long it appears repetitive

It is important to take a whole system approach that addresses the needs and wants of the whole population and recognises that 

compromises are necessary and these do not have to be party political. Open and honest debate about interests and compromises

Bring in a Tourist Tax

To little too late for many

Building larger roundabouts on the A 1237 and making it a dual carriageway will still create traffic queues. Eliminating the roundabouts 

from the main carriageway is the only way to stop traffic queuing. 

no 
I was never presented with a more useless and pointless questionnaire.   It is so open ended as to be ludicrous...a complete waste of 

time and money....I can scarsely believe I am a actually reading it and that ANYONE in their right senses should sanction its 

publication!

Poorly written survey and irrespective, the Council will continue to waste money on central projects with less concern of the rural areas. 

It was not clear how to answer this survey
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